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Introduction 
 

The aim of this thesis is to explore gender roles and relations of gender and how they 

are represented in the world of the narcocorrido, songs about the drug trade. The 

narcocorrido is, typically, a male-dominated genre of music specific to the Mexico-U.S 

border and popular among Mexican-American communities throughout the United 

States. Fundamentally, the narcocorrido originates in the traditional corrido norteño and 

is a controversial drug ballad, which has a history of being banned from many regional 

radio and television stations and on some urban public transport systems in Mexico. It is 

a song form with a violent lyrical content which has even led to the death of a number 

of its singers.1 There is evidence of the changing roles of men and women in the drug 

cartels in Mexico and this thesis will explore if this change is reflected in the lyrics and 

music videos of a new wave of narcocorridos called the Movimiento Alterado. The 

Movimiento Alterado emerged from the underground music scene of Culiacán, Sinaloa, 

around 2007/2008, one of the most violent periods of Mexico’s history during the 

period of the then president, Felipe Calderón’s, War on Drugs (2006-2012).  

There is a distinct lack of exploration of the relations and representations of 

gender in this genre of music, and this thesis, therefore, will provide an in-depth 

analysis of a sample of twenty five songs including eight music videos of the 

Movimiento Alterado (M|A)2 which will be used as a case study.3 This thesis aims to 

demonstrate how the representations of masculinities and femininities in the M|A’s 

songs reflect the gender inequalities of the drug trafficking world and its high levels of 

violence. The narcocorrido has always served to chronicle the world of drug-dealing 

within the dispossessed sectors of Mexico’s border areas and the songs presented in this 

thesis demonstrate how it represents a world of gender hierarchies, machismo, drugs 

and violence. To date, there is no comprehensive investigation into the role gender plays 

in the songs and research carried out for this thesis has not uncovered any academic 

                                                           
1 Two of the most famous narcocorrido singers who have been killed include Sergio Gómez; Sergio Vega 

“El Shaka”; Diego Rivas; Fabián Ortega Piñón known as “El Halcón de la Sierra”; Zayda Peña and 

Valentín Elizalde. 
2  The Movimiento Alterado is also known by the abbreviated version of M|A. Both will be used 

interchangeably throughout this thesis. 
3 Please see Appendix for the complete list of the lyrics to the songs analysed in this thesis. 
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analyses of the narcocorridos of the Movimiento Alterado.4 The majority of literature 

about the narcocorrido focuses on its origins or provides analysis of the drug traffickers’ 

persona or offer more general accounts of its social standing of the narcocorrido in the 

communities close to the border. This study aims to shed a new light on an under-

studied aspect of the narcocorrido. This is a male-dominated genre and women occupy a 

minority position. Therefore, one of the primary research questions addressed is 

whether there is a noticeable difference between the representation of women and men 

in the narcocorridos of the M|A. There has been some female participation in the M|A’s 

narcocorridos and this will also be explored to evaluate if this is representative of a 

change in the status of women in the drug trafficking world. Based on an in-depth 

analysis of twenty five songs from various current and former artists and groups of the 

M|A, the current study will also draw on qualitative material collected by the researcher 

while on fieldwork in Tijuana, Mexico and southern California, USA, in 2012.  

The M|A now comprises eleven official groups/artists, all from Sinaloa, who are 

signed with the Twiins Music Group5 Label (TMG®) which is part of the larger Twiins 

Enterprises® that has its headquarters in Burbank, Los Angeles, California. There are 

other unofficial groups and artists who have collaborated on albums and songs and who 

are also signed with TMG. TMG has worked with the official and unofficial artists and 

groups to produce seven collaborative albums between 2008 and 2013.6 The M|A has a 

recognised leader – Alfredo Ríos, who is known as El Komander and also known as El 

Jefe del Corrido by his fans. His predecessor, Gerardo Ortiz left the M|A after an attack 

was made on his life in 2011 in which two of his entourage died. In an interview with 

the researcher, Adolfo Valenzuela explained how the fans decided that El Komander 

would be the leader of the M|A after Gerardo Ortiz left the M|A.7 

                                                           
4  Juan Carlos Ramírez Pimienta has published an article on the different roles of women in some 

narcocorrido songs including a short section on the Movimiento Alterado. While this author’s article is 

useful for providing lyrics in which women feature as protagonists, Ramírez Pimienta ignores theories of 

gender. Investigating what is gendered about the lyrics of the Movimiento Alterado, including relations 

between and within the genders as presented in this study, requires a theoretically informed understanding 

of gender.  
5 Registered as Twiins – with a double ‘i’. Clarified in an interview with the researcher, the double “i” is a 

means of representing both of the Valenzuela twin brothers, Adolfo and Omar. They legally registered 

their company TMG in 2000. Throughout this thesis Twiins Enterprises will be referred to as both the 

TMG label and their sister label which also produces music of the Movimiento Alterado – LaDisco Music. 

The ‘official’ groups and artists are those who appear on the TMG website. 
6 There are various other albums on which the M|A artists appear such as “Best Of...” albums or “Live in 

Concert”.   
7 Adolfo Valenzuela: Recorded in personal interview, Burbank, CA, August 2012. 
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The founders of Twiins Enterprises are Adolfo and Omar Valenzuela, twin 

brothers from Sinaloa. They are widely credited with discovering and developing the 

Movimiento Alterado. This came about by keeping abreast of the trends in Sinaloan 

corridos and regional music which was appearing on social media soon after Felipe 

Calderón became President in 2006. This further coincided with the increasing use of 

the internet among the younger generation and the new groups who were emerging in 

Sinaloa who discovered a new method of distributing their music. As a result, the 

Valenzuela brothers decided to commercialise and capitalise on the sound of this new 

underground musical wave which was emerging from the streets of Culiacán. They 

subsequently named it the Movimiento Alterado. In an interview Adolfo explained this 

and how it came about:  

Yo no empecé el movimiento […] yo me enfoqué en el internet, me metí en el 

internet y me di cuenta de que ahí estaba pasando algo mucho más interesante 

de lo que estaba pasando en las disqueras. Entonces, me di cuenta que ya estaba 

pasando un movimiento, no tenía nombre, simplemente estaba ahí […] en la 

radio tocaban corridos pero no eran los tipos de corridos que estaban ahí en el 

internet […] eso era clave.8 

 

The corridos that Adolfo Valenzuela was observing at this time were being performed 

by young singers who were trying to move away from the older, more traditional 

corridos. Furthermore, they were using the popular street colloquialisms of the Sinaloan 

youth. For example, the term ‘alterado’ is now a trendy term among the M|A fans to 

mean cool or an ‘altered’ state of mind. Adolfo Valenzuela further elaborated: 

 

Eran grupos nuevos, eran grupos nuevos por lo regular que iban 

empezando, había muchos grupos que ya estaban viejos y ya establecidos 

y se enojaron, porque decían “no, nosotros no somos del Movimiento 

Alterado”. Había muchos celos, porque este movimiento tuvo mucho 

auge, desprendió muy rápido y, pues, mucha gente que no estaba adentro 

se sentía como que la habían dejado fuera. Pues hubo mucho odio, 

mucha envidia al principio. Después se calmó la cosa, pero, eso es 

normal.9 

 

The Movimiento Alterado, which has become synonymous with Sinaloa, hit the 

narcocorrido music scene, playing around with rhythms, with a more upbeat tempo and, 

                                                           
8  Adolfo Valenzuela: Recorded in interview with Daniel Brancato, May 2010 – 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klggH_qHhs8 (accessed: 28th Nov. 2011) 
9 Ibid. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klggH_qHhs8
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most notably, with lyrics that were more sexually explicit and more violently graphic 

than ever before. The Movimiento Alterado emerged around 2008 which was during a 

time of unprecedented levels of violence, the intensity of which had not been 

experienced before. Former president Felipe Calderón initiated an aggressive campaign 

against the drug cartels and drug trafficking organisations when he came into office in 

2006. This new level of conflict and tensions had a direct influence on cultural 

production related to drug trafficking. There is a whole world connected to the narco, 

and it is not just apparent in the songs or the clothing of the Movimiento Alterado and 

other narcocorrido groups and artists in Mexico, it is also reflected in cultural output 

such as literature, art and cinema.10 As a result, it is now common to come across 

detailed descriptions of torture, violence and dismembering bodies as a means of 

boasting about the, usually, male drug trafficker protagonist’s power and dominance 

over other men and over women in the lyrics of the songs by the Movimiento Alterado’s 

artists. Although this was a feature of older narcocorridos, those of the Movimiento 

Alterado combine these characteristics with references to extreme partying including 

drugs and alcohol consumption. Consequently, this has garnered a popular following 

among a mainly young, female fan base 11  that also follow the fashion which 

accompanies the M|A’s artists and groups.12  

The narcocorrido has always chronicled this world of drug dealing and drug 

trafficking among the more dispossessed sectors of Mexico. This is now clearer than 

ever with the recent enhancement of resources and weaponry and how violence is 

conducted with unprecedented ferocity, openness and intensity. This includes 

bloodcurdling threats, beheadings, torture and even videos and pictures on YouTube 

and other social media. According to Adolfo Valenzuela, Los Buitres and the other 

artists interviewed for this project, the audience accessing these materials on social 

media are young girls and boys between the ages of 12–25.13 By way of contrast, many 

people who do not fall into this category believe that the Movimiento Alterado has too 

strongly manipulated the original musicality of the narcocorrido and the lyrics are too 

graphic. The fact that the strong lyrics reflect the sharp rise in violence in Sinaloa alone, 
                                                           
10 Other examples of cultural production relating to drug trafficking include: theatre, TV soap operas and 

graffiti. 
11 This is not to say that young men do not comprise part of the fan base, they do. In interview with Los 

Buitres and Adolfo Valenzuela, both acknowledge that the majority of the fanbase are between the ages 

of young teens to thirty years of age and  that the majority are young females. It was noted by this 

researcher that attendance at concerts is predominantly female. 
12 For examples of the M|A and TMG fashion, see the official website: www.twinsstore.com 
13 Recorded in informal personal conversation with Adolfo Valenzuela. 
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during the period which the M|A artists gained popularity (2007-2008) also highlights a 

worrying trend for a culture of violence. 14  However, in order to contextualise the 

Movimiento Alterado as the modern era in narcocorridos, it is first important to 

understand the conditions out of which it emerged.  

 

 

Background 
 

I.i What is the narcocorrido?  

 

Narcocorridos originate in a genre of music known as the corrido. Traditionally, the 

corrido is a story-telling musical style, similar to a ballad. The corrido, according to 

Mark Cameron Edberg, is “a discursive form through which heroic values and the 

situations that frame them have been articulated, particularly since the Mexican-

American War in the mid–19th century”.15 Many corridos written during decisive wars 

and events in Mexico’s history acquired a certain epic character by lauding the bravery 

and heroism of generals or of fugitive gunmen, Robin Hood type characters who were 

depicted as fighting for the common good.16 During these times (1880-1918), corridos 

served as a sort of musical newspaper. 17  Corridos evoked themes of idealised or 

disgraced love at times when their purpose as a form of propaganda had considerable 

influence, thus increasing their popularity. As José Manuel Valenzuela Arce observes: 

“su funcionalidad histórica está estrechamente relacionada con características 

específicas del pueblo mexicano”. 18  The corrido flourished particularly during the 

Mexican Revolution of 1910 when it took on a new importance and achieved national 

popularity. As Rubén Tinajero Medina and María del Rosario Hernández Iznaga have 

                                                           
14 By mid-2010, it was reported by the newspaper Reforma that nearly 30,000 people had been killed in 

drug-related violence since Felipe Calderón took office in 2006 and Sinaloa had also experienced a 

dramatic rise in its death toll. 14  The tendency to target high-profile officials and politicians is not 

necessarily a new phenomenon, but has become more prolific as has the rate of civilian deaths. 
15 Edberg, M, El Narcotraficante: Narcocorridos and the Construction of a Cultural Persona on the U.S.-

Mexico Border, Austin: University of Texas Press, 2004, 1. 
16  Songs about smuggling and cross-border traffic also featured, for example: Luis Hernández, El 

Contrabando de El Paso; Timoteo Cantú, Los Tequileros; Los Alegres de Terán, Los Pateros. 
17 Tinajero Medina, R. & Hernández Iznaga, M., El Narcocorrido: ¿Traición o Mercado?, Chihuahua: 

Colección Textos Universitarios Universidad Autónoma de Chihuahua, 2004, 113-116. 
18 Valenzuela Arce, J.M., Jefe de Jefes: Corridos y Narcocultura en México, Barcelona: Plaza y Janés, 

2002, 30. 
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noted, “es en la Revolución de 1910 cuando adquiere su más alto grado de madurez”.19 

The focus of the corrido at this time was mainly on distinctive figures and served to 

reinforce the image of the revolutionary leaders, their strategies and the events within 

decisive battles which all gave “a character to the identity traced out by the narrative”.20   

This is of particular importance to the Movimiento Alterado today. 

Revolutionary leaders such as the famed Pancho Villa make a regular appearance in the 

M|A’s songs as a means of eulogising the male drug traffickers’ bravery and 

fearlessness. Pancho Villa was a Mexican revolutionary leader who advocated for the 

poor and who fought for agrarian reform. Though he was a killer, a bandit, and a 

revolutionary leader, many remember him as a folk hero and so he is regularly lauded in 

many corridos and narcocorridos. These bandit-type qualities exhibited by drug 

traffickers are celebrated in the lyrics of narcocorridos and are regularly referred to in 

terms such as brave, resourceful, macho or as men of respect.21 Howard Campbell has 

explained how the main drug lords from Mexico have emerged, for the most part, from 

the lower socioeconomic strata of the peasantry and the working class.22 He continues: 

the drug capos have been relatively uneducated social bandits who made up for 

their lack of mainstream cultural capital with their knowledge of the mountains 

and back roads, marijuana cultivation, the clandestine codes and norms of 

underworld police corruption and crime, and the informal rules of masculine 

combat23  

 

Pancho Villa epitomises the image and identity of the Sinaloa Cartel’s boss, El Chapo – 

a valiant, fearless man who evaded the authorities and who is considered by those who 

support him to display characteristics of courage, stoicism and heroism. 24  Helena 

Simonett has noted that the bandidos characterised in the songs were not necessarily 

                                                           
19 Medina, R.T. & Iznaga, M. del R.H., El Narcocorrido: ¿Traición o Mercado?, Chihuahua: Dirección 

Extensión y Difusión Cultural, 2004, 12. 
20 Chamberlain, D.F., “El Corrido: Identity, Narrative and Central Frontiers”, Critical Studies, 17:2002, 

48. 
21 Knight, A., “Narco-Violence and the State in Modern Mexico”, in: Pansters, W.G. (ed.), Violence, 

Coercion, and State-Making in Twentieth Century Mexico, California: Stanford University Press, 2012, 

130-132. 
22 Campbell, H., Drug War Zone: Frontline Dispatches from the Streets of El Paso and Juárez, Austin: 

University of Texas Press, 2010, 20. 
23 Ibid. 
24 Although Joaquín ‘El Chapo’ Guzmán was arrested in Mexico in February 2014, almost thirteen years 

after escaping from federal prison in 2001, he is still considered the symbolic leader of the Sinaloa cartel 

given how he managed to evade the authorities for so long. As this thesis is concerned with the years 

between 2008-2012, the arrest of El Chapo is not an area for analysis.  
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depicted as bad people, but rather they were presented as Robin Hood type characters 

who committed crimes “for the good of the community”.25 

After the Revolution, the popularity of the corrido waned and it acquired a more 

folkloric function. Its role as an information outlet, chronicling the tales and stories of 

leaders, armies and battles was no longer necessary as the mass media developed.  

It is believed that the first narcocorrido was written in the 1930s26 although it 

was not until the early 1970s that the narcocorrido came to prominence as a distinct 

subgenre of the corrido. This was thanks to a group of five men from Sinaloa known as 

Los Tigres del Norte who had an immense impact on the narcocorrido music scene with 

a song about drug smuggling, Contrabando y Traición.27 Drug traffickers and their 

world of guns and luxury cars had now replaced the corrido’s outlaws, gunmen and 

their horses. According to Wald, it was this song that triggered the narcocorrido craze: 

In 1972, a new record swept Mexico. It featured a bunch of unknown teenagers 

called Los Tigres del Norte, who sang with the raw, country twang of the 

western Sierra Madre, backed by a stripped-down, accordion-powered polka 

beat, and it had a lyric unlike anything else on the radio28  

This song broke all boundaries. First, its protagonists were fictitious, in comparison to 

the traditional corrido which told tales of actual people and events. Second, the hero-

protagonist is, in fact, Camelia, a woman. The placing of a woman in the role of the 

protagonist broke from the traditional male-dominated mould of the corrido genre. 

Furthermore, this early narcocorrido ends with a violent act of revenge by the female 

protagonist, Camelia, when she shoots her partner, Emilio, after he tells her he is 

leaving her for another woman.  

Drug trafficking increased during the 1970s and it became a crucial aspect of 

contemporary Mexico-United States relations. Inevitably, it ranked on a par with other 

issues such as trade and illegal immigration.29 The rise in the drug trafficking trade in 

Mexico paralleled the consumption of drugs on both sides of the border and, as a result, 
                                                           
25 Simonett, H., Banda: Mexican Musical Life across Borders, Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University 

Press, 2001, 203. 
26 Juan Carlos Ramírez Pimienta has written a comprehensive analysis on the first narcocorrido: “En 

torno al primer narcocorrido: arqueología del cancionero de las drogas" A Contracorriente: Journal of 

Social History and Literature in Latin America, 7:3, 2010, 82-99. 
27 Los Tigres del Norte, Contrabando y Traición, (single), 1972. 
28 Wald, E., Narcocorrido: A Journey into the Music of Drugs, Guns and Guerrillas, New York: Harper 

Collins, 2001, 12. 
29 Craig, R., “La Campaña Permanente: Mexico’s Antidrug Campaign”, Journal of Interamerican Studies 

& World Affairs, 20:2, 1979, 107. 
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this influenced the rise in popularity of the narcocorrido. As drug trafficking became 

commonplace, so too did the acceptance of the lyrics of the drug-related corridos and 

thus began a type of ‘normalisation’ process where drug trafficking and those involved 

in it became legitimate subjects for this narrative musical genre. Images of cruelty, 

intimidation, illegal activity, death, and the drug trafficker as an emblematic identity 

pervade the narcocorrido and, indeed, the songs of the Movimiento Alterado today.  

 

 

I.ii Sinaloa: The Heartland of El Movimiento Alterado 

 

Since the 1920s, Sinaloa, a state on Mexico’s north-western Pacific coast, has been 

considered the heartland of drug trafficking and production. The Sierra Madre 

mountains which run through Sinaloa are renowned for having the perfect cultivating 

ground for opium and marijuana and have been used for these purposes to supply to the 

local cartel. The campesinos who live in the foothills of these mountains have been 

involved in growing and selling opium, marijuana and other narcotics for decades. The 

sociologist and historian, Luis Astorga, notes that Sinaloa “es donde surgen 

originalmente las condiciones sociohistóricas para el cultivo de amapola y tráfico de 

opio en gran escala, y en donde hacen su aparición los traficantes desde una época 

temprana”. 30  The most infamous of Mexico’s drug traffickers have all come from 

Sinaloa, and Elijah Wald notes: 

The Sinaloan supremacy is not simply a matter of having been there first. The 

drug lords who have come out on top have done so through a ruthless exercise 

of force, and the willingness to resort to violence and killing has long been 

considered a Sinaloan speciality31 

 

These men mentioned by Wald were regularly immortalised in narcocorridos 

and today the Movimiento Alterado still lauds the actions of the cartel’s current leaders. 

Their connection with their home state of Sinaloa is a source of great pride and one 

which most of the M|A’s artists regularly reference in their songs, even if they are not 

from there.32 It is of immense importance to them and this is mentioned regularly in 

                                                           
30 Astorga, L., El Siglo de las Drogas: El narcotráfico, del Porfiriato al nuevo milenio, México: Plaza y 

Janés, 2005, 15. 
31 Wald, E., 2001, 52. 
32 Although the majority of the artists and groups who have formed the Movimiento Alterado have been 

from Sinaloa there are some who have not. For example: Fuerza de Tijuana. 
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their lyrics. For these artists, being from Sinaloa represents fearlessness and tenacity. In 

fact, when Los Buitres, a former group of the M|A, were asked by this researcher to 

give two words which described men from Sinaloa, the words given were ‘atrevido’ and 

‘atrabancado’ – risk taker/daring/impulsive.33 As stated by Wald, this self-confidence 

stems from a deeply-ingrained pride in coming from a state whose reputation for drug 

trafficking and narcocultura surpasses any other in Mexico.34 Songs lauding Joaquín 

‘El Chapo’ Guzmán, the cartel’s second-in-command Ismael ‘El Mayo’ Zambada and 

other high-ranking cell leaders of the Sinaloa Cartel, frequently feature in the 

narcocorridos of many of the artists of the M|A.35  Young Sinaloan boys and girls, 

according to former Sinaloa chief of police Josefina de Jesus Garcia Ruiz, “want to be 

like people like Chapo. He has what they think is everything – money, power, women, 

weapons”.36 Chapo represents this flashy lifestyle, throws wild parties and has unlimited 

access to whatever he wants. The so-called narcosupremacy of the Sinaloa Cartel has 

always followed a patriarchal tradition where few women have ever reached the higher 

ranks. It has also demonstrated a lawless culture where the capos are men above or 

outside the law, the Robin Hood type characters as described earlier, and who maintain 

a measure of popularity among the local and regional communities by distributing 

benefits such as building schools, churches and public spaces. 37  The Movimiento 

Alterado, therefore, can be understood as texts which represent the regional reality of 

Sinaloa as the heartland of drug trafficking in Mexico and as a source of national 

identity for those living over the border in the United States. Given that the commercial 

success of the M|A transcends boundaries and borders, it is not surprising that TMG 

have headquarters in both Los Angeles and Culiacán, the respective hotbeds of the M|A 

in both countries. The most important aspect of the music according to Adolfo 

Valenzuela is its roots in regional Mexican music although it obviously borrows 

musical expression from other Mexican regional styles such as banda, ranchera and the 

                                                           
33 Los Buitres: Recorded in personal interview, Tijuana, Mexico, May 2012. 
34 Wald, E., Narcocorrido: A Journey into the Music of Drugs, Guns and Guerrillas, New York: Harper 

Collins, 2001, 47-68. 
35 Some examples include: Various M|A Artists, Sanguinarios del M-1, M|A Vol.4, Twiins Enterprises, 

2010; Los 2 Primos, Leyenda Viviente, M|A Vol.7, Twiins Enterprises, 2012; El Komander, La Vuelta 

Cargada, “Bélico”, LaDisco Music/TMG, 2012; Various M|A Artists, Carteles Unidos, M|A Vol.5, 

Twiins Enterprises, 2011. 
36 García Ruiz, J. De J., in interview with Malcolm Beith: Beith, M., The Last Narco: Hunting El Chapo, 

The World’s Most Wanted Drug Lord, London: Penguin, 2010, 87. 
37 One of the most notable Sinaloan capos to be renowned for his ‘generosity’ to the local people is Rafael 

Caro Quintero. See: Knight, A., 2012,  in: Pansters, W.G. (ed.), 2012; Edberg, M.C., El Narcotraficante: 

Narcocorridos and the Construction of a Cultural Persona on the U.S.–Mexico Border, Austin: 

University of Texas Press, 2004. 
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duranguense in terms of instruments, rhythms and phrasing. The influence of North 

American musical genres such as rap and hip hop to which M|A artists are frequently 

compared is misrepresentative. While these genres do pertain to represent their 

respective disenfranchised urban youth and share a revolt against society’s status quo 

through violent lyrics, this is where the comparison should end. As explained earlier in 

the Introduction, the origins of the M|A are rooted firmly in the traditional corrido. The 

narcocorrido, as a subgenre of the corrido genre, has always chronicled the world of 

drug dealing and drug trafficking among the more dispossessed sectors of Mexico, but it 

is more notable now that the narcocorridos of the Movimiento Alterado still claim to 

maintain their direct reflection of this reality. In terms of representations of gender, the 

lyrics of rap music/gangsta rap are overtly sexually explicit, misogynistic and graphic38 

whereas the M|A’s allusions to sexual acts or male domination are more subtle. To 

explain, the narcocorrido never justifies violence or sexual assault against women rather 

it endorses women as objects of male desire and pleasure which will be demonstrated in 

this thesis. In order to investigate this more thoroughly, the next section provides a brief 

examination of the gender dynamics in the drug world which play a vital role in how 

gender is regarded in the lyrics and music videos of the Movimiento Alterado.  

 

I.iii  Sinaloa Cartel and Gender Dynamics 

 

The world of drug cartels and drug trafficking organisations is notoriously sexist and 

male-dominated. This is not to say that women are never involved in drug trafficking. 

For instance, Tammy Anderson states that women often play key roles in drug 

organisations as providers of sustenance and housing, buyers and sellers of drugs and 

subsidisers of dependent males.39 However, the male-dominated hierarchical structure 

of the cartel makes it difficult for women to climb the ladder to the top ranks. The drug 

trafficking organisations are highly sophisticated networks in which there is usually a 

clear chain of command. It is a business which involves the “importation, 

manufacturing, cultivation, distribution and/or sale of illicit drugs” 40  and the clear 

                                                           
38 It is common to encounter lyrics which condone rape, gang rape and graphic descriptions of sexual 

assaults against women, all of which are absent from narcocorridos. 
39 Anderson, T.L., “Dimensions of women’s power in the illicit drug economy”, Theoretical Criminology, 

9:4, 2005, 371-400. 
40 Desroches, F., “Research on Upper Level Drug Trafficking: A Review”, Journal of Drug Issues, 37, 

2007, 827. 
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hierarchical organisation of the cartel reproduces patriarchal codes and legitimises male 

domination. It can be argued that the Movimento Alterado and the record label which 

produces the music, TMG, function in a similar way to the cartel, thereby mirroring this 

structure: as with the cartel, the M|A also has a jefe at the helm, El Komander. These 

two organisations are both tightly constructed from top to bottom.  

Howard Campbell suggests that the concept of the cartel should be considered as 

“shifting, contingent, temporal alliances of traffickers whose territories and 

memberships evolve and change because of conflicts, imprisonment, deaths, changing 

political circumstances, etc., and whose fortunes and strengths wax and wane or die out 

over time.”41 Although Campbell describes the cartel in terms similar to a corporate 

business this is also reflective of how TMG functions too. Just like the cartel, the M|A 

and TMG continue to evolve; groups and artists such as Los Buitres and Los Buchones 

de Culiacán who made their names with the M|A and are no longer signed with them. 

Alongside this, since 2010, many more have signed up.42 During the period 2008-2012, 

there were two female collaborators and no official female singer with the Movimiento 

Alterado.43 This serves to reinforce the patriarchal codes inherent in the drug trafficking 

world and also reproduced in the lyrical narratives of the M|A songs. However, the 

songs of the M|A indicate a trend towards an increasing enthusiasm among young 

women for the role of drug trafficker, a role in which “women are powerful and 

celebretised for that power via the same or similar persona currently gendered for 

men”.44  

The rising prominence of women in the drug world in Mexico has been widely 

documented.45 According to a 2010 study by the Instituto Nacional de la Mujer, the 

number of women imprisoned for federal crimes, most of which are drug-related, 

                                                           
41 Campbell, H., 2010, 19. 
42 At the end of August 2012 there were nine official groups and artists signed with the M|A. These artists 

are recognised officially on the M|A’s official website: www.twiinsmusicgroup.com. This thesis 

considers groups/artists who have been involved with the Movimiento Alterado until the end of 2012. 
43 Since 2013, there is one official female singer, Violeta, who was signed with the TMG record label. As 

this thesis is concerned with only the period between 2008-2012, Violeta’s songs are not the subject of 

analysis. 
44 Edberg, M.C., 2004, 103. 
45  For more on this, see: Edberg, M.C., 2004; Anderson, T.L., 2005; Campbell, H., “Female Drug 

Smugglers on the U.S.-Mexico Border: Gender, Crime and Empowerment”,  Anthropological Quarterly, 

81:1, 2008; Pelcastre, J., “Miles de mujeres trabajan para los cárteles de drogas mexicanas, Ágora Revista, 

6th February, 2013. 

http://www.twiinsmusicgroup.com/
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quadrupled between 2007 and 2010,46 during the time that the Movimiento Alterado 

emerged. Tomás Borges believes that:  

Anteriormente, el crimen organizado era sexista y machista, los delincuentes 

varones eran los prototipos del hampa [...]. Tradicionalmente, la mujer era 

idealizada como la madre abnegada […] esposa, amante, confidente o cómplice, 

pero con el paso de los años dejó de ser un simple instrumento sexual para dar 

un paso al frente en organizaciones donde la autoridad se impone mediante la 

sangre y fuego47 

 

However, it is very rare to hear of women in leadership positions within the cartels.48 

One of the few who has risen to the top ranks is La Reina del Pacífico, Sandra Ávila 

Beltrán, who was arrested in 2007 and accused of smuggling ten tonnes of cocaine for 

the Sinaloa Cartel.49 With many corridos written about her,50 Beltrán epitomises the 

ultimate role model that the women protagonists in the lyrics of the M|A seek to 

emulate as she managed to earn success in the top levels of the drug trafficking business. 

With a renowned alluring character, she challenged the gender norms of the drug 

trafficking world by taking advantage of her beauty to gain success, enjoyed a party 

lifestyle and was not afraid to use violence against the cartel’s enemies. Ricardo Ravelo, 

an expert in the area of drug trafficking51 believes that La Reina del Pacífico has been 

one of the most successful women in the drug business: 

La Reina es una mujer seductora, que utilizaba sus atributos físicos como una 

llave para consumar negocios y conseguir aliados, incluso a nivel policiaco. Es 

protagonista, violenta, manipuladora, dictatorial, bragada, con una vida social 

activa, amante de las fiestas, de las joyas y de los placeres52  

 

                                                           
46 Carrillo Hernández, E., “¿Vinculadas al narco? Mujeres presas por delitos contra la salud”, Desacatos, 

38, 2012, 61-72; Taken from interview with Rocío García Gaytán – president of Instituto Nacional de las 

Mujeres - Tuckman, J. & Carroll, R., “Mexico’s drug cartels increasingly recruiting women, study finds”, 

The Guardian, 5th December, 2010. (Accessed: 8th May, 2012). 
47 Borges, T., Maquiavelo Para Narcos: El Fin Justifica Los Medios, México, D.F.: Planeta, 2008, 36. 
48 The most famous female drug lords to have reached the top of the cartel are Enedina Arrellano Félix, 

current leader of the Tijuana Cartel; Sandra Ávila Beltrán (also known as “La Reina del Pacífico”), who 

rose to the top ranks of the Sinaloa Cartel; Ignaica Jasso González (also known as “La Nacha”), a famed, 

powerful female drug trafficker who controlled much of the Ciudad Juárez heroin, morphine, and 

marijuana trade in the late 1920s. 
49 Sandra Ávila Beltrán, La Reina del Pacífico, has been eulogised in many corridos and is also believed 

to be the inspiration behind a Spanish language telenovela aired by Telemundo in the USA and Mexico. 
50 Examples of these songs include: Los Tigres del Norte, Reina de Reinas, La Granja, 2009; Los Tucanes 

de Tijuana, La Reina del Pacífico, 12 Nuevos Costenazos, 2005; Los Cuates de Sinaloa, La Reina del Sur, 

2011. 
51  Ravelo, R., Los Capos: Las Narco-Rutas de México, México: DeBolsillo, 2005; Ravelo, R., Los 

Narcoabogados, México: DeBolsillo, 2007. 
52 Ravelo, R. Cited in: Blancas Madrigal, D., “La Reina del Pacífico y Enedina Arellano Félix: una 

seductora, violenta y amante de las fiestas; la otra, conservadora y discreta; conozca a las mujeres del 

narco”, La Crónica, 30 Sept., 2007.  
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Ravelo continues by describing her working characteristics which highlight why she 

represents a transgression from the gendered social and economic organisation of the 

illicit drug world: 

Su carácter y frialdad la alejaron pronto de los trabajos menores, propios del 

sexo femenino en este ámbito. Logró filtrarse a los esquemas de dirección y 

luego se concentró en manejos financieros y lavado de dinero. Durante los 

últimos años se abocó al préstamo financiero, al ajiotismo y a la compra-venta 

de autos y bienes inmuebles, sin trastornar su jerarquía de operación53 

 

One of the primary characteristics of women who get involved in the drug trafficking 

world is that, unlike men, their credentials usually derive from their kinship lines rather 

than from their association with criminal groups. Even Sandra Ávila Beltrán’s family 

connections were a critical factor for her career in drug trafficking. She is related to 

Rafael Caro Quintero and her uncle was Miguel Ángel ‘El Padrino’ Félix Gallardo, 

both former leaders of the Guadalajara Cartel and two of the most notorious and 

powerful drug traffickers in Mexico’s history. Familial relationships like this provide 

protection but also allow women to draw revenue from their family lines to start 

legitimate businesses, which usually serve to launder money.54  

A number of studies have focused on various characteristics of the 

narcotrafficker’s lifestyles55 and it is clear that within this lifestyle and within the drug 

trafficking organisation, it is just as important to show off material ‘blingy’ goods such 

as Rolex watches, brand new Hummers and designer clothes as it is to have the most 

beautiful girl on one’s arm. Thus, the woman functions as a means of advertising the 

male drug traffickers’ success in terms of wealth and power and access to women. 

These women have been labelled by José Manuel Valenzuela as “la mujer-trofeo”56, or 

girlfriend/wife-as-accessory, and they frequently appear in the narcocorridos of the 

Movimiento Alterado. With this in mind, it is not surprising that the phenomenon of the 

beauty contest has become something of a speciality in Sinaloa, highlighting how the 

narcomundo of Sinaloa and the beauty world are intertwined. There are numerous 

accounts of women who have participated in these competitions and have done so in 

order to catch the eye of a wealthy drug trafficker. The most famous cases include 

Emma Coronel, a former Miss Sinaloa winner and current wife of El Chapo and Laura 

                                                           
53 Ibid. 
54 Carey, E. & Cisneros Guzmán, J.C., “The Daughters of La Nacha: Profiles of Women Traffickers”, 

NACLA Report on the Americas, May/June 2011, 23–24.  
55 Such studies include: Edberg, M.C., 2004; Campbell, H., 2005 & 2008; Wald, E., 2001. 
56 Valenzuela, J.M., 2002, 209-214. 
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Zúñiga, a former Miss Sinaloa winner in 2008, who was arrested on drug trafficking 

charges the same year.57 Not only do these contests serve as a stage upon which women 

can flaunt their beauty, they have become a means of laundering money for the cartel 

and so provide a basis for how women are considered in the songs of the M|A. Arturo 

Santamaría states:  

la fémina belleza y el narco han ido de la mano como dicotomía entre 

vencedores y vencidas (o vencedoras y vencidos), porque el narco se ha rendido 

a la belleza y la hermosura femenina ha caído a los pies del narco58  

 

This highlights how women and their beauty and sexual objectification go hand-in-hand 

with the drug trade. For example, the case of the aforementioned Laura Zúñiga who was 

enmeshed in two worlds, with one foot in the beauty contests as the Queen of Baja 

California, “Miss Narco”, while at the same time involved in the darkness of the drug 

trade as the lover of a drug trafficker being pursued by the Drug Enforcement Agency. 

Santamaría’s statement also suggests a certain amount of agency on the part of the 

women. These women are attracted by the wealth and easy money of drug trafficking 

and apart from the obvious luxuries this lifestyle brings them, they are drawn in by the 

mystique of what narcocultura can offer which transcends violence and generates the 

image of the successful woman both sexually and economically. There is no doubt that 

in actuality, women’s role in the drug trafficking trade is changing, but the fact remains 

that the majority of women in this business still occupy the lowest levels of the ranks of 

the cartel and are involved as drug mules and in narcomenudeo,  small scale drug 

trafficking. In terms of the lyrics of the Movimiento Alterado’s songs in which women 

feature, there appears to be a tendency to describe the more powerful and successful 

positions in the higher ranks of the cartel which are more frequently held by men. What 

the songs of the M|A demonstrate is that the representation of women does not directly 

reflect the actual involvement of women in the drug trade. The songs not only portray 

the women in the higher levels occupied by, for example, La Reina del Pacífico, they 

also illustrate a role which women have been occupying in recent years,59 las sicarias, 

who are just as capable of resorting to the same levels of violence as their male 

counterparts.  

                                                           
57 In fact, the film “Miss Bala” which achieved much critical acclaim is loosely based on Laura Zúñiga 

and her involvement with the Sinaloa Cartel. 
58 Santamaría, A., Las Jefas del Narco: El Ascenso de las Mujeres en el Narcotráfico, Mexico: Grijalbo, 

2012. 
59 Most notably since the beginning of the 21st century as outlined in Wald, W., 2001, Valenzuela, J.M., 

2002,  Edberg, M.C., 2004 and Anderson, T, 2005. 
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Theoretical Framework 
 

Much of the literature on narcocorridos has focused primarily on themes such as 

violence, drugs and power and little has focused on representations of gender in the 

lyrics or music videos. For example, Edberg’s work investigates how the narcocorrido 

functions to construct the cultural persona of the narcotraficante in a border context. 

José Manuel Valenzuela Arce, Elijah Wald, Juan Carlos Ramírez-Pimienta, Rubén 

Tinajero Medina and María del Rosario Hernández Iznaga have all applied their 

research to the songs and tradition of the narcocorrido and contextualised the 

significance of this musical genre to northern Mexico and to the U.S.–Mexico border.60 

Juan Carlos Ramírez-Pimienta has carried out a particularly comprehensive 

investigation into the development of the narcocorrido genre and the first 

narcocorrido.61 José Manuel Valenzuela Arce has investigated the more general subject 

of music and drug culture and considers the role the traditional corrido plays in the 

perception of the culture surrounding the narcocorrido genre on the Mexican side of the 

border. In his book Jefe de Jefes: Corridos y Narcocultura en México,62 he devotes a 

small section to gender in the lyrics of some songs but he does not expand on the 

relationship between these songs and how or if they reflect the reality of the drug trade. 

His work presents investigations of the most recurring themes featured in narcocorridos, 

such as drugs, power, regionalism and the gringo.  

While many of these themes are discussed in this thesis, its guiding focus is on 

the relations between and within the genders using both the lyrics and music videos as a 

primary source. To examine the actual M|A lyrical and music video content, twenty five 

songs and eight music videos were examined. The content indentified in both lyrical 

narrative and visual narrative are analysed throughout this thesis. After an initial trip to 

Tijuana in 2010, an analysis of both lyrics and music videos was carried out after which 

it was determined that a representative sample of songs would be appropriate to 

complete the analysis undertaken in this study. As a result, the ultimate choice of songs 

is taken from a sample of approximately seventy songs which were released between 

2008 and 2012. The selection criteria also involved an in-depth analysis of these songs 

according to thematic areas which included a gendered dimension emerging from this 

                                                           
60 See Bibliography for full catalogue of references mentioned. 
61 Ramírez-Pimienta, J.C., “En torno al primer narcocorrido: arqueología del cancionero de las drogas" A 

Contracorriente: Journal of Social History and Literature in Latin America, 7:3, 2010, 82-99. 
62 Valenzuela Arce, J.M., 2002. 
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large source of material. It was also deemed necessary that the sample should take into 

account some of the more popular songs such as Sanguinarios del M1, Carteles Unidos 

or Cuernito Armani because of their prominence and to maintain the relevance of this 

project. In relation to the music videos, given that the M|A and TMG do not produce a 

video for every song, this limits the videos to certain artists and groups only. Therefore, 

one of the primary questions to address is whether there is a noticeable difference 

between the representation of women and men in the narcocorridos of the M|A and their 

active involvement in the development of this genre. For this reason, the Movimiento 

Alterado serves as a prime research case study as the artists and groups are current and 

dynamic and demonstrate the perpetuation of gendered cultural stereotypes which is a 

primary argument of this thesis. Furthermore, this study will investigate how unequal 

gender relations in the drug trafficking world influence the roles and representations of 

men and women in both the lyrics and music videos of the M|A.  

This is a male-dominated genre where women are in the minority. There has 

been some female participation in the M|A’s narcocorridos and with it an indication of a 

challenge to the overriding male-dominated discourse. Therefore, it is necessary to 

explore the extent of this dialogue in the lyrics and evaluate if this is representative of a 

change in the status of women in the drug trafficking world where violence and 

gangland crime are the daily norm. In order to answer these questions, continual 

analysis of the lyrics of the songs is vital and it is also essential to understand what is 

meant by ‘gender’ in the context of the M|A. Finally, the gender dimensions which are 

present in the lyrics and their impact on the music videos of the Movimiento Alterado 

will also be examined. The M|A songs reveal that the culture of gender relations is 

constructed around normative conceptions of masculinity and femininity. For example, 

the lyrics and videos reinforce what is deemed appropriate feminine or appropriate 

masculine behaviour. Gender remains an ongoing aspect of social interaction in the 

world of drug trafficking. The songs of TMG and the Movimiento Alterado are also 

highly gendered and provide an effective guide to investigate these relations further. In 

order to contextualise this, this thesis will draw specifically on theories relating to 

gender hierarchies and evaluate how these can be applied to a study of the M|A 

narcocorridos and whether they reflect the typically patriarchal society of Mexico’s 

drug trafficking world.  

The theory of hegemonic masculinity developed by renowned sociologist R.W. 

Connell will shape the overall central conceptual framework of the thesis. Chapter One 
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will consider the representations of masculinities in the lyrics of ten narcocorridos of the 

M|A and this theory will be applied to analyse how hegemonic masculinity is produced 

and reproduced in the lyrics. These songs suggest a constant desire to connect 

machismo and the macho male with expressions and symbols of violence. The songs 

regularly use aureate language in order to endorse the macho male as the ultimate 

symbol of defiance and courage. For example, he is regularly described in a positive 

light which emphasises his macho image. The songs also demonstrate how, in the drug 

trafficking world, there is a need to embody characteristics inherent to a masculine ideal 

such as aggression, fearlessness, courage and virility. In order to understand Connell’s 

theory in a Mexican context, it will be argued that the concept of machismo can be 

considered as the Mexican expression of hegemonic masculinity. Connell’s theory 

emphasises the relations of power between men and women, and also between different 

groups of men.63 Hegemonic masculinity proposes a concept of multiple masculinities 

and has been defined as attitudes and practices that perpetuate heterosexual male 

domination over women and over subordinated males. Hegemonic masculinity exists in 

the diverse forms of power ideally possessed by men, such as the power to dominate 

women and other men. In her book “Masculinities”,64 Connell argued that machismo 

was expressed only through protest behaviour whereas, in this study, it will be argued 

that the components of the machismo complex present in the songs actually correspond 

to a more complicit type of masculinity.  

Since the M|A emerged around 2007-2008, the internet, in particular, has played 

a vital role in the increase in popularity of TMG and the artists and groups of the M|A. 

TMG experienced a rapid rise in commercial success on both sides of the Mexico-US 

border. Even efforts to restrict the airing of the songs on local and regional stations in 

Mexico has only served to add to the reputation and image of the genre as hard, macho, 

and anti-establishment. Therefore, this project must investigate the representations of 

gender on a visual level. Connell identified homosexuality as one of the primary forms 

of subordinated masculinity. Accordingly, both the lyrical and visual narratives of the 

M|A music videos distinctly lack any references to erotic desire between men; rather the 

overriding gender discourse is heteronormative. The representations of men and 

masculinities in the music videos demonstrate how relations between men can be 

                                                           
63 Lusher, D. & Robins, G., “Hegemonic and other masculinities in local social contexts”, Men and 

Masculinities, 11:4, 2009, 388. 
64 Connell, R.W., Masculinities, Cambridge: Polity Press, 1995.  
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understood through the lens of heterosexual homosociality and this will be examined in 

Chapter Two. Not only is homosociality seen to perpetuate hegemonic masculinity, this 

male-dominated, homosocial environment is one in which male bonding assumes that 

“men desire to emulate one another but do not desire to have one another sexually”.65 In 

keeping with the homosocial interaction among the M|A men themselves, and their 

male protagonists, the lyrical and visual narratives analysed in this chapter will illustrate 

how these men share a social space in which they collectively enjoy the display of 

sexualised female bodies while simultaneously maintaining their superiority as men. 

This chapter will further explore how solidarity and the quest for status among the all-

male peer group of the gang or the cartel can be seen via the lyrics and videos of four 

songs and will further demonstrate how this quest is measured by competition for power 

and by a willingness to engage in violent activities.  

Chapter Three will examine the role of women in the lyrics of the Movimiento 

Alterado in which women feature as the protagonist. Given that the first two chapters 

establish TMG and the Movimiento Alterado as an arena which holds the ideals of 

hegemonic masculinity at its core, in order to examine the representations of women 

and femininities within this context, the theory of hegemonic femininity will be applied. 

This theory, as proposed by Mimi Schippers, maintains that femininity is in a position 

of subordination in relation to masculinity and asserts that the role of femininities and 

masculinities ensure that the relations of domination benefit men as a group. During the 

initial in-depth analysis of lyrics, it became clear that one particular group who were 

part of the Movimiento Alterado and who have since left the M|A, Los Buitres, have 

been the forerunners of the songs in which women, in particular, feature as protagonists. 

Therefore, a thorough analysis of their songs was considered as a suitable starting point, 

representative of the genre, in order to provide the basis upon which to develop 

Schippers’ rationale, particularly that of pariah femininities. According to Schippers, 

pariah femininities represent the quality content of hegemonic masculinity such as 

behaviour normally associated with men, and possession of any one of the 

characteristics associated with this is assumed to be contaminating. She suggests that 

when these characteristics and practices are embodied by women, they are 

                                                           
65 Straayer, C., “The Talented Poststructuralist: heteromasculinity, gay artifice and class passing”, in: 

Lehman, P. (ed.), Masculinity: Bodies, Movies, Culture, New York: Routledge, 2001, 117. 
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simultaneously stigmatised and feminised.66 Chapter Three explores this in relation to 

the lyrics of Los Buitres’ songs as they provide evidence of how representations of the 

feminine are frequently connected with female sexuality and very often indicate that 

different interpretations of femininity arise from the ideological meaning of femininity, 

sexuality and power in the culture of the narcocorrido and Sinaloa. Through close 

examination, this chapter will demonstrate how the lyrics sung by the M|A male artists 

reveal that their songs maintain the basis of hegemonic gender relations which situates 

women in the position of sexual objects and men in the position of viewing sexual 

subjects.  

There are only two women who have collaborated with the Movimiento 

Alterado since it emerged around 2008, Vanessa García and Yesenia Jiménez. The 

second half of Chapter Three closely examines the lyrics of the songs sung by these 

women and aims to determine if they succeed in demonstrating any elements of 

resistance to the overriding hegemonic discourse of the M|A’s songs. In the drug 

trafficking world, women are under pressure to consistently negotiate practices of 

femininities that fit into this world’s culture. This chapter demonstrates how these 

female singers are attempting to maintain a clear sense of themselves as women who 

embrace a feminine identity. They do this without transforming relations between 

masculinity and femininity in their songs by combining characteristics deemed, 

typically, to be masculine or of belonging to the hegemonic male ideal such as the thirst 

for violence, lack of empathy and fearlessness. 

The final chapter will focus, specifically, on the representations of women and 

femininities in the visual narrative or music videos of the Movimiento Alterado. The 

patriarchal culture of the M|A and the narcocorrido engenders behaviour with defined 

expectations of masculinity and femininity which supports the hegemonic framework. 

Although some lyrics by the two female collaborators suggest a more empowering 

rhetoric in relation to women, more frequently those who do not behave within the 

prescribed gendered codes – such as when a female exhibits hypermasculine qualities – 

are deemed as deviant and dangerous. The videos analysed in Chapter Four aim to 

further this argument from Chapter Three by demonstrating how the M|A’s patriarchal 

and hegemonic construction of femininity is, in fact, one in which the women are 

portrayed as simultaneously submissive and sexually available. Female sexuality is 

                                                           
66 Schippers, M., “Recovering the Feminine Other: Masculinity, Femininity and Gender”, Theory and 

Society, 36:1, 2007, 96.  
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regularly emphasised by physical appearance in the music videos and this is highlighted 

by the use of camera close-ups, near-naked bodies and suggestive poses. By 

systematically analysing the images of women in four music videos by Los Buitres, El 

Komander and Los Favoritos de Sinaloa, this study adds to the empirical evidence about 

the narcocorrido by including an analysis of the visual narrative.  

 

Fieldwork 

Ethnographic fieldwork, including semi-structured interviews, participant observation 

and concert attendance, began after full ethical approval was awarded by the National 

University of Ireland in Galway’s Research Ethics Committee in 2011. Some interviews 

were carried out before official approval in order to gain insight into the climate of 

narcocorridos in Tijuana in November 2010. It was during this trip that the researcher 

discovered the existence of the Movimiento Alterado and decided to focus on their 

songs after interviewing El Komander, non-M|A narcocorrido artists Nuevo Legado, 

Los Plebes de Arranque and Nena.67 A short, insightful interview was also held with the 

former chief of police of Tijuana, Julián Leyzaola, who is regularly credited with 

driving the drug gangs from the city. However, without ethical approval they were 

unable to be considered for this thesis. The actual fieldwork was then carried out during 

2011-2012 in Tijuana, Baja California, Sinaloa and southern California under the 

supervision of Dr. Manuel Valenzuela, Department of Cultural Studies, Colegio de la 

Frontera Norte (COLEF).  

Ethnography is a qualitative research method developed by anthropologists and 

now a cross-disciplinary methodology to describe a variety of aspects and norms of a 

cultural group in order to enhance the understanding of the people being studied. It 

seeks a detailed, well-rounded description and analysis of cultures based on intense 

fieldwork.68 The characteristic features of the ethnographic approach, as proposed by 

Martyn Hammersley and Paul Atkinson69  are those of observation and participation. In 

order for this to be successful, the researcher immersed herself in the M|A culture for an 

extended period of time (2011-2012) recording, analysing, observing and taking notes.  

 

                                                           
67 Nena appears to have ties to TMG having appeared on stage at some M|A concerts since 2010. 
68 Barker, C., Cultural Studies: Theory and Practice, Sage, London, 2003. 
69 Bryman, A. (2004), Alasuutari, P. (1995 & 1998) & McGuigan, J. (1997). 
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“the ethnographer participates, overtly or covertly, in people’s daily lives for an 

extended period of time, watching what happens, listening to what is said, 

asking questions; in fact collecting whatever data are available to throw light on 

the issues with which he or she is concerned […] but it also bears a close 

resemblance to the routine ways in which people make sense of the world in 

everyday life.”70 

 

Participation here means the “near-total immersion” method as explained by Stephen J. 

Schensul in his comprehensive description of the ethnographic method. He states that 

near-total immersion is when: 

 

“ethnographers [here: the researcher] live in unfamiliar communities where 

they have little or no knowledge of local culture and study life in those 

communities through their own participation as full-time residents and 

members. The traditional definition of participant observation refers to this 

immersion experience”71 

 

By engaging with and observing the environment in which the Movimiento Alterado’s 

songs are played, the researcher gained invaluable insight into the social conditions, 

attitudes, values and beliefs of those involved directly and indirectly with the music on a 

daily basis. The semi structured, in-depth interviews were best suited to the purpose of 

this thesis. Generally, these interviews lasted between between forty minutes and one 

hour. These were the most suitable option in order to gain a deeper insight into TMG, 

the M|A’s artists, groups, producers and their fans, through interaction and discussion. 

The interview questions were based on the thematic areas identified throughout the song 

sampling process.  

This fieldwork carried out for this thesis reflects, in significant ways, the kind of 

approach employed by other writers in this area of research such as Mark Cameron 

Edberg,72 Howard Campbell,73 and Elijah Wald,74 where semi-structured interviews and 

observation proved to be successful research tools. However, their ethnographic 

methodology does not extend to describing a selection process for texts as explained in 

                                                           
70 Hammersley, M. & Atkinson, P., Ethnography: Principles in Practice, London:Tavistock, 1983, 2. 
71  Schensel, S.J., Essential Ethnographic Methods: Observations, Interviews & Questionnaires, 

California: AltaMira Press, 1992, 92. 
72 Edberg, M.C., El Narcotraficante: Narcocorridos and the Construction of a Cultural Persona on the 

U.S.-Mexico Border, Austin: University of Texas Press, 2004. 
73 Campbell, H., "Drug Trafficking Stories: Everyday Forms of Narco-Folklore on the U.S.-Mexico 

Border", 

International Journal of Drug Policy, 16:5, 2005, 326-33; Campbell, H., "Female Drug Smugglers on the 

U.S.-Mexico Border: Gender, Crime and Empowerment." Anthropological Quarterly,  81:1, 2008, 233-67. 
74  Wald, E., Narcocorrido: A Journey into the Music of Drugs, Guns and Guerrillas, New York: 

HarperCollins, 2001. 
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the previous section. The aim of the semi-structured in-depth interview method is to 

attempt to create more than just a conversational space, it is to capture the dynamics and 

positionalities of the interviewees and also their self-reflexivity while they relate their 

experiences in order to improve and deepen the reseearcher’s own knowledge and 

understanding from the perspective of the people being studied. As a result, the rich 

data and information gathered throughout the interviews and participant observation 

strengthen the arguments and conceptual framework throughout this thesis by 

highlighting the social reality of the participants as they presented themselves from their 

points of view. Semi-structured interviews provide certain flexibility. They are not 

based on a set of strict pre-determined questions or prompts. The open-ended and 

discursive nature of this type of interviewing foments an iterative process of refinement 

whereby thought processes identified by earlier interviewees could be presented to later 

interviewees.75 This method also allowed this researcher access to the relevant social 

settings of the M|A and TMG. Therefore, the interviews and observations offer an 

appropriate representation of individuals related directly or indirectly to the Movimiento 

Alterado’s music and further maintain a distinctly gender-related focus throughout. In 

relation to gender relations in the context of the M|A and the narcocorridos, this thesis 

will aim to provide evidence that the content of the songs and the representations of 

masculinities and femininities presented in the lyrics and visual narrative reflect the 

harsh reality of inequalities which stem from the sociocultural construction of the sexes 

in the drug trafficking world of Sinaloa.  

                                                           
75 Cited in: Bryman, A., Social Research Methods, Oxford: University Press, 2004, 321. 
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Chapter One 

‘Sanguinarios y Ejecutores’: The Movimiento Alterado and the 

perpetuation of the macho stereotype 
 

 

Introduction 
 

This chapter assesses the portrayal of men and masculinities in ten narcocorridos of the 

Movimiento Alterado. It draws specifically on the theory of hegemonic masculinity and 

on the concept of machismo, usually exhibited through hypermasculine traits, and how 

there is evidence that these are frequently expressed in the M|A’s songs. Through an in-

depth analysis of these songs, the concept of machismo as a masculine, cultural identity 

of Mexico, will be established and Donald L. Mosher and Mark Sirkin’s three variables 

will be applied to the concept of Mexican machismo. These are callous sexual attitudes 

towards women; the belief that violence is manly; the perception of danger as an 

exciting experience.1 This hypermasculine male type lives in a dangerous, adversarial 

world in which ‘his violent, sexually callous, and dangerous physical acts express his 

“manly” essence’.2 An in-depth analysis is essential to draw not only on the gender 

relations between women and men (which will be considered in Chapter Three), but 

crucially, to scrutinise the relations between men. Therefore, by then applying Connell’s 

theory of hegemonic masculinity, a focus on the gender relations among men is 

necessary to keep this analysis dynamic. Even though, as Tony Coles observes, 

hegemonic masculinity may not be the most common form of masculinity practiced, “it 

is supported by the majority of men as they benefit from the overall subordination of 

women”3 as will also be illustrated by the lyrics of the M|A’s songs. 

 

                                                           
1 Mosher, D.L. & Sirkin, M., “Measuring a Macho Personality Constellation”, Journal of Research in 

Personality, 18:2, 1984, 150. 
2  Mosher, D.L. & Tomkins, S.S., “Scripting the Macho Man: Hypermasculine Socialisation and 

Enculturation”, The Journal of Sex Research, 25:1, 1998, 60. 
3  Coles, T., “Negotiating the Field of Masculinity: The Production and Reproduction of Multiple 

Dominant Masculinities”, Men and Masculinities, 12:1, 2009, 31. 
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1.1 Mexican Machismo  

 

The concept of machismo is complex and multifaceted and has been described by Omar 

Castañeda as a self-aggrandising male bravado that flirts with physical violence and is 

intrinsic to heterosexual male sexuality.4 The anthropologist Matthew Gutmann concurs 

with this, stating that "machismo has been associated with negative character traits not 

among men in general, but specifically among Mexican, Mexican-American, and Latin 

American men”.5 Research, explanations and definitions of the culture of machismo and 

the macho male in Mexico are manifold and are often contradictory. Machismo is a 

salient concept when describing the behaviour of men in the lyrics of the M|A and so 

considerable emphasis will be placed here on the role of machismo and the image of the 

macho, hypermasculine male in the songs. Although it is described in different ways by 

different authors, the concept of machismo regularly projects the image of the 

aggressive male protagonist, the macho, preoccupied with his own image, with an 

inflated sense of self, and one who is invariably concerned with creating an impression 

of manliness, courage and of invulnerability and indifference to the attacks or the 

criticism of others, usually while boasting about himself.6 The majority of explanations 

concentrate around a more negative representation of the Mexican man that exhibits an 

exaggerated form of manliness, or hypermasculinity. These definitions usually refer to 

hypermasculinity as an exaggerated attitude of male pride in sexual virility and sexual 

gratification, and this is an inherent element of machismo.  

 The early study by the Mexican folklorist Vicente T. Mendoza, “El machismo 

en México al través de las canciones, corridos y cantares[sic.]”,7 includes examples of 

                                                           
4 Castañeda, O., “How to live with a feminista and (still) be macho”, Cited in: González R. (ed.), Muy 

Macho: Latino Men Confront Their Manhood, New York: Anchor Books, 1996, 32.  
5 Gutmann, M., The Meanings of Macho: Being a Man in Mexico City, Berkeley: University of California 

Press, 1996, 227. 
6 For further reading on varying definitions of machismo, see: Beattie, P.M., “Beyond Machismos: Recent 

Examinations of Masculinities in Latin America”, Men and Masculinities, 4:3, 2002, 303-308; Fuller, N., 

‘Reflexiones sobre el machismo en America Latina’, in: Valdés T., & Olavarría, J., (eds.), 

Masculinidades y equidad de género en América Latina, Santiago,Chile:FLACSO/UNFPA, 1998, 258–

266; Guttmann, M.C., 1996; Kimmel, M.S., ‘Homofobia, Temor, Vergüenza y Silencio en la Identidad 

Masculina, in: Valdés, T., & Olavarría, J., (eds.), Masculinidad/es: poder y crisis, Cap. 3, ISIS-FLACSO: 

Ediciones de las Mujeres N° 24, 1997, pp. 49-62; McKee-Irwin, Mexican Masculinities, Minnesota: 

University of Minnesota Press, 2003; Mirandé, A., Hombres y Machos, Colorado: Westview Press, 1997; 

Paredes, A., “The United States, Mexico and Machismo”, Journal of the Folklore Institute, 8:1, 1971, 17-

37;Oxford English Dictionary also defines machismo as: “male virility” or “masculine pride”. 
7 Mendoza, V.T., “El machismo en México al través de las, canciones, corridos y cantares”, Cuadernos 

del Instituto Nacional de Antropología III, Buenos Aires; Ministerio de Educación y Justicia, 1962, 75-76. 
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over thirty corridos and folksongs from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 

and proposes two kinds of machismo;  the first  “que podríamos llamar auténtico, 

caracterizado por verdadero valor, presencia de ánimo, generosidad, estoicismo, 

heroismo [y] bravura” and the other, more negative machismo, which Mendoza 

characterises as “sólo de apariencia, falso en el fondo, que oculta cobardía y miedo 

solapados con exclamaciones, gritos, balandronadas, bravatas, soflamas, palabrería [...] 

superhombría que cubre un complejo de la inferioridad”.8  

 The first type of machismo presented by Mendoza clearly demonstrates more 

positive qualities than the latter, but what they both have in common are characteristics 

which are extreme and excessive. This would, therefore, suggest that machismo can 

exhibit both positive and negative hypermasculine traits. Américo Paredes disagrees 

with Mendoza’s versions of machismo, particularly the machismo auténtico on the basis 

that none of the examples Mendoza presents in his essay contain the word ‘macho’ “or 

any of its derivatives”9 and furthermore, that this ‘macho’ male to whom Mendoza is 

really referring is simply a courageous hero who is recognised in ethnic music across 

the globe: 

Admiration for the brave man who dies for the fatherland, for an ideal, or 

simply because he does not want to live without honour or without fame is 

found among all peoples. It is the heroic ideal, in any time and in any country.10 

 

What is most significant about this work carried out by Mendoza is that, while it may 

not make explicit reference to the word ‘macho’ or to ‘machismo’, it does specifically 

deal with the question of Mexican masculinities by highlighting a positive alternative, if 

somewhat idyllic, conception of the Mexican male to the aforementioned violent 

agressor.  

 In his 1976 essay “Machismo”, Richard Basham proposed that machismo 

could loosely be translated as “the cult of the male”.11 He stated that: 

Machismo in its essentials [...] is characterised by a display of “sexual prowess, 

zest for action; including verbal action, daring, and above all, absolute self-

confidence [...] el macho, in his ideal state, is an anarchist revolutionary or a 

man leading the masses as a caudillo.12 

 

Basham’s interpretation of the concept of machismo could be viewed as generalist given 

that it has since proven to be a much more complex and multifarious concept than 

                                                           
8 Mendoza, V.T., 1962, 75-76. 
9 Paredes, A., 1971, 19. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Basham, R., “Machismo”, Frontiers: A Journal of Women’s Studies, 1:2, 1976, 126-143. 
12 Ibid, 127. 
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simply male. To a large extent, the most common, contemporary assertion is that 

machismo is “the cult of virility”.13 Although there are more recent studies which argue 

against negative descriptions of machismo suggesting that they are too restrictive and 

that positive elements do exist, it will be argued later that the songs of the Movimiento 

Alterado usually demonstrate the more negative characteristics of machismo. Through a 

thorough analysis of the lyrics of M|A narcocorridos, it will be argued that the songs 

demonstrate how they perpetuate the negative representation of machismo in the lyrics 

by portraying hypermasculinity as an exaggerated macho male type.  

The most significant dimension which appears frequently in the lyrics of the 

songs is violence, which is usually expressed as a feature of hypermasculinity. As 

Donald L. Mosher and Mark Sirkin observe, “in [the macho man’s] dangerous and 

adversarial world, his violent, sexually callous and dangerous physical acts express his 

‘manly’ essence”.14 In order to substantiate this portrayal of the hypermasculine macho 

male, the three variables of the macho personality proposed by Mosher and Sirkin in 

their 1984 study on masculinity and hypermasculinity will be applied here in order to 

interpret the primary characteristics inherent in hypermasculinity and in the version of 

machismo in the songs of the M|A. These are:  a) callous sexual attitudes towards 

women, b) the belief that violence is manly and c) presentation of danger as an exciting 

experience.15  

 The negative image is, by far, the most prevalent when describing the 

manifestation of Mexican masculinity and the most common assertion, according to 

Alfredo Mirandé, is that it originated with the Spanish Conquest. 16  Mosher and 

Tomkins contend that “the ideological script of machismo descends from the ideology 

of the warrior [or conquistador]”.17 It has been suggested that the Conquest provoked an 

almost obsessive concern with “images and symbols of manhood, among Indian and 

mestizo men […] as a response to intense and persistent feelings of powerlessness and 

weakness”. 18  Mirandé continues by highlighting how the Spanish traditions of 

patriarchy may well have been imposed on the native population.19 However, he notes 

                                                           
13 Stevens, E.V., “Mexican Machismo: Politics and Value Orientations”, The Western Political Quarterly, 

18:4, 1965, 848-857. 
14 Mosher, D.L. & Sirkin, M, 1998, 60. 
15 Mosher, D.L. & Sirkin, M., 1984, 150. 
16 Mirandé, A., 1997. 
17 Mosher, D.L. & Sirkin, M, 1984, 60. 
18 Mirandé, A., 1997, 34. 
19 Ibid, 35. 
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that Aztec society, long before the arrival of the Spaniards had, in fact, been sharply 

divided into masculine and feminine spheres and this exhibited how excessive 

masculine displays of dominance and hierarchy were very much an intrinsic part of the 

culture of gender relations in pre-Conquest Mexico.20 Sonia Frías Martínez upholds this 

view by stating that “the arrival of the Spaniards did little more than strengthen and 

reaffirm the already existing patriarchal social structure by adding cultural scripts that 

reinforced women’s subordination”.21 It is not clear if Mexican machismo is unique to 

either the Aztec or the Spanish tradition although the Conquest certainly had a profound 

impact on male identity and behaviour. What is clear, however, is that the ideology of 

machismo is commonly linked with the ideology of the conquistador and warrior.22 

Carmen Lugo stresses how the Conquest must take some responsibility for the 

inequality between the sexes.  She states that “con la conquista, la mujer es devaluada 

en tanto indígena; el hombre, en cambio, es sobrevalorado en la medida en que se le 

identifica con el conquistador, el dominador, el vencedor”.23 Mosher and Tomkins agree 

with this, asserting how the cultural descendant of this warrior is the macho man. They 

emphasise how this macho warrior holds dominion over all he has conquered, and 

suggest that “he is master and patriarch”.24 Since its first publication in 1950, Octavio 

Paz’ work is, undoubtedly, one of the most renowned studies on the culture of 

machismo in Mexico and he observed that: 

Es imposible no advertir la semejanza que guarda la figura del “macho” con la 

del conquistador español. Ése es el modelo – más mítico que real – que rige las 

representaciones que el pueblo mexicano se ha hecho de los poderosos […] 

Todos ellos son ‘machos’, ‘chingones’.25 

 

This character of the conquistador is of a distinctly aggressive, actively dominant male. 

Paz interpreted machismo and the evolution of the macho male as a defensive reaction 

to the Spanish Conquest and a rebellion against authority. According to Paz, el chingón, 

the macho, is a symbol of aggression and violence characterising the insecurity felt by 

Mexicans about their origins. He asserts that “el macho representa el polo masculino de 

                                                           
20 Ibid.. 
21 Frías Martínez, S., Gender, The State and Patriarchy: Partner Violence in Mexico, PhD Dissertation, 

University of Texas at Austin, 2008. [Accessed 19.01.2012]. 
22 For further reading on the link between the macho and conquistador, see Paz, O., El Laberinto de la 

Soledad, Fondo de Cultura Económica (3ª Edición): México, 2000; Paredes, A., 1971;  Goldwert, M., 

Machismo and Conquest: The Case of Mexico,  1983; and particularly the article by Mosher D.L. & 

Sirkin, M, “Scripting the Macho Man: Hypermasculine Socialisation and Enculturation”, 1998. 
23 Lugo, C., “Machismo y Violencia”, Nueva Sociedad, 78, 1985, 41. 
24 Mosher, D.L. & Tomkins, S.S., 1998, 64. 
25 Paz, O., (3ª Edición), 2000, 90. 
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la vida”.26 This highlights a contradiction; el macho is isolated by his power but also 

represents the patriarch, the father who embodies aggressive impulses and outbursts of 

violence. Just like the reality of the narcotraficante in the M|A’s songs, he represents 

both the perpetrator and potential victim. Octavio Paz’ further describes the Mexican 

macho as “un ser hermético, encerrado en sí mismo, capaz de guardarse y guardar lo 

que se le confía. La hombría se mide por la invulnerabilidad ante las armas enemigas o 

ante los impactos del mundo exterior”.27 This reflects the persona of the macho male 

narcotraficante in many of the songs of the Movimiento Alterado. Echoing Paz’s 

assertions, Mirandé describes machismo as simply “a futile attempt to mask a profound 

sense of impotence, powerlessness and ineptitude […] an expression of weakness and a 

sense of inferiority”.28 In his in-depth psychoanalytical examination of the Mexican 

character in El Perfil del Hombre y la Cultura en México,29 Samuel Ramos determined 

through the image of the proletarian pelado, that the Mexican male’s hypermasculinity, 

that is, his aggressiveness, assertiveness and bravado, could stem from a need to mask 

his feelings of inferiority and insecurity.  

 Both Paz and Ramos based their interpretations of the Mexican male on the 

working class who experienced oppression, classism and internal racism against the 

mestizo population and both indicate machismo as an inherently negative characteristic. 

While Paz and Ramos certainly make profound and important contributions to the 

studies of machismo and the Mexican male psyche, machismo and the evolution of the 

macho male are the product of more than just negative historical forces and cultural 

conditioning is also significant. In fact, by the end of the nineteenth century, Mexican 

popular culture was already depicting a more positive representation of the macho man: 

a man who was characterised by his loyalty, strength of character and honesty. The 

section which follows shows that hegemonic masculinity, in the case of the M|A’s songs, 

is constructed as a hypermasculine, heroic and courageous macho image in images of 

subordinate men personified by the enemy or lower-ranked cartel members who 

succumb to the power of this hypermasculine construction which is usually represented 

by the drug trafficker.  

 

                                                           
26 Ibid, 89. 
27 Paz, O., 2000, 34. 
28 Mirandé, A., 1997, 36. 
29 Ramos, S., El Perfil del Hombre y la Cultura en México, México: Editorial Planeta Mexicana, (2ª 

edición), 1951. 
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1.2 Hegemonic Masculinity 

 

As demonstrated in the previous section, the concept of machismo is subject to varying 

definitions, the majority of which present a stereotypical male who exhibits negative 

traits of Mexican male sexuality. The macho male of the M|A narcocorridos is 

constantly exerting his authority and control, and usually inhabits positions of power 

and wealth. This could be considered a means of legitimating the social relationships 

that generate his dominance. These displays of dominance can be understood as 

examples of machismo which display the characteristics present in Mosher and Sirkin’s 

three variables of the concept; the constant boasts and brags about bravery, superiority 

over women and, indeed, over other men and violence as inherent to manliness. There is, 

however, another lens through which the macho male can be examined in the 

Movimiento Alterado’s songs. R.W. Connell developed a theory of gender which 

maintains “relations of power between men and women, and also between different 

groups of men. [This theory] asserts that gender is both relationally and hierarchically 

structured and consists of multiple masculinities and femininities”.30 To date, much of 

the research and critique on men and masculinities has focused primarily on socially 

constructed differences between men and also on how some masculinities have come to 

be constructed as hegemonic. 31  The concept of hegemony was first developed by 

Antonio Gramsci during the 1930s and related to Marxist theory referring to a 

domination which goes beyond the exercise of brute force and legal power.32  When 

applied to the sphere of gender relations, hegemony “denotes both the unequal social 

relations which empower certain groups of men and the model of masculinity”. 33 

Connell and others34 consider hegemonic masculinity to be the most socially-endorsed 

form of male expression, recognising that there are hierarchies among men, as well as 

                                                           
30 Lusher, D. & Robins, G., 2009, 388. 
31 For more on hegemonic masculinity, See: Connell, R.W., Gender and Power, Cambridge: Polity Press, 

1987; Connell, R.W., 1995; Connell, R.W. & Messerschmidt, J.W., “Hegemonic Masculinity: Rethinking 

the Concept”, Gender and Society, 19:6, 2005, 829-859; Donaldson, M., “What is Hegemonic 

Masculinity”, Theory and Society, 22:5, 1993, 643-657; Demitriou, D.Z., “Connell’s concept of 

hegemonic masculinity: A critique”, Theory and Society, 30, 2001, 337-361;Hall, S., “Daubing the 

drudges of fury: men, violence and the piety of the ‘hegemonic masculinity’ thesis”, Theoretical 

Criminology, 6:35, 2002, 35-60. 
32 Dudink, S., Hagemann, K. & Tosh, J. (eds.), Masculinities in Politics and War: Gendering Modern 

History, Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2004, 43. 
33 Ibid, 44. 
34 Carrigan, T., R. W. Connell, & J. Lee, “Toward a New Sociology of Masculinity”, Theory and Society, 

14:5, 1985, 551-604. 
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between women and men, and that the power relations of gender are complex and 

multifaceted.35 Hegemonic masculinity proposes a concept of multiple masculinities 

and it can be understood as attitudes and practices that perpetuate heterosexual male 

domination over women and over subordinated males. There are many similarities 

between this hegemonic model and how machismo functions in Mexican society. 

However, there is little research which directly links hegemonic masculinity to the 

concept of machismo or how hegemonic masculinity could be used to understand the 

Mexican macho male image. It will be argued here that the representations of 

masculinities in the lyrics of the songs of the Movimiento Alterado embody, perpetuate 

and privilege the hegemonic male ideal, as proposed by Connell. Not only can these 

songs be viewed as texts on machismo, they are also texts demonstrating the existence 

of hegemonic masculinity in which heterosexual male supremacy is normalised, thus 

perpetuating gender inequality. However, unlike the image of the ‘macho’ man as the 

ideal type in the concept of machismo, hegemonic masculinity is neither a personality 

type nor an actual male character; rather it is the masculinity which occupies the 

hegemonic position in a given pattern of gender relations, a position which is always 

contestable.36 As with machismo, it is the social ascendancy of a particular version or 

model of heterosexual masculinity which defines what it is to be a man. Hegemonic 

masculinity as the Mexican expression of machismo is, therefore, a relevant basis upon 

which to understand relationships between the genders and within genders in this music.  

 

1.3 Hegemonic Masculinity & the Movimiento Alterado 

 

There is no doubt that the narcocorridos of the Movimiento Alterado reinforce gender 

stereotypes. What hegemonic masculinity proposes is a model of multiple masculinities 

and power relations between the genders and within genders which involves “the 

currently most honoured way of being a man”.37 Connell and Messerschmidt explain 

how this model “requires all other men to position themselves in relation to [hegemonic 

masculinity] and [that] it ideologically legitimates the global subordination of women to 

men”.38 More significantly, Connell emphasises how hegemonic masculinity must exist 

                                                           
35 Petersen, A., “Research on Men and Masculinities: Some Implications of Recent Theory for Future 

Work”, Men and Masculinities, 6:1, 2003, 57. 
36 Connell, R.W., 1995, 76. 
37 Weitzer, R. & Kubrin, C.E., “Misogyny in Rap Music”, Men and Masculinities, 12:1, 2009, 5. 
38 Connell, R.W. & Messerschmidt, J.W., 2005, 832. 
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alongside and in competition with subordinated masculinities. Thus, the lyrics of the 

M|A’s songs are a case in point. The ideal type aspired to by the narcotraficantes in the 

lyrics of the songs is the elusive cartel boss, who resembles a character who evades and 

challenges the authorities. Macho behaviour is employed in order to reaffirm one’s 

manhood and it is this exemplar to which the majority of male protagonists of the songs 

aspire. Thus, the lyrics regularly glorify the macho man’s use of violence and 

aggressive physical force over his subordinates, the constant quest for status within the 

social group, daring demeanour, virility and emotional distance.39 The most frequent 

example to be found in the lyrics of this study are declarations of status and leadership 

within the cartel, within the organisation or one’s banda, or gang, and moreover, the 

importance of the respect they expect to receive in return. These all-male bandas that 

carry out orders on behalf of the cartel are hierarchically structured and have clear 

leaders. 

 One of the leaders of the Sinaloa cartel who evokes the ultimate hegemonic 

ideal to which other men aspire in lyrics of the M|A is Ismael ‘El Mayo’ Zambada. A 

native of Sinaloa and a key ally to Joaquín ‘El Chapo’ Guzmán, both men began their 

careers in the Sinaloa drug trafficking world at the same time and rose up the ranks 

quickly.40 El Mayo is also a former farmer known for his vast knowledge of cultivation 

and for his shrewd understanding of the basic economics of supply and demand – a key 

to the successful expansion of the Sinaloa cartel on both sides of the Mexico-US border. 

These two figures, noted for escaping the subordinate social position they were born 

into, now represent the cultural archetype of status and the ultimate symbol of power 

and potential for others like them. Hegemonic masculinities are at the top of the gender 

hierarchy and exist in relation to subordinated gender constructs. By creating a 

hierarchy that subordinates others while simultaneously placing their own perceived 

characteristics in positions of symbolic dominance, El Mayo and El Chapo appear in 

many M|A songs in which their positions of status and their successful claim to 

authority are affirmed. Furthermore, they have been leading the cartel and evaded the 

authorities far longer than the leaders of any other cartel in Mexico, at least until El 

Chapo’s capture in February 2014. As a result, their ‘legendary’ reputation precedes 

them and acts as a marker for those below them in the lower ranks. For example, the 

                                                           
39 Weitzer, R. & Kubrin, C.E., 2009, 6. 
40 For more on El Mayo and the Sinaloa cartel, see Introduction: Section I.ii. 
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song Carteles Unidos,41 on which all of the twelve artists who belonged to the M|A at 

the time it was produced sing, acknowledges the elite status of the leadership of the 

cartel: 

Carteles Unidos  

Es la nueva empresa 

El Mayo comanda  

Pues tiene cabeza 

El Chapo lo apoya  

Juntos hacen fuerza 

Carteles Unidos  

Pelean por su tierra 
 

This song also makes references to the primary gangs of narcotraficantes and lieutenants 

in the Sinaloa cartel who make frequent appearances in other M|A songs.  These include 

Los Ántrax who are known to be El Mayo’s hit squad while El Chapo has his own hit 

squad which used to be led by Manuel Torres Félix, also known as El M1 or El 

Ondeado, before he was killed in 2012. Los Ántrax are led by Rodrigo Arechiga 

Gamboa, known as El Chino and Jesús Peña, alias El 20.42  These men contribute to and 

uphold the hegemonic structure of the cartel showing how the image of masculinity in 

this world is constructed in relation to the dominant positions of the cartel. This image 

is perpetuated by references to the drug trafficker’s physical strength, his ability to 

endure, his unemotional logic and, most notably, the pleasure taken in carrying out 

violence against the enemy: 

Lo he visto peleando  

También torturando  

Cortando cabezas  

Con cuchillo en mano  

Su rostro señil 

No parece humano 

El odio en sus venas  

Lo habían dominado 

 

As this song shows, violence plays a central role in the dominance exerted by men. 

Connell and Messerschmidt have acknowledged that in some contexts, hegemonic 

masculinity refers to men’s engagement in toxic and evil practices, including physical 

violence, that stabilise gender dominance in a particular setting: and the same authors 

draw attention to the fact that it is almost always the dominant gender that holds and 

uses the means of violence.43 Violence is a means through which masculinity in the 

                                                           
41 Artistas Varios del M|A, Carteles Unidos, M|A Vol.5, LaDisco Music/Twiins Enterprises, 2010. 
42 Los Ántrax hit squad are believed to answer directly to El Mayo and have been responsible for many 

homicides in the state of Sinaloa and particularly in Culiacán according to local newspaper RioDoce.  
43 Connell, R.W. & Messerschmidt, J.W., 2005, 840. 
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Movimiento Alterado is constructed. Although most of the protagonists of the M|A 

songs may not actually embody the dominant position, they seek to gain access to it by 

committing nefarious acts. The most common examples of these dominant masculinities 

in the narcocorridos are the risk-takers, the dare-devils who never fear death and who 

consider themselves to have been born to kill men they believe are lesser than 

themselves while justifying their social position and who frequently compare 

themselves to revolutionaries such as Pancho Villa or consistently seek to exemplify El 

Mayo or El Chapo. The section which follows will analyse two songs of the M|A in 

which it can be argued that a gender hierarchy is created among men, in which 

particular groups inhabit positions of power and wealth, while others, such as the 

novatos or the enemies, occupy a position of subordination and one of complicity with 

the hegemonic order of the cartel. 

 
 

1.4 The Movimiento Alterado:   Violence and Complicit Masculinity 

 

For those who come from a lower socioeconomic background to become involved with 

the cartel serves several functions, including providing a source of status, a sense of 

cohesion and self-esteem and a sense of belonging. Furthermore, the cartel member 

benefits from a certain amount of power and emotional gratification associated with 

violent activities.44 The men who belong to the bandas are socialised into a certain and 

expected type of masculinity, complicit masculinity.45 Complicit masculinity refers to:  

Masculinity that in and of itself is not dominant, but supports dominant 

masculinity. This would include participation in aspects of masculinity that 

conform to dominant masculine norms in hopes of receiving rewards for being 

like the dominant group, while recognising perhaps at some level you will 

never be primarily in the dominant sphere.46 
 

In the songs of the Movimiento Alterado, the majority of men demonstrate a connection 

supporting the hegemonic framework but do not actually embody hegemonic 

masculinity. Complicit masculinity, as proposed by Connell, however, recognises that 

men may not necessarily be able to achieve much direct gain, or “dividend”47 from 

dominant masculinity but may benefit from it by complying with it. Connell states that, 

                                                           
44 Ruble, N.M. & Turner, W.L., “A Systemic Analysis of the Dynamics and Organisation of Urban Street 

Gangs”, The American Journal of Family Therapy, 28:2, 2000, 117-132. 
45 Connell, R.W., 1995, 79-80. 
46 Kahn, J.S., An Introduction to Masculinities, Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009, 35. 
47 Connell, R.W., 1995, 2001. 
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“masculinities constructed in ways that realize the patriarchal dividend, without the 

tensions or risks of being the frontline troops of patriarchy, are complicit in this 

sense”.48 In the case of the M|A, the male protagonists of the songs follow a similar 

pattern by contributing to the symbols of machista and dominant masculinity. 

According to Connell, complicity to the hegemonic norms represents a form of 

masculine identity that facilitates the reproduction of hegemonic forms of masculinity 

and patriarchy in the drug trafficking world. This helps to reproduce and legitimise 

hegemonic masculinity and the gender order in the lyrics of the M|A songs. Men who 

display this type of masculinity also exhibit the three variables proposed by Mosher and 

Sirkin, discussed earlier. That is, they tend to objectify women, rate manly behaviour, 

danger and violence as superior and emphasise their pride in hypermasculine traits such 

as physical prowess and bravado. Connell and others show that there are clearly many 

ways of being a man. In the eyes of the majority of protagonists in the lyrics of M|A 

songs, it is pride of status that still remains with those who embody force and 

aggression and who show that they can dominate other men physically. In the songs, 

one of the most notable elements expected by this form of masculinity is the acceptance 

of the use and abuse of violence. The social legitimacy of violence in the narcocorrido 

world is consistently valorised and sanctioned. In the lyrics of the songs, this celebration 

of violence serves to reinforce and reaffirm the value of physical domination and 

promotes respect for more aggressive characters such as those who occupy positions of 

authority. It is this type of masculinity which is most frequently culturally exalted by the 

M|A. 

 In the fourth album of the Movimiento Alterado there is a song by Los Nuevos 

Elegantes called Jefe de Gatilleros. 49  Narrated in the first person, the protagonist 

clarifies his authority and how he exercises control over the subordinate gunmen, or 

‘plebada’50:  

Soy el Jefe de Gatilleros  

Él que recluta y entrena 
 

With authority comes responsibility and as this Jefe de Gatilleros explains, he is always 

ready for combat and leads by example: 

 

                                                           
48 Ibid, 79. 
49 Los Nuevos Elegantes, Jefe de Gatilleros, M|A Vol.4, LaDisco Music/Twiins Enterprises, 2010. 
50 The term plebada is usually translated as ‘guys’ and refers to a group of people, usually youths. It is 

frequently used as a derogatory term in parts of Sinaloa.  
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Blindada hasta mi pechera  

Y también la camioneta 

Requisitos necesarios  

Con los que un comando opera 
 

The title of the song, Jefe de Gatilleros, evokes authority and superiority thereby setting 

out a structure of control, a hierarchy which allows this ‘Boss of the Gunmen’ to place 

his masculinity and those of his subordinates in a pecking order. As the lyrics show, it is 

important for the protagonist to express his position of power as a high-ranking boss 

capable of extreme violence and he repeats this on several occasions, for example: 

Con armas de alto poder  

Siempre me miran armado 

Traigo plebada a mi mando  

Porque es muy alto mi rango 
 

These lyrics essentialise machismo and the macho protagonist, by portraying the desired 

value of masculinity, the male ideal, and the macho male as inherently violent and 

fearless. Descriptions of carrying out multiple executions, torturing the enemy and 

exercising control and leadership are extremely common images and used to affirm 

masculinity: 

Nacimos pa’terroristas  

No tenemos miedo a nada 

Hacemos rodar cabezas  

Traemos la sangre alterada 

Aquí cooperas o cuello51  

Una frase mencionada 

 

As this verse demonstrates, the language used serves as a warning both to those who 

sign up to fight with the cartel and to their enemies. The words “aquí cooperas o cuello”, 

in particular, form part of the values and norms of masculinity associated with the cartel 

and show how codes of loyalty are omnipresent. If you do not comply, you will be 

killed. Socialising men this way reinforces complicit masculinity. These men, the foot 

soldiers who risk death to a far greater degree than those in the dominant group, 

demonstrate compliance by drawing on codes such as discipline and risk-taking. The 

lyrics in this song further emphasise this – these men learn to take orders, to inflict pain 

and to obliterate the enemy: 

Pónganse al tiro traidores  

Porque los convierto en caldo 

 

Los rifles MP-5  

Bazucas también granadas 

                                                           
51cooperas o te corto el cuello – a threat: “if you don’t co-operate, we’ll kill you”. 
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Pecheras bien ajustadas  

Para toda mi plebada 
 

These recruits and their commanding officer are expected to collude with the 

hypermasculine, aggressive notion of masculinity set out by the cartel and are highly 

influenced by its hierarchical culture. The protagonist of this song follows the cultural 

ideal of the patriarchal order by taking pride in the responsibility he has been given and 

is always ready for combat and expects the same from his gang: 

Le monto tiro a mi escuadra  

Pues ya me siento entonado 

Quiero que alisten las armas  

Para empezar la emboscada 
 

This commander attempts to secure his masculine identity in contrast to those below 

him. The cartel’s culture requires effective foot soldiers and commanders and this is at 

the root of its traditional masculine socialisation which favours status, achievement, 

loyalty and violence while projecting the notion that this will ultimately bring wealth 

and success. In the third verse of Jefe de Gatilleros, the commander-protagonist states 

that he is rewarded for his work, has all the weaponry necessary for his plebada or gang 

as well as a bag full of money: 

Billetes traen en la bolsa  

La que porta mi terciada 

 

Ultimately, physical violence is the most important component of hegemonic 

masculinity enacted by the male protagonists in the lyrics of the M|A’s songs. A man 

can prove his masculinity by engaging in aggressive or violent acts against others, 

especially against those regarded as inferior or subordinate. 

An example of this is the song El Encapuchado, sung by Oscar García. 52 

Although the identity of the protagonist is hidden, there are several references 

throughout the song which suggest that he occupies a position of authority in the cartel. 

For example, in the fourth and fifth verses, we are told that this man has powerful 

connections, even has members of the federal government on his payroll and has his 

own protection squad: 

Sus fiestas en las ciudades 

El señor viste de traje  

Amistades importantes 

Y diputados federales  

Comprados por los billetes 

                                                           
52 Oscar García, El Encapuchado, M|A Vol.3, LaDisco Music/Twiins Enterprises, 2010. 
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Ajustan cuentas pendientes 

 

En su rancho allá en La Sierra 

Su apariencia es diferente  

Con granadas y pecheras 

Protegido por su gente  

 

The sartorial descriptions point to a man who stands apart from others which suggests 

that he is in a position in the higher ranks. For example, he is referred to in the formal 

“señor”, owns a ranch in the heart of Mexico’s drug territory, La Sierra, and wears a suit 

unlike the Jefe de Gatilleros in the previous song who prided himself on wearing 

clothes ready for combat “blindada hasta mi pechera”. We are also told that he is an 

aggressive, courageous and decisive character who takes joy in killing and torturing his 

enemies. As we saw with Jefe de Gatilleros: 

Las claves, ejecutando 

Su palabra es suficiente 

Agresivo y decidido  

Con una cosa en la mente 

Su consigna es torturar 

Matando así se divierte 

 

These references to his power, control and need to express his macho image in words 

such as ‘agresivo’, ‘decidido’ also signify his adherence to and compliance with the 

hegemonic masculine macho ideal. The protagonist is most likely a high-ranking 

sicario, or hitman, and not one of the leaders of the cartel. It is not surprising, then, that 

his motto is “torturar”, he actually enjoys torturing his victims, “matando así se 

divierte”. This reasserts the consistent masculine gendering of violence in the 

Movimiento Alterado and shows how the discourse surrounding violence is validated 

and normalised. The final verse, which follows, echoes the themes of the previous 

verses by highlighting the protagonist’s macho attitude and cold-hearted temperament 

and also encapsulates elements of danger with belligerent bragging about his authority 

and dominance over his cell:  

Sangre fría y muy valiente 

Sus comandos son potentes 

Patrullando los terrenos 

Donde el hombre se divierte 

La plaza está controlada 

Vive arremangando53 gente 
 

                                                           
53 Arremangar – colloquial term used very frequently in the songs of the Movimiento Alterado. In this 

sense, it is a coloquialismo sinaloense and usually refers to ‘getting stuck into something’ or a metaphor 

for ‘getting one’s hands dirty’ 
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The protagonist of El Encapuchado is engaged in the same process of creating and 

maintaining his own masculine identity. However, regardless of how high up the ranks 

these men get, there will always be others below them eager to supplant them. The 

achievement of masculinity in this illicit culture is never secure and as a result, the men 

constantly need to confirm and exhibit it via violence, aggression and loyalty to the 

cartel. 

What the previous two examples highlight is how men at higher levels as well as 

those in the lower ranks exhibit characteristics of complicity to the over-riding 

hegemonic structure. This can be seen through expressions and declarations of status, 

exertion of power and the exercising of violence which are all considered a social norm 

within the world of the narcocorrido. Sometimes these are symbolically represented 

through, for example, images of arms and weaponry. Beliefs and attitudes are most 

certainly important, as are relations of power 54  even though it has been argued by 

Stephen Whitehead that hegemony is a constant struggle for a power and an ideal which 

will never become a totality.55 Whitehead’s argument echoes Connell’s proposal that 

hegemonic masculinity is, in fact, an aspirational goal rather than a lived reality for the 

ordinary man. The successful maintenance of hegemonic masculinity clearly depends, 

as Connell puts it, on “the ability to impose a definition of the situation, to set the terms 

[...] to formulate ideals”. 56  What the narcocorridos of the Movimiento Alterado 

demonstrate is that, while this hegemonic male ideal is, in theory, an objective, it is 

something that the macho male protagonists of the songs consistently aspire to embody. 

Another element which applies to the song lyrics being discussed is the reference to 

interdependency with respect to gender. The suggestion is that hegemony is likely to be 

established only if there is some correspondence between cultural and institutional 

power.57 The social structures of the cartel, the cultural factors and individual attributes 

are all essential to an understanding of gender in the songs. In terms of the 

narcocorridos of the M|A, there is a clear relationship between cultural and institutional 

powers. What these songs also demonstrate is how masculinities are not only culturally, 

but also institutionally bound by the organisation they belong to, the cartel. In El 

                                                           
54 Also noted in: Lusher, D. & Robins, G., 2009, 387-423.  
55 Whitehead, S.M., Men and Masculinities: Key Themes and New Directions, Cambridge: Blackwell, 

2002, 93. 
56 Connell, R.W., 1987, 107. 
57 Hearn, J., “Men, Masculinity and Masculinities”, in: Evans, M. & Williams, C. (eds.), Gender: The Key 

Concepts, Abingdon: Routledge, 2013, 152. 
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Encapuchado, for example, there is never any question about the protagonist’s 

allegiance. He thoroughly enjoys the responsibility he has been afforded and lives to kill: 

Patrullando los terrenos 

Donde el hombre se divierte 

La plaza está controlada 

Vive arremangando gente 

 

In Jefe de Gatilleros, the protagonist does not question the authority that gave him the 

orders to carry out violent acts; rather he is proud of the position he occupies and the 

cell which he commands as a means of enhancing his ‘well-armed’ masculine identity 

which is reinforced by images of weaponry. The hierarchies at play within the cartels 

are multi-dimensional and represent a critical factor in how men behave and exert 

themselves over others. The lyrics show that the culture of gender relations is, 

overwhelmingly, heteronormative where masculinities are produced and reproduced by 

engaging in masculine, macho and hegemonic practices as a consequence of struggles 

between dominant and subordinate groups of men. The songs show how masculinities 

are a set of practices which interact and relate to one another in the social context of the 

narcocorrido world and produce their own meanings and values. The relationships 

through which these masculinities operate always involve levels of dominance and 

subordination. 

 

1.4.1 Los Ántrax 

 

Connell recognises that hegemony, subordination and complicity are relations within 

the gender order and that they create further relationships between masculinities. 

Poverty and an environment of violence combine to influence these young men to 

address their powerlessness by making an exaggerated claim to the potency attached to 

this idealised norm. Economically marginalised males are the most likely perpetrators 

and, indeed, the victims of serious physical violence.58 This is also the case of one 

particular group of sicarios or hitmen, Los Ántrax. These men, who come from 

impoverished backgrounds, work for the Sinaloa Cartel under the direct authority of El 

Mayo and are drawn into drug trafficking by the status and power afforded them by the 

                                                           
58 Hall, S., “Daubing the drudges of fury: Men, violence and the piety of the ‘hegemonic masculinity’ 

thesis”, Theoretical Criminology, 6:1, 2002, 35. 
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drug trade.59 Led by Rodrigo Arechiga Gamboa, known as El Chino Ántrax or El Cinco 

and answering directly to El Mayo, they act as an enforcer gang for the cartel carrying 

out brutal killings and murders in the state of Sinaloa and particularly in the state capital, 

Culiacán.60 Notably, the gang is named after the anthrax virus and the Movimiento 

Alterado’s groups and artists frequently allude to the disease and to the code names of 

the members of this assassin squad. Not only is the anthrax disease which inspired the 

gang’s name a lethal bacteria which has the capacity to multiply rapidly, it serves as a 

suitable metaphor for this gang and for the socialisation of the gang’s members. Their 

cult of violence and destruction is just as contaminating as the virus. In fact, the M|A 

regularly draw on metaphors associated with Los Ántrax in order to promote their music. 

For example, in a series of concerts organised during 2012 in Mexico, the M|A 

promotional material read: “El Movimiento Alterado: infectando tu ciudad pronto”.  

As discussed in the previous section, hegemonic masculinity is also constructed 

around complicity with hegemony. Los Ántrax, whether or not they are involved 

directly as “the frontline troops of patriarchy”,61 as noted by Connell, are complicit 

given that they believe they exercise a right authorised by an ideology of supremacy. As 

Steve Hall has highlighted in his critique of hegemonic masculinity, “complicit males in 

all class positions benefit from [hegemony] because it distributes a ‘patriarchal dividend’ 

of privileged and legitimated entitlements throughout the traditional masculine order, 

one of which is the right to use violence”. 62  The image of masculinity which is 

perpetuated by Los Ántrax emphasises violence at its core and is linked directly with 

struggles for power which occur in the illicit drugs trade. Violence, then, is a means of 

constructing masculinity and is regularly provoked by challenges from other men which 

may be viewed as a threat to their masculinity, a threat which requires a culturally-

supported response – physical violence. As a result, physicality and the potential for 

killing, torture and eliminating the enemy become the necessary requirement to affirm 

macho bravado and masculinity. The song which exemplifies this point is Asociación 

Ántrax. Originally written and performed by Los Buitres63 in 2010 about Los Ántrax, the 

                                                           
59 This is reflected in the lyrics of the song Asociación Ántrax which will be analysed later in this chapter. 
60 For more on Los Ántrax, see: Sicairos, A, “La amenaza de los Ántrax,” RíoDoce , May 12, 2013; 

Redacción Editorial, “Detienen a presunto asesino del ‘Pancho’ Arce, gatillero de Los Ántrax”, RíoDoce, 

May 30, 2013; “Atacan al “Virus” enferman los Ántrax”, HistoriasdelNarco.com,  [Accessed: September 

19, 2013]. 
61 Connell, R.W., 1995, 79. 
62 Hall, S., 2002, 38. 
63 Los Buitres (de Culiacán), Asociación Antrax, LaDisco Music/Twiins Enterprises, 2010. 

http://www.historiasdelnarco.com/2012/02/atacan-al-virus-enferman-los-antrax.html
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following year some of the M|A’s then artists and groups got together to sing a verse 

each of the same song.64 The song serves as an introduction to the important associates 

of Los Ántrax.  Apart from the first two verses, each verse is sung in coded language 

from the perspective of a different member of this hit squad. 

 The opening verse introduces us, in the first person, to the initial 

protagonist of the song as he begins on a note of self-reflection explaining how he 

believes he was born to break the rules: 

Analizando mi vida  

La conclusión he sacado 

Nací pa’romper las reglas  

Sin importarme mi estado 

Antes era el vandalismo 

Hoy crimen organizado 

Soy el Comandante 5  

Y al Mes 5 he respetado 

Violence underpins this man’s authority and as a Comandante, he occupies a powerful 

position in the cartel’s hierarchy. The penultimate line reveals his identity as one of the 

jefes of Los Ántrax, Rodrigo El Chino Arechiga Gamboa. The final line clarifies that he 

respects and answers to El Mes 5, another alias of Ismael El Mayo Zambada. There is an 

apparent reflexivity in this verse which serves more as a rationale for his actions than 

one of rational choice, lacking any critical self-reflection. By stating that he was born 

into a life of crime, he fails to acknowledge how his assumptions, beliefs or values are 

influenced by the institution to which he is bound. Instead, he uses his background as a 

justification for his delinquent and violent behaviour. Although he does not embody 

hegemonic masculinity, this Comandante is certainly complicit in his relation with it. 

He has learned his masculinity and has been socialised into the benefits of complying 

with it. This includes gaining respect from those under and above him, breaking the 

rules and engaging in delinquent activities from an early age. The verse which follows 

appears to be in the voice of another of the top leaders of Los Ántrax, Sargento Fénix 

Ántrax, otherwise known as El Gato Negro. The reference in the penultimate line 

reveals his identity, again in coded language. The entire verse reinforces the power 

relations of this hit squad by using a threatening tone in which he presents himself as a 

                                                           
64 Although the video was produced in 2011, it was released on album the following year:  

Artistas Varios del M|A, Asociación Ántrax, Duetos Alterados, Twiins Enterprises & KingNow DJ 

Records, 2012. 
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symbol of death through his capacity to do harm and emphasises the importance of 

respect for authority: 

Usted respete ese mes  

Y yo lo respeto a usted 

Aquí estoy pa’lo que venga  

Al derecho y al revés 

Si me topo a los contrarios  

Les provoco mala suerte 

Cual si fuera un gato negro  

Representando a la muerte 
 

The songs are regularly replete with references to leadership, respect and pride and the 

verse above is no different. El Fénix Ántrax is setting the standard and expectation for 

those under him and for the benefit of his enemies by exerting an authoritative 

masculine image. By comparing himself to a black cat, the symbol of evil omens, he 

cautions anyone who dares interfere with him. This affirmation of his status is in line 

with Eileen Zurbriggen’s observation of masculine socialisation, war and soldiering that: 

A concern with status implies a familiarity and comfort with hierarchy and 

‘pecking orders’. Being socialized to accept a hierarchical structure is part of 

traditional masculine socialization with the result that properly socialized men 

know their place within a status hierarchy—whether that hierarchy is part of a 

multinational corporation, a street gang, or a fraternal organization65 
 

Zurbriggen’s comments can be easily applied to the cartel and even to the hierarchy of 

Los Ántrax. The verses which follow present, through coded language, other important 

members of El Mayo’s group of hired assassins. For example, even though the 

protagonist of the third verse is not identifiable immediately, it becomes apparent that 

manipulating language is a means of concealing his identity: 

Yo también atiendo un puesto  

En el virus afamado 

Estoy puesto y bien dispuesto  

Para arremangar contrarios 

Soy instructor asignado  

Al que novatos entrena 

Cuando me activo en combate  

Se escucha la tracatera 
 

The person in charge of recruiting and training up the new recruits in Los Ántrax is 

known via his alias as El Instructor and also as El Traka Ántrax. Basic training is at the 

core for any organisation and reinforces the hierarchical structure of the group. This 

                                                           
65 Zurbriggen, E.L., “Rape, War, and the Socialisation of Masculinity”, Psychology of Women Quarterly, 

34:4, 2010, 542. 
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man is responsible for ensuring that the norms and attitudes of the gang are complied 

with. The obvious omission of a direct reference to this protagonist is an example of the 

frequent use of coded language which is employed to hide their communications from 

police, the government and other cartel gangs. The most direct reference is “soy 

instructor asignado”;  however, the manipulation of the language in the final line with 

the use of the word “tracatera” while maintaining the reference firmly within the 

language of guns and fighting, is a means of implying El Instructor by his other alias 

without mentioning El Traka directly. This clever use of language is continued into the 

following verse where direct referencing of the identity of the protagonist is once again 

avoided: 

A mí nadie me hace panchos  

Para eso aquí estoy presente 

Y nadie me pone un 4  

Se los devuelvo en caliente 

Arsenales hay de sobra  

Pa’el equipo y pa’l trabajo 

No busquen tres pies al gato  

Porque le van a hallar cuatro 

Francisco Arce, known as Pancho Arce or El 4, was a top hit man of Los Ántrax and 

was killed in 2011.66 The play with words in the first line pinpoints the first evidence of 

the protagonist’s identity while simultaneously establishing an intimidating 

temperament. This is reinforced in lines three and eight, in which his numerical alias, El 

4, and the calibre of his gun are referenced twice while at the same time he exerts a 

character of dominance with cautionary words to say that he is prepared to resort to 

violence immediately if anyone meddles with him. These words of caution are repeated 

in the final two lines and serve to reinforce the message that this hard character is not 

afraid to retaliate with violence. His compliance with the gang is also affirmed by 

carrying out orders on behalf of his superiors and on behalf of those he works with. 

Pancho Arce paid the ultimate price for his loyalty to the gang in carrying out risky and 

ultimately life-threatening activities when he was gunned down by rivals in October 

2011. In this world, failure is not an option and so the stark reality for the majority of 

the men who end up in gangs like Los Ántrax and embrace the image of an alpha male 

warrior is death. 

 The remainder of the song alludes to other members of the gang and the 

penultimate verse pays special tribute to the sons of Ismael El Mayo Zambada, known 

                                                           
66  Redacción Editorial, “Detienen a presunto asesino del ‘Pancho’ Arce, gatillero de Los Ántrax”, 

RíoDoce, May 30, 2013. 
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as Los Mayitos, and who have all been involved, at some stage, with Los Ántrax. Sung 

through the voice of Ismael Jr., he thanks his two brothers and the other members of the 

gang for the support he has been shown: 

Yo también soy Ismael  

Y mi carnal es El Flaco 

Agradecemos a todos  

Por el apoyo brindado 

Pa’el Sera y también pa’l Niño  

Saludos de sus hermanos 

También la Asociación Ántrax  

Y a nuestro padre un abrazo67  
 

This verse stands apart from the others as the only one in which the name of the 

protagonist is acknowledged directly. This assertion of confidence in naming the 

identity of the protagonist of this verse reinforces how blood lines rank high in the 

cartel’s hierarchy of prestige and status. The ideology of the Sinaloa Cartel is very much 

based on the importance of family. The men who reach the higher ranks of the cartel 

and who are not related by blood are usually expected to form a tighter bond with their 

new clan, such as marriage.68 Nepotism not only serves to reduce infiltration by the 

government or other outside bodies, it is the driving force of the Sinaloa Cartel which 

also perpetuates the complicit relationship of each member within its hegemonic model. 

This clan organisational structure demonstrates strength in its shared violent behaviour 

system and each of the protagonists shares a lack of fear and desensitivity to violence 

and crime.  The patterns of relationships among individuals are vital to the success and 

endurance of the cartel and the various groups within it.  

 In the songs, complicity is represented by those who follow orders out of duty 

and comply with the hegemonic model. Connell notes that “most men necessarily 

demonstrate alternative masculinities in relation to hegemonic masculinity that 

variously aspire to conspire with, or attempt to resist, diminish or otherwise undermine 

hegemonic masculinity”.69 While the cartel constructs hegemonic masculinity as the 

cultural norm, not all men desire to adhere to this norm, as will be demonstrated in the 

next section.  

 

 

                                                           
67 The sons of Ismael El Mayo Zambada are: Ismael El Mayito; Héctor El Flaco; Serafin El Sera; Vicente 

El Niño 
68 There is an example of this in Verse 6 of Asociación Ántrax. 
69 Connell, R.W., 2000, 1393. 
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1.5 Delirium and the Devil: Evoking an Altered State of Mind 
 

1.5.1 Delirium 

 

There is a clear standard of behaviour exhibited by men in the majority of the 

Movimiento Alterado’s songs. Most of these men occupy subordinated positions and do 

not themselves live up to the hegemonic masculine ideal. Rather, they aspire to embody 

it by complying with the patriarchal order and benefiting from its dominant position. 

Although, as noted by Lynne Segal, not all men find it desirable to participate in the 

social relations that generate dominance,70 the majority of the M|A’s men do just this. 

This section will examine how some of these men sometimes express a desire to deviate 

from the hegemonic ideal by highlighting an inner insecurity which perhaps represents 

an unconscious defence mechanism about their masculine identity. This usually stems 

from feelings of powerlessness and insecurity. Common behaviour embodied by many 

of the protagonists of the M|A’s songs is often described as damaging or manic and 

frequently associated with an altered state of mind. This section will analyse five 

examples which highlight this.  

The men who possess these altered states of mind are described as having la 

mente bien ondeada y violenta, or being alterados and enfermos de la mente. Those 

who exhibit these feelings, in the case of the Movimiento Alterado, appear to resist, on 

a certain level, the standards elicited by the hegemonic norms but do, in fact, comply 

with these norms as a means of benefiting from the patriarchal dividend. State of mind 

is a recurring characteristic of the macho image. It will be argued here that these altered 

states of mind function on two levels. Firstly, as a means of expressing a 

hypermasculine image in resistance to the hegemonic norms imposed by the cartel’s 

culture and secondly, it is employed alongside references to the Devil as a means of 

compensation for the men who demonstrate an alternative masculinity to the hegemonic 

model. Given that the lyrics also demonstrate how violent behaviour connects the 

emotions with a heightened sense of masculinity, it is interesting that Connell has 

observed that “it is, overwhelmingly, the dominant gender that holds and uses the means 

of violence”.71 Acts of killing and torturing boost energy and thus empower masculinity. 

                                                           
70  Segal, L., Slow motion: Changing Masculinities, Changing Men. New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers 

University Press, 1990. 

71 Connell, 1995, 83. 
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Outbursts of violence may also stem from a deep-seated vulnerability, a sense of fear or 

self-loathing where violence becomes the legitimate response in measuring up to the 

norms of masculinity. In order to block out these feelings, the protagonist in many M|A 

songs usually consumes drugs and alcohol as a means of helping him through the stress 

of committing violent acts while making himself feel more powerful. Excessive alcohol 

and drug use is also employed as a means of reinforcing the hypermasculine image, 

heightened sexuality and competitiveness. In the songs in which references to states of 

mind or excessive alcohol consumption appear, violent behaviour is portrayed as 

compulsive and any feelings of vulnerability are hidden. Michael S. Kimmel and 

Matthew Mahler highlight how “shame, inadequacy, vulnerability—all threaten the self; 

violence, meanwhile, is restorative, compensatory”. 72  Thomas J. Scheff argues that 

“when men face what they construe to be threatening situations, they may be compelled 

to silence or to rage and aggression”.73 It will be argued here that the protagonists of the 

songs analysed in this section are compelled to both silence and aggressive behaviour 

by simultaneously failing to acknowledge their antipathy to engaging in violent activity 

and by enacting the codes of masculinity set out by the hegemonic structure of the cartel. 

According to Scheff, this silence/violence model can be applied to the masculine 

character in general. He states that: 

Hypermasculine men are silent about their feelings to the point of repressing 

them altogether, even anger. Repressing love and the vulnerable emotions (grief, 

fear and shame, the latter as in feelings of rejection or disconnection) leads to 

either silence or withdrawal, on the one hand, or acting out anger (flagrant 

hostility), on the other. The composure and poise of hypermasculinity seems to 

be a recipe for silence and violence.74 
 

Scheff asserts that this could explain the excessive energy which seems to propel 

gratuitous violence. 75  The majority of men in the songs of the M|A do exhibit 

hypermasculine traits through assertions of macho bravado and pride in their virility. 

There is a further connection between these displays of ‘maleness’ with emotional self-

control. Forms of violence present in the narcocorridos of the Movimiento Alterado are 

embedded in and mediated through hegemonic masculine values. 

                                                           
72  Kimmel, M.S., & Mahler, M., “Adolescent Masculinity, Homophobia and Violence”, American 

Behavioral Scientist, 46, 2003, 1452. 
73 Scheff, T.J., “Hypermasculinity and Violence as a Social System”, Universitas, 2:2, 2006, 4. 
74 Ibid, 8. 
75 Ibid. 
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 In El Cigarrito Bañado by El Komander76, the protagonist exemplifies this by 

explaining, firstly, that he takes drugs to minimise his feelings of fear, to make him feel 

more powerful and, ultimately, to ensure he still belongs to the organisation. He 

consumes drugs to feel a sense of power and to heighten the sense of power which 

simultaneously diminishes any sense of fear: 

Voy a darle tres jalones al cigarrito bañado 

Para sentir más esa power y me quite lo asustado 
 

Secondly, he says he does not take drugs; rather they consume him in order to keep him 

calm: 

Y es que yo no uso las drogas  

Las drogas me usan a mí 

Ese humito tranquiliza y relaja mis nervios cuando algo me estresa 
 

This verse highlights the narcocorrido world’s culturally accepted rationale of drug use 

to account for violent actions thereby deflecting responsibility of it onto the drug itself. 

This form of self-medication to escape the gruesome reality of the drug trafficking 

world is an attempt to maintain emotional self-control. Referencing the state of mind in 

this manner exonerates the protagonist from the gruesome acts and suggests a blatant 

sense of denial. However, in the very first line of the second verse and the end of the 

fifth, we are told that he does not, in fact, endorse what he does; he does it out of a sense 

of duty to the cartel and the drugs become a kind of coping mechanism which also 

enhance his sexual drive: 

No es que me gusta ver sangre pero es que estamos en guerra 

A veces andando activado tal vez paniqueado y buscando a la presa 

[…] 

Traigo el cuerpo acelerado y el cerebro bloqueado y el cuerno bien pilas 

El sueño me tiene miedo me activo en caliente con la luz del día 
 

What these lyrics of El Cigarrito Bañado show is the link between drugs and 

heightened sexual function. There is a frequent association of violence with virility, war 

and the male sex drive, ‘cuerno bien pilas’. José Manuel Valenzuela noted how the 

consumption of drugs is very much linked to the representation of machismo and that it 

works like “el Viagra de los consumidores. Dentro de un marco esquema básico de 

conducta, la droga, especialmente la cocaína, permite a ‘los peloteros’ vivir la ilusión 

machista, al incrementar la potencia sexual y cubrir las inseguridades personales”.77 

                                                           
76 El Komander, El Cigarrito Bañado, M|A Vol.6, LaDisco Music/Twiins Enterprises, 2012. 
77 Valenzuela, J.M., 2002, 131. 
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This link between sexual potency and violence through the phallic symbolism of the 

gun is a recurring one in the lyrics and is usually employed to exert or reinforce the 

masculine image while retaining the protagonist’s virility. A key component to 

hegemonic masculinity is competitiveness and in order for a dominant man to maintain 

his dominance, he must continually assert it over others rather than surrender or pay 

heed to underlying fears or distaste about the illicit activities in which he engages. As a 

result, many men seek to escape this reality through the over-consumption of drugs and 

alcohol just like the protagonist of El Cigarrito Bañado; this also serves as a means of 

facilitating involvement in high levels of violence. The M|A’s songs make frequent 

reference to states of mind as being ‘sick’ or somehow not well in an attempt to justify 

why violent acts are committed and to avoid taking responsibility for them. 

  Another of the M|A’s singers, Rogelio Martínez, exemplifies this point further in 

the title of his song, Organización de Enfermos.78 The ‘organisation of sick people’ 

referred to in the title could be a reference to either the Sinaloa Cartel itself, or even Los 

Ántrax, both of which are run autocratically from top to bottom and also involve 

“intricate, loosely knit webs of individuals and organizations”. 79  The drug cartel 

highlights the institutionalisation of male dominance of this world in which the social 

ascendancy of one group of men over others is paramount. The cartel is widely regarded 

as a manifestation of corruption and evil. Howard Campbell acknowledges this by 

saying that “in standard imagery, Mexican drug cartels are depicted as evil, sanguinary, 

and hierarchical organizations that dominate vast areas of land”,80 and Rogelio Martinez 

recognises this hierarchy and the noxious nature of its activities in his lyrics:  

Organización de enfermos 

Son gente que representa alta jerarquía 

[…] 

La maña de torturar matan a sangre fría 
 

He further describes how weapons not only give the higher echelons of the cartel a 

sense of power, protection and wealth; they are skilled at using them too: 

El cuerno81 les da poder, ambición y dinero y protegen su cuero 

El equipo anda activado en combate y la guerra andan al 100% 
 

As was seen in the previous song El Cigarrito Bañado by El Komander, there is a 

recurring tendency to juxtapose violence with virility and war with the male sex drive 

                                                           
78 El RM, Organización de Enfermos, M|A Vol.5, LaDisco Music/Twiins Enterprises, 2010. 
79 Campbell, H., 2010, 21.  
80 Ibid. 
81 Cuerno: AK47 assault rifle 
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through the repetition of ‘el cuerno’. The only difference with Organización de 

Enfermos is that the cuerno enhances the sense of power and desire, thereby linking the 

phallus with authority – the further an individual climbs in the ranks of the organisation 

the more money he acquires and the greater the sexual potency he has. The link between 

the state of mind and the macho’s ego and sex drive is also common and the reference 

in the first verse highlights this and further affirms the suggestive imagery of sex and 

war where the protagonist personifies his gun, an anthropomorphic action – ascribing 

mental content to an inanimate object – in order to facilitate and boost the protagonist’s 

power in battle: 

Por sus hazañas mortales portan la pechera 

El cuerno es fiel compañero en los tiempos de guerra 

 

José Manuel Valenzuela has highlighted how, in the corrido genre, the gun symbolises 

this heightened sense of machismo, “con un cuerno de chivo entre las manos muchos se 

sienten bravos y decididos”.82 This symbolic equation of sex and violence further links 

sexuality to danger and destruction, and violence and phallic imagery are frequent 

markers of masculine status. 

The protagonist of Organización de Enfermos continues by describing how he, 

the other guys in the gang, and his comrade, his gun, are violent people who are 

maniacos para matar, evoking a delirious state of mind necessary for destructive 

behaviour: 

Se distingue su plebada, pura gente armada, gente violenta 

Maniacos para matar quien existe en la lista ya son gente muerta 

 

The second verse continues in the same vein with the protagonist admitting he has a 

corrupted mind ‘cerebro enviciado’ which, together with the poison which runs through 

his veins, enable him to carry out the violent acts and intimidation ordered by the cartel: 

Con el cerebro enviciado se enciende la mecha 

Ejecuciones en serie si el cartel lo ordena 

Torturaciones precisas y el veneno fluye por todas mis venas 

El equipo anda activado pa’dejar caer todo al que se le duerma 

 

It is not surprising that the men who are being ordered by their capos to carry out 

killings might suffer from an inner conflict of interest and seek moral disengagement 

through discursive devices such as displacement of responsibility of violent actions onto 

drugs or weaponry. Presumably, mental clarity and stability is entirely hinged upon a 

healthy approach to conflict, sex, prowess and self-image. However, the lyrics clearly 

                                                           
82 Valenzuela Arce, J.M., 2002, 233. 
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establish savage and brutal behaviour as justified by using images of being ill, crazy or 

even endemoneados, or possessed and belonging to an organisation which is made up of 

people suffering from these conditions, as seen in Organización de Enfermos above. 

 

1.5.2 The Devil  

 

Another common feature of the songs can be identified when machismo and hegemonic 

masculinity are represented through images of blood and the Devil. In these cases, it can 

be argued that the Devil is representative of the norms of hegemonic masculinity. These 

are the norms to which subordinates are expected to adhere and aspire. Employed as a 

means of exclusion, violence among men is characterised as a way of asserting 

masculinity in group struggles.  The consumption of drugs, alcohol and carrying out 

vicious acts of violence is a means of ensuring adherence to or compliance with these 

norms. There is frequent imagery of the narcotrafficker under the command of the Devil 

performing evil duties for him sometimes while in a drug-inflicted, altered state of mind. 

The Devil, archetype of Evil and Temptation, is a figure who represents and rationalises 

his enormous power, courage and the impulse to carry out any activity without caring 

about the consequences. The theological view of Satan is as the antithesis and adversary 

of God and also as the instigator of evil through his capacity for deception and 

temptation.83 In the songs of the M|A, the evocation of the Devil is interesting; he is a 

means of emphasising the narcotrafficker’s masculinity, his power and his authority; 

however he also acts as Tempter to lower-rank guerrillas to carry out evil acts for him. 

He is the representative of the leader of the drug cartel, the one who is, ultimately, 

responsible for ordering all acts of evil and violence and who ultimately tries to control 

the behaviour of the members. 

 For example, in El Comando del Diablo sung by Noel Torres and which 

features Gerardo Ortiz84, the protagonist, who leads this particular ‘Cell of the Devil’, 

explains how he is responsible for defending the cartel, carrying out his boss’s orders in 

a job which he enjoys:  

                                                           
83 For more on imagery of the Devil, Devil as archetype of evil and as adversary of God, see: Griswold, 

W., “The Devil’s Techniques: Cultural Legitimation and Social Change”, American Sociological Review, 

48:5, 1983, 668-80; Russell, J.B., Satan: The Early Christian Tradition, Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 

1987; Cañizares-Esguerra, J., Puritan Conquistadors: Iberianising the Atlantic 1550–1700, California: 

Stanford University Press, 2006.  
84  Noel Torres feat. Gerardo Ortiz, El Comando del Diablo, M|A Vol.1, LaDisco Music/Twiins 

Enterprises, 2010. 
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El cártel con mis manos defiendo 

Así me entretengo me gusta el trabajo 

Con mi cuerno y mi lanzagranadas 

Chaleco antibalas ajustado al pecho 

Yo cumplo las órdenes del jefe 
 

As the verse above demonstrates, there is a reliance on violent imagery and symbols, 

and most notable is how loyalty to the cartel is paramount for this protagonist. This 

fealty to the Sinaloa cartel, in particular, ensures that its individual members become 

part of the “family”. The organisational structure of the cartel is extremely effective in 

generating loyalty and creating discipline among its members and in exchange for this 

unquestioning loyalty, the cartel rewards and protects, as the following lyrics suggest: 

La lealtad para mi es prioridad 

Así solo llegan los billetes 
 

This protagonist reveals that he is in charge of a cell of the cartel, carrying out the 

orders of his boss, the Devil, but that he has his own method of dealing with the enemy: 

Un Comando del Diablo me cargo 

Mi armamento es un poco extraño 

Y mis métodos de torturar 

Es algo que no puedo explicar 
 

This protagonist has obviously been accepted into the cartel’s culture, through his 

compliance with the norms and, maybe, even through his alternative approach to 

violence and torture. As a result of his participation in the drug business in this manner, 

upward mobility within the cartel’s hierarchical structure may be facilitated. To advance 

their position in the group, it is important for these men to demonstrate that they are 

willing to take risks, are fearless and willing to hurt and be hurt and, most importantly, 

that they can be trusted. This particular comandante has demonstrated his loyalty and 

fearlessness. However, by the end of the song it is interesting that he reasserts his 

masculinity, stating he is prepared to challenge the patriarchal authority and is prepared 

to face the Devil himself:  

 

 

A mí me teme hasta el mismo diablo 

No se anima a llegarme de frente 

Y si un día me quiere llevar 

A balazos lo arriendo en caliente 
 

The fact that the protagonist of El Comando del Diablo never actually reveals his true 

identity somewhat contradicts his challenge at the end of the song to the Devil or 

dominant individual of the organisation to which he belongs. The only indications he 
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offers about his identity are that he is from Sinaloa, sleeps in the shadows and that he 

may make an appearance in a corrido: 

Cien por ciento sangre sinaloense 

[…] 

Y me duermo donde me oscurece 

[…] 

Mi nombre lo dejo entre las sombras 

Pero en el corrido pueda que lo encuentren 
 

It is clear that the role of Satan in this song is the personification of evil who is capable 

of striking fear into the souls of the lower-ranked drug traffickers and who expects 

unquestioning loyalty like that shown by the protagonist of El Comando del Diablo. 

However, the protagonist of this song reveals a contradiction; while he exclaims his 

utmost loyalty to his jefe, el Diablo (who in this case represents the norms of 

hegemonic masculinity), in the final lines of the song he claims that he is prepared to 

eradicate him if he meets him face-to-face. This could be considered as a threat and 

direct challenge to his boss’ authority and thus a reaffirmation of the protagonist’s 

masculinity. It is common to find the brave and valiant macho protagonists of the 

narcocorridos taking pride in their lack of fear or any emotion whatsoever and his direct 

challenge to his boss highlights this. As Valenzuela Arce has pointed out, “el macho no 

le teme a nada ni a nadie”85 and this is precisely the case above; the protagonist’s 

admission of fear is qualified by his declaration of challenge to take on the Devil 

himself. It is in his interest to comply with the norms set out by the structures in place 

even though it challenges his own masculinity.  

Jeffrey Burton Russell observes how the Devil represents “the personification of 

the principle of evil [...] the Devil is not a mere demon, a petty and limited spirit, but the 

sentient personification of the force of evil itself, willing and directing evil”.86 In his 

earlier book The Devil: Perceptions of Evil from Antiquity to Primitive Christianity, 

Russell explains how the essence of evil is “abuse of a sentient being, a being that can 

feel pain”.87 As such, this would suggest that the Devil is above pain; he transcends the 

boundaries of pain and as the personification of Evil can be understood in terms of the 

suffering of others. Interestingly, in terms of the hegemonic model, not only is the Devil 

always invoked as possessing male and masculine qualities, Burton Russell also 

highlights how the Devil is subordinate to the Lord, struggling against him constantly 
                                                           
85 Valenzuela Arce, J.M., 2002, 230. 
86 Russell, J.B., 1987, 23. 
87 Russell, J.B., The Devil: Perceptions of Evil from Antiquity to Primitive Christianity, Ithaca: Cornell 

University Press, 1977, 17.  
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“he obsesses and possesses individuals and tempts human beings to sin. He is the leader 

of a host of evil spirits”. 88  In the case of the song El Comando del Diablo, the 

protagonist is, in fact, subordinate to the Devil. The Devil, representing the norms of 

hegemonic masculinity, is the powerful leader having tempted the protagonist, a 

subordinate, to commit evil acts and even to confront him directly. However, evoking 

the Devil in this way could also be a means for the narcotrafficker to evade taking 

responsibility for the brutal killings described in the songs and a means of adhering to 

the gender norms expected of him within the overall gender order of this world, as he 

never reveals his true identity. It cannot be denied that the existing gender order 

promotes struggles for hegemony and practices of resistance.  In this context, men’s 

vulnerability is addressed via the conceptualisation of subordinate masculinities, 

particularly the concept of complicit masculinity, which aims to adhere to the admired 

model of the masculine ideal exalted in the narcocorrido world.  

Another example of the evocation of the Devil as the jefe of the cartel is the song 

El Abogado del Diablo, sung by El Komander.89 What is interesting about this song is 

that it also has another title, El Ejecutor. Just like El Comando del Diablo, the 

protagonist works under the orders of the Devil. However, in this song he works both as 

his legal representative and his executioner, again highlighting the hierarchies at play 

within the structure of the cartel. In contrast to the previous example where the 

protagonist admitted to challenging his boss’s authority, in this case, there is a clear 

sense of pride which this character takes in carrying out his work on behalf of his jefe, 

the Devil, which resonates in the lyrics: 

Me apodan ‘Ejecutor’ 

Soy él que cobra las cuentas 

Soy él que levanta lacras 

Él que cabeza revienta 

Con un comando de muerte 

Aseguramos la empresa 

 

The verse reinforces the importance placed on loyalty to the cartel and further describes 

the various violent responsibilities this protagonist takes on to protect the ‘business’. He 

is also in charge of a Cell of Death, a cell of hitmen ‘con un comando de muerte’ who 

dehumanise their victims by reducing them to mere numbers. However, in the verse 

which follows we learn how this Ejecutor of the title plays a double role as both the 

Devil’s hangman and his lawyer. He practises the law, a system of rules and conduct, 

                                                           
88 Ibid, 27. 
89 El Komander, El Abogado del Diablo / El Ejecutor, LaDisco Music/Twiins Enterprises, 2009. 
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according to the Devil, thereby evading accountability for the horrific acts of violence 

he commits; rather they are the responsibility of a higher power than him. The metaphor 

of the ‘cuerno’ as seen in El Cigarrito Bañado and Organización de Enfermos is 

introduced here in a similar manner but with the difference of associating it directly 

with Sinaloa. Weapons and arms account for the majority of phallic imagery and 

symbolism in the lyrics of the songs and the association of the phallus with weapons of 

destruction which evoke violence and warfare has clear sexual connotations. In this 

particular song, the cuerno is employed to further the link between phallic power and 

the importance of Sinaloa as another means of sexualising violence and also a deliberate 

play on words as we saw before – the Devil’s horn which is also a slang term for the 

AK-47 assault rifle: 

El Abogado del Diablo 

Verdugo de traicioneros 

Bajadores90 y madrinas 

Que le sirven al gobierno 

Tomé un curso allá en La Sierra 

Y me gradué con un cuerno 

 

There is a clear link in this verse with the Sinaloan drug trade and education, that is, 

being part of the cartel is, in effect, like being part of an institution of education which 

sets its own laws and has its own hierarchical structure and ascent to power. This verse 

also demonstrates how evil acts are not only carried out on others; they are committed 

by a perpetrator and in this case the Devil’s lawman. As a result, he does not claim 

responsibility for his destructive actions; rather it is a misleading rationalisation as 

merely following the orders laid out for him by his superior. This song and the previous 

one lay bare a recognisable hierarchy in the “Devil’s Organisation” with a clear division 

of labour, Cell Commander, Hitman, Lawyer. They also highlight how status depends 

on responsibility within the cartel. 

Traficante del Diablo by La Edición de Culiacán 91  is a song in which the 

narcotrafficker protagonist explains how, as the title suggests, he is one of the Devil’s 

drug traffickers: 

Me dicen El Gato Negro 

De mi grupo soy sargento 

También me apodan El Fénix 

Soy sanguinario y muy violento 

Soy traficante del Diablo 

Al infierno trafico muertos 

                                                           
90 Bajador - slang for ‘thief’. 
91 La Edición de Culiacán, Traficante del Diablo, M|A Vol.7, TMG/Twiins Enterprises, 2012. 
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The voice of the protagonist of Traficante del Diablo is in the first person and he 

reveals his identity immediately as El Gato Negro or Sargento ‘Fénix’ Ántrax, one of 

the proud leaders of Los Ántrax and easily recognisable from his bald head and long 

beard:  

Orgulloso por ser Ántrax 

Soy brazo armado en mi equipo 

Mi look ya se pasó de moda 

Hoy hay cortes de todo tipo 

Pero yo me navego a rapa 

Barbado como vikingo 
 

Although he was referenced through coded language in the previously analysed 

Asociación Ántrax by Los Buitres, here he declares that he is proud to belong to the 

higher ranks of this violent, sanguine drug trafficking hit squad and is a strong man. In 

the fifth and sixth verses he reinforces how belonging to the cartel is like being part of a 

family and he also makes reference to various other members of Los Ántrax. The 

language El Fénix uses throughout this song is self-assured and confident. He is fearless 

and follows through on orders, complying with the hegemonic model set out by the 

cartel without thinking twice. He is smart, energetic, and deceitful and is quick to take 

advantage of an opportunity to capitalise on the vulnerability of the adversary. The 

second verse exposes how, by dehumanising his victims, this aggressive enforcer 

adheres to the Devil’s violent masculine norms. Just like the protagonist of El Ejecutor 

by El Komander he reduces them to numbers on a list and with the use of the diminutive 

of ‘calavera’ also demeans his enemies. The dominant nature of the hegemonic structure 

set out by the cartel is one of violence and destruction. As a result, the regular 

comparisons between it and ‘el infierno’ or hell, is a fitting one. Keith Thomas 

illustrates how those who ended up in Hell, the sinners, were subjected to “undying 

torments over which [the Devil] presided. To help him in his task he had an army of 

demons and evil spirits, as numerous and pervasive as the saints and angels of Christ”.92 

It is safe to assume that in the case of the drug trafficker protagonist of this song by La 

Edición de Culiacán, El Fénix, that he is very much a part of the Devil’s army – one of 

these demons and evil spirits who is prepared to commit evil acts, taking pleasure in 

doing so. However, in this song, the fact that he is under the command of the Devil is 

not something to be feared but rather a source of boasting about his level of dominance 

and control, reinforcing his compliance with hegemonic masculine norms, all while 

                                                           
92 Thomas, K., Religion and the Decline of Magic, London: Penguin, 1971, 556. 
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deflecting full accountability onto his leader. Moreover, he is clearly proud of his 

authority, he benefits from the respect he receives from others and particularly his 

capacity for, and acceptance of, violence. Mosher and Sirkin suggested that men who 

have internalised a hyper-masculine, macho script, view violence as acceptable and 

even preferable.93 The blood-thirsty protagonist of Traficante del Diablo is a prime 

example of this. 

 As with so many of the songs which reference the Devil, the fourth verse of this 

song makes reference to images of disease and contaminated blood: 

Veneno corre por mis venas 

Igual que el virus que traigo 
 

Like Asociación Ántrax, there is a direct link between the anthrax virus and images of 

infection or blood poisoning, as if belonging to this hit squad, and even the cartel, is a 

sickness in and of itself. It is safe to say that to become involved in the drug trafficking 

world at any level, is a type of life sentence highlighting the cartel’s ability to disrupt its 

members’ mental states and their bodies and so these frequent references to disease are 

a means of justifying why violent, brutal acts are committed. There is a distinct mental 

conflict that arises in this macabre world and the evocation of the Devil is another mode 

of expressing the omnipresence of danger and foreboding of the drug trafficking world. 

These men are subordinate to and complicit with Evil, ultimately the Devil. 

However, theologically, the Devil has always remained subordinate to God. This 

subordinate nature of evil, according to Russell, also accords best with the experience of 

most people. Few societies or individuals have perceived evil as equal to good, “rather, 

they sense that evil is a misshapen copy, a distorted imitation, of good”.94 For Staub, 

evil is not just a generic term for very bad. It is strictly defined, “the essence of evil is 

the destruction of human beings under which he includes psychological as well as 

physical obliteration”. 95  Russell concurs with Staub’s contention stating that “the 

essence of evil remains deliberate violence done to a being that can feel pain”.96 This is 

most certainly true in the case of the M|A. In the songs which evoke the Devil, it is 

usually the protagonist who is subordinate to him. As discussed, the Devil can be 

understood as the representation of the boss of the cartel who also represents the norms 

                                                           
93 Mosher & Sirkin, 1984. 
94 Russell, J.B., 1987, 225. 
95 Staub, E., The Roots of Evil: The Origins of Genocide and Group Violence, New York: Cambridge 

University Press, 1989, 25.  
96 Russell, J.B., 1977, 26. 
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of the hegemonic model of masculinity. Given that the Devil is also, in his essence, a 

subordinate, this demonstrates how the hegemonic structure is in a tense and potentially 

unstable relationship with other masculinities. John Tosh maintains that instability and 

change are, in fact, integral to hegemonic masculinity.97 This could explain why, as 

Connell has outlined, “the relationship of men to hegemonic masculinity is often fraught, 

the enactment partial, contested and capable of shifting into violence”. 98  The men 

portrayed in the songs who struggle to adhere to the hegemonic norms resort to violence 

as a means of compensating for an alternative masculinity which is subordinated by the 

hegemonic model. Hornby has argued that masculinity is not a causal factor in 

committing criminal acts; rather, certain individuals adopt crime as a means of 

achieving masculinity.99 Thus, if the men of the drug trafficking world as described by 

the M|A are socialised to believe that power, dominance and control are measures of 

their success and worth, this desire for these qualities could be viewed as emanating 

from feelings of inadequacy and insecurity regarding their own masculinity.  When 

these men are denied access to the social power and resources necessary to achieve the 

ideals of hegemonic masculinity, they are compelled to employ alternative resources, 

such as violence. 100  Therefore, given that the Devil is a figure which represents 

enormous power, courage and the impulse to carry out any violent activity without 

considering the consequences, it is probably not surprising that these men seek to 

emulate him by resorting to violent means.  

In Mentalidad Enferma,101 sung by Los Buitres, the song’s protagonist begins 

with a justification for his brutal, criminal acts of violence by explaining why he is 

known as ‘maníaco enfermo’ and ‘enfermo estoy de la mente’. Not only is he ‘enfermo 

de la mente’, but he expands on this:  

Yo me considero loco 

De mentalidad violenta 

Enfermedad en mis venas 

Hacen mi mente dar vueltas 

Me activo voy y arremango  

                                                           
97 Tosh, J., et al, 2004, 43.  
98  Connell, R.W., “On Hegemonic Masculinity and Violence: Response to Jefferson and Hall”, 

Theoretical Criminology, 6:1, 2002, 95.  
99 Hornby, S., “Challenging Masculinity in the Supervision of Male Offenders”, Social Work 

Monographs, 1997, 157. 
100  For more on this, see: Messerschmidt, J.W., Masculinities and Crime: Critique and 

Reconceptualization of Theory, Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 1993; Campbell, A., Men, Women, 

and Aggression. New York: Basic Books, 1993; Connell, R.W., The Men and the Boys, Berkeley & Los 

Angeles: University of California Press, 2000.  

101 Los Buitres (de Culiacán), Mentalidad Enferma, La Disco Music/Twiins Enterprises, 2010. 
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Y amanece gente muerta 

Once again, the allusion to insanity and altered state of mind is used to rationalise 

killing and eliminate any vulnerability on the part of the protagonist. The figure of the 

Devil appears almost immediately in the third verse. The protagonist of the song 

explains how he has made a deal, or pact, with the Devil in order to acquire his power to 

kill whomever he wishes: 

Tengo pacto con el diablo  

Me he heredado su poder 

De masacrar al que quiera 

Habidos y por haber 

Levanto torturo y mato  

Me gusta verlos caer 

 

In fact, when this researcher asked Los Buitres about the many references to the Devil 

in the lyrics of their songs, the members of the group explained how many drug 

traffickers are constantly associated with killing and in their estimation those who are 

involved in the illicit world of drug trafficking feel that they carry ‘el Diablo 

adentro’.102 In her in-depth study on the figure of the Devil and witchcraft in late-

colonial Mexico, Ruth Behar documents how Devil pacts implied “a temporary or even 

fairly permanent rejection of the religiosity of sin, guilt, confession and penance, a sense 

of being beyond salvation”.103 This is an important point when analysing the lyrics of 

these songs. Once a person becomes involved in drug trafficking the only way out is 

usually by death. In this song by Los Buitres, the protagonist makes a pact with the 

Devil and, in effect, embodies the persona of the Devil and subsequently becomes 

‘possessed’, inheriting his power to kill, torture and murder whomever he likes thus 

emphasising his hypermasculine image. He continues with this interpretation by using 

extremely graphic and violent images of killing and torturing to express just how 

dangerous he is and to prove how effective he can be: 

Me dicen maníaco enfermo 

Enfermo estoy de la mente 

No me anden haciendo panchos  

Pues los destrozo en caliente 

Mi cuerno me mira y tiembla  

Reacciono inmediatamente 

 

Yo me considero loco 

De mentalidad violenta 

                                                           
102 Los Buitres. Recorded in personal interview, Tijuana, Baja California, May 2012. 
103 Behar, R., “Sex, Sin and Witchcraft and the Devil in Late-Colonial Mexico”, American Ethnologist, 

14:1, 1987, 47. 
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Enfermedad en mis venas 

Hacen mi mente dar vueltas 

Me activo voy y arremango  

Y amanece gente muerta 

 

What these two verses also highlight is the link between disease and death; extreme and 

explicit violence with an impaired and infected mental state. The protagonist is self-

confessed crazy and insane but insists that this is a driving force behind his ability to 

kill. He also makes reference to the ‘cuerno’, the AK47 gun and the ultimate phallic 

symbol of the M|A lyrics and attributes the human characteristic of seeing to it, ‘mi 

cuerno me mira y tiembla’. This metaphor of linking sex and violence is further 

emphasised by the apparent arousal this triggers in him and his immediate reaction to 

continue with violent actions.  

 Chris Dolan’s assertion is that “the very sources of power for men contained 

in the prevalent model of masculinity are also the roots of their vulnerability, generating 

the possibility of any man being both a perpetrator and a victim of violence”.104 The 

same can be said for the drug trafficker central figures of the narcocorrido’s narratives. 

These men, no matter how mentally ill and unstable or strong and courageous they 

claim to be are just as likely to become victims of the same violence they boast about 

perpetrating themselves. The internalisation of norms of masculinity that promote self-

reliance and happiness can thus detrimentally effect these men’s mental health 105 , 

particularly given the fact that these norms mean that the experience of traumatic events 

such as those carried out in the songs may have greater negative psychological 

consequences for them and why frequent references to their mental states exist. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
104 Dolan, C., Collapsing Masculinities and Weak States – A Case Study of Northern Uganda, in: Cleaver, 

F. (ed.) Masculinity Matters: Men, Masculinities and Gender Relations in Development, London: Zed 

Books, 2003, 13. 
105 Courtenay, W.H., “Constructions of Masculinity and their Influence on Men’s Well-Being”, Social 

Science and Medicine, 50, 2000, 1385-1401. 
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Conclusion 
 

Gender relations in the narcocorridos of the Movimiento Alterado present the harsh 

reality of inequalities which stem from the sociocultural construction of the sexes in 

Mexico. As discussed, machismo is deeply-rooted in the Mexican psyche but the 

narcocorridos of the Movimiento Alterado’s songs display more than just machismo, 

the lyrics privilege a hypermasculine male type who favours exercising violence in 

order to enhance his masculinity. What is not clear is if this obsession with violence and 

its connection with machismo and the macho’s state of mind can really be attributed to 

Mexico’s history of the brutality of the Conquest as some researchers would argue.  

Peter Beattie observed that both masculinity and machismo, in the context of Mexico 

are “complex and malleable concepts that deserve contestation and reinterpretation”.106 

The narcocorridos of the Movimiento Alterado celebrate machismo and the macho male 

as an exaggerated stereotype which essentialises male behaviour and attitudes. 

Moreover, the songs lay bare a clear system of hierarchies, where, as has been argued, 

there are sites of domination and subordination between men. 

 As has been noted, much of the literature on machismo has endorsed the 

concept of machismo, and the macho male, as having only negative characteristics such 

as violent, aggressive and sexualised behaviours.107 Researchers who have investigated 

machismo as a psychological construct consistently characterise it as just that: 

aggressive and hypermasculine. However, as mentioned earlier, there are some 

researchers who have argued against this negative interpretation of machismo for being 

too restrictive.108 As has been demonstrated, the favoured image of the macho male still 

evokes the figure of a heroic soldier, battling against his enemies on behalf of the cartel. 

However, the difference with the narcocorridos of the M|A, is that this figure has 

evolved into something much more gruesome and threatening than could ever have been 

imagined in corridos from a century ago. The narcocorridos of the Movimiento Alterado 

amplify the negative representation through displays of hypermasculinity. Aggression, 

violence and pride in one’s bravery and courage as a demonstration of virility are what 

define the macho male of the M|A. Connell’s theory of hegemonic masculinity is 

                                                           
106 Beattie, P.M., 2002, 303. 
107 Arciniega, G.M. et al., “Toward a Fuller Conception of Machismo: Development of a Traditional 

Machismo and Caballerismo Scale”, Journal of Counseling Psychology, 55:1, 2008, 19. 
108 For further reading on the more positive conceptions of machismo, see Mirandé, A., 1997; Torres, J.B., 

Solberg, V.S. & Carlstrom, A.H., “The Myth of Sameness Among Latino Men and their Machismo”, 
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pertinent in order to demonstrate how the songs of the M|A perpetuate and privilege this 

type of macho male ideal, the hegemonic male. Hegemonic masculinity has been 

defined as attitudes and practices that perpetuate heterosexual male domination over 

women and over men. As suggested by Connell and Messerschmidt, it involves “the 

currently most honoured way of being a man, it requires all other men to position 

themselves in relation to it, and it ideologically legitimates the global subordination of 

women to men”.109 Physical strength and practical competence are standard components 

of the masculine attributes in hegemonic masculinity. Hegemonic masculinity exists 

alongside and in competition with subordinated masculinities and to remain normative, 

it requires ongoing reproduction via the patriarchal family and other socialising 

institutions such as the cartel to which the drug trafficker belongs. The M|A 

representations of men, for example, often glorify their use of physical force, a daring 

demeanour, their virility and emotional distance. The men described pride themselves as 

violent and celebrate the dangerous physical acts they do in order to prove their ‘manly’ 

essence. Many men may feel they fall below the standard expected of them in the cartel 

or gang and in order to compensate for any feeling of inadequacy, the lyrics show that 

certain metaphors and imagery are used, such as that of the Devil. It is important to 

emphasise how identifying oneself with such a representation of Evil is contradictory – 

in the songs of the M|A it is employed as a means of emphasising a hypermasculine 

image but it is also used as an evasion technique – an evasion of taking full 

responsibility for one’s actions by describing oneself as diseased, infected or working 

for evil forces. This is a mechanism used to exonerate oneself for committing extreme 

levels of violence. It is a measure of hegemony that such men feel that they should 

struggle to attain the ‘male ideal’ goals set out by the hegemonic norms. There are few, 

if any, songs which display egalitarian gender relations. Indeed, the majority can be 

viewed as texts on hegemonic masculinity. 
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Chapter Two 

M|A Music Videos: Representations of Masculinities  
 

Introduction 
 

At the heart of the tradition of the narcocorrido and the corrido is not only live 

performance but also the importance of the narrative and even the dance which have all 

come to define its identity. The previous chapter analysed the role and representations 

of masculinities in the lyrics of the songs of the Movimiento Alterado through the lens 

of hegemonic masculinity. As the narcocorrido has always been rooted firmly in a 

tradition of live music performance, this chapter will consider the music videos of the 

M|A to examine the visual narrative of the music and, more significantly, the visual 

representations of masculinity in the songs.1 The music videos are integral to TMG’s 

artist and group promotion. Through video, “the artist is also subtly selling a lifestyle, 

not just the music”.2  This chapter will further assess how the M|A’s men package 

themselves by selling the ‘blingy’ narcotrafficker’s lifestyle with constant references to 

designer brands such as Ferrari, Versace and Louis Vuitton among many other well-

known products which are now an essential element in the commodification of the 

M|A’s music through the medium of video. It is not surprising, then, that the most 

distinctive feature of the videos of the M|A is that they typically present the spectacle of 

a live performance of the artist or entire group performing in sync with the music in 

front of backgrounds which can immediately be associated with drug culture. During an 

interview with this researcher, Adolfo Valenzuela explained how the artists/groups 

design their own trajes in order to have their own unique style and very often these 

trajes will use designer logos as part of the attire. In the videos the men, usually fully 

clothed in their custom-made trajes3, use flamboyant gestures such as aggressively 

punching specific downbeats which have become so characteristic of the M|A and 

which are commonly imitated by the fans. The importance of the bass beats, together 

with the rough, powerful voices of the male singers and their specific poses throughout 

                                                           
1 Chapter Three will provide an in-depth analysis of the representations of femininity in the M|A videos. 
2 Chang, S., “Product Placement Deals Thrive in Music Videos”, Billboard, 115:48, 2003, 18-18. 
3 Adolfo Valenzuela, Recorded in personal interview, Burbank, CA, August 2012 
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provide a certain spectacle of male potency for their mainly young female audience base. 

While many of the lyrics invoke violence quite explicitly, the videos rarely show such 

graphic brutality; rather the men are more like actors on a stage.  

While many music genres can demonstrate a high visibility of female performers 

reflecting an increasing public presence of women in music, the narcocorrido still 

remains highly male-centred. In terms of control and production, the Movimiento 

Alterado is male-run and any success for women singers with this trend is a result of a 

male-constructed female image.4 Just as Robert Walser discovered in the Heavy Metal 

genre, the music, the lyrics, the visual images and behaviour of the performers serve to 

construct gender identities, by infusing these identities with power and implying that 

they are all natural and desirable.5 Although Walser was referring to a different genre of 

music, the constructed gender identities of the performers primarily serve the interests 

of the male musicians who have always dominated the corrido and narcocorrido genres. 

As it is the success of the videos which has been an essential element in the rise in 

popularity and financial success of TMG and of the M|A’s artists and groups, the 

primary focus of this chapter will be on examining images of masculinity in the visual 

narrative of the music videos from the perspective of hegemonic masculinity as 

proposed by Connell, but also through the lens of homosociality. The Movimiento 

Alterado and TMG is an arena of gender where the spectacle of performance by the 

artists and groups registers and affects ideas of masculinity, femininity, sexuality and 

gender relations, as the M|A’s lyrics and music videos have been developed by and are 

dominated by men. 

As discussed in Chapter One, R.W. Connell proposed a pluralised concept of 

masculinities, recognising hierarchies among men and the many and variable power 

relations of gender. Hegemonic masculinity is the most socially endorsed form of 

dominant male expression in a given culture and is always in relation to subordinate 

males and females. The men who occupy this hegemonic ideal in the narcocorrido 

world are the leading narcotraffickers, the men who embody characteristic heterosexual, 

hypermasculine, macho qualities such as aggression, competitiveness and emotional 

                                                           
4 Women’s involvement in the M|A and the representation of femininities in the lyrics and music videos 

of various M|A artists including the only two female singers will be discussed in Chapters Three and Four 

respectively. 
5 Walser, R., Running with the Devil: Power, Gender and Madness in Heavy Metal Music, Hanover, New 

England: Wesleyan University Press, 1993. 
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detachment – the capos such as Joaquín El Chapo Guzmán or Ismael El Mayo Zambada. 

Connell identified a key form of subordinated masculinity as homosexual masculinities6  

and in Connell and Messerschmidt’s rethinking of the concept of hegemonic 

masculinity, they stated that “divisions among men – especially the exclusion and 

subordination of homosexual men – are central issues”. 7  What the M|A songs 

demonstrate, rather, is that male bonding is negotiated with great care in the music 

videos. That is, the relationships between men in the lyrics and videos of the M|A posit 

the argument for homosociality which is the social preference for members of one's own 

gender which does not necessarily imply erotic attraction. It will be argued that the 

Movimiento Alterado’s videos which show men’s social, nonsexual, interpersonal 

attractions can be best understood through this lens of homosociality. This then 

perpetuates hegemonic masculinity and the sexual objectification of women. 

Michael Flood, in his analysis of homosociality observed how male 

homosociality is implicated in “men’s use of interpersonal violence” which, according 

to him, “expresses and maintains [...] hierarchies of power”. 8  As will be argued, 

homosociality is a relevant lens through which male-to-male relations can be 

understood in the M|A. Furthermore, male dominance is central to violence in the M|A 

which reflects the gendered nature of the drug trafficking world. Violent imagery in the 

M|A’s songs can be understood as a means of complying with the hegemonic models of 

masculinity imposed by the cartel which demand and promote the use of violence and 

also as a way of exerting control or demanding respect. Apparent in the videos is the 

importance placed on group solidarity and/or loyalty to the gang. Representations of 

violence in the lyrical narrative of many songs of the Movimiento Alterado are very 

common. However, it is rare to encounter direct depictions of violence in the videos; it 

is usually implied through suggestive props or gestures which will be discussed later in 

this chapter. The songs of the M|A further reveal how male violence is inextricably 

linked with displays of hypermasculinity and aggressivity and this is also apparent in 

the videos which will be analysed in the fourth section of this chapter. 

 The official website of the Movimiento Alterado and Twiins Music Group as 

well as the social media site YouTube will be used as the primary source for the 

                                                           
6 Connell, 1987, 186. 
7 Connell, R.W. & Messerschmidt, J.W., 2005, 637. 
8 Flood, M., “Men, Sex and Homosociality: How Bonds Between Men Shape their Relationships with 

Women”, Men and Masculinities, 10: 3, 2008, 342. 
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analysis of the music videos in this chapter. Four official M|A music videos will be used 

to complete a content analysis.9  These are Sin Tetas No Hay Paraíso10  which is a 

collaboration by the Movimento Alterado’s artists and groups; Juicio Final11 by Los 

Bukanas; Sanguinarios del M1, another collaborative song and Mafia Nueva12 by El 

Komander. Since each song of the Movimiento Alterado does not necessarily have a 

corresponding official video, the choice for videos is more limited.  

 

2.1 Homosociality 
 

Up to now, the lyrics already presented have demonstrated a typically hypersexualised, 

heterosexual male who dominates subordinate masculinities and femininities. The lyrics 

show that the culture of gender relations in this genre is, overwhelmingly, 

heteronormative where masculinities are produced and reproduced by engaging in 

masculine, macho and hegemonic practices as a consequence of struggles between 

dominant and subordinate groups of men. Subordinate masculinities are those which do 

not exist at the top of the social hierarchy of power such as the examples discussed in 

Chapter One, the plebada or subordinate gunmen in Jefe de Gatilleros by Los Nuevos 

Elegantes or the tortured enemies in Oscar García’s El Encapuchado.13 It can be argued 

that the meanings which correspond to the hegemonic norms in the lyrics of the M|A 

such as hypermasculine qualities and overt use of violence could possibly be a way in 

which to suppress meanings which do not comply, such as homosexuality. The songs 

reveal consistent declarations of hypermasculine qualities by the protagonists of the 

songs and indeed by the artists themselves, and there is a clear division between the 

homosocial and the homosexual. This is bolstered by the drug trafficking world’s social 

conventions and dominant social norms, which is rarely, if ever, underscored by 

attraction and desire among men. As the lyrics and videos are explicitly produced from 

a male point of view, this invites an examination of how the M|A men’s heterosexual 

interactions are constructed through their music.  

                                                           
9 Official music videos are those which are available on TMG’s own website and/or those which have 

been uploaded directly to YouTube by TMG.  
10 Artistas Varios, Sin Tetas No Hay Paraíso, M|A Vol.7, LaDisco Music/Twiins Enterprises, 2012. 
11 Los Bukanas (de Culiacán), Juicio Final (El Regreso de La Última Sombra), “Armas y Billetes”, La 

Disco/TMG, 2012. 
12 El Komander, Mafia Nueva, “Archivo Privado”, Twiins Music Group, 2010. 
13 See: Chapter One, pp. 30-36. 
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First proposed by Jean Lipman-Blumen in the 1970s, homosociality refers 

specifically to the nonsexual attractions held by men or women for members of their 

own sex which maintains and perpetuates hegemonic masculinity14 and there is a clear-

cut separation between male and female. Men’s practice of gender has been theorised by 

the sociologist Michael Flood as a “homosocial enactment, in which the performance of 

manhood is in front of, and granted by, other men”.15 Males seek the approval of other 

males, both identifying with and competing against them. They attempt to improve their 

position in masculine social hierarchies, using such “’markers of manhood’ as 

occupational achievement, wealth, power and status, physical prowess, and sexual 

achievement”.16 Flood further observes how male homosociality is implicated in men’s 

use of interpersonal violence which is an expression of hierarchical power. Thus, 

hegemonic masculine norms are perpetuated through shared meanings of male 

homosocial interactions – emotional detachment, competitiveness and the sexual 

objectification of women. In fact, and in accordance with D.W. Foster, women are, at 

the same time, excluded and used by homosocialism as “a token or shifter of masculine 

power”.17 Women’s sexuality is used as a means for the male to assert and to legitimate 

his heterosexuality and hypermasculinity. It will be argued that through their music, 

TMG, the Movimiento Alterado and its collaborators can be understood as a site of 

homosociality in which the interaction among these heterosexual men “contributes to 

the maintenance of hegemonic masculinity norms by supporting meanings associated 

with identities that fit hegemonic ideals while suppressing meanings associated with 

non-hegemonic masculinity identities”18 such as homosexuality. Bird identified three 

crucial indicators in understanding how homosociality perpetuates hegemonic 

masculinity: emotional detachment, competitiveness and sexual objectification of 

women.19 As seen in the lyrics analysed in Chapter One, the videos also regularly 

demonstrate the glorification of the macho man’s use of violence and aggressive 

physical force over his subordinates, his constant quest for status within his social group, 

his daring demeanour, his virility and emotional distance. The music videos of the M|A 

                                                           
14  Lipman-Blumen, J., “Toward a Homosocial Theory of Sex Roles: An Explanation of the Sex 

Segregation of Social Institutions”, Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society, 1:3, 1976, 15-31. 
15 Flood, M., 2008, 342. 
16 Ibid. 
17 Foster, D.W., “Homosocialism ↔ Homoeroticism in the Photography of Marcos López”, Dissidences, 

1:1, 2005, 3. 
18 Bird, S.R., “Welcome to the Men's Club: Homosociality and the Maintenance of Hegemonic 

Masculinity”, Gender and Society, 10:2, 1996, 121. 
19 Ibid. 
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reveal how the common settings for all-male socialisations rely primarily on the first 

two of these indicators and although all of Bird’s indicators are, in fact, interrelated, the 

next section will consider in detail the association of the sexual objectification of 

women with the homosocial relations of men and masculine status in the videos of the 

M|A in particular.   

 

2.2 M|A Videos:  Homosociality and the Sexual Objectification of Women

  

The Movimiento Alterado and its record label, TMG, are deeply hierarchical and 

masculine. The homosocial relations among the artists and groups are based on a culture 

of comradeship and their lyrics and videos are based on sexism, competitiveness and an 

emphasis on hypermasculine, macho exploits which include gratuitous violence, alcohol, 

drug-taking and sexualising women. In line with Bird’s assertions, the sexual 

objectification of women provides a base for the M|A men on which their male 

superiority is maintained “whereas identification with women and what it means to be 

female helps remove the symbolic distance that enables men to depersonalize the 

oppression of women”.20 One of the songs which exemplifies this point is Sin Tetas No 

Hay Paraíso and is a song on which the all-male artists collaborated and it appears on 

the Movimiento Alterado’s seventh album.  

 

2.2.1 Sin Tetas No Hay Paraíso 

 

The lyrics and video to Sin Tetas No Hay Paraíso demonstrate the essence of Bird’s 

assertions of homosocial masculinity which includes viewing women as sexual objects. 

TMG/LaDisco Music has uploaded seven videos of this particular song, one of which is 

the only official video21 and this is the only one to contain an adult content warning 

from this video-sharing website. Interestingly, it is also the sole video analysed here in 

which the artists/groups do not appear at all; rather it is for purely promotional purposes. 

The sexually explicit lyrics are reflected in the promotional video which gestures toward 

soft pornography by staging the entire focus on the objectifying display of the female 

body, specifically on the most visible sign of female sexuality, the breasts. As the 

                                                           
20 Ibid, 123. 
21 Official videos contain an embedded advertisement to another video. The official video of Sin Tetas No 

Hay Paraíso can be found here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2uSo_HHCes 
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voyeuristic nature of the verses is echoed in the video along with the overt sexual 

objectification and the fragmentation of the female body into a series of parts (over-

inflated breasts and buttocks are a feature of both) an analysis of the lyrical narrative is 

necessary in order to give background to this video.  

 The graphic lyrics of this song, comparable to the sexual storytelling of the 

M|A’s male members, reinforce the hegemonic forms of masculinity and patriarchy of 

TMG and the M|A (and indeed those of the drug trafficking world). This thereby helps 

to reproduce and legitimise hegemonic masculinity and the M|A’s gender order. Sin 

Tetas No Hay Paraíso demonstrates the mutual maintenance of these hegemonic norms 

of the all-male collaboration of artists which is established from the song’s title right 

through each of its seventeen verses. The artists compete with each other and share in 

the sexual objectification of women which is at the core of male homosociality. Michael 

S. Kimmel’s proposal of the homosocial ordering of men’s heterosexual relations is 

similar to that of Michael Flood’s and is particularly pertinent here. He asserts that 

“manhood is demonstrated for other men’s approval. [...] Women become a kind of 

currency [or buffer] that men use to improve their ranking on the masculine social 

scale”.22 As Bird notes, “the objectification of women provides a base on which male 

superiority is maintained”.23 

 This song is an example of the homosocial relations, the control of masculine 

discourse present in the M|A and of the perpetuation of the patriarchal heterosexuality 

expected of its men. From the outset, women are sexually objectified, identifiable only 

by parts of their body with the inference that men are denied pleasure without women’s 

breasts or ‘tetas’. The lyrics are replete with coarse language and contradiction. For 

example: 

Ábranse mucho la verga ahí van las reinas de la plaza 

Son las cositas más ricas son bombones que arremangan 

De lo que es Sinaloa son las diosas de la mafia 

 

In the opening verse above it is clear that the women appearing in this song are directly 

involved in drug trafficking. They are first described as ‘reinas de la plaza’/‘diosas de la 

                                                           
22 Kimmel, M.S., “Masculinity as Homophobia: Fear, Shame, and Silence in the Construction of Gender 

Identity”, in:  Murphy, P.F. (ed.), Feminism and Masculinities, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004, 

182–189. 
23 Bird, S., 1996, 123. 
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mafia’ or queens of the plaza 24  and goddesses of the cartel. These could also be 

references to the many women who become involved in drug trafficking via beauty 

pageants or ‘las reinas de belleza’. There are numerous accounts of women who have 

participated in these competitions in order to catch the eye or fortune of a wealthy drug 

trafficker and because of the allure of the drug trafficking lifestyle.25 The women who 

participate are under enormous pressure to conform to a certain type and so it can be 

argued that these contests reduce the female to one set of physical characteristics in 

order for them to be successful. Often, these contests are financed by the drug cartel 

which highlights how women and their beauty (and sexual objectification) are 

inextricably linked with the drug trade which is, ultimately, controlled by powerful male 

capos. In the same verse they are also described in a belittling manner in the diminutive 

as ‘cositas’, and with vulgar language ‘la verga’ which serves to enhance the dominant 

M|A phallocratic notions of male heterosexual virility while simultaneously sexualising 

women. While the terms ‘reina’ and ‘diosa’ both acknowledge that these women may 

possess a level of significant power in this illicit world, on the other hand, they also 

indicate how the men are placing these women on a pedestal or in an exaggerated state 

of veneration, just like the beauty contest. Both terms and the use of the diminutive as 

derogatory (‘cosita’), not only points to an attitude of overt objectification by 

undermining but also renders the women as objects to be consumed or looked at. As a 

result of this, women are actively excluded from any genuine notability for the positions 

they occupy in the cartel, they are a discardable commodity. This argument is further 

reinforced in verse nine when they are described as ‘el dulce preferido [de los capos y 

los hombres]’. As the song continues, any supposed power is soon marred by 

descriptions of the women’s behaviour and perceived sexual tendencies. 

 From the opening lines of the first verse presented above, the lyrics instantly 

highlight the aggressive nature of male sexual activity. The ‘reinas y diosas’ of the first 

verse are quickly transformed into crazy party animals, ‘son bien locas y alteradas 

cuando andan bien pistiadas’; are also fetishised as ‘vampiras’ who only come out to 

feed at night or as wild, feral animals with graphic depictions of what appears to be their 

sexual desires and habits: 

                                                           
24 In the drug trafficking world, la plaza, refers to an important area of operation under the control of the 

cartel which is usually supervised by a mid-level drug trafficker or jefe de plaza. The Sinaloa Cartel 

control plazas in most of the major drug trafficking states such as Baja California (norte y sur), 

Chihuahua, Michoacán and Sonora.  
25 See: Introduction, Section I.ii 
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Si les gusta algún chingón se lo tumban esas gatas 

Si se ponen bien roñosas las arrodillan y rapan 

[…] 

Son calientes pervertidas unas lobas en la cama 

Ya nos tienen bien ondeados las nenas depravadas 

 

She is the voracious woman who sexually devours the male, a form of eroticised 

violence. This dehumanisation of women as bestial, degenerate, corrupt creatures who 

serve the purpose of visual and sexual consumption reproduces pornographic 

conventions as found in the M|A music videos. It presents hypersexualised women in 

the lyrics as transgressive, explicit, dangerous and destructive – i.e. the whore.26 The 

reproduction of pornographic tropes throughout the lyrics of this song depicts the abuse 

(either sexual or moral) of women as normative and as entertainment. On the one hand, 

the women are reduced to sexual slaves as in the verse above, while on the other, we are 

told that these women are advertising themselves as sexually available: 

Son jariosas locochonas y sus tetas nos provocan 

The line above suggests that it is the women’s breasts rather than the woman herself that 

invites objectification, once again fragmenting the female body and defining the woman 

in relation to masculine desires. However, it could also be argued that there is an 

inference that women are using their bodies and sexuality to manipulate men. This song 

perceives women as public property and as sexual slaves for the consumption, use and 

abuse by men. For example, in a closing verse of the song, they say “si el billete no te 

alcanza, no hay tetas ni paraíso”, and in the fourth verse: 

Sacúdela dale dale una noche de candela 

Tú miras esta chiquita dices: ‘Mami estás bien buena’ 

Su perreo es el que buscas, haz de ellas lo que quieras 

 

The women are measured in terms of their bodies and are expected to be good or 

virginal, and if they are not, they are bad, whores who threaten the hegemonic and 

patriarchal structures of this world who must be punished. In their analysis of the 

virgin/whore dichotomy, Leah M. Wyman & George N. Dionisopoulos posit that 

“viewing sex as a form of conquest instead of an act of mutual validation and intimacy 

                                                           
26  Hunter, C.W., “Flesh for Fantasy: Exposing the Sexualized and Manipulated Female Persona in 

Contemporary Women’s Media”, MA Diss., University of Stellenbosch, 2004. 
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results in demeaning and dehumanizing images of women”.27 Verse four, as presented 

above, does just this through an extremely violent description which functions to 

maintain and perpetuate male power and control over women. Women's oppression is 

thus associated with the eroticisation of female subordination. The description in this 

verse contains the undercurrent of condoning sexual violence against women, 

highlighting how violence lies at the heart of the drug trafficking world in relation to 

women. The inherent message suggests that women who flaunt their sexuality openly 

are deserving of punishment and so occupy a lower status. Sexual violence is a means 

of controlling women socially and is something from which men benefit. The threat of 

violence is never too far away in this world. Sexual violence here is made possible by a 

certain kind of male supremacy, and serves, ultimately, to reinforce that supremacy. The 

only pleasure to be had by the males is contingent upon their dominance and repression 

of women and the video to this song reflects this.  

The production of this video for the Movimiento Alterado is for primarily 

promotional purposes and to advertise for an upcoming show. It begins with the title of 

the song in red and white lettering to the background of vinyl records being scratched. 

This is quickly followed by six glossy images, in rapid succession, of women in 

differing sexually-suggestive poses. All of the women who pose for the camera are 

semi-naked, with breasts on display, and are placed in positions of objectification. The 

images are similar to the commercial pin-up type photograph which reproduces the soft-

core pornographic style. For example, in one of these, the girl provocatively holds an 

AK47 gun across her chest while looking away from the camera. In another, two girls 

appear together, front to back – a direct reference to lesbian erotica which echoes the 

penultimate verse of the song: 

Urgidonas, lesbianonas siendo sexo lo que caiga 

Entre besito y besito en un trio siempre acaban 

No respetan a los santos, no son monjas persignadas 

 

These lines along with the flashing images of women at the beginning of the video 

demonstrate how TMG and the M|A are appropriating the culture of pornography in 

order to promote their songs. Furthermore, M|A and pornography are partnered in the 

video to commodify female sexuality in a new genre form, employing women's bodies 

                                                           
27 Wyman, L.M. & Dionisopoulos, G.N., “Transcending the Virgin/Whore Dichotomy: Telling Mina’s 

Story in Bram Stoker’s Dracula”, Women’s Studies in Communication, 23:2, 2000, 213. 
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with inflated breasts. After the images of women, the advertisement-style video 

continues with the image of one woman. Her head and legs are not visible; rather it is 

only the torso on which appear the words: ‘Sin Tetas’ covering the middle of one breast 

and ’No Hay Paraíso’ covering the other. The inference of this image is that this song, 

the M|A and the artists who belong to it, are as titillating as the breasts. The female 

torso, focusing on breasts, is thus commodified as the ‘eye candy’ which sells the song, 

the music and the M|A artists and groups. The representation of female sexuality in this 

song and in the video is not a statement of positive sexual empowerment or liberation, 

but rather reveals how female sexuality is still regarded as deviant, dangerous and 

whorish. This representation also implies that women must surrender their sexuality and 

become sexual slaves. They will be taken by force as seen earlier in the fourth verse. 

Homosocial relations of the M|A are positioned as primary. For example, the lyrics, 

videos and, indeed, the M|A members themselves demonstrate how male-to-male social 

relations take priority over male-to-female relations. Female relations are usually 

stigmatised, subordinate and/or repressed completely. This suggests that any woman 

who displays an alternative femininity which exhibits characteristics similar to the 

hegemonic masculine ideal type, represents a direct challenge to the hegemonic norms 

and to male dominance.28 This form of female sexuality threatens the men’s macho, 

hegemonic image and so is sanctioned through overt sexual objectification via the 

lyrical and visual narratives. What the lyrics and video of Sin Tetas No Hay Paraíso 

demonstrate is an argument for the homosocial construction of men’s heterosexual 

relations. Flood argues that “the primacy of homosocial relations is expressed [...] in a 

compulsively heterosexual logic governing intimate relations with women”. He 

continues, “men who have close but nonsexual relations with women are potentially 

both homosexualised and feminized by this, while homosociality [must be]  

heterosexual and masculine”.29 The series of images of various anonymous, scantily-

clad women followed by the promotional flyer which features the breasts and torso of 

another serve to emphasise the secondary status of these female figures as faceless and 

exchangeable props. The all-male video collaboration thereby functions to maintain 

male superiority by reducing women to the size of their breasts, to be consumed visually 

only as sexual objects. 

                                                           
28 Chapters Three and Four respectively will analyse in greater detail the representations of femininity and 

women in the lyrics and videos of the M|A. The purpose of this chapter is to analyse the relations of 

masculinities specifically. 
29 Flood, M., 2008, 345. 
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As shall be seen from the following section, the men in the videos are the 

artists/groups or actors playing the role of protagonist of the song. They wear the 

distinct trajes or costumes specific to this musical genre and use strong gestures which 

embody a particular aggressive, violent masculinity. The frequency of violent imagery 

in the music videos has a powerful effect on the viewer and heightens the sense of 

brutality and foreboding and is a pertinent area when considering the arena of 

homosociality. This video upholds the assertion by Bird that objectifying women in this 

manner, legitimises the men’s heterosexuality and masculinity. 

 

2.3 Masculinity and Violence  
 

Even though the commercially successful artists and groups of the M|A have 

appropriated homicide as a central theme in their lyrical compositions, depictions of 

actual homicide are quite rare in the official videos to the M|A’s songs and are usually 

alluded to via lyrics and props such as guns, AK47s and custom-designed cars or 

hummers. In most M|A songs, the killing of others is a means of emphasising one’s 

masculinity, of demanding respect and seeking revenge. In fact, in the frequent all-male 

contests, prevalent in the M|A’s lyrics, killing appears to be a means of ensuring respect 

among peers and enemies where the ultimate submission is death.30 Furthermore, the 

threat of violence is used as a tool to protect male honour and pride and to establish the 

gender hierarchies between the M|A men. What is most striking, though, is how violent 

acts of torture and killing are normalised. Beginning with Juicio Final and following 

with Sanguinarios del M1, this section will analyse the videos to these songs in terms of 

their suggestions and representations of violence. It will further interrogate how, 

ultimately, violence and crime are glamorised via cinematic referencing which draws 

directly from film industry techniques.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
30 This is also apparent in Rap Music which is often equated with the narcocorrido genre for its depictions 

of violence and romanticisation of a violent lifestyle.  
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2.3.1 Juicio Final  

 

The only music video in the sample which shows violence directly is Juicio Final by 

Los Bukanas. Subtitled “El Regreso de la Última Sombra”, this song and its video stand 

apart from the other four in terms of consistency between rhythms and the lyrical and 

visual narrative, and there is no reference to women whatsoever. Los Bukanas are also 

unique in the way that they use instruments which would usually be played in Mexican 

banda music.31 There is a noticeable influence of the French bal-musette and it is played 

entirely in a minor key with a faster tempo. The minor tonality is, conventionally, 

perceived as negative or oppressive 32  and so adds to the sinister and macabre 

atmosphere. Furthermore, there are two rhythmic meter changes which change the pulse 

of the song and intensify the feeling of irregularity and distortion that is seen in the 

video. The song’s title and subtitle invoke an immediate sense of foreboding. The 

representation of death as “la última sombra” evokes the reality of being involved in the 

drug trafficking world which is always living in the shadow of death. This image is 

similar to the faceless Grim Reaper which gives an impression of death as mysterious 

and unknown, not human.  

On a first reading of the lyrics of Juicio Final, it is clear that the protagonist 

believes he is invincible and has the power of resurrection and the song is presented as a 

warning to his enemy. From the outset, the violent identity of the protagonist is 

constructed. There are consistent references to immortality, invincibility and rebirth 

even from the first two lines: 

Yo no estaba muerto 

Ahora estoy de regreso  

 

His view of danger is that it is exciting, ‘me encanta el peligro’ and the song’s narrative 

explains how the protagonist is back, reborn, and is more violent than ever: ‘he vuelto 

pero más violento/ he vuelto, hoy he renacido’. His immortality is borne out of a pact 

with the Devil which gives him justification to carry out sinister and sadistic actions of 

annihilating his enemy: 

                                                           
31 Their style is defined by their two-man drum instrument, two French Horns, a Tuba and Accordion as 

part of their ensemble. 
32 Walser, R., 1993, 165. 
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Pacto con el diablo yo soy inmortal  

A mis enemigos voy a masacrar  

No queda evidencia los desaparezco  

Como algo de magia, sádico y siniestro  

Tu peor pesadilla, nunca me detengo 

 

References to the Devil are a common characteristic of the M|A’s narratives. As seen in 

Chapter One, the Devil is implied as a figure that represents enormous power, courage 

and the impulse to carry out any violent activity without consideration of the 

consequences.33 Pacts with the Devil are a common feature of M|A lyrics and, as seen in 

Chapter One, when asked about the many references to the Devil in the lyrics of their 

songs, the members of Los Buitres explained how many drug traffickers are constantly 

involved in killing, therefore they feel that they carry ‘el Diablo adentro’.34 During the 

course of an interview with this researcher, lead singer of Los Bukanas, Edgar Quintero, 

further explained how, with the new levels of violence seen in Mexico since Felipe 

Calderón’s War on Drugs (2006–2012), there is a constant battle between Good and 

Evil but that God is absent when narcotraficantes reach such levels of violence.35  The 

Devil is frequently associated with drugs and drug trafficking to evoke the power of evil 

and as a symbol of the cartel leaders: like the living legend and powerful 

narcotraficante Joaquín El Chapo Guzmán, the Devil is untouchable and invincible. 

The protagonist’s pact with the Devil in Juicio Final also makes him invincible. The 

lyrics show how he receives sadistic and malevolent powers from his perceived super-

human status which involves deriving pleasure from the pain and suffering of others. 

Allusion to Hell and the Devil is omnipresent in the video with lighting techniques 

which focus on black, red and yellow hues. In this song, the protagonist transcends the 

living and the dead; he is above the law and has the power to kill. He is in control of his 

enemies’ lives and of their final judgment: 

Soy el encargado de dar la justicia  

Pues fuiste cegado por tu avaricia  

Espera tu turno pues vengo por ti 

His pleasure is derived from his dominance over the enemy and that he lacks any fear of 

death. The nature of being involved in the drug trafficking world means that drug 

                                                           
33 See Chapter One: Section 1.5. 
34 Los Buitres. Recorded in personal interview, Tijuana, Baja California, May 2012. 
35 Edgar Quintero, (Lead Singer of Los Bukanas). Recorded in personal interview, Huntington Park, CA, 

August 2012. 
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traffickers are constantly living between two realms – the living and the dead.36 Most of 

the men who get involved in drug trafficking are aware of the risks involved. However, 

a paradox emerges here – through their involvement, they become both perpetrator and 

potential victim. This echoes Chris Dolan’s assertion that “the very sources of power for 

men contained in the prevalent model of masculinity are also the roots of their 

vulnerability, generating the possibility of any man being both a perpetrator and a 

victim of violence”.37 While there is no reference to the protagonist’s own death in the 

lyrics, the music video provides a twist at the very end which is both shocking and 

disturbing – the protagonist shoots himself in a gruesome finale. Far too often, the only 

way out of the life of drug trafficking is untimely death and, as such, involvement in 

this world can be understood as a suicide mission in itself. 

 From the beginning, the music video to Juicio Final incorporates a visual 

representation of the graphic nature of the lyrics by employing distorted camera shots, 

rapid screen changes and some samples of the more violent lyrics such as ‘violento; me 

atacaron; siniestro’ which appear as text on screen and in time with the music. The 

video has an agitated feel to it and most of it focuses on the lead singer of Los Bukanas, 

Edgar Quintero, singing to the camera wearing designer sunglasses with various shots 

of the rest of the band playing their respective instruments. Quintero sings directly into 

the camera in regular close-up shots which intensifies the dramatic and edgy visual 

effects. The entire video is shot at night-time, with a red hue in the background and 

smoke emanating from the foreground. Together with the interruptions of the lyrics on 

screen, double images of Quintero and these features heighten the sinister and macabre 

atmosphere and the lyrical references to the Devil and Hell. The video itself opens with 

a shot of four men wearing white, expressionless masks similar to those used in 

spectacles such as theatre or mime. Masking has been defined as the “ritual 

transformation of the human actor into a being of another order”38 and is deemed to be a 

means of articulating power.39  In Juicio Final the effect of the mask is to add to the 

surreal nature of the video and it acts as a disguise, transforming the identity of those 

wearing it. The mask here can be understood to represent the dual nature of the drug 

                                                           
36 Edberg, M.C., 2004, 113. 
37 Dolan, C., “Collapsing Masculinities and Weak States – A Case Study of Northern Uganda”, in: 

Cleaver, F. (ed.), 2003, 13. 
38 Tooker, E., “The Many Faces of Masks and Masking”, in: The Journal of the Royal Anthropological 

Institute, 1:3, 1995, 582. 
39 Ibid.  
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trafficker’s life, a dilemma of reality and appearance, in which he must meet the 

demands of his family while meeting those of the business, with its constant elements of 

risk and where he will inevitably become a marked man, a target. In fact, Octavio Paz 

wrote how the mask, in Mexican culture, constituted a means of hiding the true self, to 

disguise and hide behind the mask.40 Following on from Paz’s writings, the function of 

the mask, it has been argued, is to allow the wearer to embody a role.41 The video to 

Juicio Final highlights this tension – does the mask highlight the protagonist’s desire to 

hide who he really is out of shame, or does it enable and empower him to carry out 

gruesome acts of torture and violence? When analysing both lyrical and visual narrative, 

it would appear that the protagonist is caught up in an inner turmoil which exposes this 

contradiction. The central dramatic tension of the video is fixed on the aggressive 

delivery by Quintero in which his physical gestures and close-up shots emphasise the 

violent lyrics. Furthermore, the camera shots frequently show two images of his face 

simultaneously, flashing screens and distorted shots of the band’s faces similar to the 

effect of a hall-of-mirrors or a kaleidoscope which distort reality. This recurring theme 

of the double image is repeated at various points throughout the video. Quintero, his 

band mates or the masked people appear in double image or in the grotesque (as in a 

kaleidoscope).  Most of the screen shots change in rhythm to the tempo which is quick-

paced and repetitive until the final thirty seconds when there is a disquieting and direct 

portrayal of violence which is not explicitly referenced in the lyrical narrative. This 

shows Quintero acting out the role of the song’s protagonist. He is loading a gun with 

bullets and the screen flicks between this and another man who draws a gun and shoots 

him dead. However, it is only in the final few seconds that it is revealed that the 

protagonist and shooter are one and the same person thus reflecting the symbolic 

narrative of the duality of the drug trafficker persona as both perpetrator and victim. The 

final line of the lyrics also reveal: 

si no me conoces, soy la última sombra  

 

Living in the shadow of death is an inevitable reality for the life of a drug trafficker and 

it is common to see references to the individual’s fearlessness of death in many 

narcocorrido lyrics. Edberg has observed how the connection between the character and 

the persona is “probably organic and provides a dividing line between the two realms in 

                                                           
40 Paz, O., El Laberinto de la Soledad (Vuelta a El Laberinto de la Soledad), (3ª reimpresión), México: 

Fondo de Cultura Económica, 2004, 32-71. 
41 Quiroga, J., Understanding Octavio Paz, Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1999. 
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which the narcotrafficker persona lives – the living and the dead”.42 He further notes 

how the narcocorrido character: 

At its fullest, must live as if he or she is willing to risk all, then suffer a great 

tragedy or die a dramatic death, going out with guns blazing. Then the character 

continues to live as the subject matter of corridos43 

 

This highlights the duality of the drug trafficker’s identity and upholds Chris Dolan’s 

aforementioned contention that the sources of power for men are also at the core of their 

vulnerability. This, in turn, reiterates the synonymic nature of the drug trafficker’s 

reality of being both perpetrator and victim of the violent world in which he belongs. 

However, the protagonist of Juicio Final could also be seen as a victim of his own inner 

turmoil of being expected to uphold the attitudes and beliefs which make up the 

hegemonic masculine model of the drug cartel which holds such power over men and 

one which is “sufficient to prompt many into acts of suicide when they find that they 

cannot succeed within the only sphere of influence which remains open to them”.44 The 

relationship between masculinity and violence is a common feature of the M|A’s videos 

and songs. Violence, at least in the case of the M|A, is usually employed as a means to 

conform to the norms of the hegemonic masculine model but it is not necessarily a 

means from which all men take pleasure.  

  Juicio Final by Los Bukanas is the only song analysed here which has a 

direct visual representation of violence in its final sequence which depicts the noxious 

reality of the drug trafficker’s job. It is also unique in that it makes no reference to 

women either in the lyrics or in the video. In fact, it serves more as a warning to those 

who get involved either intentionally or not in this world and functions as a means of 

deglamourising drug trafficking. In most M|A videos, violence is implied either through 

props such as guns and weaponry, big cars and houses or through cinematic referencing 

such as violent lyrics on screen as seen in Juicio Final. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
42 Edberg, M.C., 2004, 113. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Dolan, C., Social Torture, Oxford: Bergahn Books, 2009, 215. 
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2.3.2 Sanguinarios del M1 

 

In Chapter One, the anthem song of the M|A, Sanguinarios del M1, was presented as a 

relevant textual example of the graphic nature and ruthless actions which are regularly 

depicted in many M|A songs. For example, in the sixth verse: 

Van y hacen pedazos a gente a balazos 

Ráfagas continuas que no se terminan 

Cuchillo afilado cuerno atravesado 

Para degollar 

 

While these lyrics certainly paint a visually harrowing picture of dismembering bodies, 

with neither empathy nor remorse on the part of the perpetrators, unlike the previous 

song Juicio Final, this level of violence is not carried through to its corresponding 

music video. With the exception of aggressive gesturing and on-screen shots of blood or 

bullets, physical violence is not depicted directly, it is suggested.  

The video to Sanguinarios del M1 is more similar in style and production to the 

video for the Movimiento Alterado’s collaboration on Asociación Ántrax, which was 

considered in the previous chapter. In both of these videos, each verse of the song is 

sung by a different collaborator/group/artist of the M|A. While both songs pay homage 

to the followers of El Mayo Zambada, the latter is a direct tribute to the hit squad Los 

Ántrax, while the former extols the actions of El M1 or Manuel Torres Félix and the 

men under his command.45  

 The pacing of the video to Sanguinarios del M1, with its constant and rapid 

flashing imagery, ensures that it maintains a disconcerting and sometimes threatening 

atmosphere throughout. These fast cuts retain the momentum of the music as quick-

paced, and intensify the message of violence and foreboding. For example, the 

beginning of the video is interrupted dramatically with the title of the song and the name 

of the video’s producer blasted on screen by the sounds of nine successive bass drum 

beats which are then followed by the image of the album cover of the M|A’s fourth 

collaboration on screen to the sound of multiple gunshots. As demonstrated by verses 

three and five below, the lyrical narrative describes a group of hitmen who are ready to 

carry out orders to kill the enemy:  
                                                           
45 Manuel Torres Félix was a top lieutenant for the Sinaloa Cartel and El Mayo’s right-hand man. He was 

killed in a shoot-out with the Mexican army in October 2012. For more, see: “Muerte del M-1, golpe 

contundente al cártel del Pacífico: Sedena” , La Jornada, 17th October, 2012. 
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Con una llamada privada se activan 

Los altos niveles de los aceleres 

De torturaciones balas y explosiones 

Para controlar 

[…] 

Van endemoneados muy bien comandados 

Listos y a la orden pa’hacer un desorden 

Para hacer sufrir y morir a los contras  

Hasta agonizar 

 

The third verse, presented first above, indicates a strong sense of collaboration and 

discipline among the men in this hit squad. The hegemonic framework of the cartel 

reinforces discipline, control and loyalty as key to its maintaining its dominance. 

Socialising their men into certain behavioural patterns ultimately serves to benefit the 

power structures of the cartel and not necessarily the individual interests of the men 

carrying out the orders. The final four lines of the fifth verse, presented second above, 

demonstrate that the objective for these men is clear – to fight and torture the enemy. In 

order to convey this visually, the dramatic and gruesome narrative of the lyrics is 

expressed through violent and intimidating physical gestures by the members of the 

different groups and artists who appear in the video. Gestures such as shooting people 

and mimicking beheadings (hand swiping across the neck) appear alongside images of 

aggressive objects which hold symbolic meaning of power and control such as AK47s, 

bazookas and hand-guns or blood spattered on the screen. The lyrics thus demonstrate 

how the idealised form of masculinity is described via a violent discourse in which male 

solidarity and loyalty is paramount. Male solidarity, according to the sociologist Scott F. 

Kiesling, is “a discourse that takes as given a bond among men; men are understood 

normatively to want (and need) to do things with groups of other men, excluding 

women”.46 This view of solidarity posited by Kiesling can be seen in the manner in 

which the M|A artists/groups operate as a musical force within the corrido’s cultural 

industry. One of the reasons the M|A has become so successful is the careful 

organisation of consolidating the various members who, apart from their individual 

careers, are required to tour together and collaborate together regularly. In all the videos 

on which the entire M|A have collaborated, such as Sanguinarios del M1, Asociación 

Ántrax and Carteles Unidos47, for example, the groups/artists sing a verse each and their 

names appear in subtitles on the screen. As a result, the perception of solidarity among 

                                                           
46 Kiesling, S.F., “Homosocial desire in men’s talk: Balancing and re-creating cultural discourses of 

masculinity”, Language in Society, 34, 2005, 696. 
47 Various Artists, Carteles Unidos, M|A Vol.5, Twiins Enterprises, 2010. 
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the groups is conveyed and the fans associate the individual groups and artists with the 

M|A/TMG brand, even those who are no longer signed to the label. 

    This solidarity is also intrinsic to how the men in the hit squad, Los Ántrax, 

function. These men are socialised into a violent version of manhood which involves 

unfaltering solidarity to the group and gruesome brutality against other men because, 

otherwise, their own lives will be ended. Defending the group is a recurring theme 

throughout this song and brings attention to the importance of membership of this group 

as a form of collective social violence and power. For example, in the second verse, 

which is sung by El Komander: 

Pa’dar levantones somos los mejores 

Siempre en caravana toda mi plebada 

Bien empecherados blindados y listos 

Para ejecutar 

 

Both the lyrics and video display the highly masculinised structure of the cartel and how 

the members’ identity becomes conflated with a distinct collective violent masculinity. 

Messerschmidt observes how this shared, cooperative group violence is based on: 

An explicit concern with a particular type of masculine expression and 

validation. The struggle for supremacy over other marginalized […] groups is a 

means with which to gain recognition and to reward one’s masculinity. [Gang] 

warfare, based on idealized conceptions of hegemonic masculinity, principally 

involves maintaining and gaining status and protecting one’s turf. 48  

 

Messerschmidt’s observations shed light on the lyrics of this song that in sharing a 

collective and mutual threat of violence and participating together in carrying out brutal 

acts of torture, belonging to a peer group such as the hit-men of El M1 serves to 

heighten excessive masculine behaviour. As a result, a type of collective masculinity 

which exalts characteristics such as aggression, efficiency, emotional detachment and 

strength develops. The lyrics demonstrate a distinct lack of remorse and they display a 

sense of pride in the ‘work’ carried out for the cartel. With this in mind, the lyrics can 

also be seen to carry a threatening tone which is carried through to the video. This is 

done via recurring imagery of warfare and camera flashes which resemble gunshots. 

Furthermore, the camera shots of each of the M|A groups and individual artists who 

appear in the video to Sanguinarios del M1, are all close-ups of their faces in front of a 

white background and flashing images. Together with the aggressive gesturing of those 

                                                           
48 Messerschmidt, J.W., 1993, 111. 
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who appear in the video, the use of the close-up camera is not only dramatic but further 

intensifies the tone of unease and foreboding for the viewer.  

In addition, allusion to and justification for the levels of violence can be 

identified by the frequent referencing to the altered state of mind as seen in the first 

verse: ‘locos, bien ondeados’ and ‘endemoneados’ in the fifth verse. As discussed in 

Chapter One, in songs such as El Cigarrito Bañado by El Komander or El Comando del 

Diablo sung by Noel Torres, or in the video to Juicio Final by Los Bukanas as 

considered earlier in this chapter, references to the Devil or mental states of mind as 

being evil or somehow possessed is a means of asserting a hypermasculine image or a 

way of detaching from the evil acts the hitman/drug trafficker has committed. The same 

can be understood from this song. There are also recurring references to masking. For 

example, empecherados as a means of masking one’s face; bien camuflaje where a man 

wearing a balaclava appears in the video, and vehicles which are described as 

‘blindados y listos’, as presented in verse two. As seen in Juicio Final, the symbolism 

of masking unearths the contradictory reality behind what these men do: they take pride 

in threatening the enemy and declaring their capacity to kill; however, they do so behind 

a mask (or a balaclava) in order to protect their real identity and remove any degree of 

visibility. As a result, they are left possessed, endemoneados, or crazy, locos bien 

ondeados, and not their true selves. The mask affords the wearer anonymity which in 

turn, relieves him of responsibility.  If he cannot be named as culpable, then the need to 

take responsibility for actions is evaded. The mask gives a degree of freedom to the 

wearer facilitating the evil inside to be released.49  

The structure of this video places further emphasis on the concept of the live 

music performance in which the artists/groups sell the M|A as a brand. There are 

frequent camera shots which concentrate on each of the groups/artists. For example, 

when each verse begins, the camera freezes for a moment in black and white, focusing 

on the relevant artist(s), and for groups such as Los Bukanas, El Komander and Los 

Buchones, priority is given by the camera to their clothes and accessories. The branding 

of the M|A can be seen in shops and markets throughout Mexico and the United States 

on clothes and accessories with designs for both men and women which carry the M|A 

                                                           
49 The most common masks to appear in the videos are, in fact, images of the symbol of Los Ántrax 

which is that of a skull. 
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or TMG logo. The designs are believed to reflect the typical drug trafficker’s 

preferences, such as bullet-proof vests or t-shirts which allude to the illicit world of drug 

trafficking and particularly that of the Sinaloa Cartel. The alliance of music and fashion 

is not a new phenomenon; however, it is the gendered commodification of the 

narcocorrido genre by M|A and its record label in this way which is the subject of the 

following section. 

 

2.4 M|A:  Selling a “Sinaloan” Lifestyle  
 

The Movimiento Alterado is a marketable commodity which has tremendous selling 

power on both sides of the Mexico–U.S. border. According to Tim Taylor, a commodity 

is something that can be turned to commercial advantage, bought and sold.50 It can be 

argued that the packaging of this commodity, the M|A, is to sell a lifestyle – the ‘blingy’ 

narcolifestyle51 of the high level drug trafficker.52 There are numerous references to this 

lifestyle frequently on display in the videos which include consistent referencing to 

designer brands such as Ferrari, Versace, and Louis Vuitton among other well-known 

brand names and which are now an essential element in commodifying the M|A’s music. 

The luxuries associated with the high level drug trafficker which make regular 

appearances in the M|A’s songs and videos include Buchanan’s whiskey,53 money, guns, 

AK47s, drugs and numerous scantily-clad girls. The videos, therefore, show a 

compelling narrative about how the M|A’s video subjects define their identity through 

the medium of the music video.   

According to Carme Martínez-Roca and Malik Vazi, the culture of the ‘bling’ 

refers to “a culture of ostentation and conspicuous consumption as a show of wealth”.54 

Although Martínez-Roca and Vazi were investigating a particular lifestyle in post-
                                                           
50  Taylor, T.D., “The Commodification of Music at the Dawn of the Era of ‘Mechanical Music’”, 

Ethnomusicology, 51:2, 2007, 281. 
51  It is common to see ‘narco’ placed before various cultural terms to state the influence of drug 

trafficking, such as, narcocinema, narcoliteratura, narcoarte. 
52 Also referred to as narcobling. For more: Tuckman, J., “Mexico sells off narco-bling seized from 

traffickers”, The Guardian, 19th November, 2010; Leonard, T., “Mexico seizes drug cartels ‘narco-bling’”, 

The Telegraph, 24th July, 2009.  
53 Buchanan’s whiskey is also the inspiration for the name of the M|A group Los Bukanas de Culiacán. 
54 Martínez-Roca, C. & Vazi, M., “Conspicuous vs. Sustainable Consumption in the South: ‘Bling’ is 

Black? Deconstructing ‘Bling’ Culture in South Africa to Foster Behavioural Change Towards 

Sustainable Livelihoods”, International Foundation for Interdisciplinary Health Promotion, ifihp.org, 

2012.  
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apartheid South Africa, their definition is easily attributed to the multiple references to 

modes of excessive consumption and overt wealth in the lyrics and videos of the M|A. 

The suggestion, then, is that those who can afford this extravagant lifestyle, according 

to many lyrics, belong to a higher social status which awaits and entices those who are 

at the lower levels of the drug trafficking world. 

 

2.4.1 Mafia Nueva 

 

A prime example of this opulent lifestyle and lust for luxury is the video to the song 

Mafia Nueva by El Komander. The video begins with the cinematic sequencing which 

has become typical of TMG’s music video productions. The words ‘El Movimiento 

Alterado’, ‘Mafia Nueva’ and ‘El Komander’ appear on the screen in a puff of 

yellowish smoke and in separate shots to a background of ominous music and when the 

song begins, it does so to six images in rapid succession which show ostentatious cars 

and SUVs. The lyrics tell the story of the protagonist, an up-and-coming mafioso who 

belongs to the new generation Sinaloan Mafia, who are proud to show off their wealth:  

Mafia nueva sinaloense  

Pura plebada de arranque  

Carros de lujo y billetes  

Ropa de marca Ferrari  

Traen la herencia de los viejos  

Comandando las ciudades 

 

The narcotrafficker personae of the M|A’s songs such as this one are proud to be the 

descendants of the tough survivors and world’s most dangerous drug lords of the Sierra. 

The Sinaloan supremacy in the drug trade in Mexico is a widely-regarded reality.55 In 

terms of the synchronicity between the musical narrative and the visual narrative, this 

first verse corresponds to the sequencing of the images, and the primacy of rhythm is 

fundamental to the functions of the narrative.  Sheila Whitely has suggested that, with 

regard to pop videos, “the implied rhythmic synchronicity between visual and musical 

content impacts upon the viewer to inform both the underlying structures and the 

surface details [and is] integral to the effective functioning of the narrative”.56 The 

imagery depicted in the lyrical narrative corresponds, for the most part, to the opening 
                                                           
55 See: Introduction, Section I.ii. 
56 Whitely, S., “Seduced by the Sign: An Analysis of the Textual Links between Sound and Image in Pop 

Videos”, in: Whitely, S. (ed.), 1997, 261. 
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shots in the video: luxury cars, money on display and designer Ferrari clothes. The first 

verse of the video has the purpose of maintaining the viewer’s attention. These shots are 

short showing designer labels, phones, cars and some zoom shots which are all in time 

with the beat of the song. These then zoom in on El Komander who is singing from 

behind a desk filled with Buchanan’s whiskey, guns and mounds of white powder, 

suggestively cocaine. The one difference between lyrics and visuals is that the opening 

scene in the video is set beside the sign for a university. There is a symbolic link here 

between the mafia’s drug trade and education, the implication being that belonging to 

the mafia is, in effect, an education in itself with its own hierarchical structure and 

ascent to power. For example, as the song continues into the second verse, it tells us 

about the protagonist’s formative years of education where he learned about guns: 

De los 13 a los 18  

Me enseñé a jalar los cuernos  

De 18 en adelante  

Desarrollé mi cerebro  

Ahora ya son veintitantos  

Mi poder está creciendo 

 

As previously noted, Sinaloa has been the source of Mexico's most notorious and 

successful drug traffickers. Representing enormous power and intelligence, believed to 

be greater than that of the government, the Sinaloa Cartel is also renowned for 

maintaining its operation as a family business.57 Even though they represent the epitome 

of corruption, the legacy that each of these Sinaloan drug lords has left to the local 

communities in this north-western state such as the building of schools and other 

important buildings is a source of pride for the protagonists of many songs of the M|A, 

including the one in Mafia Nueva. It is clear from the lyrics that this pride is not just 

related to the protagonist’s place of birth; he is one of a new generation of drug 

traffickers who are known as narcojuniors. As Malcolm Beith observes: 

Second-generation narcos have long existed in Mexico – nearly as long as the 

business, effectively – but since the 1970s the sons and daughters of kingpins 

have been taking a different route. Instead of simply following in their 

predecessors’ footsteps right away, they’ve been increasingly attending top 

schools – sometimes foreign ones – in order to better learn business. In their 

twenties they rarely participate in any criminal activity. 

 

                                                           
57 Beith, M., 2010, 142. 
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This is an interesting observation as far as Mafia Nueva is concerned. At no point in the 

lyrics does the protagonist suggest that he is directly involved in the illicit dealings of 

the drug trafficking world into which he was born. What the lyrics demonstrate is the 

difference between these narcojuniors and their predecessors is that they are now 

reaching a higher level of education than before which leads to a broader knowledge of 

financial markets, “an understanding of the technological environment, an 

understanding of the political environment and more sophisticated [knowledge] of 

weapons and power”, which reduces the mistakes of previous generations.58  

Growing up in such an environment provides an education in itself. As seen 

from verse two above, the protagonist tells how he was taught to fire a gun in his 

younger teenage years and from the age of eighteen, the focus was entirely on 

developing intellectual ability; with knowledge comes power. The phallic symbolism of 

the cuerno in the second line is another means of emphasising the protagonist’s coming-

of-age masculinity as it falls into the ideals of manliness set out by the cartel’s 

hegemonic model of masculinity. The macho’s ethics and honour are frequently based 

on “códigos testiculares y desplantes cojonudos”59 and the protagonist in Mafia Nueva 

is no different. The cuerno referred to above is the AK47 assault rifle or cuerno de 

chivo, the most common phallic symbol of arms and weaponry in the narcocorrido and 

seen in songs such as Sanguinarios del M1. Other frequent references include bazucas 

and lanzagranadas. By using this symbolism, the macho protagonist of the song can 

express his courage and bravery and the behaviour he associates with his masculinity 

such as the aforementioned fire-arms and weaponry. As this verse begins in the music 

video, the on-screen image changes to shots of guns and particularly one shot which 

holds the focus on a female, not present in the lyrics. She is wearing sunglasses and a 

bullet-proof vest. The camera holds its focus as she strokes her fingers suggestively 

through her long, dark, loose hair. There is a distinct process of differentiation here 

which serves to position men and women within a hierarchical social order. The men 

who appear directly after this shot are also holding guns, an image commonly 

associated with a man’s sexual prowess and power but apart from this there is no direct, 

explicit sexual  reference and the video would appear to associate the image of men 

with other sensation-seeking content such as violence (guns) and substance use. For 

                                                           
58 Astorga, L., cited in: Beith, M., 2010, 143. 
59 Valenzuela, J.M., 2002, 225. 
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example, for the very last line of this verse, ‘mi poder está creciendo’, the video uses a 

slow motion shot of El Komander expressing his rise in power by leaning over and 

putting his face into the mound of drugs. Here, the male is based on identification and 

not desire. His power comes from drug use and his links to drug trafficking.  

It is also common to encounter heavy drinking, bragging about consumption of 

drugs and women, and heavy partying. For example, in the third verse, the protagonist 

lists off his vices which include corridos, alcohol, luxury cars, and his gun and, of 

course, a girl. However, the reference in the lyrics refers only to ‘the waistline of a girl’, 

separating the female body into parts, similar to what was seen in the first song Sin 

Tetas No Hay Paraíso:  

Los corridos, la Buchanans  

Mi Cheyenne y una escuadra  

La cintura de una plebe  

Y el sabor de la lavada60 

 

El Komander is the central figure throughout who sits behind a table filled with all of 

these, including a mound of white powder, probably cocaine. These are regularly used 

to magnify the macho image of the drug trafficker. Valenzuela observes how “las 

connotaciones fálicas de la pistola son el recurso simbólico, no gratuito, donde se 

manifiesta el machismo de manera contundente”.61 He also suggests that this imagery is 

symbolic of patriarchal domination and the capacity for taking the adversary’s life away. 

Patriarchal domination through the use of this symbolism serves to perpetuate the 

masculine ideal which the men of the M|A aspire to embody.  

Similar to Sin Tetas No Hay Paraíso, the female body is separated both in the 

lyrical narrative and in the visual narrative as the viewer is presented with the 

fragmented figure of the woman. The main shot actually focuses on El Komander who 

has his arm around a woman’s hips. The camera zooms in and out of El Komander and 

the breasts and buttocks of the girl.  The constant fragmentation of the female body and 

the gaze of the women in the videos being always directed at the man in charge, begs an 

examination into the link between pornography and the Movimiento Alterado’s music 

videos. In general, current popular music videos are replete with hyper-sexualised 

images of women and the M|A is no exception. Pamela Paul acknowledges how pop 

                                                           
60 La lavada: money-laundering 
61 Valenzuela 2002, 227. 
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music is intimately connected with the pornography industry.62 It is not only the women 

in the videos, but the female collaborators to the Movimiento Alterado who are under 

pressure to conform to the pornographic expectation set by the videos. Even if the 

pressure is not overtly set forth by TMG, women who do not conform to these images 

have to compete with the ones who do. In this regard it is important to remember that 

the ultimate objective of both record label and artist/s is to sell and if repackaging 

female sexuality cultivates an atmosphere which leads to purchase and profit, then 

compliance to these norms is expected.63 

As this particular song continues, there are continual references to drugs, sex 

and machismo. The lyrics tell us that the protagonist is proud to come from a well-

known and wealthy mafioso family. Meanwhile, the visual images of the video show us 

his taste for fast cars, designer labels and drugs. In the penultimate verse we are told 

about his passion for expensive, luxury goods: 

Vivo una vida de lujos  

No he nacido pa' ser pobre  

Mis caprichos son muy caros  

Y he pagado hasta millones  

Las artistas más famosas  

Han probado mis pasiones  

 

The video image for the first line of this verse, ‘vivo una vida de lujos’, shows us, the 

viewers, El Komander sitting down with two girls, different to the two seen previously, 

who are on his lap caressing him; one kisses his ear and both have their gaze fixed on 

him and his body. This is followed by a series of other images which can be identified 

as his ‘caprichos caros’ including a lion in a cage. It is well documented that high level 

drug traffickers actively seek narcomascotas which are animals such as lions, tigers and 

other exotic or endangered species for their own personal zoos. 64  This excessive 

flamboyance with wealth and the need to show off is another example of the 

protagonist’s desire to express his masculinity and this video is not the only example. 

The M|A’s videos regularly project the image of the powerful male protagonist, the 

macho, preoccupied with his own image. It is this image with which the videos sell the 

allure of the drug trafficking lifestyle. The protagonist of this and other videos is 

                                                           
62 Paul, P., Pornified: How the Culture of Pornography is Transforming Our Lives, Our Relationships 

and Our Families. New York: Times Books/Henry Holt, 2005, 49. 
63 The link between M|A music videos and pornography will be further analysed in Chapter Four.  
64 For more: Guillón, G., “Irrumpe narco en contrabando de animales”, El Universal, 23rd June, 2002; 

“Las narcomascotas que dejaron sus jaulas de oro”, excelsior.com.mx, 19th September, 2011.  
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invariably concerned with creating an impression of manliness and courage and of 

invulnerability usually while boasting about himself through visual images such as cars, 

guns, money, drugs and plenty of women which he declares are his expensive impulses. 

Helena Simonett recognises that “the protagonists presented in [...] narcocorridos are 

characters or prototypes of the narco, mystified and made into a marketable 

commodity”65  and this is what Mafia Nueva demonstrates, among the other videos 

analysed in this section.  

 

Conclusion 
 

The music videos of the Movimiento Alterado have always functioned to sell not only 

their brand and that of their record label TMG, but also to market the supposed lucrative 

and attractive lifestyle associated with high level drug trafficking. The M|A’s artists 

epitomise the narcocorrido’s commercial profile by celebrating this lifestyle which 

includes material wealth, violence, obscenity, weapons, drugs and control over women. 

The videos provide the template to interpret further the relations of gender and between 

the genders in the visual narrative to the songs of the Movimiento Alterado. Even 

though the lyrics of the songs present a stereotypically hypermasculine, macho male as 

protagonist in most of the songs, it is interesting to consider how the men’s relations 

with each other are constructed in order for them to maintain their dominance in this 

world and adhere to the hegemonic structures established by the cartel. What is apparent 

from the analysis of both lyrical and visual narratives is an absence of a key form of 

subordinated masculinity as identified by Connell: that of homosexual masculinities. As 

a result, it is possible to interpret the relations between the men in the songs and videos 

via the lens of homosociality which assumes how “men desire to emulate one another 

but do not desire to have one another sexually [...and is] a normative masculinity 

regulated by heterosexuality”.66 The sexual objectification of women, one of Sharon R. 

Bird’s indicators in how homosociality perpetuates hegemonic masculinity, positions 

women at the bottom of the gender hierarchy. It parallels the hegemonic structures in 

which “women provide heterosexual men with sexual validation, and men compete with 

                                                           
65 Simonett, H., “Narcocorridos: An Emerging Micromusic of Nuevo L.A.”, Ethnomusicology, 45:2, 2001, 

325. 
66 Straayer, C., in: Lehman, P. (ed.), 2001, 117. 
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each other for this”67allowing men’s dominance over women to continue.68 The lyrical 

and visual narratives of Sin Tetas No Hay Paraíso demonstrate how the female body 

can be used as a medium for men to assert and legitimate their hypermasculine 

heterosexuality. The lyrics contain sexually explicit referencing which debase women 

by describing them in dehumanising terms such as fetishised ‘vampiras’, ‘muñecas’ and 

feral ‘lobas salvajes’. Echoing Sheila Whiteley’s research into the sexuality, style and 

image of Mick Jagger, this is an ideal world in which women conform to a male-made 

fantasy which includes sexual servicing and control, “the woman who defines her own 

sexuality, who refuses to conform would appear, potentially to pose a threat. But even 

she is containable – as sexually aggressive, [as in Sin Tetas No Hay Paraíso, where she 

becomes ‘depravada’ or ‘cochina’]”.69 By dehumanising the women in this way, male 

dominance and power is reinforced, and reducing the female to an object of sexual 

access is carried through to the video with its focus on the naked torso of a woman, 

breasts exposed. This video and the corresponding video to the song Mafia Nueva also 

have obvious references to soft pornography which is known for its degradation of 

women.70 The female body, therefore, is a site of exploitation in order to promote and 

sell the Movimiento Alterado’s brand. Furthermore, the videos demonstrate that there is 

no obvious pressure on the men in the videos to strip off in the same manner as women 

or to do so as a means of flaunting their sexuality.  

 The videos to Juicio Final and Sanguinarios del M1, for example, highlight the 

explicit connection between violence and a heightened masculinity. Physical power, 

dominance and violence are all culturally appropriated as male and are visible via 

certain techniques in the videos. Rapid close-up shots of the M|A artists and different 

lighting intensify the sinister and unearthly atmosphere of these two videos. Aggressive 

gesturing by those who appear in the video further intensifies the violent atmosphere. 

Constantly risking one’s life in the face of danger is one of the most typical traits of 

hypermasculinity. This display of bravery and courage is defined by the macho having 

no fear of death. It is clear from the songs that these macho men who adhere, or at least, 

try to adhere to the hegemonic model of masculinity do so by declaring their ability to 

kill and their willingness to die trying on behalf of the cartel. This is evident in both 

                                                           
67 Donaldson, M., 1993, 645.  
68 Connell, R.W. & Messerschmidt, J., 2005, 829-859. 
69 Whiteley, S., “Little Red Rooster v. The Honky Tonk Woman: Mick Jagger, Sexuality, Style and 

Image”, in: Whitely, S. (ed.), 1997, 73. 
70 Garry, A., “Pornography and Respect for Women”, Social Theory and Practice, 4:4, 1978, 395-421. 
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Juicio Final and Sanguinarios del M1, and both display the inherent link between 

masculinity and violence. While the first song displayed images of a distorted reality, it 

highlights the inner turmoil and conflicting duality of the drug trafficker’s identity as 

simultaneously being perpetrator and victim while living constantly in the shadow of 

death. The second video points to the importance of group solidarity and the collective, 

violent masculinity which emerges when belonging to a hit squad of the cartel. The 

constant production and reproduction of this collective and violent masculinity in the 

drug trafficking world is narrated in M|A narcocorridos and associated with loyalty to 

the gang or the group. The drug trafficker’s power comes from different elements which 

characterise his membership in a gang, and/or cartel – the cartel is an entity which has 

firmly-established laws and control over the member’s economic and destructive 

powers. It is a suitable representation of the hegemonic model which expects its 

members to adhere to its norms. Aside from the constant need to emphasise, through 

grandiose expressions of masculinity, how the men feel they are adhering to these 

norms, there are consistent references to Sinaloa which are also a vital component to the 

M|A macho’s identity. José Manuel Valenzuela illustrates the importance of this in the 

corrido genre, “ser de Sinaloa […] produce un tipo especial de hombres. Desde esta 

construcción geoantrópica, los paisanos [de Sinaloa] son siempre los más machos de 

todos”.71 Accordign to Wald, Sinaloans take pride in their reputation as a “state full of 

gangsters and gomeros”. 72  Mafia Nueva demonstrates how pride of origin is 

inextricably linked with overt displays of wealth and opulence which is the basis for the 

commercial commodification of the drug trafficking lifestyle by the M|A and TMG. It is 

also clear that the lyrical content of the Movimiento Alterado’s songs reinforces the 

stereotypical visual representations of the macho male through images of violence, 

power and drug consumption. These images are often transferred to the visual image as 

seen in those videos analysed in this chapter and the frequency of references to soft 

pornography is another common feature. This serves to perpetuate associations of 

masculinity and predatory sexual prowess and normalises the negative view of female 

sexuality in order to sell the M|A as a brand. The ultimate objective of both record label 

and artist/s is to sell. Therefore, if packaging female sexuality, drug consumption and 

opulence in the manner in which it appears in the videos presented in this chapter 

cultivates an atmosphere which leads to purchase and profit, this becomes the norm. 
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The narcocorrido genre is, by nature, controversial, and its narrative is often gruesome 

and this in turn provides the template upon which the Movimiento Alterado’s videos 

fuel the demand of its consumers. 
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Chapter Three 

‘¿Las Mujeres También Pueden?’ 

La Hembra Moderna and the changing role of women in a world of 

machismo and gender hierarchies 

 

Introduction 
 

The previous chapters explored hegemonic masculinity, machismo and homosociality in 

the context of the representations of men and masculinities in the lyrical and visual 

narratives of the Movimiento Alterado. However, it is important to also consider gender 

hegemony in the practices of women and the interplay of femininities with masculinities 

in the lyrics of the songs of the Movimiento Alterado. R.W. Connell observed that there 

is no femininity that is hegemonic in the same sense that the dominant form of 

masculinity is hegemonic among men. She states that “all forms of femininity [...] are 

constructed in the context of the overall subordination of women to men. For this reason, 

there is no femininity that holds among women the position held by hegemonic 

masculinity among men”.1 There is, however, one form of femininity which Connell 

terms “emphasized femininity” which she defines as “compliance with subordination 

[by hegemonic masculinities] and is oriented to accommodating the interests and desires 

of men”. 2  Femininity is frequently identified by similar characteristics as those of 

subordinate masculinities but Connell does not offer further definition on how 

femininity or femininities function in relation to men. The purpose of this chapter, 

therefore, is to set out a framework which advances Connell’s “emphasized femininity” 

by considering and expanding the argument for a hegemonic femininity as proposed by 

Mimi Schippers in the context of the Movimiento Alterado. According to Mimi 

Schippers, there have been attempts to “theorise female masculinities and hegemonic 

and subordinate femininities”.3  She upholds that “a compelling and empirically useful 

conceptualisation of hegemonic femininity and multiple hierarchical femininities as 

                                                           
1 Connell, R.W., 1987, 186-7. 
2 Connell, R.W., 1987, 183. 
3 Schippers, M., 2007, 85. 
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central to male dominant gender relations has not yet been developed”. Although 

emphasized femininity is central to men’s domination over women, it is not, as 

Schippers notes, “the only mechanism for ensuring men’s domination over women”.4 

This chapter will thus explore whether the traditional hegemonic nature of the textual 

narrative of the genre has been broken in nine of the Movimiento Alterado songs. By 

means of a thorough textual analysis of the lyrics of these nine narcocorridos, this 

chapter will apply the concept of hegemonic femininity as developed by Schippers to 

the lyrics of these songs which have, specifically, a female as protagonist. Generally, 

women in the songs of the M|A occupy secondary roles to men in the narratives, playing 

the role of a soundbox or acting as a backdrop as a means of highlighting the power and 

virtues of the male protagonists. There would appear to be a new type of woman-

protagonist emerging out of the songs of the Movimiento Alterado, and a group called 

Los Buitres seem to have led the trend. The case which can be made for this new 

version of the female protagonist is that she is challenging the typical hegemonic 

discourse and attempting to break new ground for a stronger, more independent woman. 

This stronger, more independent woman represents the hegemonic feminine ideal. 

While, according to the lyrics, some of these women certainly gain a certain amount of 

power via agency and empowerment, it is always in relation to men. In contrast, there 

have been only two female collaborators with the M|A in the period 2008-2012; 

Vanessa García and Yesenia Jiménez. This chapter will investigate if any of the songs 

sung by these female artists are challenging the hegemonic structures which usually 

reinforce a more explicit female presence, as presented by the songs by Los Butires, 

which is based on image and sexuality in order to affirm male supremacy and women’s 

subordination. As a means of understanding the cultural configuration of femininities in 

the lyrics of songs with a female as protagonist, Schippers’ concept of hegemonic 

femininity is a relevant tool. Before analysing the lyrics of these songs, in order to 

contextualise the gender dynamics in the songs of the M|A and specifically those of 

women, the first section will explore the impact, if any, of the Spanish Conquest as it is 

considered to have left a legacy on gender relations in Mexico.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
4 Ibid, 87. 
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3.1  Gender & the Conquest 
 

The hegemonic structure of dominance in Mexico as so often represented in the corrido 

genre is arguably a legacy which pre-dates even the Conquest.5 Alfredo Mirandé claims 

that Aztec society, long before the arrival of the Spaniards had, in fact, been sharply 

divided into masculine and feminine spheres.6 For example, women in Aztec society 

were barred from most activities and occupations guaranteed to their male counterparts, 

and even in the smallest day-to-day activity women were kept under strict discipline 

throughout their lives.7 Furthermore, and as discussed in Chapter One, the conquest of 

Mexico provoked an almost obsessive concern with “images and symbols of manhood, 

among Indian and mestizo men […] as a response to intense and persistent feelings of 

powerlessness and weakness”.8 The conquest of Mexico and Latin America appears to 

have contributed to an increasing subjugation of women, or as American anthropologist 

Magnus Mörner states, “the Spanish conquest was a conquest of women”.9  Mörner 

continues: “women came out from the shadows, as objects and symbols of male 

manipulation, domination, desire”.10 This highlights the patriarchal ideology of a nation 

which devalued women in relation to men and which epitomised women as (the 

symbolic) capital of men.  

This statement by Mörner highlights the inherent contradiction in which 

Mexican women are caught: the dominated and desired. This contradiction is also 

apparent in the lyrics of Movimiento Alterado songs which will be analysed later in this 

chapter. Stephen J. Stern illustrates how “the most idealised version of the norms of 

womanhood during the conquest elevated femininity to a pedestal of submissive self-

control and saintly endurance that few living, flesh-and-blood women could consistently 

and fully sustain”. 11  These standards of perfection, present after the Conquest, 

                                                           
5 For more, see: Hassig, R., Mexico and the Spanish Conquest, New York: Longman, 1994; Smith, M.E., 

"The Archaeological Study of Empires and Imperialism in Pre-Hispanic Central Mexico", Journal of 

Anthropological Archaeology 20, 2001, 245–284. 
6 Mirandé, A., 1997, 35. 
7 For more on this and Aztec society, see: Padden, R.C., The Hummingbird and the Hawk: Conquest and 

Sovereignty in the Valley of Mexico 1503 – 1541, New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1967; Fehrenbach, T.R., 

Fire and Blood: A History of Mexico, New York: Macmillan, 1995; Stern, S.J., The Secret History of 

Gender: Women, Men, and Power in Late Colonial Mexico, Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 

Press, 1995. 
8 Mirandé, A., 1997, 34. 
9 Mörner, M., Race Mixture in the History of Latin America, Boston: Little Brown & Co., 1967, 211. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Stern, S.J., 1995, 15. 
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encouraged misogyny while proclaiming worship of the female figure. This desire to 

perfect the feminine could also be regarded as an attempt to subvert female legitimacy. 

It is precisely this appropriation of women’s bodies as well as the regimentation and 

scrutinising of female sexuality for the purpose of maintaining an existing social and 

power structure like that of post-conquest Mexico, which is integral to social 

mechanisms that reproduce gender hierarchies, such as patriarchy and hegemony12 and 

which are still present in the lyrics of M|A songs.  

A legacy, then, of the Conquest has been the subordination of women where 

male power was equated with superiority and female subordination with inferiority. 

This is the cornerstone from which this study of Mexican gender role behaviour and 

specifically female sexuality in the lyrics of the Movimiento Alterado can be 

understood today. As the anthropologist Kristi Stølen noted, the concept of Latino 

masculinity possesses a contradictory duality in terms of women.13  This masculine 

dualism of predator and protector of women entails classification of females as either 

good and deserving of protection or bad and deserving of exploitation. It is this 

good/bad binary or virgin/whore dichotomy upon which traditional conceptions of 

female sexuality and gender-role behaviour can be seen to be predicated in the songs of 

the Movimiento Alterado. Michael Hardin states how this binary “reduces woman’s 

models to venerated virgin and reviled whore, neither of which allows a woman much 

latitude for a real identity”. 14  This dichotomy, which is culturally and socially 

constructed, defines women according to their adherence to the hegemonic norms. 

Women who do not conform to these norms are therefore categorised as either virgin or 

whore:  

Unmarried women who express their sexuality freely, refusing to limit it to the 

confines of marriage or to the strict norms of virginity is a bad girl – a slut, a 

whore, a prostitute, and so on15 

Considering that representations of women and femininity in the M|A are often defined 

via this dichotomy and through the male-oriented hegemonic lens which positions them 

                                                           
12 For more on this, see: Bovarnick, S., “Universal Human Rights and Non-Western Normative Systems: 

A Comparative Analysis of Violence Against Women in Mexico and Pakistan”, Review of International 

Studies, 33:1, 2007, 59 – 74. 
13 Stølen, K..A., “Gender, Sexuality and Violence in Ecuador”, Ethnos, 56:1-2, 1991, 82–100.    
14 Hardin, M., “Altering Masculinities: The Spanish Conquest and the Evolution of the Latin American 

‘Machismo’”, International Journal of Sexuality and Gender Studies, 7:1, 2002, 2. 
15 Carroll, J., “Rush’s Version of the Virgin/Whore Dichotomy”, Houston Chronicle, 6th March, 2012. 
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as subordinate, applying the concept of hegemonic femininity is thus a useful way of 

interpreting these representations in the lyrics of the songs.  

 

3.2  Hegemonic Femininity 
 

Mimi Schippers acknowledges that the role of femininities within hegemonic 

masculinity is under-examined and is in need of further exploration.16 According to 

Connell, hegemonic masculinity is centred on men’s global domination of women and 

because, in her opinion, there is no configuration of femininity organised around 

women’s domination of men, she suggests the notion of a hegemonic femininity is 

inappropriate.17 However, hegemonic femininity as proposed by Schippers, recognises 

power and hierarchical relations among women, although these are always central to 

male dominant gender relations.18 This, then, questions Connell’s view on femininity, 

particularly when it is taken into account that women, too, can occupy dominant 

positions within the areas of race, class and sexuality. As a result, Schippers has put 

forward a definition of femininity which places it within gender hegemony along with 

masculinity. She argues that the “quality content of femininity and masculinity” is the 

central feature of gender hegemony. She attests that hegemonic femininity consists “of 

the characteristics defined as womanly that establish and legitimate a hierarchical and 

complementary relationship to hegemonic masculinity and that, by doing so, guarantee 

the dominant position of men and the subordination of women”.19  

It is important to highlight that hegemonic femininity and hegemonic 

masculinity are not equivalent structures. Two critical feminist theorists, Karen D. Pyke 

and Denise L. Johnson, posit that “whereas hegemonic masculinity is a superstructure 

of domination, hegemonic femininity is confined to power relations among women. 

However, the two structures are interrelated with hegemonic femininity constructed to 

serve hegemonic masculinity, from which it is granted legitimacy”.20 Thus, hegemonic 

femininity is a relational construct and femininity is, by its very definition, in a position 

of subordination in relation to masculinity. Just as hegemonic masculinity is ascendant 

                                                           
16 Schippers, M., 2007. 
17 Connell, R.W., 1987, 183. 
18 Schippers, M., 2007, 85. 
19 Ibid, 94. 
20 Pyke, K.D., & Johnson, D.L., “Asian American women and racialized femininities: ‘Doing’ gender 

across cultural worlds”, Gender and Society, 17:1, 50-51. 
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in relation to subordinate and marginalised masculinities, hegemonic femininity 

functions in a similar hierarchical way. In terms of the lyrics of some Movimiento 

Alterado songs, hegemonic femininity mimics hegemonic masculinity insofar as there 

are multiple femininities from which men benefit. It must be highlighted that the same 

characteristics which defined the masculine, macho man in Chapter One, for example 

physical strength, authority, aggression, competitiveness and desire for the feminine 

object, differentiate men from women and legitimate their superiority and social 

dominance over women and so, in accordance with Schippers’ concept of hegemonic 

femininity, these characteristics “must remain unavailable to women”. 21  Schippers 

asserts that women who do enact these typically hegemonic masculine traits must be 

defined as “deviant and stigmatised”22 if they are to guarantee men’s exclusive access to 

them. This echoes the virgin/whore dichotomy mentioned earlier, in which women’s 

actions are defined by the moral difference between good women and bad women if 

they do not adhere to the norms set out by the culture. Certain characteristics which are 

stigmatised when embodied by women include “having sexual desire for other women, 

being promiscuous, sexually inaccessible, and aggressive”.23 These features indicate a 

deviation from expected feminine conventions and from their position of subordination 

and so are deemed threatening to male dominance: “they contradict or deviate from 

practices defined as feminine, threaten men’s exclusive possession of hegemonic 

masculine characteristics and, most importantly, constitute a refusal to embody the 

relationship between masculinity and femininity demanded by gender hegemony”.24 

The representations of women in the M|A frequently embody these features of 

hegemonic masculinity, often mimicking their male counterparts and, because this 

challenges the hegemonic relationship between masculinity and femininity, these 

women are stigmatised. Schippers proposes that hegemonic femininity is ascendant in 

relation particularly to ‘pariah femininities’ as opposed to subordinate femininities. She 

explains: 

they are deemed not so much inferior as contaminating to the relationship 

between masculinity and femininity [...] the possession of any one of these 

characteristics [associated with the masculine] is assumed to contaminate an 

individual, so by having the one characteristic, an individual becomes a [certain] 

kind of person, ie. a “slut”, a shrew, a “cockteaser”, a bitch. Not only do the 

                                                           
21 Schippers, M., 2007, 94. 
22 Ibid, 95. 
23 Ibid. 
24 Ibid. 
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characteristics become master statuses for women who exhibit or enact them, 

these women are considered socially undesirable and contaminating to social 

life more generally.25 

 

This is an important point, particularly when ascribing it to femininities represented in 

the lyrics of the Movimiento Alterado. ‘Pariah femininities’, as proposed by Schippers, 

are actually the quality content of hegemonic masculinity when enacted or practised by 

women. For example, being authoritative, exerting physical violence, showing 

invulnerability, taking charge and not being compliant – all these characteristics must 

reconstruct their meaning as legitimately female characteristics and not masculine. In 

summation, “hegemonic masculinity must become something completely different 

when enacted by women for the characteristics to maintain their place squarely in 

masculinity and their only legitimate enactment solely in the hands of men”. 26 

Hegemonic femininity contends, for example, when a woman is authoritative, she is a 

bitch (M|A: cabrona / morrita / buchona), and both feminine and undesirable; that when 

she is a slut (M|A: puta / jariosa), she is decidedly feminine; and the woman who is 

attracted to other women is constructed as the feminine object of masculine desire.27 

Therefore, the symbolic construction of the proposed ‘pariah femininities’ is a central 

tenet of gender hegemony and thus, central to the very real, material sanctions exacted 

on women who embody them. In an in depth examination of gender hegemony in the 

lyrics of the Movimiento Alterado it is necessary to identify specific features of these 

pariah femininities – “characteristics or practices that, when embodied by women [in 

this subculture], are simultaneously stigmatised and feminised”.28  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
25 Ibid.. 
26 Schippers, M., 2010, 96. 
27 This point can also be seen in the lyrics and video to the song Sin Tetas No Hay Paraíso, analysed in 

the previous chapter.  
28 Ibid. 
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3.3 Los Buitres – M|A Female Empowerment? 
 

In concurrence with Schippers’ proposed ‘pariah femininities’, it is clear from the 

selection of songs by Los Buitres, one of the first groups to be part of the M|A, analysed 

in this chapter, that the representations of the feminine are frequently connected with 

female sexuality and very often support the argument in relation to hegemonic 

femininity and particularly the bitch/puta characterisation. 29  Many of these 

representations link sexuality with a hard and unyielding character being defined in 

terms of typically-male qualities associated with success and power in the drug world. 

However, no matter how far up the ladder of the oppressive hegemonic system they 

reach, the song lyrics never fully ascribes the same respect to these women for the same 

values when attributed to men. Possession of any one of the characteristics such as 

“having sexual desire for other women, being promiscuous, ‘frigid’, or sexually 

inaccessible, and being aggressive” 30  according to Shippers’ model of pariah 

femininities, is assumed to contaminate the individual and when these characteristics 

and practices are embodied by women, they are simultaneously stigmatised and 

feminised.31 When the M|A women are described in the same terms as their macho male 

counterparts, the terminology used becomes distinctly feminine although some lyrics 

would appear to support this assertion to a certain extent only. Herein lies a distinct 

contradiction; through their behaviour the women are simultaneously revered for 

embodying the hegemonic ideal of la jefa del cártel while also enacting pariah 

femininities; they are simultaneously victimised and empowered. Howard Campbell has 

noted how few women (or indeed men) have the personality traits such as “temerity, 

intelligence, extreme cruelty and planning ability”32 which are required to become a 

drug lord. In the majority of cases, “the obstacles preventing the ascension of women 

are insurmountable”33 in the violent and sordid world of drug trafficking. Nevertheless, 

there has been a notable upward social trajectory of women in this world and this is 

reflected in the Movimiento Alterado’s lyrics where some women are attracted to the 

power, mystique and wealth which the top levels of drug trafficking offer.  

                                                           
29 Los Buitres are not the only group who have belonged to the Movimiento Alterado where a clear case 

for the presence of hegemonic femininity can be made, for example: Los Bukanas, La Fiesta del Cártel, 

M|A Vol.6, TMG/LaDisco Music, 2011; Oscar García, Morritas Enmafiadas, TMG, 2011; Artistas 

Varios del M|A, Sin Tetas No Hay Paraíso, M|A Vol.7, LaDisco Music/Twiins Enterprises, 2012.  
30 Schippers, M., 2007, 95. 
31 Ibid, 96. 
32 Campbell, H., 2010, 61. 
33 Ibid. 
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3.3.1 Las Cabronas 

 

Los Buitres were formerly known as Los Buitres de Culiacán and Los Buitres de 

Sinaloa. They shortened their name after achieving a certain level of success and 

popularity in both Mexico and the United States. This band of four men were one of the 

first bands to be signed by TMG and the M|A. They assert that they were one of the 

founders of the Movimiento Alterado, saying: “tenemos el orgullo de que fuimos el 

primer grupo que la gente nos empezó llamar alterados [y] por eso se dice que nosotros 

somos los iniciadores del Movimiento Alterado.”34
  

Like the majority of the Movimiento Alterado’s groups and artists, they are 

known for their unique style of a more up-beat tempo, melodic and playful polyrhythms 

in comparison to that of the traditional corrido genre. As discussed in Chapter One, 

there is a clear standard of behaviour exhibited by men in the majority of the 

Movimiento Alterado’s songs. This behaviour celebrates a hypermasculine image 

mixed with violence and aggression. It is destructive, often manic and is frequently 

associated with an altered state of mind described as being alterados, enfermos de la 

mente or even endemoneados and have la mente bien ondeada y violenta. State of mind 

is an essential characteristic of the macho image. Women portrayed in the lyrics of 

songs are also frequently described in the feminine form of their male counterparts as 

being, for example, alteradas, pesadas and even atrevidas. In accordance with 

Schippers’ hegemonic femininity and pariah femininities, possession of one male 

characteristic by a female is culturally defined as contaminating and this is also evident 

when analysing the lyrics. For example, those women are described in derogatory 

language usually reserved for wayward girls, such as morritas, buchonas, and cabronas 

in order to exemplify their hard, “badass”35 character as in, for example, the song Las 

Cabronas by Los Buitres.36 Even the colloquial term cabrona carries various meanings 

depending on the context in which it is used. It can be derogatory, referring to a bitch or 

a sexual tease or it can be a term to express one’s toughness or bravado. According to 

Los Buitres: 

 

                                                           
34 Los Buitres, Recorded in personal interview, Tijuana, Mexico, May 2012. 
35 Schippers, M., 2007, 95. 
36 Los Buitres, Las Cabronas, “Palabra de Acero”, Twiins Enterprises, 2010. 
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[es una] palabra que se usa en el diario pero no ofende a nadie. Acá en México, 

decirte por ejemplo la canción  “Las Cabronas”, “eres bien cabrona” no 

significa algo malo, significa que son mujeres que pueden, es decir que van a 

los bailes y están pisteando37, que tienen la banda tocando para ellas38 
 

Los Buitres, thereby, defend the more positive version of the term ‘cabrona’, and 

believe that their lyrics actually empower women. Howard Campbell completed a 

comprehensive ethnographic study on women’s involvement in drug trafficking: one of 

his research participants, Zulema – a high level female drug lord – describes herself as a 

cabrona to mean a “hard-ass” 39, capable of standing up to men who challenged her. 

However, the double meaning of the term remains and the lyrics reflect this. The first 

two lines of the song present these cabronas, firstly, as the object of the gaze, as a 

desirable image for the men, but also as people who have inherited the capacity for drug 

trafficking in their blood from their powerful male relatives: 

Son muchachas muy bonitas  

traen la sangre de pesados  

se saben son sinaloenses 

que les gustan al contrabando 

la siembra y la cosecha  

y mandan al otro lado 
 

This first line instantly invites a gendered gaze sexualising the women as ‘muy bonitas’, 

which minimises their hard image (cabrona) with beauty. Even though the final lines of 

the verse demonstrate how these women engage in the same level of drug smuggling as 

their male counterparts, the reference to bloodlines in the second line suggests that any 

credentials they have gained in relation to their position and abilities in the drug world 

is not a result of their own individual merit, rather it stems directly from their immediate 

family ties usually as a daughter or sister. This, then, dilutes their potential to challenge 

the hegemonic masculine overtones of this male-dominated world and so they are 

further contained in an unthreatening position which guarantees male dominance. 

According to Schippers, ‘pariah femininities’ represent the quality content of 

hegemonic masculinity, and the verse above and those which follow appropriate this 

content of authoritarian non-compliance which is usually reserved for the 

hypermasculine male of other songs, but here is prescribed as definitively feminine and 

is sexualised: ‘cabronas muy bonitas’. The masculine equivalent, cabrón, on the other 

hand, does not imply the same sexual nuance as cabrona, rather it emphasises the 

                                                           
37 Pistear is a colloquial term meaning ‘to go out partying and drinking’ 
38 Recorded in interview with Los Buitres, Tijuana, Mexico, May 2012. 
39 Campbell, H., 2008, 246. 
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male’s sexual potency and emotional distance as seen in the Los Buitres song called 100% 

Cabrón.40 Although cabrona can infer a tough girl image, there is still the underlying 

negative association with the feminine. For example, in contrast to Las Cabronas, the 

protagonist of the song 100% Cabrón prides himself on his extremely violent nature 

using language which describes his taste for threats of violence and death which, he 

says, are what make up the hard, macho image of a cabrón. He does not fear anybody, 

not even death, and is preoccupied with his own image which includes the stereotypical 

egotistical, macho behaviour of ruthlessness, control and courage: 

A lo que yo me dedico 

La muerte es mi compañera 

Morirme, a mi no me asusta 
 

Soy 100% cabrón 

Y no me arrugo ante nadie 

Y si alguien la hace de pleito 

Voy y le parto su madre 

No es que quiera presumir 

Pero yo si soy de arranque 

 

The song continues in the same vein, with references to guns and threats to his enemies. 

As discussed in the previous chapters, what is central to the male drug trafficker 

protagonist of the majority of the M|A songs and makes him 100% cabrón, as in the 

song above, are the references to his physical strength, his ability to endure and 

emotional detachment. Most notably, violence plays a central role in the dominance 

exerted by these men. When considering the potential female equivalent of cabrón as a 

cabrona, there is a distinct lack of similar referencing to violence or aggression; rather 

the emphasis is on their appearance and family ties. For example, the second verse of 

Las Cabronas opens by explaining how, in comparison to their male counterparts who 

pride themselves on the many girlfriends they have, these women do not make good 

girlfriends but have finely tuned commercial skills and are well capable of managing 

their own business in the drug trafficking world of Sinaloa. In many songs, las novias 

del traficante are placed in an objectified space along with cars, money, weapons as a 

means of asserting the male protagonist’s macho persona, “figura convencional en las 

perspectivas machistas, la mujer es un objeto para lucirse [...] es como el vino, la ropa, 

los carros o las joyas del narcotraficante”.41 So, when women reach a certain level in the 

drug business like these cabronas, they are perceived to break with the traditional 

                                                           
40 Los Buitres, 100% Cabrón, “Palabra de Acero”, Twiins Enterprises, 2007.  
41 Valenzuela, J.M., 2002, 216. 
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hegemonic structures transgressing this male dominated space and, as the following 

lyrics show, are deemed incapable of being able to sustain a relationship alongside 

being successful career women, thereby minimising their agency and demeaning their 

abilities: 

No son buenas pa’l noviazgo 

Pero hacen buenos negocios 

Saben cocinar el polvo42 

Que compran varios mañosos43 

Traen armas de gran calibre 
 

The lines above show how these women embody and practice these features of 

hegemonic masculinity, independence and good business acumen but because, 

according to Shippers, this challenges the hegemonic relationship between masculinity 

and femininity when embodied by women, they must be contained.44 By echoing the 

second line of the first verse, the final line of this second verse stigmatises these women 

for embodying hegemonic masculine qualities stating that the cabronas of the title did 

not acquire their business skills independently rather, they were born into powerful drug 

trafficking dynasties: 

Son hijas de poderosos 
 

The reiteration of these girl’s familial ties further contains any challenge to the 

hegemonic system of the drug trafficking world in which they are involved. The 

suggestion is that, unlike most men in this world, according to the M|A at least, one of 

the only ways women get ahead is through bloodlines like that of Sandra Ávila Beltrán 

‘La Reina del Pacífico’ or Enedina Arrellano Félix of the Tijuana Cartel.45 Howard 

Campbell has highlighted how the importance of kinship relationships for women is one 

of the primary causes of why they remain in the drug trade: 

We cannot understand whether drug trafficking victimizes women or provides 

means for a degree of ‘empowerment’ without reference to the nature of their 

family life and kinship relationships [...] the strength of family and kinship as 

ideology and social practice is much stronger and more enduring in Mexico 

than in the U.S. [...] large-scale drug organizations (cartels) because of the 

highly dangerous, secretive nature of their functioning actually require intense 

family loyalties in order to function successfully.46 
 

                                                           
42 polvo is a colloquial term for cocaine 
43 mañoso in this case can be translated as a person who is very knowledgeable about the drug trade and 

skilled in knowing what drugs to buy. 
44 Schippers, M., 2007, 95. 
45 See: Introduction, Section I.ii 
46 Campbell, H., 2008, 242-243. 
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While it is certainly true that men involved in drug trafficking benefit from familial 

relations, it is not the primary entry point for them. Usually, these bloodlines are the 

only means for women to rise to any success in this world. Aside from the jefa del 

cartel, it is the mid-level narcas, the sicarias (hit women), who are among the female 

characters that make most appearances in the M|A songs with woman as protagonist. 

According to Campbell, it is these women who are “usually still dependent on 

patriarchal spouses and male partners”47 and this dependency is frequently intimated in 

the lyrics.  

The tone of Las Cabronas changes in the final verses highlighting the inherent 

contradictions these women are susceptible to in both the lyrics and in the drug world 

too. For example, the fourth verse highlights the cabrona characters as previously 

described in interview by Los Buitres. These girls with the hard and tough attributes are 

now substituted for modest, simple, cheerful and respected characters who enjoy 

listening to narcocorrido bands and who indulge in the party lifestyle: 

Sencillas y de respeto 

Les gusta mucho la banda 

Toman whisky del 1848 

Para afinar las gargantas 

Las cabronas son alegres 

Cantan corridos de mafia 

 

The verse which follows once again makes reference to their ‘beautiful’ appearance and 

follows a counter-hegemonic discourse to that with which the song began: 

Tienen rasgos muy bonitos 

Que el gobierno las conoce 

Mandan clave a los retenes 

Para que no les estorben 

Ellas pagaron la cuota 

Hay reparto de millones 

While these women are described as having rasgos muy bonitos which are recognised 

by the authorities, the tone of the verse suggests that the women are, in fact, using their 

own sexual agency for their own empowerment, thus exhibiting the ideal of Schippers’ 

model of hegemonic femininity. These women use their rasgos muy bonitos to their 

advantage, manipulating gender stereotypes in order to bring in the police on their 

                                                           
47 Ibid, 253. 
48 Whisky del 18 refers to any whiskey which has been aged for 18 years – the most popular whiskies 

related to the drug trade and narcocorrido world are: Buchanan’s, Chivas and Macallan. 
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payroll – a job usually done by hardcore sicarios through overt displays of machismo 

like threats and the use of force, violence and bribery. As Howard Campbell notes, 

“women at the highest levels of drug organisations [such as the previously mentioned 

La Reina del Pacífico] have the greatest potential of all female traffickers to achieve 

some ‘empowerment’ vis-à-vis men”,49 and it is this ideal type which las cabronas in 

the lyrics emulate. By the end of this song it appears that these girls are considered to 

use their beauty and gender to their advantage in order to empower themselves through 

their sexuality and challenge the hegemonic discourse. However, there is no denying 

that there is very often an expectation placed on women to use their gender in this 

manner in order to achieve the same level of notoriety in the drug trade as the men, at 

least in the songs written and performed by males. This only serves to perpetuate 

hegemonic femininity by linking the power ascendancy of the female to her sexuality.  

 

3.3.2 Las Plebes High Class 

 

Las Plebes High Class50 is another song by Los Buitres which furthers the argument 

made in Las Cabronas that women who are involved in the drug trade can only climb 

the ranks through kinship lines or their physical appearance. The title of the song 

presents a contradiction. The term plebe is problematic given that it has always 

symbolised a person of lower class or ranking. In terms of the narcocorridos it can carry 

negative connotations depending on the context in which it is used. Among the younger 

male generation in Sinaloa it is used interchangeably with terms such as amigo or 

carnal. However, the problem arises when employed in the context of women. When 

girls use it to refer to their female friends it is no more than a term of endearment but 

when used by men about girls, it can suggest a derogatory reference such as that seen 

with the term cabrona. Because plebe refers to social class, the title of the song reveals 

the juxtaposition of apparently contradictory elements. The first verse describes who 

these ‘plebes high class’ are: 

 

 

                                                           
49 Campbell, H., 2008, 245. 
50 Los Buitres, Las Plebes High Class, “Los Buitres con ‘Tololoche’”, LaDisco Music/Twiins Enterprises, 

2010. 
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Mentalidad de malandras51 

Con cuerpos despampanantes 

Siempre andan bien a la moda 

Vestidas y extravagantes 

Con sus uñas sinaloenses 

Adornadas con diamantes 
 

Although the term malandra in the first line instantly reveals these women’s 

involvement in illicit business, the entire verse is actually concerned with describing the 

outward appearance of these women rather than their business acumen. This emphasis 

on beauty, the female body and ostentation and the reference to Sinaloa in the fifth line 

echoes Arturo Santamaría’s observations on what he calls “el culto a la belleza”52:  

poseer belleza y seducción son ante los ojos sinaloenses los mejores atributos 

que puede poseer una mujer. […] La socialización en la coquetería da a la 

mujer sinaloense una actitud de género menos sumisa y hasta cierto punto 

altanera. Sin embargo, no dejan de ser víctimas de la lógica de género, ya que 

ninguna de ellas ha logrado aún ser un líder político; son pocas las empresarias 

destacadas y al ser valoradas por su belleza con frecuencia se les equipara con 

un objeto53 
 

What these observations by Santamaría highlight is what the lyrics of Las Plebes High 

Class demonstrate – that there is a particular way and a particular expectation of ‘how 

to be a woman’ in the narcomundo. As this world is fundamentally male and male-led, 

it is common to see that relations of gender are constructed around attitudes and 

behaviours which discriminate against and marginalise women. Like the plebes of this 

song, they occupy the stereotypical roles such as the so-called “mujer-trofeo”54 who are 

recognisable by the lucrative lifestyle they enjoy which includes designer goods and 

preoccupation with appearance such as manicured nails. As such, the message conveyed 

in the lyrics suggests that, although an individual may have been born a plebe, to gain 

status in the drug world a woman is valued for her beauty and displays of wealth, rather 

than for business acumen or intellectual abilities. 

The third verse illuminates this point and explains how these so-called ‘high 

class’ women are renowned for their extravagant appearance and actually use and flaunt 

their sexuality in order to get ahead in the drug trafficking world by showing that they 

can be as tough and fearless as any man: 

 

                                                           
51 Malandra/Malandrín refers to a person, male or female, who can be arrogant and is involved in illicit 

activities, a delinquent or clandestine business. 
52 Santamaría, A., 2012. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Valenzuela, J.M., 2002, 209-214. 
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Les apodan ‘Plebes High Class’ 

Y el apodito les queda 

Más cabronas que bonitas 

Y en lo bonito exageran 

Lo cabrona se les sale 

Cuando andan en la loquera 
 

The term cabrona in the verse above refers to a badass girl as previously seen in Las 

Cabronas. This echoes the earlier description of a cabrona by Zulema, a high level 

female drug trafficker interviewed by Campbell. For example, these women exhibit 

typically male characteristics such as toughness and a clear macho style which suggests 

their intent to subvert the traditional gender role usually assigned for women in the 

narcocorridos. As portrayed in Las Cabronas, the women are preoccupied with their 

ostentatious lifestyle: in both songs this appears to be a central element to women who 

ultimately display the hard-girl image, rebelling against the typical notion of femininity. 

For example in verse three above, it is revealed that they are, in fact ‘más cabronas que 

bonitos/y en lo bonito exageran’. This suggests that their sexuality then serves as the 

basis for their identity as ‘bad girls’. 

The penultimate verse below shows how these so-called high class plebes 

embody hegemonic masculine characteristics by describing their capacity to carry out 

bloodthirsty killings. These women share the same capacity for killing and brutality as 

the hypermasculine macho males, further indicating that the lyrics by Los Buitres are 

challenging the gender hegemonic framework in which women who exhibit 

characteristics usually considered to be typically masculine, are threatening the norm: 

A veces sobran de buenas 

Otras veces se aceleran 

Y al que se pase de lanza 

De inmediato balacean 

Pistola cuerno y bazuca 

Las cabezas van que vuelan 
 

These women not only represent the violation of the traditional gender role for female 

drug traffickers but their gender identity mimics the hegemonic male narcotraficante 

model, and they use their own sexual agency to disconnect from men. The same 

vocabulary linking sexual excitement with violence in songs such as El Cigarrito 

Bañado or Organización de Enfermos in Chapter One, are echoed in the verse above. 

They embody all of the characteristics of male power seen in the first two chapters such 

as violence, guns and drugs. This song can be understood to subvert Schippers’ 
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hegemonic femininity model to the extent that these High Class women are not actually 

deemed lower in status for their cabrona behaviour and willingness to use violence, 

however they are still described as plebes and as having the mentality of malandras 

which demeans their attempts at empowerment. Both these terms carry both negative 

and positive connotations, depending on the context in which they are used. Although 

they challenge the hegemonic norms, they still adhere to the expected norms of the 

feminine in maintaining their physical appearance. The suggestion is that only the 

beautiful, well-groomed women get ahead in this world. 

 This characterisation of the female who is just as fierce and resilient as the 

man is disruptive to the gender hegemony structure. The existence of pariah femininities 

as presented by Mimi Schippers’ upholds that the possession of even one characteristic 

typically viewed as masculine by a woman is culturally defined as contaminating. In the 

songs by Los Buitres, there is clear evidence of these characteristics being employed. 

On the one hand, the women are noted for being beautiful fashion-lovers while 

simultaneously being fierce and violent, indicating that these women occupy multiple 

subjectivities. Their beauty is considered to be part of their make-up and their glamour 

does not appear to interfere or hinder their power, rather it is used alongside their 

competence for bloodshed to get ahead. As noted by Campbell, “when female 

‘queenpins’ and sicarias (hit-women) engage in intimidation and violence it is a kind of 

empowerment of the self at the expense of others”55 and this is further demonstrated in 

the next song, Las Ladies Mafia. 

 
 

3.3.3 Las Ladies Mafia 

 

Another song by Los Buitres which is an example of women trying to break the 

traditional gender mould is Las Ladies Mafia56. As with the typecast women described 

before, these women take care in their appearance, carry the same weaponry as their 

male counterparts and enjoy a good party just as much too: 

Traen sus uñas arregladas 

Un 7 pegado al cuerpo 

Una bolsa Coach dorada 

Con una pistola adentro 

Con sus radios y un celular 

                                                           
55 Campbell, H., 2008, 249. 
56 Los Buitres, Las Ladies Mafia, “No Tengas Miedo”, Fonovisa / Twiins Music Group, 2009. 
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Pa’arreglar sus movimientos 
 

Just like Las Plebes High Class, attention to outward appearance, designer goods and 

guns are all important accessories for these mafia ladies. This further highlights the 

frequency with which the lyrics seen up to now associate the tough, successful women 

with beauty and material possessions which ensures that they stay within the norms of 

the conventional feminine sphere counteracting their challenge to the hegemony of men. 

For example, in the penultimate verse, the lyrics acknowledge the bravery and courage 

of these women who are capable of moving tonnes of drugs across the border. However, 

before the lyrics recognise their courage and abilities, the terms morra and cabronas are 

used which suggests that these women are merely the passive, appendages of male 

traficantes as also seen earlier in Las Cabronas. This contradiction further restrains 

women within the hegemonic framework which places men’s dominance over women 

at the centre of gender hegemony: 

No cabe duda señores 

Estas mujeres son bravas 

Allá en Estados Unidos 

Ellas mueven toneladas 

De Culiacán a Modesto 

Les dicen las Ladies Mafias 

 

Although it would appear, with the use of pejorative terms such as morras and cabronas, 

that these women have not quite broken the hegemonic mould, it is clear that there is a 

strong case to be made for the fact that the lyrics written by Los Buitres relating to 

women are, indeed, challenging the traditional framework. Los Buitres defend their use 

of these terms relating to women and maintain that rather than being pejorative terms, 

they respect women and emphasise the ‘hard girl’ image. Los Buitres insist that these 

terms are not derogatory and compare this use of language to how men are also 

described in terms of their hard image. However, in keeping with hegemonic femininity, 

these characteristics, when embodied by women, are considered a refusal to 

complement hegemonic masculinity in a relationship of subordination. Therefore they 

are regarded as threatening to male dominance which is why they must be contained by 

being simultaneously stigmatised and feminised. 57  Once feminised, the masculine 

content can be perceived as another type of femininity such as ‘cabrona/morra’. As 

Nancy J. Finley has observed, hegemonic femininity is conceptually useful for 

identifying how gender order is maintained. It describes the form of femininity that 

                                                           
57 Schippers, M., 2007, 94. 
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supports the dominance of men. It is a handmaiden to hegemonic masculinity. 58 

However, alternative femininities to the hegemonic feminine framework do exist in the 

lyrics of the M|A. Finley has explained how “alternative femininities are resistive 

because they disrupt relations of male dominance, whereas pariah femininities are 

stigmatised and less threatening to hegemonic gender relations”.59  

 

3.3.4 Las Sicarias de Arranque 

 

There is evidence of an alternative to how women negotiate their femininity within the 

patriarchal system of drug trafficking as demonstrated in another Los Buitres song, Las 

Sicarias de Arranque.60/61 This alternative breaks free entirely from the contaminating 

pariah roles of the previous songs presented here and reveals an inherent challenge from 

women in order to achieve and sustain a higher status within this world vis-à-vis men. 

The title of the song determines the level of status and hard character of these women 

immediately. From the first two lines of the song, the norms of femininity in the illicit 

world of drug trafficking are challenged: 

 

Ni las uñas ni las joyas 

Les impide usar pistolas 

Les gusta andar en blindadas 

Glamorosas y a la moda 

Por fuera son unas Diosas 

Y por dentro pecadoras 
 

The protagonists of this song are far removed from the stereotypical mujer-trofeo 

proposed by Valenzuela. Although this reference to their outward appearance suggests 

compliance to the hegemonic masculine overtones of drug trafficking, the fact that they 

are capable of carrying out violence directly challenges this. As seen in Las Plebes High 

Class, for example, the women in the lyrics are more frequently subverting their 

traditional gender role and using their sexuality as a means of redefining their position 

in this world. The verse above demonstrates  this point, that while they are, indeed, 

fashionable and glamorous, this does not get in the way of the ability of these sicarias, 

                                                           
58  Finley, N.J., “Skating Femininity: Gender Manuevering in Women’s Roller Derby”, Journal of 

Contemporary Ethnography, 39:4, 2010, 361. 
59 Ibid, 362. 
60  Los Buitres, Las Sicarias de Arranque, “Los Buitres con ‘Tololoche’”, LaDisco Music/Twiins 

Enterprises, 2010. 
61 Sicario/Sicaria: a person hired to kill, hitman/hitwoman  

   de arranque: a colloquial term to describe somebody who is brave and not afraid to die 
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or hit-women to commit gruesome acts of violence at the same level as men. What is 

also notable about the lyrics above is the duality involved in the representations of these 

women. They, ultimately, are not what they seem. In the verse presented above, these 

sicarias are capable of using their glamorous sexual stereotype to negotiate their way in 

the higher echelons of the drug trade by using their femininity to appear compliant to 

the hegemonic norms “diosas/y por dentro pecadoras”. At no point in the song is there a 

stigma attached to these women, rather they resemble a step closer to the ideal type of 

hegemonic femininity within the drug world. This dichotomy of saint/sinner runs 

through the song, for example in verse four the women are described as powerful 

queens of punishment who lack empathy and compassion; characteristics which are 

normally attributed to hitmen: 

A simple vista se nota 

No tienen remordimientos 

Son reinas pa’l escarmiento 

Torturan sin compasiones 

Sin tentarse corazones 
 

The use of the terms diosa and reina was first seen in the song Sin Tetas No Hay 

Paraíso, in Chapter Two. It was highlighted there how women and beauty are 

inextricably linked with the drug trade. The difference between that song and Sicarias 

de Arranque is that the narrative here reveals one of empowerment in contrast to the 

sexually objectified victim-centred version of Sin Tetas No Hay Paraíso. The power and 

control evident in the verses in this song emphasise women’s capacity for agency and 

that they may be gaining ground in relation to men. The final two lines above 

demonstrate their lack of compassion or empathy in any case. In the verse which 

follows the fearless hit-women of the title are described as ‘doncellas de la tortura’, the 

virginal maidens of torture. The term ‘doncella’ usually refers to a virgin and is in 

contrast to the queens of punishment mentioned in the previous verse. These women are 

thus, ironically, simultaneously pure of heart but capable of serious violence and torture 

and, further, are said not to possess kindness or empathy:  

Son las Sicarias de Arranque 

Doncellas de la tortura 

Trozan y trozan traidores 

No conocen la ternura 

Quebrando con mucho estilo 

Cometen sus travesuras 
 

There are repeated references to these women’s dominance, control and independence 

throughout the song and to their character as cold-hearted, disciplined, calculating yet 
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intelligent. This can be understood as a means of constructing an alternative femininity 

in an environment which actively alienates women.  Messerschmidt has observed how 

women are “conceptualized in masculine terms when they engage in ‘typically’ 

masculine crimes like violence”62 in order to test the normative gender roles. Although 

he argues this in terms of Connell’s emphasized femininity, what is evident in the songs 

of the M|A and Las Sicarias de Arranque in particular, is a development of Connell’s 

proposed emphasized femininity; a dominant, ideal type femininity. Schippers contends 

that in order for this ideal type to comply with hegemonic femininity, it must legitimate 

a hierarchical and complementary relationship to hegemonic masculinity in order to 

guarantee the dominant position of men and the subordination of women.63 Regarding 

the texts of the M|A’s songs, this is done by attributing characteristics usually reserved 

for the violent, macho and hypermasculine male drug trafficker to the female 

counterpart, thereby challenging conventional femininity without necessarily 

transforming the relations between masculinity and femininity. In verse three, for 

example, we are told that these women are intelligent, skilful and renowned for their 

finesse in carrying out a ‘hit’, independent of men: 

Todo fríamente planeado 

Y siempre bien calculado 

Inteligencia y destreza 

En grupo atacan su presa 

Y lo de gracia en la frente 

Rematan con gran fineza 
 

This song constructs a distinctly more empowered woman even though there is no overt 

sign of resistance to male dominance. They produce this femininity in negotiation with 

hegemonic femininity without overtly reproducing male dominance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
62 Messerschmidt, J.W., Cited in: Laidler, K.J. & Hunt, G., “Accomplishing Femininity Among the Girls 

in the Gang”, British Journal of Criminology, 41, 2001, 657. 
63 Schippers, M., 2007, 94. 
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3.4 The Women of the Movimiento Alterado 
 

Drug trafficking has always been a male-dominated world and so the perceptions of 

women’s involvement in it or the culture related to it follow this trend. 64  These 

perceptions then seep into the narcocorrido world. For example, Edgar Quintero, lead 

singer of Los Bukanas (de Culiacán), states that:  

It’s not common for a woman to sing about kilos and about corridos [...] and 

personally in my opinion, I wouldn’t like to hear a girl singing corridos.  I want 

to hear her beautiful voice; I want to hear her singing about love. When I see a 

woman I don’t think about corridos and if she sings I want to hear something 

nice.  I think that’s why men are here, not to be sexist or anything, but I think 

we are more dominant in that corrido sense. It’s better for the man to sing it 

than a woman, when it has to do with [cartel] cells, when it has to do with 

commercials; it has to do with business because women don’t sell corridos.  

Women sell love songs.65 
 

Quintero’s remarks are indicative of the general opinion of many regarding women 

narcocorrido singers. There have been very few women who have ever sung 

narcocorridos or who have ever profited from this industry.66 As a result, there have 

been few women involved in the Movimiento Alterado. As this chapter demonstrates, 

Vanessa García and Yesenia Jiménez are the only two women who have collaborated 

officially with the Movimiento Alterado in the period from 2008 to 2012. The lyrics of 

the songs that these women sing challenge the hegemonic structure of the narcocorrido. 

In the drug trafficking world, women must consistently negotiate practices of 

femininities that fit this world’s culture and this is reflected in their lyrics. The lyrics of 

the songs sung by Vanessa García and Yesenia Jiménez blend characteristics deemed 

typically masculine such as the thirst for violence, lack of empathy and fearlessness 

while making efforts to remain feminine. The women in the lyrics are not necessarily 

embracing a masculine identity nor are they challenging their feminine identity, they 

maintain a clear sense of themselves; as women who embrace a feminine identity and 

they do this without transforming relations between masculinity and femininity.67 These 

                                                           
64 For more on this, see: Campbell, H., 2008 & 2009.  
65 Edgar Quintero (lead singer of Los Bukanas), Recorded in personal interview, Huntington Park, CA, 

August 2012. 
66  Jenni Rivera is among the only women to have released narcocorridos. However, she is known 

primarily for singing rancheras and banda, as these are the genres in which women sell most in the 

regional music industry. Recently, in 2013, one female has been officially signed to the Movimiento 

Alterado, Violeta. 
67 James W. Messerschmidt has conducted comprehensive ethnographic research into the area of girls 

involved in gangs and clarified this point. See: Messerschmidt, J.W., “On gang girls, gender and a 

structured action theory: A reply to Miller”, Theoretical Criminology, 6:4, 2002, 461-475. 
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songs, sung by the only two women who have participated as part of the Movimiento 

Alterado, have begun a process of feminisation of behaviour deemed unconventional 

and as a result are regenerating the hegemonic gender relations. The M|A women are 

reconfiguring the “pariah” femininity as proposed by Schippers into an “alternative 

femininity” which is not seen as contaminating; rather it is honoured in the lyrics. 

 

3.4.1 La Hembra Moderna 

 

One of the more popular songs with a female as protagonist and sung by Vanessa 

García is La Hembra Moderna. 68  The lyrics of this song echo the strong women 

presented in the songs by Los Buitres. However, there is a marked difference in how the 

women assert themselves in García and Jiménez’s songs. The title of García’s song, La 

Hembra Moderna immediately acknowledges a break from the traditional women sung 

about in older corridos. La Hembra Moderna, as interpreted by García, represents the 

modern woman who is a powerful person, who fears nothing and no one, and who is not 

afraid to use guns and weapons. Even though she engages in similar macho behaviour 

as her male counterparts such as physically violent actions, she describes herself as a 

modern woman that: “a nada le tengo miedo” – the female equivalent to macho. Thus, 

her femininity is not stigmatised as it is in Las Cabronas or Las Plebes High Class, for 

example. The same language that is used in describing machismo is employed in 

expressing the strong femininity of the Hembra Moderna: 

Yo soy una hembra moderna 

A nada le tengo miedo 

La vivo de mil maneras 

Me he rifado mi pellejo 

Por acciones de peligro 

Yo me he ganado respeto 

 

This verse suggests that the women of the Movimiento Alterado are attempting to move 

away from the traditional representations of women and toward a space previously 

considered to be all male. The first two verses in this song contain statements asserting 

the protagonist’s engagement in violent behaviour and similar characteristics which are 

recognised, culturally, as masculine, such as fearlessness, willingness to risk danger to 

garner respect amongst her peers. The aim here is to be seen as a woman, as well as 

being recognised for capability for violence and fighting. In concurrence with 

                                                           
68 Vanessa García, Hembra Moderna, M|A Vol.5, LaDisco Music/Twiins Enterprises, 2010. 
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Messerschmidt’s analysis of women’s involvement in violence, Vanessa García’s 

modern woman is constructing an aggressive form of femininity, engaging in violence 

authentically as a woman and as a legitimate aspect of her femininity.69 

 In the verse which follows, the female protagonist prides herself in her 

appearance such as her designer clothes, her hair and make-up which remain important 

elements in expressing practices of femininity. It also underscores the solidarity among 

the women as they go partying together, without any male company: 

En los lugares de baile 

Con mis amigas me ven 

A la moda bien peinada 

Pasándomela muy bien 

Con las uñas arregladas 

Perfumada con Chanel 
 

As seen in the songs by Los Buitres in which women feature as protagonist, the 

preoccupation with outward appearance is a common feature in the lyrics where this 

emphasis on beauty alludes to the woman as being merely an accessory of the 

narcotraficante. The difference here is that, in the next verse, she violates the traditional 

view of the mujer-trofeo, as coined by Valenzuela, and of ‘belonging’ to a man, rather 

she describes herself as a strong, independent woman, uncontrolled by men:  

Los hombres no me dominan 

Tampoco me hablan muy recio 

Yo tengo a los que yo quiero 

Y gozo de privilegios 

Y no me gusta que tengan 

Sus caritas de pendejos 
 

The protagonist of the song insists that she is not, in fact, dominated by any man and 

does not tolerate the typical macho ways. Just as the macho men in other songs boast 

that they can have their pick of women; this modern lady states that she has her choice 

of men too. The final line of the verse above is in direct contrast to the stigmatised 

pariah femininities seen in Los Buitres. This empowering language demonstrates that 

this new version of the narcocorrido woman (which ultimately attempts to reflect the 

women in the drug world), acknowledges that she engages in presumptively masculine 

behaviours yet she does this without jeopardising or discrediting her gendered feminine 

identity. Given that gender in the corrido genre has traditionally been constructed 

around the Mexican patriarchal culture which follows the hegemonic framework of the 

dominance of men over subordinate men and women, these lyrics are indicative of how 

                                                           
69 Messerschmidt, J.W., 2002, 465. 
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the women of the M|A are moving towards giving femininity a new voice in 

narcocorridos. These women enact the same characteristics as observed by Debbie 

Archer in her conclusion on gang girls in England and the United States of America:  

Acting bad while simultaneously dressing feminine are means of redefining the 

norms and values of femininity [...] by asserting their independence in their 

actions and by finding their own cultural values, expressed through the way 

they live their lives on the street70  
 

By asserting herself in this way, La Hembra Moderna is appropriating physical, 

aggressive behaviour as the new, modern woman that is in control of her body and of 

her sexuality.  

 These lyrics demonstrate that this version of a modern woman believes that 

asserting herself in a manner which is usually identified as masculine can now also be 

identified as feminine, without losing normative notions of femininity. It is an attempt at 

redefining a more empowered version of femininity through the lyrics of the songs by 

constructing tough girl femininity and regendering hegemonic male language. What the 

female collaborators of the M|A are establishing, and what is evident in La Hembra 

Moderna, is that the woman in the song recognises that physical strength and sexual 

prowess and aggressiveness are valued in the drug trafficking world. The difference is 

that, when they appear to show these characteristics in songs sung by male M|A artists, 

they are stigmatised as ‘cabrona’ or ‘morra’ or sexually objectified in order to attempt to 

minimise the challenge to the overriding hegemonic discourse. In this song and others 

by García and Jiménez, being violent is, in fact, a legitimate avenue for gaining access 

to power and access to the domain usually reserved for males.  

 Vanessa García’s example of woman as protagonist, in a more leading role than 

her traditional counterpart who reaches the top level in the drug business, appears to 

break free from the subordination of the hegemonic framework by redefining her 

femininity in terms of male qualities associated with success and power in the drug 

world. As La Hembra Moderna demonstrates, not only do these women have no fear of 

authority, they possess the same capacity to hurt, kill and carry out brutal acts of 

violence that are usually associated with men. Given that it is sung in the first person, 

by a female artist, reinforces this challenge to the hegemonic norms. It is common to 

find similar terms being employed by women to exhibit the same qualities, but as a 

                                                           
70  Archer, D., “Riot Grrrl and Raisin Girl: Femininity Within the Female Gang: The Power of the 

Popular”, Paper presented at the British Criminology Conference, Loughborough University, July, 1995 

in Messerschmidt, J.W., 2002, 467. 
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means of defying the normative version of femininity frequently found in the songs and 

as a means of empowering the protagonist’s femininity as opposed to being sexualised. 

While it is clear from the lyrics that women are capable of a similar level of brutality, 

the extent of the explicit and graphic nature of the lyrics is, however, by no means as 

violent as those songs describing masculinities and women are certainly challenging the 

traditional model and attempting to construct a new version of the modern woman. 

 

3.4.2 Les Dicen Buchonas 

 

Les Dicen Buchonas is another song by Vanessa García71 in which a strong, female 

image appears. The title of the song refers to las buchonas,72 the feminine of buchón, a 

derogatory term usually used with reference to women specifically from Sinaloa who 

are involved in drug trafficking and/or the girlfriends of drug traffickers who are 

renowned for extravagant spending on designer goods, their lavish party lifestyle and 

who enjoy listening to corridos. According to Günther Maihold and Rosa María Sauter 

de Maihold: 

su interés máximo [el de las buchonas] es el dinero y la apropiación del estilo 

de vida del capo [...] ”. Las buchonas no solamente se dejan seducir por el 

dinero, ellas gozan de una vida entre rifles, motos, autos, narcos, sierras, llena 

de riesgos aunque no trafican, siempre al lado de su narcotraficante73 
 

This description reflects the buchonas as described in the lyrics to García’s song. The 

first verse presents these girls as extremely attractive and active followers of the 

alterado trend who show indifference to the term buchona: 

Pa'todas las muchachonas  

Que ya andan bien alteradas 

Pa'que ya sé que andan al tiro 

Y que ya se contagiaron 

[…] 

Muchos les dicen buchonas  

Pero ya les vale madre 

                                                           
71 Vanessa García, Les Dicen Buchonas, M|A Vol.6, LaDisco Music/Twiins Enterprises, 2011. 
72 Buchona is the feminine of buchón. Los Buchones are believed to have been the original peasant 

farmers of opium poppies from the Sierra Madre (also known as gomeros). It has since come into popular 

language, particularly in Sinaloa, to describe the men who are involved in drug trafficking. They are 

known for their preference to wear designer clothing and extravagant ‘blingy’ accessories and who listen 

to corridos. Buchonas are usually considered to be the girlfriend of buchones and/or women who like to 

spend extravagantly and over indulge in the party lifestyle and listen to corridos and narcocorridos. 
73 Maihold, G. & Sauter de Maihold, R.M., “Capos, Reinas y Santos: La Narcocultura en México”, iMex-

México Interdisciplinario, 2:3, 2012, 64-96. 
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This verse first highlights the instant necessity to associate these girls’ big-breasted 

outward appearance muchachona with being part of the current alterado trend which 

was also a common thread in the songs of Los Buitres in the previous section. The 

difference in García’s song is that, although their physical appearance is important, they 

display agency and disregard the negative connotations of being called a buchona. This 

song maintains certain characteristics of the buchona as described by Maihold & Sauter 

de Maihold such as appropriating the top level drug traffickers’ lifestyle and penchant 

for expensive goods but it also suggests an attempt at redefining the meaning of a 

buchona as more assertive and independent and not necessarily the arm-candy of a drug 

trafficker. 

 For the typical buchona, taking pride in her feminine appearance is paramount in 

order to reinforce her powerful status in the drug trafficking world. One female fan of 

the Movimiento Alterado, when interviewed by this researcher during a concert, 

described the term as follows: 

La buchona es la que no la importa ser tan llamativa acompañando a los narcos. 

Es orgullosa de sí misma. Igual con los carros tipo Hummer y bastantes joyas. 

Su forma de vestir es siempre con ropa de marca y lleva uñas postizas 

exageradas74 
 

The fourth verse of the song supports the image described above:  

Siempre andan muy bien vestidas 

Con pura ropa de marca 

Con esas blusas de Hardy 

De Gucci y de Dolce & Gabanna 

Con sus bolsas marca Couch 

Y la cara lentes Prada 

 

These buchonas’ taste for expensive designer clothes and accessories is followed by 

boasts about their lavish party lifestyle which involves their preference for corridos, 

excessive alcohol consumption and, in the lines which follow, there is a clear 

insinuation of the consumption of drugs:  

Piden que toquen corridos 

Cuando ellas van a los bailes 

Luego se meten al baño  

Es que ocupan maquillarse 
 

 

                                                           
74 Anonymous M|A female fan, Recorded in personal interview, Tijuana, Mexico, May 2012. 
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Del baño salen alegres  

Gritan: “Puro Culiacán  

Y arriba el M1 

El Mayo, Chapo Guzmán” 

De veras estas dan miedo 

Para sacarlas a bailar 
 

Even though previous verses show how these women engage in similar behaviour as the 

men (excessive alcohol and drugs consumption/penchant for material goods), this does 

not call into dispute their feminine identity. For example, drug consumption is 

appropriated in the feminine by linking it with applying make-up. As shown above, 

allegiance to the Sinaloa cartel is not gender exclusive, but is rather a shared reality 

between both men and women involved either directly or indirectly with drug 

trafficking in this region. Here, these buchonas are negotiating their place in a highly 

unequal gendered structural situation and by exclaiming their fidelity to the leaders of 

this cartel, it serves to empower them. The final two lines further reinforce the girls’ 

sense of empowerment.  

 The attempt at redefining the character of the buchona becomes particularly 

apparent in the fifth and sixth verses. These women drive expensive cars and are well-

armed, typical characteristics of a buchona, however, the lyrics describe how some of 

these buchonas are prepared to resort to ruthless and ferocious behaviour if a man is 

deemed to have crossed the line; behaviour which is normally associated with male 

protagonists: 

En buenos carros pasean 

Algunas andan armadas  

Dicen por si algún cabrón  

Se quiere pasar la raya 

Lo reventamos a tiro  

A veces muy sanguinarias 
 

Once again, the lyrics show how these buchonas are appropriating the stereotypical 

male drug trafficker lifestyle to the feminine but reaching a level of violence not usually 

associated with these women. The previous verse serves as an answer to the songs in 

which women are relegated to sexual object or to assert the male’s sexual potency. It 

provides a warning to men who attempt to cross the line that they will be met with the 

same level of violence they themselves are renowned for. In this sense, the women 

presented in these lyrics are asserting their femininity and redefining their sexuality in 

this violent world. The following verse further sustains these assertions that these 
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women are tenacious and fearless and if they are treated with the respect they deserve, 

they will return the respect: 

Son mujeres decididas  

Que están dispuestas a todo 

Si las tratas bien son buenas  

Pues ha de seguir el rollo 

Se pistean y amanecen  

No las asusta el demonio 
 

In fact, this verse can be understood as an answer to Las Cabronas in which the lyrics 

described the women as: 

No son buenas pa‘l noviazgo 

pero hacen buenos negocios 
 

What is apparent in these final verses is the importance placed on loyalty within the 

female group. The women form a cohesive bond with each other. These female cliques 

appear to be just as strong, if not stronger, than the male groups. In fact, there is a 

cultural message to be seen from these lyrics that women are underestimated and so are 

prepared to stand up to unwanted attention from men and protect each other first. The 

sense of fear they instil in others is apparent in the final lines of verse three, ‘de veras 

estas dan miedo/Para sacarlas a bailar’ and the very last line above consolidates this 

message. As a means of dealing with their social reality, they are prepared to stand up 

against exploitation and sexual objectification. El demonio, which was first considered 

in Section 1.5 in Chapter One75 argued that references to the devil and/or demonio in 

songs with a male as protagonist can be considered either a means of compensation for 

the men who demonstrate an alternative masculinity to the hegemonic model or a direct 

reference to the leaders of the cartel. Either way, the buchonas of this song affirm their 

tough character by stating they are unafraid of el demonio. Furthermore, unlike the 

highly organised structure of the male dominated world these women are involved in, 

amongst themselves there is no distinct leader defined in the lyrics, they each have 

status which comes from their tough reputation and from broadcasting their identity as 

sanguinarias and alteradas and thus redefining buchona as a term of pride and 

empowerment. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
75 See: Chapter One, Section 1.5, pp. 41-56. 
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3.4.3 Enferma y Atravesada 

 

The importance of these terms in declaring the tough girl image can be seen in the title 

of Yesenia Jiménez’ only song to be produced with the Movimiento Alterado, Enferma 

y Atravesada.76 In the first verse she says:  

Enferma y atravesada 

Dicen que así me he quedado 

Porque me pone la sangre 

Como un revolucionario 
 

The preoccupation with the state of mind was considered in Chapter One as a vital 

component of the macho male’s image.77 It was argued that these altered states of mind 

function as a means of expressing the male drug trafficker’s hypermasculine image in 

resistance to the hegemonic norms imposed on him by the cartel’s culture. For example, 

the lyrics which use these terms alterados, enfermos or enfermos de le mente, 

demonstrate how violent behaviour connects the emotions with a heightened sense of 

self. Characteristics such as enfermo or atravesado are normally typically associated 

with males. When they are applied here by Jiménez to a female drug trafficker, they 

function from the outset as a means of appropriating them as feminine to express the 

tough girl image. Furthermore, this verse echoes narcocorridos such as Sanguinarios del 

M1, the ‘anthem’ song of the Movimiento Alterado in which the protagonist of the 

lyrics identifies with revolutionary Pancho Villa. According to Alfredo Mirandé, Villa 

appealed to the masses because he symbolised a peon, or lower-class person taking a 

stand against the dominant classes. Aniceto Aramoni agrees with this, he says, 

“Mexicans seem to identify vicariously with the person who ‘bears with it’, who is 

brave, que no se deja y que no se raja”.78 Villa is still considered to be the “epitome of 

Mexican manliness [...] he symbolized a peon or lower-class person taking a stand 

against the dominant classes”79 which would explain why he and his contemporaries 

frequently appear in the lyrics of the M|A, usually as a means of connecting the macho 

male and machismo with expressions and symbols of violence. In the first verse of 

Yesenia Jiménez’ song, she claims she has revolutionary blood coursing through her 

veins which accounts for her rebellious character:  
                                                           
76 Yesenia Jiménez, Enferma y Atravesada, M|A Vol.6, Twiins Enterprises, 2011. She later collaborated 

on a song with Los Buchones de Culiacán before they left the M|A. 
77 As seen in El Cigarrito Bañado by El Komander or Organización de Enfermos by El ‘RM’. See: 

Chapter One, pp. 44-47. 
78 Aramoni, A., Psicoanálisis de la dinámica de un pueblo, Mexico City: B. Costa-Amic, 1965, Cited In: 

Edberg, M.C., 2004, 111. 
79 Mirandé, A., 1997, 41-42. 
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Enferma y atravesada 

Dicen que así me he quedado 

Porque me pone la sangre 

Como un revolucionario 

 

However, she refers to a revolucionario, in the masculine. This might call into question 

the attempt to appropriate typically male characteristics as feminine without: 

decontextualising gender by simply suggesting that certain behaviour 

automatically results in a masculine identity [...]. Although some girls engage in, 

for example, violent behaviour that is recognized culturally as masculine, it 

does not always have this same meaning for many girls.80 

 

This observation by Messerschmidt can also be applied to the comparisons to attributes 

considered masculine in the songs where women are protagonists. What the lyrics show 

is the capacity for women to engage in tough or violent behaviour and do so without 

changing their gender identity. For example, the protagonist of Enferma y Atravesada 

emphasises her daring behaviour in the fourth verse insisting that other women who 

come from the same humble origins like her and Pancho Villa share the same risk-

taking attributes. The reference to the women of her “class” represents the reality for 

many women who become involved in the drug trafficking trade of surmounting abject 

poverty and climbing its oppressive economic and social class system: 

 

Las mujeres de mi clase 

Son chicas muy aventadas 

 

As seen in the previous song by Vanessa García, Les Dicen Buchonas, there is no 

indication of hostility between women. This is in contrast to the observation by 

criminologists Katherine Irwin and Meda Chesney-Lind that violent girls reject 

feminine norms and break into male dominated worlds. Their study considers girls 

involved in crime at the level which is present in the M|A songs and they suggest that 

“girls take out their legitimate anger on other powerless girls (often with boys as the 

audience)”.81 In the songs of the M|A there is no indication of tension between women. 

For example, in Enferma y Atravesada, the lyrics reveal gender-similar practices in 

terms of the women. The protagonist refers to women who are similar to herself, from 

the same social and economic class, at an equal level in the drug trafficking world and 

                                                           
80 Messerschmidt, J.W., 2002, 466. 
81 Irwin, K. & Chesney-Lind, M., “Girl’s Violence: Beyond Dangerous Masculinity”, Sociology Compass, 

2:3, 2008, 843. 
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who share the same interests and views of men. This reveals the importance of the 

female bond and the value placed on loyalty within the female group. 

 The description of the women in this song bears similarity to Los Buitres song 

Las Cabronas with traits associated with gutsy behaviour. Usually these are identified 

as masculine but the difference in this song is that these traits do not have the same 

meaning for these girls; rather they are attempting to break free from the stigmatisation 

of pariah femininities and transform them into legitimate characteristics within 

femininity in the M|A narcocorridos. This association of the feminine with danger and 

violence suggests the potential to challenge hegemonic relations between masculinity 

and femininity. The fourth verse continues by stating that they do not enjoy being taken 

advantage of nor do they appreciate deception. The verse clearly establishes a narrative 

openly critical of the male narcotraficantes and their treatment of women. Unlike their 

male counterparts, these girls treat their men well, with respect and affection, echoing 

the sentiments of las buchonas of the previous song in which the lyrics explain how 

women expect to be treated well: 

No nos gustan los rodeos 

Tampoco las vaciladas 

A los hombres los tratamos  

Con respeto y con cariño  

Que no se pasen de lanza82  

¿Por qué?  

Por uno, morimos 
 

The protagonist of Enferma y Atravesada states that she and her female friends should 

be treated the way they treat their men because, ultimately, they are prepared to die for 

them. The lyrics above intimate a warning to the men not to take things too far and the 

verse ends with the admission that not only do they respect the men; any one of these 

girls could end up dying as a result of the man’s behaviour. The admission that their life 

could be put on the line for a man suggests that these women do not quite create the 

same space of autonomy from men and is in contrast to Vanessa García’s modern 

woman. Indeed, it merits mention too, that the M|A songs with a male as protagonist 

exhibit no examples of men sacrificing themselves for a woman. There is a tendency 

throughout Enferma y Atravesada to overtly feminise the tough girl image by 

accentuating her preoccupation with the party lifestyle, designer fashion, adornment and 

beauty regimes associated with conventional femininity, four of the six verses of this 

song focus on the women’s attention to their gender display:  

                                                           
82 Pasar de lanza – “go too far” 
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Cuando vestida de Gucci 

También de Dolce y Gabbana 

En los lugares de baile 

No cualquier güey me apantalla83 

Manicomis y buenos carros 

Llevo palos arrancones 

Me encanta la adrenalina 

Y andar por los malecones 
 

This verse asserts the conclusions of James W. Messerschmidt’s research into the 

practices of girls in gangs and which can also be applied here. He concluded that “gang 

girls construct a situationally specific ‘bad-girl femininity’ that [dramatizes] the 

seemingly incongruous relationship between traditional feminine displays and practices 

and public bodily empowerment”. 84  This preoccupation with appearance can be 

considered a form of resistance to the image of women in many songs sung by the male 

M|A artists. For example in the song seen in Chapter Two and sung by various artists of 

the Movimiento Alterado, Sin Tetas No Hay Paraíso, 85  women are portrayed as 

sexually promiscuous and as wild party animals. In the verse presented above, the 

emphasis on designer clothes is an indication of this woman’s success in the drug 

trafficking world. She further maintains her agency when she goes out to party by 

stating she will not succumb to any man, rather: 

En los lugares de baile 

No cualquier güey me apantalla 

 

This verse links women’s beauty with power in a way that is different to the songs 

written and interpreted by men. Debbie Archer’s argument on women involved in gangs 

works well to sum up the protagonists of these songs: “gang girls do not see themselves 

simply as ‘male clones’ — which would be ‘a denial of their sex’ — but rather as girls 

who ‘flaunt their difference and individuality as young women’”.86  

  The final verse reinforces the idea that gender shapes the women’s experience in 

the drug trafficking world. For example, in the lyrics presented by male artists, women, 

compared with the macho male protagonist in the majority of the songs, experience 

more sexual objectification; they rarely occupy leadership positions, carry guns, or 

deal/smuggle drugs. In addition, pervasive descriptions of girls as material wealth 

(mujer-trofeo) suggests that they are not expected to fully engage in drug trafficking 

                                                           
83 Apantallar -  “to impress” 
84 Messerschmidt, J.W., 2002, 464. 
85 See: Chapter Two, Section 2.2.1. 
86 Archer, D., 1995, Cited in: Messerschmidt, J.W., 2002, 467. 
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related conflicts. The latter may indeed be a true reflection of real women’s experiences 

in this world.87  

 

3.4.4 Empachangados 

 

The final song sung by Vanessa García which appears in the Movimiento Alterado 

collection and in which the woman is protagonist, is Empachangados.88  This song 

differs from the previous three in terms of the references which suggest a redefinition of 

the female character in the narcocorrido. The focus in this song is primarily on the 

penchant for the party lifestyle which includes men and women, ‘empachangados’. In 

terms of the expression of themselves through style, fashion and excessive partying, the 

women do share these same characteristics as the women in the previous songs:  

En un carro deportivo 

Y un Escalade del año 

Pasando con mis amigos  

Y la vida disfrutando 

Soy una chica aventada89 

Y yo a nadie le hago daño 

Me encantan los afterpartys 

Y pasearla cotorreando90 
 

This first verse suggests a difference between the protagonist of this song and those who 

came before in that she appears more interested in enjoying a lavish partying lifestyle 

than engaging in violence. Even though she upholds herself as a ‘chica aventada’, what 

is most notable about the verse above and what makes it stand apart from the previous 

three songs is that this girl is not necessarily concerned with engaging in violent activity 

or proving herself in a male dominated domain. However, this is counteracted in the 

third verse when she alludes to her involvement in illegal activity and threatening 

behaviour: 

Nos gusta vivir la vida 

En contra al reglamento 

Si alguien me lo impida 

Que vaya a rezar al templo 
 

                                                           
87 For more on women’s involvement at all levels in drug trafficking, see Campbell, H., 2008.   
88 Vanessa García, Empachangados, “Twiins Culiacán Presenta Mixes 2K11”, Twiins Enterprises, 2011. 
89 Chica aventada – “party animal” 
90 Cotorrear - “talk a lot” 
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The previous songs presented an argument for women who are capable of creating an 

image of femininity independent of masculine-controlled pariah or stigmatised 

femininities. These lyrics do not question the protagonist’s capacity to exert violence 

and what this song is more concerned with is the cultural motifs of the Movimiento 

Alterado’s fans. This new generation of youths and, particularly, young girls is 

indulging in counter-normative behaviours such as illegal activities which are present in 

the lyrics. The girl is a self-confessed party animal, ‘me encantan los after partys [...] no 

queremos acostarnos’, who makes little reference to men. As seen in the lyrics to Los 

Buitres’ songs and even Sin Tetas No Hay Paraíso, women who indulge in the party 

lifestyle are sexualised and stigmatised for this behaviour. In those lyrics, these are 

considered as gender displays outside of the feminine norm such as behaviour which 

suggests independence from men and is thus stigmatised and/or sexually objectified in 

order to contain women within the hierarchical relationship with masculinity. Although 

there is an allusion to certain sexual behaviour in the second verse, it is not sanctioned 

in the same way as in the songs written and performed by the M|A’s male artists. This 

song associates involvement in drug trafficking with fun, wild parties and crazy 

behaviour: 

Me gusta mucho ese ambiente 

Y convivirla con la gente 

La clica y con los amores 

Y hacer cosas indecentes 

Tráiganse otro Buchanans 

Porque quiero seguir pisteando 

 

What the previous songs showed is how modern girls are presented as displaying 

behaviours and attitudes that transgress normative femininity, demonstrating 

independence within their group. However, what the verse above and the remainder of 

this song fail to acknowledge is how the reality for these women is that the crazy 

partying only provides a brief escape from the struggles and constant threat in their lives 

as a result of their involvement either directly or indirectly in the drug trade. 

 The artists and groups of the Movimiento Alterado insist that their lyrics reflect 

the true reality of how being involved in drug trafficking affects individuals. The 

representation of women in the songs reflects mostly those women who have made it to 

the mid to higher echelons of the cartel by using their beauty and blood ties to achieve a 

successful status in the Sinaloa cartel. What the lyrics do not draw attention to are the 
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grim realities of the highest percentage of women who become involved in drug 

trafficking at the lower levels such as drug mules, street sellers or women who do not 

smuggle drugs but are negatively impacted by the male smugglers with whom they are 

associated.91 

 

Conclusion 
 

The corrido tradition has, historically, reproduced and maintained a gender ideology of 

male power and dominance of men over women.92 In the past, as previously discussed, 

when women did appear as protagonists, there was a clear perpetuation of the 

hegemonic gender framework. Patriarchal and hegemonic ideologies affirming male 

supremacy and women’s subordination have been commonplace in Mexico since pre-

colonial times. These male-oriented ideologies have been wholly intertwined with 

Mexican culture, and the corrido genre is no exception. The songs have generally 

validated patriarchal and hegemonic gender arrangements even in the songs in which 

women are protagonist. The corrido tradition has been defined by a male oriented 

address that has dominated the industry until the recent advent of the M|A and its 

female performers with their female-oriented address in which the associate feminine 

physical attractiveness with power and control. The Movimiento Alterado’s women are 

redefining and challenging the hegemonic framework and the traditional roles of 

women which are believed to have stemmed from the Conquest. Many songs refer to 

women in terms considered to be derogatory, or ‘pariah’ such as morra, cabrona, plebe. 

The women of the Movimiento Alterado, and indeed the female fans, have appropriated 

other terms such as hembra or buchona as an answer to these words and as positive 

symbols of their hard girl / tough girl image. This is a move away from the traditional 

framework which has dominated the corrido tradition. Women are certainly making it to 

the top levels of the drug industry but the numbers who do are extremely low.  

What the lyrics do not acknowledge is the harsh reality of the majority of 

women who do become involved in drug trafficking. This majority usually occupy the 

lowest levels such as drug mules, street sellers or end up in prostitution and more likely 

                                                           
91 Campbell, H., 2008, 234. 
92 For more on this, see: Lewis, L.A., Gender Politics and MTV: Voicing the Difference, Philadelphia: 

Temple University Press, 1990. 
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to be victimised as a result.93 Los Buitres, who consider themselves to be one of the 

main initiators of the M|A, maintain that women, particularly those from Sinaloa are 

strong and tough, and most importantly, beautiful. They reassert these traits in many of 

their songs, which recognise how women can be just as tough as their male counterparts. 

However, this configuration of femininity defines them as stigmatised and sexualised to 

maintain male superiority in relation to femininity.  This still represents a step forward 

for the representation of women in the narcocorrido. Although there are only two female 

singers as part of the M|A, Vanessa García and Yesenia Jiménez are placing the 

feminine at the centre in an attempt at challenging and redefining hegemonic gender 

relations. 

 The corrido genre has clearly reproduced the female character from a 

patriarchal and sexist perspective. The examples presented here point to the women in 

the drug trade who are attempting to participate at the same levels as men. As José 

Manuel Valenzuela notes: 

Así se conforma un incipiente campo donde se producen nuevas formas de 

protagonismo femenino. Destaca que este reposicionamiento se construye en 

campos relacionales de rivalidad a partir de códigos que tradicionalmente se 

han presentado como masculinos, como son la capacidad para matar y de 

enfrentarse a condiciones límite de violencia, la decisión de mantener el control 

en situaciones de peligro inminente o de presiones intensas, la destreza en el 

manejo de armas de fuego, y otras “habilidades” consideradas como cotos de 

dominio masculino94 

 

What Valenzuela highlights is how cultural gender patterns within the drug trafficking 

world have shifted. The prominence of female characters in the narcocorridos of the 

Movimiento Alterado mirrors to some extent the rise in participation of women in this 

world. Not surprisingly, the women of the M|A, Vanessa García and Yesenia Jiménez, 

are attempting to challenge the hegemonic masculinity discourse which dominates the 

Movimiento Alterado’s songs. They exert agency by focusing on the ability to exert 

violence and use beauty as a means of empowerment in relation to men. This serves as 

an attempt to redefine an alternative femininity, move away from the traditional 

representations of women in this musical genre and normalise their position within the 

world of the narcocorrido. The tough, no-nonsense women seen in La Hembra 

Moderna, Las Dicen Buchonas and Enferma y Atravesada are described in terms 

                                                           
93  For a more in-depth analysis on the involvement and effects of women in drug trafficking, see 

Campbell, H., 2008. 
94 Valenzuela, J.M., 2002, 239. 
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usually attributed to the macho, hypermasculine male. This appropriation of character 

traits is a necessary step in the direction of breaking from the hegemonic mould for the 

female protagonists of the songs and, indeed, for the singers and female fans.  The 

demeanour of the high level female drug smugglers, as portrayed in the songs, is 

moving away from conventional notions of femininity which exuded delicacy, and are 

now more frequently expressing a new found macha style of female independence as 

championed in García and Jiménez’ songs. As Edberg points out in his extensive study 

of narcocorridos, there is increasing enthusiasm among young women for the role of 

drug trafficker, a role “in which women are powerful and celebretised for that power via 

the same or similar persona currently gendered for men”.95 Women and femininity as 

represented in the M|A may not yet have broken the hegemonic and patriarchal system, 

but the case is certainly being made to confront hegemonic gender relations through the 

lyrics. What remains to be seen is if they disrupt the relations of male dominance within 

and outside of the Movimiento Alterado. As Howard Campbell shows in his study of 

female drug smugglers in the Ciudad Juárez / El Paso border region, there are a variety 

of drug trade roles for women which he terms the “growing feminisation” of drug 

smuggling.96 Campbell highlights how engaging in this illicit business at the high level 

is a vehicle for a degree of female empowerment and liberation from forms of male 

control and is also a source of excitement and adventure. He notes “such women can – 

though not all do – adopt stylised capo roles or macho postures but use them for their 

own ends as women [...] and may even reinforce it through the promulgation of 

macho/a symbolism”.97 It is precisely this image which the women of the Movimiento 

Alterado are attempting to embody as a means of challenging the typical hegemonic 

gender roles and ‘pariah’ stigmas. Campbell’s observation that “this individual female 

liberation, however, may not be enough to transform the larger patriarchal cultural 

                                                           
95 Edberg, M.C., 2004, 103. 
96  Cambell states that: “economic and cultural factors strongly shape women's involvement in drug 

smuggling and the effects of smuggling on their lives, but these factors and effects vary significantly, 

depending on women's social class position and place within drug organizations. High-level female drug 

smugglers may be attracted to the power and mystique of drug trafficking and may achieve a relative 

independence from male dominance. Middle-level women in smuggling organizations obtain less 

freedom vis-à-vis men but may manipulate gender stereotypes to their advantage in the smuggling world. 

Low-level mules also perform (or subvert) traditional gender roles as a smuggling strategy, but receive 

less economic benefit and less power, though in some cases some independence from male domestic 

control. A fourth category of women do not smuggle drugs but are negatively impacted by the male 

smugglers with whom they are associated. Cambell, H., 2008, 237. 
97 Ibid, 238. 
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economy and may only in fact, reinforce it through the promulgation of macho and 

macha symbolism”98 is also certainly relevant to the Movimiento Alterado. 

Finley argues that “negotiations for alternative femininities frequently occur in 

settings where the overall power of the masculine to define the negotiation overwhelms 

dynamics between femininities”.99 This negotiation, in the context of the M|A songs as 

presented earlier, occurs in the discourse presented by the M|A’s male artists and the 

female artists. For example, in relation to men, the narcocorridos of the Movimiento 

Alterado demonstrate that the hegemonic male ideal may, in theory, be an objective, it 

is something that the male consistently aspires to embody.  It has been shown from 

lyrics presented here by Los Buitres that this is also an aspect for the hegemonic female 

as they are gaining respect and power in the drug trade. Los Buitres have certainly set a 

trend among the male-produced songs to acknowledge a stronger representation of 

women in the narcocorrido. However, in order for the women to negotiate practices of 

femininities without challenging the hegemonic discourse in these songs, they still must 

guarantee the dominant position of men. In concurrence with Schippers’ representation 

of hegemonic femininity, when the women in the songs of Los Buitres display 

characteristics associated with masculinity, they are deemed ‘pariahs’. This is in sharp 

comparison to the lyrics of García and Jiménez’ songs in which the protagonists of the 

songs appropriate and reconfigure these typically masculine traits into an alternative 

femininity which is not seen as contaminating but rather it is privileged.  

 

                                                           
98 Ibid. 
99 Finley, N.J., 2010, 366. 
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Chapter Four 

The Movimiento Alterado: A Visual Analysis of Femininities 

 

Introduction 
 

Traditionally and historically, the narcocorrido has always been a sound and text-based 

genre. The introduction of videos to accompany the songs and lyrics is a relatively 

recent phenomenon triggered by the increased use of the internet and social media. The 

initial success of the Movimiento Alterado was, undoubtedly, a result of the clever use 

of visual technologies and the internet by its artists and groups, and more specifically a 

direct consequence of their use of social media sites such as YouTube and MySpace. 

The videos of the M|A impose a visual interpretation of the song. Given that the artists 

and groups have been actively using social media sites since they first rose to 

prominence, it is clear that for the songs which have an accompanying video, the 

preferred meaning of the M|A’s artist(s) is biased in favour of the music video more so 

than the lyrical narrative. The key issue that arises is whether the meaning of the song 

remains the same. Music videos and visual media have been a huge success as a form of 

entertainment, as an art form and also as a “powerful socialising agent” 1 . Not 

surprisingly, the visual component to the music of the Movimiento Alterado’s artists 

and groups has become vital to their success and popularity since the movement began 

around 2008.  

As demonstrated in the previous chapter, there is an emerging female voice 

within the narcocorrido genre and within the M|A, signalled by Vanessa García and 

Yesenia Jiménez, but these remain the only two female collaborators of the M|A and 

their label, TMG, Twiins Enterprises between 2008 and 2012. Chapter Three further 

demonstrated how some of the M|A’s songs suggest an attempt to challenge the 

overriding hegemonic discourse of this musical genre through the lyrical narrative and 

so this chapter will explore female gender roles and expressions of sexuality within the 

visual imagery and the music videos of the M|A. The relationship between these visual 

                                                           
1 Hurley, J.M., “Music Videos and the Construction of Gendered Subjectivity (or how being a music 

video junkie turned me into a feminist)”, Popular Music, 13:3, 1994, 327. 
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images and the message of the musical texts will also be examined. It will further assess 

if these images correspond to the attempts some artists such as Los Buitres, Vanessa 

García and Yesenia Jiménez have made to open up an opportunity within a lyrical space 

for the expression of female empowerment within an otherwise male-dominated genre.  

The Movimiento Alterado positions men and women within a hierarchical social 

order, and so visual representations of the body are particularly powerful as their impact 

is direct and immediate. Music videos are a significant component of the M|A 

artists/groups’ overall musical package. The power of the visual image in music videos 

is undeniable and ultimately plays an important role in increasing the profits of the 

record label. The quality and format of the videos have changed and evolved since the 

Movimiento Alterado emerged around 2007-2008. The introduction of film-like scenes 

and credit sequences is becoming a frequent characteristic.2 For example, the videos to 

El Komander’s song, Cuernito Armani, or Esquizofrénico by Los Favoritos draw on 

new camera techniques, special effects and film imagery. This transition to the ‘movie 

formula’ may be intended to capture a wider audience. It is also common to see the 

artists in their own videos acting out the role of the protagonist portrayed in the lyrics. 

These music videos allow the performer to dominate the action and showcase 

themselves to their fans. While there has certainly been a transformation in how the 

visual narrative is being produced, there is one element which has remained unchanged, 

the emphasis on sexual content and particularly that of women’s bodies. For example, 

the video to the song Las Cabronas by Los Buitres from 2007 furthers the gendered 

gaze of the lyrical narrative into the visual narrative, as discussed in the previous 

chapter. The lyrics to this song present a clear case for pariah femininities of hegemonic 

femininity proposed by Mimi Schippers3 and the visual imagery enhances this. The 

band members perform the song to a series of images which display near-naked women 

projected on to a green screen in the background which overtly glamorises crime 

through highly sexualised women. Gender displays involving hand gestures, body 

movement and facial expressions are present in the videos and what they all have in 

common is that they rely on innuendo through clothing, suggestive behaviour, physical 

                                                           
2 It is very common that the M|A music videos are presented like a film which is similar in style to some 

mainstream music videos. Other examples of this apart from those presented in this chapter can be found 

in the videos to the following songs: El Komander, Leyenda M1, La Disco Music, 2013; El RM, Doble 

Escolta, TMG, 2013; El Komander, Trato de Muerte, “Y Seguimos la Borrachera”, La Disco 

Music/Twiins Enterprises, 2010. 
3 Schippers, M., 2007, 85-102. 
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contact and props such as guns and cars. Sexual expression is focused mainly on 

attracting the opposite sex, and women and the female body are usually the objects of 

the male gaze. In the music videos of the M|A, addictive substances are usually 

associated with fun, sex and power. 

This chapter will also elaborate on the increasing use of pornographic codes. 

There is a particular style of representation of women and men in the videos of the M|A 

which is similar to much of the mainstream popular music videos that borrows 

conventions from pornography. As has been already acknowledged, pop music is 

intimately connected with the pornography industry.4 As seen in Chapter Two, the M|A 

videos are notably consistent in systematically representing females as sexualised, 

passive objects and males as active subjects. In general, popular music videos are 

replete with hyper-sexualised images of women and the Movimiento Alterado is no 

exception. The constant fragmentation of the female body and the gaze of the women in 

the videos being always directed at the man in charge, begs an examination into the link 

between pornography and the M|A’s music videos. It is not only the women in the 

videos, but the female collaborators with the Movimiento Alterado who are under 

pressure to conform to these pornographic expectations. If women do not conform to 

these images they would be placed in a position to compete with other women who do 

conform. In this regard it is important to remember that the ultimate objective of both 

record label and artist/s is to sell and if packaging female sexuality in this way cultivates 

an atmosphere which leads to purchase and profit, then compliance to these norms is 

expected.  It has also been observed that producers of music video are frequently male5, 

and this is also true of the M|A, and so this suggests that the vision and stories presented 

in the videos are primarily grounded in male perspectives and fantasy as will be shown 

in the content analyses later in this chapter.  

 This chapter will also investigate the contradictions of femininity which are 

evident in the music videos. The patriarchal and hegemonic construction of femininity 

is one in which the women are portrayed as simultaneously submissive yet sexually 

available. In fact, female sexuality is emphasised by physical appearance in the M|A’s 

music videos, highlighted by the use of camera close-ups, revealing clothing and 

                                                           
4 Aufderheide, P., “Music Videos: The Look of the Sound”, Journal of Communication, 36, 1986, 57-78; 

Levande, M., “Pop Music and Pornography”, Meridians, 8:1, 2008, 293-321; Paul, P., 2005, 49. 
5 Research which I carried out in Mexico and southern California in 2012 confirms this. It is also evident 

on the Twiins-M|A official site and in the YouTube music videos in which the name of the producer 

appears. 
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suggestive poses. The gendering aspect and cultural stereotyping of these videos echoes 

the observations Patricia Aufderheide made of music videos and their outward trappings 

of sex roles: 

Male images include thugs, gang members and gangsters. Female images 

include prostitutes, nightclub performers, and temptresses [among others]. 

The fetishistic female constumery of many videos probably reflects the role 

of artifice in shaping feminine sex roles in [a] culture; there is a fuller 

cultural grab bag for feminine than for masculine sexual objects.6 

 

Although Aufderheide was commenting on music videos generally, her comments are 

relevant to the M|A as many of the images she refers to can be seen in the videos.  

 

4.1 M|A Music Videos Introduction 
 

The official website of the Movimiento Alterado and Twiins Music Group and the 

social media site YouTube will be used as the source for the analysis of the visual 

aspect of the Movimiento Alterado. Four official M|A music videos will be used in 

order to complete as thorough a content analysis as possible. In order to keep as 

representative an analysis of the M|A videos in general, the four songs chosen are El 

Cigarrito Bañado and Cuernito Armani7, both by El Komander, Esquizofrénico by Los 

Favoritos (de Sinaloa)8 and finally the oldest of the songs Las Cabronas by Los Buitres. 

Given that TMG do not always generate a video for every song produced by every artist 

and group, the four videos used in this chapter has been limited to certain artists only. 

Interestingly, none of the songs produced by either Vanessa García or Yesenia Jiménez 

have a corresponding official video. Men control this genre of music and although there 

is a minority female presence in the Movimiento Alterado and García and Jiménez’ 

lyrics have been shown to suggest female empowerment, this has not been carried 

through to the visual images as will be demonstrated. The M|A’s videos regularly 

project the image of the powerful male protagonist, the macho, consumed by the desire 

to express a fearless image and invariably concerned with creating an impression of 

manliness and boasting about his bravery through visual images such as cars, guns and a 

multitude of women which he declares are his expensive impulses. While the men are 

very much on display in the videos, their bodies are not sexualised in the same way as 

                                                           
6 Aufderheide, P., 1986, 69. 
7 El Komander, Cuernito Armani, “Top 20 Corridos Delincuentes”, TMG, 2012. 
8 Los Favoritos de Sinaloa, Esquizofrénico, “Esquizofrénico”, Twiins Music Group, 2012.  
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are women’s bodies.  What this suggests is that men occupy a subject position whereas 

the female occupy an object position. The male artist, the creator, is in control and 

reserves his position as dominant and as a result, women are resigned to being mere 

‘beauties’ within this culture so that it retains its patriarchal character.  

The lyrical narrative to the song El Cigarrito Bañado by El Komander recounts 

the protagonist’s heavy use of drugs. He claims they help him to both relax and to strike 

fear into his enemies. Consuming drugs is a means of escape for him but he projects the 

responsibility for his consumption on the drugs. In his opinion, it is the drugs which use 

him,  

Y es que yo no uso las drogas 

Las drogas usan a mí 
 

The lyrics to this song make no reference to women which is contrary to what appears 

in the music video. In the video two women appear dancing around El Komander, 

caressing him and are generally pouting with no expression which highlights a clear 

disconnect between the lyrical narrative and the visual narrative. There are many 

camera shots throughout this video which present the women’s bodies in fragmented 

parts; shots of their rears, their breasts and their lips. The fragmentation of the female 

body is a common feature which runs through the majority of the videos. This could be 

considered to be a type of symbolic violence against women, dismembering the female 

body is a form of territorialisation of her body which parallels the frequent 

dismemberment of bodies in drug war violence and this will be interrogated later in this 

chapter.  

The second song by El Komander, Cuernito Armani, begins with filmic 

references in terms of the credit sequence and the introductory scene, which does not 

bare relation to the actual lyrical narrative at all. This song reasserts the M|A’s 

preference for designer brands. The song is an ode to El Komander’s supposed Armani-

designed gun. The lyrics are brimming with phallic, sexual innuendo while paying 

homage to his gun which has saved his life.  While there is more congruence between 

the lyrical and visual narrative in this song, in comparison to, for example, El Cigarrito 

Bañado, once again, the female body, which plays a minor role in the lyrics, is given 

much visual attention and brought to the fore in a series of fragmented images in the 

video.  
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Esquizofrénico, sung by Los Favoritos de Sinaloa is a party song. In this way it 

is similar to the song Empachangados sung by Vanessa García considered in Chapter 

Three. The music video to Esquizofrénico is the only one which directly reflects the 

tone and fast-paced rhythmic notation of the musical and lyrical narrative in its visual 

imagery. The song’s lyrics focus on drug taking and a party atmosphere and the quick 

pace of camera shots serve to reflect this. Once again, film imagery is used at the 

beginning of the song by way of the band members playing the main protagonists 

before the music begins. The women in the video to this song appear in either a 

decorative or fetishised role and are thus relegated to hypersexualised dancers, models 

and groupies. They serve as eye-candy designed to satisfy their male audience in the 

video. 

As previously discussed, the fact that the lyrics of Vanessa García and Yesenia 

Jiménez’s songs display a strong female voice is certainly a move away from the 

traditional corrido genre but the female voice still has a long way to go before it 

balances the gender roles that this genre ascribes. Given that these women’s songs do 

not have a corresponding official video, the videos that are produced are done so by the 

M|A’s male artists and these are saturated with highly sexualised images of the female 

body and of erotic imagery similar to what can be found in advertising and in the 

pornography industry. In El Cigarrito Bañado, Cuernito Armani and Esquizofrénico for 

example, the M|A music videos frequently portray a sex-driven male alongside a 

compliant female (or unresistant female). These videos represent a portion of videos in 

which women are overtly objectified.9 Some are set in what could be considered a strip-

club, some at the pool of a big mansion, at the beach, in hotel rooms but the recurrent 

imagery is that of the men being surrounded by numerous half-naked women. They 

appear in the videos not only as an object for consumption but also and quite explicitly, 

as property, not unlike the luxury cars/hummers, Rolex watches and platinum and 

diamond medallions and the many visual references to designer labels such as Louis 

Vuitton, Ferrari, Gucci and Armani. This does not just occur in the videos to the M|A’s 

songs but also at the M|A’s live concerts where the female fans are frequently allowed 

and encouraged to line up at the stage to have their chance to greet and kiss the male 

artist while he is performing. Indeed, during the fieldwork undertaken by this researcher 

                                                           
9 Other Examples include: El Komander, Mafia Nueva, M|A Vol.5, TMG, 2010; Fuerza de Tijuana, 

Ondeado y Decidido, M|A Vol.5, TMG, 2010; La Edición de Culiacán, La Piscinada, LaDisco Music, 

2011. 
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in 2012, she attended various events including live concerts where it was common to 

see hoardes of young female fans lining up at the side of the stage to greet the singer 

who was performing and take a photo with him. This practice was encouraged by the 

artist’s entourage. This serves to perpetuate associations of masculinity and predatory 

sexual prowess and normalises the negative view of female sexuality by associating the 

female with her physical attributes only. The following section will focus on the 

representations of women in these videos and how their bodies are primarily presented 

for the purposes of enhancing the male-made image. 

 

4.2 Representations of women and the fragmentation of the female body 
 

There is a very distinct gendered trend in the music videos of the M|A which upholds 

the hegemonic model of masculinity as seen in the lyrics up to now in which the power 

relations of gender are maintained in favour of men. It will be argued that the music 

videos perpetuate a negative image of women through symbolic violation and the overt 

sexualisation of the female body. Sexualisation, as it is considered here, draws on the 

American Psychological Association’s definition presented by Maddy Coy, is 

applicable to the M|A videos and includes “personal value based only on sex appeal; the 

equation of physical attractiveness with being sexy; construction as an object for others’ 

sexual use and inappropriate imposition of sexuality”.10 There is a high visibility of 

sexual content and sexually suggestive images which treat women as sexual objects in 

the music videos of the Movimiento Alterado. This is a form of gender stereotyping 

which not only affects the women in these videos, but also men which, in turn, serves to 

reinforce the visual narrative. 

Gendered fragmentation which is linked to the control of the male gaze and 

identified by Laura Mulvey11 involves objectifying, fragmenting and fetishising parts of 

the female body for pleasure thereby denying the female her individual ‘wholeness’. As 

a result, ideals and norms of physical beauty are established and reinforced by the 

gendered nature of the Movimiento Alterado’s performers and production teams as 

predominantly all male. This results in a harmful association of women and femininity 

                                                           
10 Coy, M., “Milkshakes, Lady Lumps and Growing up to Want Boobies: How the Sexualisation of 

Culture Limits Girls’ Horizons”, Child Abuse Review, 18:6, 2009, 373. 
11 Mulvey, L., "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema", Screen 16:3, 1975, 6–18. 
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with their bodies as sexed, eroticised and, ultimately, commodified. While a certain 

portion of the lyrics have demonstrated a case for female empowerment and which 

reflect the growing feminisation of the drug trafficking world in Mexico in which 

women strive to gain economic and social independence vis-à-vis men, the two sections 

which follow will demonstrate how the music videos quash these attempts by directly 

victimising women through their bodies and ultimately function as a means of 

increasing sales. There is an increasingly noticeable tendency in these videos to contain 

sexually suggestive content by presenting provocatively dressed women in sexual poses. 

This represents a symbolic violation of the female body and this can be read as an 

expression of violence against women in concurrence with Kathleen Staudt’s assertions 

of such practices as symbolic of male power.12 

Violence against women originates in a cultural territory of gender power 

relations and is connected with society as a whole. Research in the area of violence 

against women and of the female body as a site of exploitation in a Mexican context has 

been gaining momentum over the past two decades.13  What is evident in the videos is 

not so much direct abuse of the female body but more a type of symbolic form of 

violation of the female body. Kathleen Staudt argues that violence against women is a 

relic of male dominance and is now “normalised” in Mexico and the Americas.14 Many 

argue this point particularly in a border context: that Mexican women have become 

sexualised, and the songs of the M|A are no different.15 In fact, the majority of the 

literature which deals with this subject has tended to focus specifically on Ciudad Juárez 

where women have been mysteriously disappearing since the early 1990s. 16  Their 

                                                           
12 Staudt, K., Violence and Activism at the Border, Austin: University of Texas Press, 2008. 
13 See, for example: Corte Ríos, M. & Hernández Abarca, N.G. “La Violencia Contra las Mujeres: Marco 

jurídico nacional e internacional”, Centro de Estudios para el Adelanto de las Mujeres y la Equidad de 

Género, México, 2010: Castro, R. & Casique, I. (eds.), Estudios sobre cultura, género y violencia contra 

las mujeres, Cuernavaca: UNAM, Centro Regional de Investigaciones Multidisciplinarias, 2007; Pick, S., 

Contreras, C. & Barker-Aguilar, A., “Violence Against Women in Mexico”, Annals of the New York 

Academy of Sciences, 1087, 2006, 261-278; Acharya, A.K. & Stevanato, A.S., “Violencia y tráfico de 

mujeres en México: una perspectiva de género”, Revista Estudios Feminista, 13:3, 2005, 507-524; 
14 Staudt, K., 2008, 30. 
15 Segura, D.A. & Zavella, P., (eds.), Women and Migration in the US-Mexico Borderlands: A Reader, 

Durham: Duke University Press, 2007. 
16 See, for example: Gaspar de Alba, A. & Guzmán, G. (eds.), Making A Killing: Femicide, Free Trade, 

and La Frontera, Austin: University of Texas Press, 2010; Volk, S.S. & Schlotterbeck, M.E., “Gender, 

Order and Femicide: Reading the Popular Culture of Murder in Ciudad Juárez”, Aztlán, 32:1, 2007, 53-86; 

González Rodríguez, S., Huesos en el Desierto (3ª Ed.), Barcelona: Anagrama, 2002; Ronquillo, V., Las 

Muertas de Juárez: Crónica de una Pesadilla, Madrid: Temas de Hoy, 2001; Monnárez Fragoso, J.E., 

“La cultura del feminicidio en Ciudad Juárez, 1993-1999”, Frontera Norte, 12:23, 2000, 87-117. 
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murdered bodies are often found mutilated, violated and discarded in the desert.17 There 

are no direct references to violation and/or abuse against women in either the lyrics or in 

the visual narratives to the songs. The aim of this section is to demonstrate how the 

female body in the videos is sexualised and becomes the object of a male-centred gaze 

by the singer/artist in the videos. It will further explore how these videos ultimately use 

the female body as a site of symbolic violation which echoes the horrific experiences of 

many women who become involved in drug trafficking.  

In his renowned work from 1972, Ways of Seeing, John Berger brought attention 

to the way in which women are objectified in cultural representations. He stated that, 

‘Men act and women appear. Men look at women. Women watch themselves being 

looked at’.18 Although written over forty years ago, this work is certainly relevant to the 

visual imagery presented by the Movimiento Alterado’s music videos. The primary 

actors in each video are male and the women serve to enhance the image of men’s 

sexual potency and power thereby perpetuating the stereotypical submissive, passive 

female through sexualising her body. The videos can be considered sexually explicit, as 

are they often sexually implicit exploiting certain parts of the female body reducing 

women to disembodied parts of their anatomy as objects devoid of being. The men in 

the videos have active roles that reflect their wealthy lifestyles through accessories and 

with corporal symbolism of their physical prowess while the women usually appear 

identically dressed in tight, short, revealing dresses or bikinis, writhing against the men 

and/or holding phallic props such as guns and pistols. Displaying women near-naked or 

focusing on their body parts maintains sexual objectification, introduces the concept of 

fetishisation thus placing them in a vulnerable position and reinforces the male power 

rhetoric.19 Examples of this objectification of the female body with the active male 

protagonist can be seen in many videos, including El Cigarrito Bañado and Cuernito 

Armani, Esquizofrénico and Las Cabronas to be analysed here. None of the female 

characters who appear in these videos are drug traffickers; rather, they are fashion 

models who enhance sexual appeal in order to maximise profits.  

                                                           
17 The cases of the dead women found in Ciudad Juárez is beyond the remit of this thesis. It is important 

to note that the link between drug trafficking and these women has never been substantiated but it is 

relevant nonetheless. This is particularly relevant to how women are presented in the Movimiento 

Alterado’s music videos. The purpose of mention here is to note the parallels between them.   
18 Berger, John.. Ways of Seeing, Harmondsworth, England: Penguin, 1972, 47.  
19 Hauschild, A., Essay: The Male Gaze,  

http://www.firstpages.com/hauschild/photography/aib/aib/pg.htm#top [Accessed: 30th August, 2013]. 

http://www.firstpages.com/hauschild/photography/aib/aib/pg.htm#top
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Some of the images that abound in the M|A’s music videos match the list of 

‘sexual iconography’ proposed by Jennifer M. Hurley in her article on gendered 

subjectivity in music videos.20 These include women suggestively caressing parts of 

their bodies, pouting and looking generally unhappy, flowing hair, wearing leather, 

vinyl, lingerie, miniskirts or bikinis and high heels. Visually, the women who appear in 

the videos of the M|A are usually presented as vacuous, doing nothing but swaying 

around seductively with or without drug trafficking-related props and are very often 

half-naked. The men, on the other hand, are always fully clothed in their custom-made 

trajes21 or slightly unbuttoned shirts. Most of the M|A’s music videos are male centred 

in that they assume a heterosexual male viewer who will appreciate the images of 

sexually available young women. There is a distinct message being sent by these videos; 

how to be sexy and how to look in order to capture the attention of men with wealth and 

charisma as seen in Los Buitres lyrics to Las Cabronas or the buchonas of Vanessa 

García’s song, for example.22 There is a definite trend of objectifying and subjugating 

women in the M|A videos and often they are placed there as ornamentation, their 

passivity evident. That is to say that they do not have a voice, “their presence affirms 

women’s status as other”23 and reinforces gender inequality in the M|A narcocorridos. 

This not only impacts the representation of women’s bodies and the place of women in 

the narcocorrido, but it could also potentially have a damaging social impact on the 

convergence of sexuality with violence.  

 

4.2.1 Las Cabronas 

 

Beginning with the earliest video, Las Cabronas by Los Buitres, this video illustrates 

the extent to which the female body is used to glamorise and sexualise the violent 

culture of drug trafficking. The video to this song is particularly interesting in terms of 

the gendered nuance of both lyrical and visual narratives. The lyrics, which were 

analysed in Chapter Three, described the female protagonists as cabronas, or tough 

women who are beautiful and have the same taste for killing as their male counterparts:  

 

                                                           
20 Hurley, J.M., 1994, 327-338. 
21 It is common, particularly with the artists of the M|A, to have their performance attire custom-made. 
22 See: Chapter Three, Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.4.2. 
23 Levande, M., 2008, 306. 
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Son muchachas muy bonitas 

Traen la sangre de pesados 

 

However, the instant reference to their beauty or outward appearance and the reference 

in sangre de pesados to their kinship lines limit their sexual agency, thereby minimising 

their challenge to the male dominated world as contained or less threatening.  According 

to the lyrics, these women are very capable of managing their own business in the drug 

trafficking world of Sinaloa, son sinaloenses, and even though they have noteworthy 

commercial skills the lyrics explain that they inherited their business acumen from the 

powerful families into which they were born and therefore not on their own merit, son 

hijas de poderosos. According to both the lyrics and, indeed, the band members of Los 

Buitres, these women are just as strong and competent in the drug trade as the men, 

even if they were born into it; they party just as hard and, by all accounts, are well-liked 

and respected within their circles. While there is an attempt at more empowering 

language in these lyrics by Los Buitres, the video to the song reinforces the 

characteristics of pariah femininity as presented in the opening lines. Female sexuality 

in this video is synonymous with sexual objectification. The video positions women as 

‘eye candy’ and as sexualised objects which uphold the hegemonic gender structure of 

female sexuality as an oppressive site of masculine power and something to be 

contained. The band play this upbeat song in front of a screen onto which images of 

women, many with wet hair are projected, and the majority of whom are in suggestive 

poses and holding phallic props such as guns and AK47s in a sexual manner. 

Furthermore, their bodies are scantily clothed, wearing very little other than sexually-

provocative clothing, breasts are on display and the women are young and fetishised as 

sexualised symbols and/or a series of body parts for the visual consumption of a male-

centred gaze. Undoubtedly, some of these images borrow from ‘soft-core’ pornographic 

conventions such as carefully chosen camera angles, lighting and posing.  According to 

Gloria Steinem, pornography demonstrates gender inequality24 and Andrea Dworkin 

and Catharine MacKinnon state that “pornography is the sexually explicit subordination 

of women”.25 This results in the victimisation of women as noted by Andrea Dworkin, 

                                                           
24 Steinem, G., “Erotica and Pornography: A Clear and Present Difference”, in Lederer, L. (ed.), Take 

Back The Night: Women on Pornographv, New York: Morrow, 1980, 35-39. 
25  Dworkin, A. & MacKinnon, C., Pornography and Civil Rights, Minneapolis: Organising Against 

Pornography, 1988, 36. 
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“the first victim in pornography is the woman in the photograph”.26 In this way, the 

women presented in the videos of the M|A are also victimised by hypersexualising their 

bodies and focusing on certain body parts only. Sheri Kathleen Cole elucidates on 

Dworkin’s argument by drawing on Eva Feder Kittay and Helen E. Longino’s feminist 

analyses of women and pornography which can also be applied to this particular video 

of the Movimiento Alterado.  

Pornography is not about “obscenity” or “sexual explicitness”, but is grounded 

in an image’s use of violence against women, degrading poses, objectification 

of women’s bodies (or body parts), and the reduction of women’s status to that 

of sexual object available for the accessibility or conquest by the (male) viewer. 
 

While the M|A’s music videos are not explicitly pornographic, they do exploit certain 

pornographic codes such as camera angles, sexually-suggestive poses and lighting. The 

‘soft-core’ element in the video to Las Cabronas is intensified by the direct association 

of sex and sexual imagery with crime and violence through the use of phallic props such 

as pistols, AK47s and cigars. Sex, crime and violence are presented through this 

imagery and used relentlessly and ubiquitously to entertain and, ultimately, to sell 

records and increase profits.  

The video begins with the image of a girl who appears wearing high cut denim 

shorts and is completely naked on top. She is holding a gun pointed at the viewer with 

her mouth slightly open. It is common to come across images of women holding guns 

suggestively beside their open mouths, breasts or their groin, and there is an obvious 

choice made that the camera focuses on these parts of their bodies. These guns are 

phallic props only, to enhance the sexual appeal of the women to the male gaze. These 

images are interspersed with other images of women, money, drugs and expensive cars. 

The emphasis usually appears to be on eroticising the image as sexual fantasy and/or 

arousal by placing the women alongside the cars and drugs. The lyrics attempt to proffer 

the image of women who are seemingly enacting characteristics specific to hegemonic 

masculinity. The video to Las Cabronas succeeds in maintaining hegemonic 

masculinity exclusively in the hands of men by stigmatising and reconstituting these 

women purely as the objects of masculine desire. This sexualisation consists of 

perceiving these women as an object for sexual use, disregards their dignity and 

measures the women solely in terms of their bodies’ sexual attractiveness and 

                                                           
26 Cited in: Cole, S.K., “’I am the eye, you are my victim’: The Pornographic Ideology of Music Video”, 

Enculturation, 2:2, 1999, http://enculturation.gmu.edu/2_2/cole/ (Accessed: 1st April, 2013). 

http://enculturation.gmu.edu/2_2/cole/
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constructing these women as the feminine object of masculine desire in order to assert 

male heterosexuality. For example, the first two images to appear on the screen are of 

the band members, dressed in black and white suits with two women each wearing a 

gold short skirt, midriffs and legs on display and posing seductively at the camera while 

caressing a band member. The camera then focuses on the band members who play their 

respective instruments followed by more hypersexualised images of women posing 

seductively. The emphasis of the Movimiento Alterado music videos on a 

hypersexualised female indicates that this is the culturally acceptable way of “doing” 

femininity thus legitimising the female body as a site of exploitation. The majority of 

videos in which women appear conform to this norm, for example in the next song El 

Cigarrito Bañado by El Komander. 

 

4.2.2 El Cigarrito Bañado 

 

In the video to El Cigarrito Bañado, the female body is presented as a number of 

disconnected body parts. Many of the shots throughout this video present the women’s 

bodies in fragmented parts; shots of their behind, their breasts and their lips. This 

fragmentation of female body parts in El Cigarrito Bañado could be seen as 

dismembering the female body and as another form of male control and a form of 

territorialisation of the female body which parallels the frequent dismemberment of 

bodies in drug war violence.27  Gendered bodies and sexuality play pivotal roles as 

territories in hegemonic discourse. There is no direct reference to women in the lyrics 

which begs an exploration of why and in what way they appear in the music video. The 

women in this video display the type of ‘sexual iconography’ mentioned above as 

proposed by Jennifer Hurley28, and the main difference between males and females in 

the M|A’s videos is that the males are, generally, active, whereas the females are 

passive. In this case, the women are objects used to enhance the male performer’s image 

and not to perform the narrative; they are not active. As in the video to the previous 

song, Las Cabronas by Los Buitres, they are bodies relegated to mere sexual objects. 

The highly gendered context of these videos emphasises how women are both exploited 

                                                           
27 The dismemberment of bodies in Mexico’s drug war violence between 2006 and 2012 has been widely 

documented. The women of Juárez, previously mentioned, are also commonly found in similar 

circumstances. 
28 Hurley, J.M., 1994, 330. 
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and marginalised by their bodies and their sexuality while the emphasis lies on 

reinforcing the man’s macho image.  

The title of the song El Cigarrito Bañado refers to a cigarette rolled with 

marijuana and, as demonstrated in Chapter One,29 also carries sexual connotations and 

phallic symbolism which sets the tone of the song immediately. The video begins with 

El Komander appearing fully clothed in leather, his top buttons undone, wearing 

sunglasses and a medallion around his neck. It is dark and he is on a beach surrounded 

by smoke emanating from various metal barrels of fire singing to the camera while two 

women in bikinis are pouting vacantly and suggestively writhing against his body as if 

he were a lap dancing pole. The song begins with clear references to the protagonist’s 

appetite for drugs which, he says, help him feel more powerful and which reduce his 

stress levels: 

Voy a darle tres jalones al cigarrito bañado 

Para sentir más ese power y me quite lo asustado 

[…] 

Los pulmones llenos de humo los ojos bien rojos y la nariz polveada 
 

Each shot in the video changes with the stress of the downbeat which highlights a 

certain synchronicity between the vocal and visual mix by emphasising the agitation in 

the visual content. The musical runs between phrasing are also followed, rhythmically, 

by the camera shots in the video which primarily focus on different parts of the 

women’s bodies using close-ups and long shots. This adds to the restless mood which 

continues throughout the song both lyrically and visually: 

Traigo el cuerpo acelerado y el cerebro bloqueado y el cuerno bien pilas 

El sueño me tiene miedo me activo en caliente con la luz del día 

 

The lyrics which follow continue to describe a drug trafficker who enjoys taking drugs 

in order to heighten his sexual appetite. El cuerno bien pilas refers to both his AK47 

gun and also to his state of sexual excitement once again connecting violence and 

phallic imagery as markers of masculine status. This adds to his sense of power to carry 

out his duties. He explains how drugs help him deal with fear, reduce his stress, make 

him feel more relaxed and as a result he can strike fear into others. For example, in the 

same sexually-charged video, when El Komander sings, particularly the lines below 

                                                           
29 See: Chapter One, pp. 43-44 
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from the chorus, the camera shows a side-shot of the singer standing in a relaxed pose to 

allow the two women caress his body: 

Es que yo no uso las drogas  

Las drogas me usan a mí 
 

This demonstrates how the emphasis of the lyrics is changed in the visual image. That is, 

that while the lyrical narrative does not give any direct reference to women, it is clear 

from the video that the message being conveyed in this case is that women are being 

equated with drugs; to be consumed in order to decrease stress levels, to help the 

protagonist escape from the harsh reality of the drug trafficking world and enhance his 

power, his sexual drive and his ego: 

Y es que yo no uso las drogas  

Ese humito tranquiliza y relaja mis nervios cuando algo me estresa 

Y aunque me acaba La Sierra seguiré quemando esa hierbita buena 

 

Although drugs are mind and mood-altering substances, which provide extra adrenaline 

to the consumer, the suggestion here is that the man is always in control. This 

disempowers the woman and, in this particular depiction, the two women do not exhibit 

sexual jealousy but rather seem cooperatively engaged in pleasuring El Komander. This 

demonstrates that when both men and women appear in the same shot, the relationship 

almost always focuses on masculine dominance and female submissiveness which is not 

only apparent in this song but also in the video analysis to follow of Cuernito Armani 

and Esquizofrénico.  

The images in which El Komander appears alongside the two women in El 

Cigarrito Bañado are interspersed with others in which he appears on his own, always 

singing to the camera. The majority of the video is set in dark lighting with a red hue 

and smoke from the barrels of fire. The second half of the song is set in what appears to 

be a car park with three luxury cars parked behind the singer as he performs while 

backed by five couples dancing to his song. This section of the video focuses primarily 

on El Komander as performer. He is always placed in the centre of the frame, the 

position of greatest graphic importance. The luxury cars all have their headlights on, as 

if he were performing on a stage.30 Thus, lighting serves to emphasise his dominance. 

There is also a notable change in pace in the second half of this video. As the lyrics 

change to reflect the protagonist’s tumultuous lifestyle with further emphasis placed on 

                                                           
30  This is a common feature of El Komander’s videos, for example: Cuernito Armani (2012); El 

Komander, Estilo SL, “Y Seguimos la Borrachera”, LaDisco Music/Twiins Enterprises, 2012; El 

Komander, El Señor de las Hummers, “El Katch”, LaDisco Music/Twiins Enterprises, 2009. 
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alcohol and drug consumption which diminish his senses, the camera shots change to 

the off-beat thereby intensifying the visual mood: 

Ocho días a la semana, 27 horas al día 

400 días al año, en la noche y en el día  

Traigo el cuerpo acelerado y el cerebro bloqueado y el cuerno bien pilas 

El sueño me tiene miedo me activo en caliente con la luz del día 
 

It is throughout this fourth verse, in particular, when the camera reflects the agitation by 

utilising emphatic close-up shots of El Komander which become distorted to twist and 

spiral around when the lines from the chorus are repeated. What can be seen in the 

video is the same camera shot as before of the two women dancing around El Komander. 

The focus is again on near-naked women portrayed as sexually available, which 

homogenises the M|A’s representations of women as objects of sexual desire only.  

The video to El Cigarrito Bañado and the others analysed in this chapter display 

sexuality as the arena in which patriarchal and hegemonic masculine control is exerted 

most distinctively over the female body and where it is demoted to sexual 

objectification; it is defined in terms of the objectifying gaze. Rarely in these videos are 

women seen independent of a man and when they are, they are constrained to a highly 

sexualised context. According to Martin S. Weinberg & Colin J. Williams, sexual 

objectification “occurs when a woman’s sexual parts or functions are separated out from 

her person, reduced to the status of mere instruments, or else regarded as if they were 

capable of representing her”.31  Fragmenting or dismembering the body in this way 

serves to provide the viewer with only a partial representation of the women in the 

videos. There is a consistent and stereotypical pattern of how the female body is 

presented in the M|A’s music videos which emphasises sexual display and 

attractiveness of the female body. Generally the focus is on provocative posturing and 

sexual facial expressions which is consistent with sexual exploitation and dehumanising 

the female into specific body parts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
31  Weinberg, M.S. & Williams, C.J., “Bare Bodies: Nudity, Gender and the Looking Glass Body”, 

Sociological Forum, 25:1, 2010, 48. 
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4.2.3 Esquizofrénico 

 

The video to Esquizofrénico by Los Favoritos de Sinaloa furthers the argument of 

sexualised representations that reinforce gendered stereotypes in the music videos of the 

Movimiento Alterado. As Chapter Three demonstrated, the inclusion of women in this 

male-dominated music culture has shifted slightly in the lyrical narrative of the M|A’s 

narcocorridos to women who can hold their own against their male counterparts. 

However, the music videos fail to maintain this transition and primarily relegate them to 

hypersexualised roles as music video dancers, models, and groupies and this song by 

Los Favoritos de Sinaloa highlights this. 

Esquizofrénico is a party song which explains how a drug addict protagonist 

throws a party for his friends and provides plenty of girls to go with the alcohol, drugs 

and party atmosphere. As with many videos of the M|A, the music begins after a short 

introductory passage. This opening sequence is similar in style to a home video which 

involves the band members playing the lead characters in the lyrics of the song. The 

scene of the party is a mansion with a swimming pool, an obvious reference to wealth 

and power. As the band members play the role of the people in the video who are 

arriving to the house in big, expensive hummers, they are seen waiting for the 

remainder of their guests who arrive in more flashy cars and SUVs. These are 

accompanied by several women dressed in tight dresses. It is important to note here that 

the men’s attire distinctly lacks the same sexually provocative nuances in comparison to 

that of the women; they are fully clothed in shirts and jackets. The last car arrives full of 

more women and the men cheer as they exit the car en masse which gives the 

impression of availability. These women spill out of the car, are all dressed similarly in 

tight, short dresses and they line up to kiss the men before entering the house.32 Several 

disjointed shots follow this, of each of the band members enjoying themselves beside at 

least two or more women, while drinking and smoking and there is a strong suggestion 

of drug use followed by more shots which are shrouded in smoke. This mirrors the 

reference to drug consumption in the lyrics: 

 

 

                                                           
32 Worthy of note, is that it is common for the M|A’s female fans to attend their concerts dressed in a 

similar way – tight, body-hugging dresses and other revealing clothes. 
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Drogadicto así he sido  

Pero nunca presumido 

[…] 

Paranoico y enfierrado  

Marihuano me la paso 

 

The metaphorical use of schizophrenia in the song’s title alludes to fragmentation and 

disorder both mentally and behaviourally which are associated with this mental illness. 

Thus, through the song’s title and the lines above, drug taking creates an atmosphere of 

delusion, paranoia and confusion. This theme of a manic or sick state of mind is a 

recurring one and is particularly salient in terms of the references presented in lyrics in 

Chapter One to the drug traffickers who possess altered states of mind, enfermos de la 

mente.33 Furthermore, the quick paced tempo is intensified by the song’s time signature 

moving away from the narcocorrido’s traditional simple 3/4 time to a sharper and 

agitative 2/4 time. The intensity is further heightened by the frenetic atmosphere of drug 

and alcohol consumption in both lyrics and video. Drug use is commonplace in the 

narcocorrido culture and drugs are regularly referenced on a par with other desirable 

goods such as carros del año, Buchanan’s whiskey and scores of young women for 

pleasure. José Manuel Valenzuela acknowledged how drugs are regarded as “las novias 

del traficante”. He says: “novias peligrosas, temidas y deseadas que seducen, trastornan, 

producen adicciones, cellos y tragedias [...]. Todas ellas son novias ardientes, 

apasionadas, deseables, pero, en ocasiones, resultan novias ingratas, traidoras, 

mortales”. 34  Although referring to an older corrido by Grupo Exterminador 35 , the 

reference is still relevant to the M|A and underscores the male-dominant perspective of 

this culture which, through the visual narrative, equates women with a product for 

consumption while simultaneously eroticising drugs.  

As the video continues, there are considerably more shots of the women’s 

buttocks and midriffs than there are of their faces36 and this is interspersed with more 

allusions to drug taking. The women are presented as a number of disconnected, 

objectified body parts, usually of their breasts, their midriff and of their rear, gyrating 

with a man or another woman while they are dancing in rhythm to the song’s beat. 

These body parts are fragmented and visually dissected so that the viewer of the video 

sees only certain parts of the woman’s body which, again, is sexually suggestive. This 

                                                           
33 See: Chapter One, Section 1.5. 
34 Valenzuela, J.M., 2002, 119. 
35 Ibid, 120. 
36 There are approximately 45 shots of buttocks and midriffs and 25 of the women’s faces. 
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effect, as Rosalind Gill observes, “is to deny women’s humanity, to present them not as 

whole people, but as fetishised, dismembered ‘bits’, as objects”.37  

The same video then shows several different women dancing around a pole 

suggesting competition amongst them in vying for male attention while at the same time 

being the subject of the male gaze. As the video continues, the sexually explicit nature 

grows by incorporating images of a man on horseback and much phallic imagery such 

as weapons and drug paraphernalia while there is a consistent suggestion of the 

consumption of narcotics. The men in the video (the band members) never connect one-

to-one and are never in the same shot together. There is one particular shot of all four of 

the band members where they are distinctly separated into four photo frames 

disconnected by a white line. So, while the men may not be connected to each other, it 

is clear from the video that they are always connected or supported in some way by at 

least two or three women. This mode of representation of hypersexualised women, who 

appear for the men specifically, reflects the sexual politics within the narcocorrido 

world itself and the sometimes contradictory dominant discourse about gender. 

Arguments have been made that this stereotyping of women leads to empowerment.38 

Gendered stereotypes of men and women are deeply entrenched in the drug trafficking 

world, and in narcocorridos. The lyrics to Vanessa García’s song, as seen in Chapter 

Three, displayed how women negotiate their femininity by defying the expected 

stereotype about subordinated women by using their beauty as a means of empowering 

themselves in an otherwise male-dominated world. This demonstrates how a dominant 

form of femininity can simultaneously be hegemonic while still subordinate to the 

hegemonic forms of masculinity. Even though there is a distinct lack of official videos 

to any of Yesenia Jiménez nor García’s songs, their lyrics still represent a break away 

from the dominant discourse and according to Tammy L. Anderson, “when women 

demonstrate empowerment and agency, they are putting into practice a bringing about 

of change”.39 The videos presented here and those in which women do appear present a 

strong argument to the contrary by perpetuating gender and sex role stereotyping 

through references to dependence, exploitation and victimisation. The video to 

Esquizofrénico is an example of how women are conventionally maintained in a passive 

                                                           
37  Gill, R., “Supersexualise me! Advertising and the midriffs”, in: Attwood, F. & Cere, R., (eds.) 

Mainstreaming Sex: The Sexualization of Culture, IB: Taurus, 2009. 
38 For more on this see: Campbell, H, 2008 & Anderson, T.L., 2005, 371-400. 
39 Anderson, T.L., 2005, 391. 
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role, dependant on male attention and where the emphasis is on physical appearance. 

This is also apparent in the next video Cuernito Armani by El Komander in which the 

women have been ‘made-up’ by a male produced video, a product of the Movimiento 

Alterado’s distinctly sexualised gaze.  

 

4.2.4 Cuernito Armani  

 

This video begins with El Komander speaking to a group of four men in a conference 

room. He leads the conversation speaking slowly and deliberately with immediate 

references to drug trafficking. There is a distinct hierarchical structure in this room 

which embodies the hegemonic codes of masculinity and of patriarchal power relations 

and there are, distinctly, no women present. It is clear that El Komander wishes to 

appear as the man in control, with the power and respect of the members of the 

organisation which also demonstrates his active, macho persona. The scene is 

interrupted dramatically by a black screen and the appearance of the song title on the 

screen accompanied by the violent sound of two gun shots. There is a general 

correlation between the lyrics and the visual text of the song. José Manuel Valenzuela 

has noted the implicit phallic connotation of guns and weapons in the lyrics of 

narcocorridos. He states that: 

las connotaciones fálicas de la pistola son el recurso simbólico, no gratuito, 

donde se manifiesta el machismo de manera contundente. No solo expresa un 

campo social de dominio patriarcal, sino también la opción límite de arrancarle 

la vida al adversario40  
 

The viewer can immediately relate Cuernito Armani to phallus, not only by the implicit 

symbolism in the meaning of the term cuerno, or pistola, as observed by Valenzuela, 

but it is emphasised by the  visual impact of aggressive gesturing which El Komander 

uses in the video when singing these lyrics in the first verse. The musical introduction to 

the video is very short and there are different, disjointed shots which appear in tandem 

to the rhythm of flashing lights showing alcohol and money. Immediately after the song 

title is blasted onto the screen, El Komander appears on a stage with flashing lights 

behind him singing to an audience made up entirely of women and who are singing 

along with him to his lyrics. Each camera shot which follows reflects the downbeat of 

the music playing with the flashing light, shadows and textures. The sound is marked 

                                                           
40 Valenzuela, J.M., 2002, 227. 
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with a simple up-beat rhythmic pulse which dominates the song and the addition of 

polyrhythmic interplay heightens this rhythmic energy. The elaborate stage set 

emphasises the spectacle as El Komander performs in front of special effects such as an 

extravagant light show and he becomes the main focus of the video while it flicks 

between other shots which reflect the lyrical narrative. The lyrics act as an ode to his 

designer gold-plated gun “Cuernito Armani” for saving his life. The song explains how 

the protagonist was leaving a nightclub with his girl when he was attacked: 

Cuernito de Armani rameado 

Salvaste me vida a la hora de pelear 

Saliendo de un antro quisieron tumbarme 
 

What follows in the lyrics is a description of a gun battle and car chase with El 

Komander/video protagonist’s enemies while the girl drives, to allow him focus on 

shooting. Although the woman is in control by driving the car, she is only doing so 

under the command of El Komander. This particular sequence is also played out in the 

music video like that of a Hollywood movie scene. We see El Komander shooting a gun 

but there are no bullets to be seen and no violent scenes of death like that seen in the 

video to Juicio Final in Chapter Two.41 The climax of the video is a black screen with 

the sound of cars crashing, then a few seconds’ silence is followed by El Komander 

caressing his gun – the obvious victor of the car chase.  This shot of El Komander 

caressing his AK47 rifle is immediately followed by a close-up shot of a woman 

stroking her long, dark hair suggestively which she is hanging over her breast. The only 

part of her face the viewer can see are her brightly painted lips; rather the shot focuses 

from her chin down to her stomach. This heightens the sense of connectedness between 

the sexual symbols of guns, weapons and the fragmented female body. 

The bodies of the women who appear in Cuernito Armani are fragmented into 

separate parts and set up as a mere object of sexual desire of a voyeuristic male gaze 

and with no intrinsic meaning. The women all wear skin-tight clothes, usually a dress, 

in bright, primary colours and the camera rarely shows her other than as separated into 

body parts whereas the men are usually in darker colours. The bodies of men are not 

obviously displayed in the sexualised fashion that is comparable to those of the women. 

The M|A offers the spectacle of the male body of El Komander, for example, where he 

is on a stage backed with bright lights and singing to his entirely female audience. He is 

certainly parading himself, in terms of asserting the normative, traditional and 
                                                           
41 See: Chapter Two, Section 2.3.1. 
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hegemonic male values and qualities inherent to this culture to reinforce his power. This 

is achieved through scenarios of violence and aggression, physical strength and 

competitiveness and not in the same manner as the fetishised female body which 

involves framing and editing parts of the female body through costuming and 

exaggerated make-up. For example, in one scene from Cuernito Armani, we see the 

singer sitting with a woman in what appears to be a bar, with flashing lights. The 

camera immediately zooms in on the girl stroking El Komander’s head and neck 

followed by a close-up of her brightly painted pink lips, pink cheeks and pink trousers 

which make her look almost doll-like, or indeed like a living doll. Cosmetics have been 

applied to her body in order to enhance her existing qualities. In this way, she is also 

‘made-up’ in the sense that the image, rather than this woman, is put together, 

constructed, even fabricated or falsified.42  This reinforces the image of the cultural 

stereotype of women in the narcocorrido world who are unable to break from the 

prevailing male conventions in the music videos. The focus of the video is always on 

the spectacle of El Komander, while the woman’s role is to act as physical and sexual 

ornamentation. By centring himself in the frame, the viewer’s eye is unavoidably drawn 

to El Komander, the singer. At no point in the video is El Komander unaccompanied by 

a woman or his multitudes of female fans. This draws attention to the characteristics 

inherent to the macho of using women as a means of boosting charisma or sexual 

prowess. In fact, one particular scene in this video shows El Komander leaving a bar 

with a heavily made-up girl and as they get up to leave he puts down a US$100 bill on 

the table. What is not clear is what exactly he is paying for, the alcohol or the female 

company. This suggests that women function to assert male heterosexuality and very 

often their sexuality is only activated when they are bought for money. However, there 

is a dual contradictory thread which runs through many of the songs; that of woman as 

consumer (or fan of the music) and woman as commodity (or sexual commodity), she 

represents both the purchaser and the purchase and the section which follows examines 

this culture of transaction which is present in many of the videos. 

 

 

 

                                                           
42 For more on this and representations of women as living dolls, see: Borzello, F. et al, “Living dolls and 

‘real women’”,  in: Kuhn, A. (ed.), The Power of The Image: Essays on Representation and Sexuality, 

London: Routledge, 1985, 9-18. 
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4.3  Commodity Culture: Packaging gender in the M|A 
 

The world of drug trafficking is not only notoriously sexist43 but is also a world of 

transactions, of buying and selling and the exchange of women is a common feature of 

this. The trafficking of women into the commercial sex industry, for example, has 

become a lucrative business in many parts of Mexico.44  In the case of the women 

represented in the lyrics and videos of the Movimiento Alterado, they ultimately suffer 

the consequences of this culture of transaction. Like many other musical genres, the 

commodification of sexuality is central to the production of many of the M|A’s videos.45 

The M|A has become the tool through which women as a commodity are marketed and 

popularised. The use of the camera in the music videos, and indeed the marketing 

material which sells the M|A/TMG brand, is more likely to place an overtly sexualised 

female body in a specific position thereby linking sexual desire with the brand’s name 

and image. This serves to define women’s bodies as sexualised and vendible. It is 

interesting to consider how this is achieved in terms of both genders. 

The men in the M|A videos such as those analysed here, Esquizofrénico, 

Cuernito Armani and El Cigarrito Bañado, appear with weaponry alongside luxury cars, 

wearing expensive watches/medallions, and they are very often surrounded by scantily-

clad women. Catherine McKinnon affirms female sexuality as a social sphere of male 

power and states: 

Women’s sexuality is a thing to be stolen, bought, sold, bartered or exchanged 

by others. But women never own it, possess it, and men never treat it [...] with 

the solicitude with which they treat property46  
 

The representation of female bodies as a discardable commodity is present in the M|A 

videos and is also reflective of the horrific circumstances of many young women in 

Mexico. Attitudes of male superiority abound in the lyrics of the Movimiento 

Alterado’s songs. These attitudes and their behaviour stem from the hierarchical 

                                                           
43 For more on this, see: Campbell, H., 2008; Surovell, H., “Queenpins of the Cali Cartel”, Exquisite 

Corpse/Cyber Corpse,  4, 2000, 1-11. 
44 For a detailed analysis on sex trafficking in Mexico and Latin America, see: Ditmore, M., Maternick, A. 

& Zapert, K., The Road North: The Role of Gender, Poverty and Violence in trafficking from Mexico to 

the US, A Report from the Sex Workers Project at the Urban Justice Center, 2012. 
45  Although their origins are very different, other musical genres which also draw on pornographic 

conventions include Rap, Hip-Hop and R&B.  
46 McKinnon, C.A., “Rape: On Coercion and Consent”, in: Conboy, K., Medina, N. & Stanbury, S. (eds.), 

Writing on the Body: Female Embodiment and Feminist Theory, New York: Columbia University Press, 

1997, 43. 
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gendered relationship between men and women which is entrenched in the narcocorrido 

genre.  

Continuing from the previous example from the music video of Cuernito Armani 

by El Komander, the same video shows several images in which El Komander appears 

on stage singing to the all-female crowd. The camera angle, in particular, serves to 

indicate the singer’s power; it is looking up, from the perspective of the female audience, 

giving El Komander dominance. The reverse shots maintain this perspective keeping 

the singer in a power position and highlighting the women’s lack of it, thereby leaving 

them at a disadvantage. He is controlling their gaze on him and ensuring masculinity 

occupies a superior position to femininity. In this context he is ensuring that he is the 

object of attention for the female gaze and of female desire. When the camera does 

shoot them at ground level, it does so at their buttocks and breasts. This indicates that 

the women remain as the object of El Komander’s gaze in the video and as spectator.  

In the video to Esquizofrénico, the only men to appear in the video are the 

members of the all-male group, Los Favoritos de Sinaloa. There are repeated shots of 

women dancing around poles while the men sit and watch from a sofa. The bodies of 

the women in this video function in the same way as noted by Annette Kuhn in her 

exploration of feminism and cinema. In terms of objectification of their bodies, they are, 

she asserts: 

constructed as a spectacle and the mise en scène of representations of women’s 

bodies coded in various ways as both to be looked at by the spectator and in the 

same process, evoke sexual arousal in him. These codes include the way in 

which the body is posed and lit, the overall composition of the image – 

including props, gestures, clothes and accessories – and the nature and direction 

of the gaze of the [woman]47 
 

Kuhn’s assertions are relevant in that the codes and techniques associated with film 

pertain also to the production of music videos. The majority of the images in this video 

are brightly lit and in those in which one of the males in the group appears he does so in 

the dominant position at the centre of the shot. He is accompanied by at least two 

women in short dresses who stand around him, gazing either directly into the camera or 

with the focus on another part of their body while they pose suggestively as if the band 

members are flaunting their numerous female companions. Furthermore, it is only the 

men who engage in the consumption of narcotics and drugs. This echoes the imagery of 
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El Cigarrito Bañado in terms of equating women’s bodies with drugs; for the purpose 

of consumption. In Esquizofrénico, the band’s members’ bodies are not necessarily as 

overtly marked for sexual display as the women and the lyrics further highlight how, 

once the women have served their purpose, they are reduced to useable and discardable 

objects: 

Nos pelamos en caliente  

Nos forjamos otro veinte  

A las morras las dejamos  

Donde vamos sobran clientes 
 

This video and the others examined in this chapter commodify a lifestyle in which 

women are equated with expensive accessories such as cars, drugs and designer clothes. 

Howard Campbell has observed this characteristic of the narcocorrido: 

The drug kingpins [of the narcocorrido world] drive trokotas del año, live in 

huge, tasteless, nouveau-riche mansions or on well stocked ranches, spend 

money lavishly, squire sexy overdressed women draped in a female version of 

the narco look, and party recklessly while ostentatiously accompanied by 

vicious bodyguards. […] Similar extravagances include wild parties in 

exclusive restaurants, bars, and discotheques, complete with platoons of 

prostitutes, piles of cocaine, and expensive alcoholic beverages. Narco-goods 

represent an extreme form of commodity fetishism48 

 

Men in this world are conditioned into dominance over women – that women’s sexual 

availability is the norm and their sexuality is their primary identity and, as such, is a 

commodity that can be targeted fairly within the constructs of this world. The videos in 

which women appear are saturated with more and more highly sexualised images which 

increase negative gender messages such as promoting women as subservient or 

sexualising the woman for her corporal attributes only. These bodily differences are 

managed in such a way as to maintain the unequal gender relations both in the videos 

and in the drug world too. Men are thus defining themselves by the clothes they wear 

and defining the women by their distinct lack of attire which ensures the male dominant, 

hegemonic discourse remains. The men are always fully clothed and there is a distinct 

homogeneity to the style of traje worn by all the men. Amelia Jones suggests that the 

way in which “we package our bodies” can be revealing, not only of the self-assumed 

sexual identity we are attempting to project but “of the ways in which we relate to 

cultural norms of gender and sexuality”49. This idea of ‘packaging’ is striking, given 
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that the M|A has been so commercially successful. The masculine identity as presented 

by the M|A’s men is reinforced by their artistic dress or trajes. This self-projection of 

their identity through their personal style and design of the clothing they wear is 

emphasised in their performance both on-stage and in their videos. Adolfo Valenzuela 

acknowledges how the artists and groups choose their own traje, which is an important 

factor in how they market themselves: 

Ellos se van a las tiendas ellos mismos – algunos de su familia le diseñan sus 

trajes […] como El Komander, él mismo diseña; Los Bukanas, ellos mismos 

diseñan o hacen una foto como la quieren y la mandan a hacer. Y todos andan 

buscando andan buscando ese unique. Por ejemplo, si a El Komander le gusta 

un carro Ferrari, manda unas pecheras que digan Ferrari y rojas, el color de los 

carros, osea es una onda muy cool que se mezcló. Ellos pudieron hacer eso y 

con esto y a la gente le llama la atención o con un cuerno o una pechera. Algo 

que nunca se usaba antes50 

 

Valenzuela touches on a key element – the importance placed on the individual artists or 

groups having a different or ‘unique’ style by creating their own look and second, the 

emphasis on breaking away from the past. There is no doubt that clothes, for the M|A’s 

members, are a major tool in the construction of their identity, the question is, how are 

they different, if at all. The corrido genre from which the narcocorrido originates has 

always had a distinct sartorial style associated with it. This style resembles a flamboyant 

cowboy look which usually includes brightly coloured shirts and brocaded jackets, a 

cowboy hat, and sometimes cowboy boots. The trajes or costumes are the vestiary 

norms which distinguish corrido players from other genres of music. The M|A have 

managed to repackage themselves in their own style without diverging completely from 

the roots by creating and producing a style which is appropriating more and more from 

the fashion associated with drug trafficking. The introduction of designer brands and 

ostentatious adornments is a vital component which makes them stand apart and sell 

their music. Not only is the clothing style and ostentatious jewellery associated with the 

narcocorrido genre and which is worn by the M|A’s stars now highly commoditised, the 

female fans who attend the events and live concerts very often imitate the sartorial taste 

of the women in the music videos too.51  

                                                           
50 Adolfo Valenzuela: Recorded in interview with author, Burbank, CA, August 2012. 
51 During this researcher’s field work, she attended various events including live concerts where it was 

common to see the young female fans dressed in tight, revealing dresses wearing bright make-up who 

were very often accompanied by a male partner who wore similar outfits to the M|A’s artists including 

pointed shoes, jeans and a cowboy hat. 
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An element of the video to Cuernito Armani worthy of mention here is the 

function of clothes and accessories. The opening sequence to the video of the song 

Cuernito Armani sung by El Komander opens with a sixty second scene set in a similar 

manner to that of a film. El Komander is the star of this show standing at the head of a 

long table and plays the role of a jefe. Dressed all in black in front of a white 

background and wearing expensive ‘Ray Ban’ sunglasses and around his neck a silver 

medallion with a “K” on it, El Komander is speaking to the four men sitting at the table 

who all look very serious and never take their eyes off him. They appear to be his next-

in-command sporting tattoos, leather jackets, expensive suits and cell-phones as they 

listen intently to their jefe. As the film-like credit sequence begins to the words “Twiins 

Culiacán Presenta”, the camera proceeds to zoom in on certain parts of the various men 

which echoes the fragmented images of women seen earlier in this chapter. However, 

the difference here is that the fragmented images of men focus on items associated with 

the opulence of the drug trafficker’s lifestyle such as Rolex watches and a silver bracelet. 

This is in distinct opposition to the sexually explicit nature of the fragmentation of the 

female body, the images of the men simply highlight wealth, affluence and the 

expensive items they are wearing. 

From beginning to end women appear in strong, predominantly primary colours 

emphasising their voluptuous bodies in comparison to the bland black or white of the 

men.  The clothes of the men in this video are not necessarily ‘sexual’ in the same way 

as the women’s clothes are; rather, as argued here, they assert their sexuality through 

gestures and accessories associated with high level drug traffickers which emphasises 

their masculinity. El Komander is setting the stage by demonstrating his authority and 

power, parading on stage which is immediately transformed into musical power. Robert 

Walser noted how: 

female fans identify with a kind of power that is usually understood in [a 

particular] culture as male – because physical power, dominance, rebellion and 

flirting with the dark side of life are all culturally designated as male 

prerogatives52  

 

Walser, although referring to Heavy Metal music, could very easily have been speaking 

of the narcocorrido artist.  The general messages of this video are that the spectacle of 

violence and acquisition of wealth serve to highlight men’s control. The narcocorrido 

artist, in this case El Komander, could therefore be considered a spectacle of power, 
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thus aligning himself with the culturally dominant form of gender and hegemonic 

masculinity. Such spectacle, according to Walser, “also infuses with power the signs of 

women’s hegemonically constructed gender identity, offers visual pleasures seldom 

available to women and provides them with opportunities to form their own subsets of 

the fan community”. 53  While it may, as Walser indicates, provide common visual 

pleasures for female fans, it does not challenge the hegemonic gender order present in 

the visual text of the songs. While the gaze of these women is certainly centred on El 

Komander, it is he who is controlling their gaze. This video and the others presented 

here demonstrate the challenge to the hegemonic gender order, as seen in the lyrics to 

some songs by Vanessa García and Yesenia Jiménez, and fail to transfer to the visual 

narrative. Rather, women remain in subordinate positions which are unthreatening to the 

Movimiento Alterado’s overriding hegemonic structure. 

The common denominator between all these videos is that they are male 

produced and thus constructed from a male perspective. Even the two female 

collaborators to the Movimiento Alterado, Yesenia Jiménez and Vanessa García, whose 

lyrics provide examples of an empowered female voice within the narcocorrido, market 

their visual image in a sexually suggestive manner while wearing tight, revealing 

clothing such as that seen in the male-produced videos. While their lyrics provide 

examples of strong images of women making it in the drug trafficking world albeit via 

terms normally associated with the macho males, apart from props such as guns and 

cars, this appropriation of the masculine does not carry through to their visual image. 

Michelle Bae developed the argument that women can indeed be empowered through 

external beauty and that this has “played havoc with the conventional power hierarchy 

between male and female, in whose long tradition girls have been taught the importance 

of external appearance in the pursuit of beauty as the essence of femininity”.54 She 

continues by explaining how beautifying oneself has, in fact been based primarily on 

patriarchal standards, and as argued here, on the standards demanded by the hegemonic 

structure in which the female body be decorated for the pleasure of the male gaze. As 

Bae states: 

 

 

 

                                                           
53 Ibid, 175. 
54  Bae, M.S., “Interrogating Girl Power: Girlhood, Popular Media and Postfeminism”, Visual Arts 

Research, 37:2, 2011, 30. 
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The objectifying gaze thus disempowers the female in a binary relationship in 

which the female is a powerless, passive object and the male, an empowering 

subject. As reproduced in girl power, however, this dynamic has a liberating 

aspect55  
 

Bae’s objectified-girl-as-empowering-subject rhetoric shatters the earlier hierarchical 

binary construction of gender and is a construction of gender which is liberated via 

beautifying practices. Although the lyrics of García and Jiménez’ songs echo Bae’s 

assertions through the argument for women’s empowerment through her sexuality, this 

does not transfer to the visual imagery in the same manner. This does not work with the 

M|A given that it is men who control the writing, directing and production of the music 

and the music videos thus leaving female empowerment near impossible to negotiate 

within the dominant male social and cultural field of the M|A. It is a movement whose 

view of female sexuality is that of an oppressive site of masculine power. The female 

body and female sexuality as presented via the visual medium of the M|A is, therefore, 

synonymous with objectification. 

 

Conclusion 
 

In the M|A’s videos there are examples where women are not present in the song’s 

lyrics such as El Cigarrito Bañado by El Komander and when they are, it is to empower 

the masculine performance rather than threaten it. The videos in which women appear in 

seductive poses like Las Cabronas by Los Buitres function just as they do in the M|A’s 

advertising material, to trigger desire and credit it to the appeal of the main image – the 

powerful, virile man. The fact that the men in all videos of the M|A’s music always 

appear fully-clad is testament to the claim by Anne Hollander that “clothes make not the 

man but the image of man”.56 The aim of the M|A’s record label, TMG, and of those 

involved in it, is to make a profit from the music. The Movimiento Alterado has 

transformed the corrido, folk tradition into a mass-produced cultural product. As has 

been discussed up to now, the M|A’s videos present the female body as highly 

sexualised and, as a result, women become objects of a male gaze. Furthermore, the 

implication of violence is omnipresent in most songs. The fact remains that the 

production and marketing of sexually explicit material in its various forms is a multi-

                                                           
55 Ibid. 
56 Cited in: Jones, A., “Clothes Make the Man: The Male Artist as a Performative Function”, Oxford Art 

Journal, 18:2, 1995, 18. 
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billion dollar annual business in the United States and “represents the commercial 

response to tremendous consumer demand”.57 Stephen J. Gould has outlined how, from 

a marketing viewpoint, “sexually explicit material [...] can be seen as a product or 

service”58 and so in the case of the M|A’s videos, the presence of highly sexualised 

females is part of the product, in order to maximise profits. 

It is not surprising that many popular singers, and not just those of the 

Movimiento Alterado, consistently place a strong emphasis on their visual image and 

how they present themselves in their music videos. Unlike the soundtrack from a film or 

documentary which simply provides the atmospheric environment for the visual content 

on display, the music video is, in its most basic form, a specific visual representation of 

the musical content. It is generally accepted that the music video does not change the 

sound or structure of the song. That is, that with the sequencing of the images seen in a 

music video, they usually respond to the underlying rhythm which appears to lead both 

the ear and they eye. Thus the primacy of rhythm would appear to be fundamental to the 

functions of the narrative.59 While rhythm analysis certainly provides one approach to 

understanding the synchronicity of the visual and musical texts, in the case of the videos 

of the Movimiento Alterado it is the strongly gendered aspect to the visual 

representations which is most striking. For example, masculine images typically convey 

power, strength, virility and competitiveness whereas the feminine images show beauty, 

submissiveness and cooperation. While the lyrics provide one aspect to interpreting the 

narrative of the M|A’s music, it is the meanings conveyed by the visual images which 

are central to the cultural construction of gender roles and the articulation of the social 

realities in the narcocorrido world. Often language, ‘even aggressive liberatory language 

[can] become nearly powerless in the face of the powerful discourse of the visual within 

the texts of music videos’60.  

The songs are male accounts of the world and of the overarching compulsion for 

the artists and groups to express a strong, macho image that is powerful and respected. 

It is safe to say that the Movimiento Alterado has consolidated itself as the younger 

                                                           
57  Gould, S.J., “The Production, Marketing and Consumption of Sexually Explicit Material in Our 

Sexually Conflicted Society: A Public Policy Dilemma”, Journal of Public Policy and Marketing, 11:2, 

1992, 135. 
58 Ibid. 
59 Whitely, S. (ed.), Sexing the Groove: Popular Music and Gender, New York: Routledge, 1997, 260. 
60 Perry, I., “Whose Am I? The Identity and Image of Women in Hip-Hop”, in: Dines, G. & Humez, J. 

(eds.), Gender, Race and Class in Media: A Text Reader (2nd ed.), Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 2003, 145. 
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person’s trend – spawning its own style in clothes and language radically affecting the 

genre. The Movimiento Alterado’s male artists and groups exhibit a strong sexual 

potency which is appealing to the fans and which, ultimately, sells records. The 

narcocorridos produced by the Movimiento Alterado are a discourse shaped by the 

hegemonic structures which are borne out of patriarchy. The content of the songs deal 

with experiences of power, acquisition of wealth and rebelliousness and the language 

and traditions of the narcocorrido have been developed by, composed by, produced by 

and are still dominated by men. The distinct cultural representations of gender in the 

music videos of the M|A reproduce and inflect the hegemonic assumptions and 

patriarchal ideologies of power and gender within this musical arena. The messages 

contained within these visual representations are not simply in their subject matter, but 

in the choice and use of pose types, proportions, setting and accessories. Furthermore, 

visual images work actively in the production of cultural values and in the case of the 

M|A, the ideals of the female body and femininity and indeed of masculinity as 

discussed in Chapter Two. These images serve to reinforce gender inequality within the 

narcocorrido genre by designating women as sexually available and objectified.  In the 

videos of the M|A analysed in this chapter, there is a consistent and pronounced pattern 

of gender stereotyping – women are predominantly half-naked, frequently shown in 

dependent or subservient roles and continually depicted as sexual objects emphasising 

the male artist’s power and authority, their sexual prowess and masculinity as seen in 

Esquizofrénico or El Cigarrito Bañado. In contrast, the men are portrayed as macho; 

independent and autonomous, and moreover, as authoritative figures like El Komander 

in Cuernito Armani. Women are typically presented as erotic objects of the male gaze 

and the representations of the men function purely as embodiments of a powerful ideal 

ego. The M|A videos are replete with constructions of masculine power which could be 

considered to be the visual appropriation and representation of the hegemonic masculine 

model. The alignment of a male-dominated spectacle with a musical discourse relatively 

lacking in any figurations of femininity is interesting. This signals the extent to which it 

is difficult for a clearly unstable feminine voice to overcome its precarious position 

within the ideological representations of phallic power.  
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Conclusion 

 

This study set out to examine how the change in gendered norms of the drug trade are 

reflected in the lyrics and music videos of the Movimiento Alterado. It also sought to 

analyse relations depicted in the songs between and within the genders. Since its origins 

in the corrido, the narcocorrido has always functioned as a musical digest narrating 

violent conflicts and battles in Mexico’s history. The narcocorridos of the Movimiento 

Alterado still function in a similar way today. The notable difference with the M|A is 

their more detailed descriptions of graphic brutality which reflect the increased levels of 

violence experienced in Mexico as part of the ‘War on Drugs’ which was initiated by 

the, then, newly-elected president, Felipe Calderón, in 2006. This graphic brutality 

provides the template to emphasise hypermasculinity and highlights male superiority in 

the majority of the M|A’s songs. 

 The M|A is an appropriate identifier of gender difference and how the culturally-

specific gender stereotypes of the drug trade are reflected in the lyrical and visual 

narratives of the narcocorrido. Its representations of men and masculinities in particular 

tend to be characterised primarily by what Evelyn P. Stevens acknowledged as 

“exaggerated aggressiveness and intransigence in male-to-male interpersonal 

relationships and arrogance and sexual aggression in male-to-female relationships”.1 

What emerges from this study is a cultural model of gendered stereotypes of men and 

women who are expected to adhere to strict ideals. For the male protagonists of the 

M|A’s songs these ideals usually feature hypermasculine displays of male bravado, as 

characterised by Stevens as exaggerated aggressiveness,2 and it has been exemplified 

how this is linked to the concept of machismo and how this continues to be a prominent 

feature of the protagonist’s identity. This macho male of the M|A narcocorridos is 

constantly exerting his authority and control over his male subordinates and over 

women. He usually occupies positions of power and wealth, and violence is also a 

major contributor to the male gender role in both the lyrical and visual narratives. 

Connell’s theory of hegemonic masculinity serves as a useful and appropriate 

conceptual framework to understand the relations between and within the genders in the 
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songs of the M|A.  Hegemonic masculinity is the ideal to which the protagonists of the 

songs aspire. It proffers the notion of multiple masculinities and it has been defined as 

attitudes and practices that perpetuate heterosexual male domination over women and 

over subordinated males. Consequently, it serves as a relevant basis to analyse the 

Mexican macho male image because of the similarities between Connell’s hegemonic 

model and how machismo functions in the M|A and, indeed, in the drug trafficking 

world. What the songs demonstrate in their lyrical narrative is not only the presence of 

machismo, as there are also texts which demonstrate hegemonic masculinity in which 

heterosexual male supremacy is normalised, thus perpetuating gender inequality. 

Machismo, therefore, can be considered as the Mexican expression of the hegemonic 

framework. 

 Analysing the M|A songs through the lens of hegemonic masculinity 

allows a deeper understanding of how masculinity functions in the narcocorrido. The 

ideal type to which the male protagonist aspires is usually a high ranking jefe of the 

Sinaloa cartel such as the living legend Joaquín ‘El Chapo’ Guzmán, the elusive Ismael 

‘El Mayo’ Zambada or the renowned Manuel Torres Féliz, ‘El M1/El Ondeado’. 

Chapters One and Two demonstrated that these men make frequent appearances in the 

songs and are regularly lauded in M|A narcocorridos for their use of violence and 

aggressive physical force over their subordinates, their constant declarations of status 

within the social group, their daring demeanour, their virility and emotional distance as 

an affirmation of an ideal type of manhood in the drug trafficking world. The cartel is 

hierarchically structured and the men who are integrated into this world are expected to 

conform to a certain type of masculinity. What the songs of the Movimiento Alterado 

demonstrate is that the majority of men rarely climb the ranks of the cartel ladder and so 

never actually embody hegemonic masculinity, rather, they comply with the hegemonic 

structure. For these men, although they may not necessarily achieve direct gains or 

benefits from dominant masculinity, they can benefit by complying with it. Complicit 

masculinity, as recognised by Connell, states that, “masculinities constructed in ways 

that realize the patriarchal dividend, without the tensions or risks of being the frontline 

troops of patriarchy, are complicit in this sense”.3 What this thesis demonstrates is how 

the lyrics and music videos of the Movimiento Alterado show that the culture of gender 

relations is overwhelmingly heteronormative, where masculinities are produced and 
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reproduced by engaging in masculine, macho and hegemonic practices as a consequence 

of struggles between dominant and subordinate groups of men. The culturally accepted 

rationale in the narcocorrido and the drug trafficking world for the use of violence and 

the consumption of drugs provides the template for many songs. This is true of   The 

songs analysed frequently showed references to the user’s state of mind and link it to 

the male protagonists’ sexual drive or as a means of boosting the macho image which is 

also used as justification or evasion of responsibility for having carried out brutal acts of 

violence. These references are very often linked to the figure of the Devil, a symbol of 

the jefe del cártel, a constant presence who can strike fear into subordinates. The male 

protagonists of the songs presented in this thesis follow this pattern in contributing to 

the symbols of hypermasculine, macho or dominant masculinity. 

The male-male social relations in the M|A can be understood as homosocial 

bonds. Homosociality refers specifically to the non-sexual attractions held by men and 

the masculinity exhibited by these heterosexual men in the songs is based on their need 

for power, competitiveness, status and also women. As Jean Lipman-Blumen observes, 

“the acquisition of a beautiful woman is a resource that heightens the status claims of a 

man vis-à-vis other men”.4 As Chapter Two demonstrated, there is evidence of the male 

protagonists objectifying women, in Sin Tetas No hay Paríso, for example, or rating 

aggressive and violent behaviour as desirable behaviour. Through a thorough analysis 

of the songs of the M|A, it is clear that they provide the evidence for how the 

endorsement of force and aggression is a matter of pride and status for the male 

protagonists and a means to comply with the overriding hegemonic discourse. Further, 

the emphasis placed on dominating other men physically and women visually 

perpetuates male dominance, steterotypical gender attitudes and sexualises male 

hierarchy in the lyrics. The M|A’s sexually-themed lyrics and videos, therefore, uphold 

gender role stereotyping at their core. 

Connell contended that there is no femininity that is hegemonic in the sense that 

the dominant form of masculinity is hegemonic among men stating that “all forms of 

femininity [...] are constructed in the context of the overall subordination of women to 

men. For this reason, there is no femininity that holds among women the position held 

by hegemonic masculinity among men”.5 There is, however, one form of femininity 
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which Connell terms emphasized femininity which is, according to her, “defined around 

compliance with this subordination and is oriented to accommodating the interests and 

desires of men”.6  However, in order to advance an alternative model to Connell’s 

emphasised femininity, this thesis established a framework to understand the interplay 

of femininities through the lens of hegemonic femininity as proposed by Mimi 

Schippers. While emphasised femininity is still central to men’s dominance over 

women, it is not the sole means of ensuring this. What hegemonic femininity proposes 

is a structure of power relations among women which always legitimates a hierarchical 

and complementary relationship to hegemonic masculinity and that by doing so, 

guarantees “the dominant position of men and the subordination of women.”7 In order to 

explore this with respect to the Movimiento Alterado, four of the songs of Los Buitres 

in which a female is protagonist, Las Cabronas, Las Plebes High Class, Las Ladies 

Mafia and Sicarias de Arranque provided a relevant template for developing and 

examining Schippers’ theory. The female protagonists of these songs exhibited similar 

characteristics to their male counterparts as a means of emphasising their physical 

strength and authority connected with success and power in the drug world. However, 

the notable difference is that when these features are associated with the feminine it is 

always linked to their sexuality. Regardless of how far up the oppressive hegemonic 

system these women reach, the M|A’s song lyrics sung by male performers never fully 

ascribe the same esteem to these women for the same values attributed to men. This 

highlights the central point of Schippers argument – that of ‘pariah femininities’. 

Possession of any characteristic which embodies hegemonic masculinity, according to 

Shippers’ model of pariah femininities, is assumed to be contaminating and when these 

characteristics and practices are embodied by women, they are simultaneously 

stigmatised and feminised.8 That is, when the M|A women are described in the same 

terms as their macho male counterparts, the terminology becomes distinctly feminine 

(such as cabrona/morra) thereby perpetuating the unequal gender relations present in 

the lyrics and videos.  

There have been only two female collaborators with the Movimiento Alterado, 

Vanessa García and Yesenia Jiménez. What their songs suggest is an attempt to directly 
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challenge the overriding hegemonic discourse of the M|A. The difference between their 

songs and those sung by men, such as Los Buitres, for example, is that their lyrics blend 

characteristics deemed typically masculine such as the thirst for violence, lack of 

empathy and fearlessness while they persist in maintaining their distinctly feminine 

identity. The female protagonists in their lyrics are not embracing a masculine identity 

nor are they jeopardising their feminine identity in a male-dominated world; rather they 

maintain a clear sense of themselves by embracing the female gender in a non-

sexualised feminine way without transforming relations between masculinity and 

femininity but certainly challenging them through empowering language. The song La 

Hembra Moderna, in particular, presents the argument for a newly empowered woman, 

who has achieved success in the drug trafficking world independent of men. Given that 

this thesis seeks to examine if the realities of gender roles are reflected in the lyrics of 

the M|A, the song lyrics with women as protagonist demonstrate that only women who 

reach the middle to highest ranks in the drug trade can ever obtain freedom and power 

and achieve relative independence from male dominance. The lyrics also provide 

examples of how these women such as las buchonas or las sicarias can manipulate 

gender stereotypes to their advantage. The reality of women in the drug trafficking 

world is much different. Ultimately, women are the victims of the hegemonic and 

patriarchal structures of the drug trafficking world and although the image of the jefa 

functions as an ideal type to which the female protagonists of the song can aspire it also 

serves as a means to inspire (and sell) the M|A music. 

Where the lyrics help establish an argument for female empowerment, however, 

the music videos suggest otherwise. The Movimiento Alterado and TMG have always 

relied on the power of the visual image. The visual narrative of the videos perpetuates 

existing gender stereotypes by reinforcing the image of the female as the sexually 

submissive, passive object while the male performer is the active subject, thereby 

victimising the woman. It is common to see the use of pornographic codes and 

cinematic referencing to ‘sell’ the M|A and TMG’s image. Visual representations of the 

female body are usually presented in fragmented and fetishised parts whereas the male 

performers are presented as the ultimate macho; independent and autonomous, and as 

authoritative figures. The majority of the videos ultimately serve to reinforce gender 

inequality within the narcocorrido genre and commodify the female body and package 

the M|A performers as selling a glamourised drug trafficking lifestyle. The only music 
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video analysed in this study which deglamourises the world of the narcotraficante is 

Juicio Final. Rather than present the typical images of weapons, designer goods and 

luxury vehicles, there is a constant sense of foreboding, not only musically but also in 

the lyrics. The final act of attrition serves as a harsh reminder of the realities for those 

who are involved in drug trafficking. 

These songs can also be viewed as texts on the everyday acts of misogyny which 

contribute to a culture of sexism and devalorisation of women’s lives not only on a 

regional level, but also on a national and transnational level in Mexico and USA. 

Historically, they have been economically, socially and culturally intertwined and 

although the M|A is a Sinaloan phenomenon, it continues to transcend borders. The M|A 

and TMG’s culture of male dominance produces a culture in which women have little 

access in which to participate or exert influence. Mosher and Tomkins emphasised how 

hypermasculine men, like those in the lyrics of the M|A, are capable of internalising to 

an extreme degree the cultural messages that equate manliness with fearlessness, 

toughness, and risk-taking and bragging about sexual conquests. The gendered nature of 

the lyrics and event the production teams of this subculture shows how pervasive the 

link is between sexism and hypermisogyny in music and demonstrates everyday sexist 

practices across cultural contexts.  This discourse thereby highlights how cultures on 

both sides of the border serve to allow, support and foster behaviours in the male-

dominated media such as TMG that are degrading and detrimental to women. Therefore, 

further research could investigate the extent to which hyperviolent and misogynistic 

lyrics are a transnational phenomenon across cultures in a given context. 

This thesis demonstrates that the relations of gender presented in the lyrics and 

music videos of the Movimiento Alterado are deeply nuanced, restrict women’s 

involvement and encourage male supremacy. In addition, the interviews carried out to 

support this study further support the argument that the narcocorrido genre revolves 

primarily around men and their desires rather than around women and their desires and 

expressing their femininity still often means reacting to men and cultural definitions of 

masculinity. For example, the emphasis placed on emphasising women’s capabilities to 

carry out the same levels of violence as the men in a less sexualised manner as 

displayed in the lyrics of the songs of the two female collaborators is tangible evidence 

of how this can be seen as a reaction to and a challenge to hegemonic masculinity.  
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The primary limitations to this research were the participant pool for the field 

work involving the female collaborators and the fans of the M|A. Given that this thesis 

investigates the lyrics and music videos of the songs of the M|A from a gender 

perspective, the question of listenership, reasons for listening by the fans and the role 

played by live performance in the songs’ dissemination are beyond the parameters for 

this particular investigation. Future research could illuminate how the perpetuation of 

gender stereotypes in the lyrics of the songs affect individual fans and groups of both 

genders within this unique social and cultural world, and why certain methods of 

dissemination are valued over others. Whether or not the theories of masculinities and 

femininities outlined in this thesis account for all manifestations of gender identity in 

Mexican society is a discussion that goes beyond the parameters of this project. 

However, a broader project could also allow for a comparative study into the similarities 

or differences of the gender stereotypes identified throughout this thesis with other 

manifestations of gender in cultural output related to the drug trade in Mexico. A 

comparative analysis of gender roles and representations in the narcocorrido and other 

musical genres such as hip-hop or gangsta rap, to which the Movimiento Alterado is 

frequently compared, would be a fresh and compelling addition to the existing body of 

knowledge. It is unlikely that the lyrics and videos of the M|A will disrupt the gender 

order of the drug trafficking world. It is a reasonable assumption that their songs will 

continue to reflect the more attractive elements of the drug trade, such as wealth and 

power while emphasising the use of graphic violence to perpetuate the hegemonic 

structure of this genre.  
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APPENDICES 

SONG LYRICS 

 

 

1. 

Carteles Unidos 

 (Artistas Varios del M|A, 2010) 

 

Los Buchones de Culiacán: 

Que siga y que siga  

La guerra está abierta 

Todos a sus puestos  

Pónganse pecheras 

Suban las granadas  

Pa’trozar con fuerza 

Armen sus equipos  

La matanza empieza 

 

El Komander: 

Carteles Unidos  

Es la nueva empresa 

El Mayo comanda  

Pues tiene cabeza 

El Chapo lo apoya  

Juntos hacen fuerza 

Carteles Unidos  

Pelean por su tierra 

 

JR [Jesús Rodríguez]: 

El virus contagia  

Y a todos enferma 

Armas y blindajes  

Pa’mentes expertas  

Siguen avanzando  

Con inteligencia 

5.7 y El Chino revienta 

 

BuKnas de Culiacán: 

Ahí les va el apoyo  

Pa’tumbar cabezas 

El Macho va al frente  

Con todo y pechera  

Bazuka en la mano 

Ya tiene experiencia 

Granadas al pecho  

La muerte va en ellas 
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Los Nuevos Elegantes: 

Lo he visto peleando  

También torturando  

Cortando cabezas  

Con cuchillo en mano  

Su rostro señil 

No parece humano 

El odio en sus venas  

Lo habían dominado 

 

Los 2 Primos: 

También sin pechera  

Ya se la arrifado 

Su clave es ‘El Uno’  

Le apodan ‘Ondeado’ 

Sin remordimiento  

Se mancha las manos  

De sangre caliente 

Sin que haya cuajado 

 

Clika los Necios: 

Dicen que es leyenda  

Por ser un fantasma 

El bravo y su gente  

Con lanzagranadas 

En guerra se apoyan  

El Macho y Los Ántrax  

Equipo de El Chapo 

 Y del Mayo Zambada 

 

Fuerza de Tijuana: 

Sus vidas y sus rostros  

Quedan infectados 

De muerte y tortura  

Más sin son contrarios 

La muerte en sus almas  

Ya se ha cobijado 

Vendieron sus almas  

Por balas del Diablo 

 

Oscar García: 

Sus ojos destellan  

Empuñan sus armas 

Ráfagas y sangre  

Se mezclan en una 

Estos pistoleros  

Matan y torturan 

Desmembrando cuerpos 

Avanzan y luchan 
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Los Plebes de Mocorito: 

También un equipo  

Limpiando va al frente 

Con rifle y granada  

Sembrando la muerte 

Camino contrario  

Que no hubo repente  

En su mando lo dirige  

El Número 20 

 

El RM: 

Resguardo la plaza  

De ratas y lacras 

Destrozando contras 

 Defiendo el cártel 

Unidos seguimos  

Para lo que sea 

Lo sabe mi clica  

Me dicen el ‘6’ 

 

Gabriel Silva: 

Carteles Unidos 

 Así es nuestra alianza 

A medias unidas  

Peleando una causa 

La limpia empiezo 

Que se cuiden la plaza 

Aquí está el mensaje  

La clica lo manda 
 

2. 

Jefe de Gatilleros 

(Los Nuevos Elegantes, 2010) 

 

Blindada hasta mi pechera  

Y también la camioneta 

Requisitos necesarios  

Con los que un comando operas 

Soy el Jefe de Gatilleros  

Él que recluta y entrena 

 

Con armas de alto poder  

Siempre me miran armado 

Traigo plebada a mi mando  

Porque es muy alto mi rango 

Pónganse al tiro traidores  

Porque los convierto en caldo 
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Los rifles MP-5  

Bazucas también granadas 

Pecheras bien ajustadas  

Para toda mi plebada 

Billetes traen en la bolsa  

La que porta mi terciada 

 

Nacimos pa’terroristas  

No tenemos miedo a nada 

Hacemos rodar cabezas  

Traemos la sangre alterada 

Aquí cooperas o cuello  

Una frase mencionada 

 

Con un toque de la cronik  

Y de la kush muy mentada 

Un pasesón de lavada  

Pa’empezar la desvelada 

Así yo me la navego  

Con todos mis camaradas 

 

Le monto tiro a mi escuadra  

Pues ya me siento entonado 

Quiero que alisten las armas  

Para empezar la emboscada 

No importan las condiciones  

Habiendo cueros de rana 
 

3. 

El Encapuchado 

(Oscar García, 2010) 

Gobierna muy a su estilo 

Con la cara encapuchada 

Calibre 45  

Y un cuerno lanzagranadas 

Y en un X-6 blindada 

 Se pasea en Guadalajara 

 

Las claves, ejecutando 

 Su palabra es suficiente 

Agresivo y decidido  

Con una cosa en la mente 

Su consigna es torturar 

 Matando así se divierte 

 

Sangre fría y muy valiente 

 Sus comandos son potentes 

Patrullando los terrenos 

 Donde el hombre se divierte 

La plaza está controlada 
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 Vive arremangando gente 

 

Sus fiestas en las ciudades 

El señor viste de traje  

Amistades importantes 

Y diputados federales  

Comprados por los billetes 

Ajustan cuentas pendientes 

 

 En su rancho allá en La Sierra 

Su apariencia es diferente  

Con granadas y pecheras 

Protegido por su gente  

Con puros cuadros lavados 

El sueño desaparece  

 

Sangre fría y muy valiente 

Sus comandos son potentes  

Patrullando los terrenos 

Donde el hombre se divierte 

La plaza está controlada  

Vive arremangando gente 

 

4. 

Asociación Antrax 

(Artistas Varios del M|A, 2012) 
 

Grupo Rehén 

Analizando mi vida  

La conclusión he sacado 

Nací pa’romper las reglas  

Sin importarme mi estado 

Antes era el vandalismo  

Hoy crimen organizado 

Soy el Comandante 5  

Y al Mes 5 he respetado 

 

Luis Silvestre 

Usted respete ese mes  

Y yo lo respeto a usted 

Aquí estoy pa’lo que venga  

Al derecho y al revés 

Si me topo a los contrarios  

Les provoco mala suerte 

Cual si fuera un gato negro  

Representando a la muerte 
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La Edición de Culiacán 

Yo también atiendo un puesto  

En el virus afamado 

Estoy puesto y bien dispuesto  

Para arremangar contrarios 

Soy instructor asignado  

Al que novatos entrena 

Cuando me activo en combate  

Se escucha la tracatera 

 

Javier Rueda 

A mí nadie me hace panchos  

Para eso aquí estoy presente 

Y nadie me pone un 4  

Se los devuelvo en caliente 

Arsenales hay de sobra  

Pa’el equipo y pa’l trabajo 

No busquen 3 pies al gato  

Porque le van a hallar cuatro 

 

Los Mayitos de Sinaloa 

De día y noche yo me activo 

De día y noche yo me enfiesto 

Nunca he ocupado de vicios 

Para mantenerme despierto 

2 veces le di mi apodo  

De mi clave en el equipo 

Estoy al 100 con El Chino  

Con El Niño y Los Mayitos 

 

Grupo Estrategia 

Yo también soy Ismael  

Y mi carnal es El Flaco 

Agradecemos a todos  

Por el apoyo brindado 

Pa’el Sera y también pa’l Niño  

Saludos de sus hermanos 

También La Asociación Ántrax  

Y a nuestro padre un abrazo 

 

Convictos CLN 

Igualmente, mi compadre  

Su amistad nunca se olvida  

Si me atrapan nada cambia  

Ya lo firme en la entrevista  

Nos buscan y nos encuentran  

Nada más que no se arriman  

Seguiremos en el ruedo  

Con nuestro equipo suicida 
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Hector Beltrán 

El Macho cabalga al frente  

No permito ni un retraso  

Con mi armamento potente  

Lo que se hago pedazos  

Siempre en 1 con El 1  

1-11 al 100 con El Mayo  

Firme con El Comandante  

Él del equipo infectado 

 

Potros Pura Sangre 

Así me gustan muchachos  

Que siempre anden bien al tiro 

Son la protección armada  

La protección de mis hijos 

Hay flacos también hay gordos  

Pero el peso es igualito 

Y una cosa si les digo no será el fin de este niño 
 

 

5. 

El Cigarrito Bañado 

(El Komander, 2012) 

 

Voy a darle tres jalones al cigarrito bañado 

Para sentir más ese power y me quite lo asustado 

Me viene guango un mapache con las ojeronas que traigo marcadas 

Los pulmones llenos de humo los ojos bien rojos y la nariz polveada 

 

No es que me gusta ver sangre pero es que estamos en guerra 

A veces andado activado tal vez paniqueado y buscando a la presa 

Cuando me visto de negro me cuelgo mi cuerno infrarrojo y pechera 

Saben que estoy bien enfermo y que ando mariguano y muy pocos se acercan 

 

Y es que yo no uso las drogas  

Las drogas me usan a mí 

Ese humito tranquiliza y relaja mis nervios cuando algo me estresa 

Y aunque me acaba en La Sierra seguiré quemando esa hierbita buena 

 

Soy más mañoso que viejo y más peligroso que el diablo 

Me han balaseado los güachos en La Sierra de Durango 

Con un traguito de whiskey se me bajó el susto y le sigo peleando 

Después me forje un cigarro lo prendí en el monte pa’seguir loqueando 

 

Ocho días a la semana 27 horas al día 

400 días al año, en la noche y en el día  

Traigo el cuerpo acelerado y el cerebro bloqueado y el cuerno bien pilas 

El sueño me tiene miedo me activo en caliente con la luz del día 

 

Y es que yo no uso las drogas  
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Las drogas me usan a mí 

Ese humito tranquiliza y relaja mis nervios cuando algo me estresa 

Y aunque me acaba en La Sierra seguiré quemando esa hierbita buena 
 

6. 

Organización de Enfermos 

(El RM, 2010) 

 

Por sus hazañas mortales portan la pechera 

El cuerno es fiel compañero en los tiempos de guerra 

Se distingue su plebada, pura gente armada, gente violenta 

Maniacos para matar quien existe en la lista ya son gente muerta 

 

Con el cerebro enviciado se enciende la mecha 

Ejecuciones en serie si el cártel lo ordena 

Torturaciones precisas y el veneno fluye por todas mis venas 

El equipo anda activado pa’dejar caer todo al que se le duerma 

 

Respaldado por los grandes  

Organización de enfermos 

El cuerno les da poder, ambición y dinero y protegen su cuero 

El equipo anda activado en combate y la guerra andan al 100% 

 

Son gente que representa la alta jerarquía 

La maña de torturar, matan a sangre fría 

Armamento que no raja, siempre a la defensa, radios en frecuencia 

Maniacos para matar, torturación precisa, extorsiones enfermas 

 

Se ven entrados y listos los camuflajeados 

Los cuernos tumban los contras, cartucho quemado 

Se ven volar los casquillos del cuerno de chivo que tumba la presa 

Para salir adelante nuevas estrategias y alta inteligencia 

 

Respaldado por los grandes 

 Organización de enfermos 

El cuerno les da poder, ambición y dinero y protegen su cuero 

El equipo anda activado en combate y la guerra, andan al 100% 

 

7. 

El Comando del Diablo 

 (Noel Torres feat. Gerardo Ortiz, 2010) 

 

El cártel con mis manos defiendo así me entretengo me gusta el trabajo 

Con mi cuerno y mi lanzagranadas, chaleco antibalas ajustado al pecho 

Yo cumplo las órdenes del jefe 

24-7 al pendiente  

La lealtad para mi es prioridad 

Así solo llegan los billetes 
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Una lista me entregan a diario de todos aquellos los que se han pasado 

Ya sea porque no quieren pagar nos quieren brincar o nos han traicionado 

Un Comando de Diablo me cargo 

Mi armamento es un poco extraño 

Y mis métodos de torturar 

Es algo que no puedo explicar 

 

Ya que estoy explicando mi jale voy a revelarles algunos detalles 

Soy nacido allá por Culiacán mi consigna es matar y acabar con los males 

Cien por ciento sangre sinaloense 

De botas y sombrero han de verme 

Radico en la ciudad y en montañas 

Y me duermo donde me oscurece 

 

Me despido con un hasta luego y una veladora en honor a la muerte 

Mi nombre lo dejo entre las sombras pero en el corrido pueda que lo encuentren 

A mí me teme hasta el mismo diablo 

No se anima a llegarme de frente 

Y si un día me quiere llevar 

A balazos lo arriendo en caliente 

 

8. 

El Abogado del Diablo  

 (El Komander, 2009) 

Me apodan Ejecutor 

Soy él que cobra las cuentas 

Soy él que levanta lacras 

Él que cabezas revienta 

Con un comando de muerte 

Aseguramos la empresa 

 

El abogado del diablo 

Verdugo de traicioneros 

Bajadores y madrinas 

Que le sirven al gobierno 

Tomé un curso allá en La Sierra 

Y me gradué con un cuerno 

 

Nacido allá en Sinaloa 

Donde se aprende a matar 

Traigo sangre de combate 

Y la orden de ejecutar 

Como una fiera salvaje 

El terreno hay que cuidar 

 

Super negra y diamantada 

En ella mis iniciales 

Blindadas mis camionetas 

Del gobierno credenciales 
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Y un San Juditas me cuida 

Y me limpia de los males 

 

Por himno suena la banda 

Cuando me pongo a tomar 

No apago mis celulares 

Por si algo llega a pasar 

Con Buchanans del 18 

Con mis amigos brindar 

 

Nacido allá en Sinaloa 

Donde se aprende a matar 

Traigo sangre de combate 

Y la orden de ejecutar 

Como una fiera salvaje 

El terreno hay que cuidar 

 

9. 

Traficante del Diablo 

(La Edición de Culiacán, 2012) 

 

Orgulloso por ser Ántrax  

Soy brazo armado en mi equipo  

Mi look ya se pasó de moda  

Hoy hay cortes de todo tipo  

Pero yo me navego a rapa  

Barbado como vikingo  

 

Vestido de militar  

Abusado pa'atacar  

Yo nunca la pienso dos veces  

Cuando se trata de matar  

Ya son varias calaveritas  

En mi cuenta personal  

 

Me dicen ‘El Gato Negro’  

De mi grupo soy sargento  

También me apodan ‘El Fénix’ 

Soy sanguinario y muy violento  

Soy traficante del diablo  

Al infierno trafico muertos  

 

Five – Seven es la herramienta  

Que uso yo en mi trabajo  

Cuando se trata de chambear  

Al peligro nunca me rajo  

Veneno corre por mis venas  

Igual que el virus que traigo  
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Somos como una familia  

Nos apodamos Los Ántrax  

El equipo sigue creciendo  

Igual ha habido muchas bajas  

Ya son varios los compañeros  

Caídos en la batalla  

 

Saludos al compa Cuatro  

Cinco aquí sigo presente  

Respeto pa’Los Mayitos  

Compa Roque estoy al pendiente  

Puro pa'adelante Cheyito  

Chavito y compa Samuel Fuentes 

 

10. 

Mentalidad Enferma 

(Los Buitres, 2010) 

Me dicen maníaco enfermo 

 Enfermo estoy de la mente 

No me anden haciendo panchos 

 Pues los destrozo en caliente 

 

Me dicen maníaco enfermo 

 Enfermo estoy de la mente 

No me anden haciendo panchos  

Pues los destrozo en caliente 

Mi cuerno me mira y tiembla  

Reacciono inmediatamente 

 

Yo me considero loco 

 De mentalidad violenta 

Enfermedad en mis venas 

 Hacen mi mente dar vueltas 

Me activo voy y arremango  

Y amanece gente muerta 

 

Tengo pacto con el diablo  

Me he heredado su poder 

De masacrar al que quiera 

 Habidos y por haber 

Levanto, torturo y mato  

Me gusta verlos caer 

 

La sangre escurre en mis manos 

 Cuando hago degollaciones 

De alto nivel de torturas  

Quemaduras de extorciones 

Soy sanguinario efectivo 
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 El Número 1, señores 

 

Traigo el convoy bien activo 

 Por la muerte comandados 

Siguiéndola en caravanas 

 Demonios empecherados 

Qué bonitos inmortales 

 Asesinos de alto rango 

 

El valor te da poder 

 Y el poder te da riqueza 

Yo cuento con esos tres 

 Que suman una gran fuerza 

Por eso seguiré activo 

 Destripando más cabezas 

 

 

11. 

Sin Tetas No Hay Paraíso 

(Artistas Varios del M|A, 2012) 

 

Ábranse mucho la verga ahí van las reinas de la plaza 

Son las cositas más ricas son bombones que arremangan 

De lo que es Sinaloa son las diosas de la mafia 

 

Son bien locas y alteradas cuando andan bien pistiadas 

Parecen hasta vampiras y no les hecho mentiras 

Porque salen en la noche a chupar whisky o tequila 

 

Las morras son bien cabronas no se paniquean con nada 

Si les gusta algún chingón, se lo tumban esas gatas 

Si se ponen bien roñosas las arrodillan y rapan 

 

Sacúdela dale dale una noche de candela 

Tú miras esta chiquita dices: ‘Mami, estás bien buena’ 

Su perreo es que buscas, haz de ellas lo que quieras 

 

Son sicarias, son mafiosas, son cachondas bailadoras 

100 % seguidoras, desmadrosas revalosas 

Son jariosas locochonas y sus tetas nos provocan 

 

mexicanas, colombianas, boricuas y hasta hondureñas 

brasileñas y cubanas también las venezolanas 

Bailan cumbia, bailan banda y hasta bailan la bachata 

 

Donde quiera que ellas anden todos tuercen el pescuezo 

Todos quisieran tenerlas pero se muerden un huevo 

Ellas no andan con jaladas, no andan con cualquier pendejo 
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Son calientes pervertidas unas lobas en la cama 

Exigen en la medida no menos de ocho pulgadas 

Ya nos tienen bien ondeados las nenas depravadas 

 

De los capos y los hombres son el dulce preferido 

Mujeres despampanantes que te roban un suspiro 

Las muñecas de la mafia lo más rico es lo prohibido 

 

Son sicarias, son mafiosas, son cachondas bailadoras 

100 % seguidoras, desmadrosas revalosas 

Son jariosas locochonas y sus tetas nos provocan 

 

Hay para todos los gustos de todas clases sociales 

Entre las liendras malandras, chuquis nice sacan el jale 

Y el único requisito es que las tetas no les falten 

 

Al cigarrito bañado le dan tres, cuatro jalones 

Y si les jalas el pelo se les enchina hasta el cuero 

Son salvajes y disfrutan les encanta el Kama Sutra 

 

Nomas lo baten lo baten tiene culo radioactivo 

Una cintura de avispa, unos labios carnuditos 

Si el billete no te alcanza no hay tetas ni paraíso 

 

Son cochinas, son maniacas, las nalgadas les encantan 

Lo hacen en elevadores y hasta en los baños de aviones 

Cargan siempre con insomnio le sacan al matrimonio 

 

Ellas pistean con caguamas también con puros cuartitos 

Son nalgonas, son chichonas y todo es naturalito 

Son como las de la tele sin tetas no hay paraíso 

 

Urgidonas, lesbianonas siendo sexo lo que caiga 

Entre besito y besito en un trio siempre acaban 

No respetan a los santos, no son monjas persignadas 

 

Son sicarias, son mafiosas son cachondas bailadoras 

100 % seguidoras desmadrosas revalosas 

Son jariosas locochonas y sus tetas nos provocan 

 

12. 

El Juicio Final 

“El Regreso de la Última Sombra” 

(Los BuKnas de Culiacán, 2012) 

 

Yo no estaba muerto  

Ahora estoy de regreso  

Estuve a un segundo de irme al infierno  

Esos enemigos que me atacaron  

Están sentenciados digan sus pecados  
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He vuelto pero más violento 

 

Yo solo reclamo lo que ha sido mío  

Conozco el oficio me encanta el peligro  

Los que me robaron merecen castigo  

Aun sigo activo están advertidos  

He vuelto, hoy he renacido 

 

Pacto con el diablo yo soy inmortal  

A mis enemigos voy a masacrar  

No queda evidencia los desaparezco  

Como algo de magia, sádico y siniestro  

Tu peor pesadilla, nunca me detengo 

 

Tu juicio final es con lluvia de balas  

Si has obrado mal la vida se te acaba  

De una vez por todas te llegó la hora  

Un punto final a tu estúpida historia  

 

No estarás tranquilo vivo en tu mente  

Un juicio final llega de repente  

De una vez por todas te llegó la hora  

Si no me conoces, soy la última sombra  

 

Soy el encargado de dar la justicia  

Pues fuiste cegado por tu avaricia  

Espera tu turno pues vengo por ti  

Noches intranquilas no podrás dormir  

Estás sentenciado, tendrás que morir 

 

Pacto con el diablo yo soy inmortal  

A mis enemigos voy a masacrar  

No queda evidencia los desaparezco  

Como algo de magia, sádico y siniestro  

Tu peor pesadilla, nunca me detengo 

 

Tu juicio final es con lluvia de balas  

Si has obrado mal la vida se te acaba  

De una vez por todas te llegó la hora  

Un punto final a tu estúpida historia  

 

No estarás tranquilo vivo en tu mente  

Un juicio final llega de repente  

De una vez por todas te llegó la hora  

Si no me conoces, soy la última sombra 
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13. 

Los Sanguinarios del M-1 

El Movimiento Alterado 

M|A Vol. 4 

Los Bukanas de Culiacán 

Con cuernos de chivo y bazuka en la nuca 

Volando cabezas al que se atraviesa 

Somos sanguinarios locos bien ondeados 

Nos gusta matar 

 

El Komander 

Pa’dar levantones somos los mejores 

Siempre en caravana toda mi plebada 

Bien empecherados blindados y listos 

Para ejecutar 

 

Los Buitres de Culiacán 

Con una llamada privada se activan 

Los altos niveles de los aceleres 

De torturaciones balas y explosiones 

Para controlar 

 

Los Buchones de Culiacán 

La gente se asusta y nunca se preguntan 

Si ven los comandos cuando van pasando 

Todos enfierrados bien encapuchados 

Y bien camuflaje 

 

Los 2 Primos 

Van endemoneados muy bien comandados 

Listos y a la orden pa’hacer un desorden 

Para hacer sufrir y morir a los contras  

Hasta agonizar 

 

Erik Estrada 

Van y hacen pedazos a gente a balazos 

Ráfagas continuas que no se terminan 

Cuchillo afilado cuerno atravesado 

Para degollar 

 

Noel Torres 

Traen mente de varios revolucionarios 

Como Pancho Villa peleando en guerrilla 

Limpiando el terreno von bazuka y cuerno 

Que hacen retumbar 
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El ‘RM’ (Rogelio Martínez) 

El Macho adelante con el comandante 

Pa’acabar con lacras todo el virus ántrax 

Equipo violento, trabajo sangriento 

Pa’traumatizar 

 

Los Nuevos Elegantes 

Soy el Número Uno, de clave M-1 

Respaldado por El Mayo y por El Chapo 

La ‘JT’ siempre presente y pendiente 

Pa’su apoyo dar 

 

Oscar García: 

Seguiré creciendo y más gente cayendo 

Por algo soy  El Ondeado respetado 

Manuel Torres Félix mi nombre y saludos 

Para Culiacán 

 

14. 

Mafia Nueva 

(El Komander, 2010) 

 

Mafia nueva sinaloense  

Pura plebada de arranque  

Carros de lujo y billetes  

Ropa de marca Ferrari  

Traen la herencia de los viejos  

Comandando las ciudades 

 

De los trece a los diez y ocho  

Me enseñé a jalar los cuernos  

De diez y ocho en adelante  

Desarrollé mi cerebro  

Ahora ya son veintitantos  

Mi poder está creciendo 

 

Los corridos las Buchanans  

Mi Cheyenne y una escuadra  

La cintura de una plebe  

Y el sabor de la lavada 

 

Mi destino es ser mafioso  

Como un día lo fue mi padre  

Mi apellido es peligroso  

Los contras ya se la saben  

Si acaso lo han olvidado  

Yo aquí estoy pa'recordarles 
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Vivo una vida de lujos  

No he nacido pa'ser pobre  

Mis caprichos son muy caros  

Y he pagado hasta millones  

Las artistas más famosas  

Han probado mis pasiones  

 

Para Mazatlán un bíper  

Para Culiacán Cheyenne  

Las placas de Tomatito  

Solamente pa'los jefes 

 

15. 

Las Cabronas  

(Los Buitres de Sinaloa, 2010) 

 

Son muchachas muy bonitas 

Traen la sangre de pesados 

Se saben son sinaloenses 

Que les gustan al contrabando 

La siembra y la cosecha 

Y mandará al otro lado 

 

No son buenas pa‘l noviazgo 

Pero hacen buenos negocios 

Saben cocinar el polvo 

Que compran varios mañosos 

Traen armas de gran calibre 

Son hijas de poderosos 

 

Una Hummer las traslada 

Son camionetas blindadas 

Y es que son guardaespaldas 

Y unas patrullas pegadas 

Se organiza una pachanga 

En honor de las muchachas 

 

Sencillas y de respeto 

Les gusta mucho la banda 

Toman whisky del 18 

Para afinar la garganta 

Las cabronas son alegres 

Cantan corridos de mafia 

 

Tienen rasgos muy bonitos 

Que al gobierno las conoce 

Mandan clave a los retenes 

Para que no les estorben 

Ellas pagaron la cuota 

Hay reparto de millones 
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Como varios las conocen 

Y saben lo que conviene 

No las busquen por pedazos 

Toneladas ellas mueven 

Un saludo a las cabronas 

Que en Culiacán se divierten 

 

16. 

100% Cabrón 

 (Los Buitres, 2007) 

‘Mira, ¡qué bonita troca!’ 

Hoy decía dos culebras 

No saben que la he ganado 

A base de chingaderas  

Porque trabajando bien 

No tendría ni bicicleta 

 

A lo que yo me dedico 

 La muerte es mi compañera 

Morirme a mi no me asusta 

Me asusta más la pobreza 

Hoy mi San Judas Tadeo  

De la mano no me deja 

 

Soy 100% cabrón 

 Y no me arrugo ante nadie 

Y si alguien la hace de pleito 

Voy y le parto su madre 

No es que quiera presumir 

Pero yo si soy de arranque 

 

¡Ay! qué bonita es la vida   

Cuando se sabe vivirla 

Disfruta de todo un poco 

No hay que ponerse medidas 

Porque la muerte no duerme  

Y un día llega sin sentirla 

 

Hay nomás por si las moscas 

Traigo pistola fajada 

Pa'cuidarme de las hienas 

Y de toda la perrada 

Por ahí dicen que traen rabia 

Pero a mí no me hacen nada 

 

¡Qué chulo toca la banda! 

Así quisiera que fuera 

Que me tocaran alegre 
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El día que yo me muera 

Mientras que chinguen a veinte  

Todos los que no me quieran 

 

17. 

Las Plebes High Class 

 (Los Buitres, 2010) 

 

Mentalidad de malandras  

Con cuerpos despampanantes 

Siempre andan bien a la moda  

Vestidas y extravagantes 

Con sus uñas sinaloenses  

Adornadas con diamantes 

 

Las ven pasear por los ranchos  

Visitando su país 

Otras veces en las tiendas  

Allá por Beverly Hills 

Pa’comprar sus accesorios  

Se arremangan pa’París 

 

Les apodan ‘Plebes High Class’  

Y el apodito les queda 

Más cabronas que bonitas  

Y en lo bonito exageran 

Lo cabrona se les sale  

Cuando andan en la loquera 

 

En camionetas blindadas  

Y en sus carros deportivos 

Traen amber para la moda  

Louis Vuitton, True Religion 

Los negocios que se cargan  

Puros materiales finos 

 

A veces sobran de buenas  

Otras veces se aceleran 

Y al que se pase de lanza  

De inmediato balacean 

Pistola cuerno y bazuca  

Las cabezas van que vuelan 

 

Les apodan ‘Plebes High Class’  

Y el apodito les queda 

Más cabronas que bonitas  

Y en lo bonito exageran 

Lo cabrona se les sale 

Cuando andan en la loquera 
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18. 

Las Ladies Mafias 

 (Los Buitres, 2009) 

 

Traen sus uñas arregladas 

Un 7 pegado al cuerpo 

Una bolsa Coach dorada 

Con una pistola adentro 

Con sus radios y un celular 

Pa’arreglar sus movimientos 

 

Dale un trago a la Buchanans 

Y manda traer la lavada 

Que no falte Maria Juana 

Pa’empezar la desvelada 

Y que rifen los corridos 

Que las morras son pesadas 

 

El business ya está arreglado 

Los verdes ya nos llegaron 

Inviten a las cabronas 

Los Buitres ya están tocando 

Y que vivan las mujeres 

Que andan en el contrabando 

 

Vamonos a Los Mariscos 

Ahí se junta la plebada 

Pa’que no llegue la cruda 

Hay que seguir arregladas 

Así lo acostumbran ellas 

Toditita la semana 

 

No cabe duda señores 

Estas mujeres son bravas 

Allá en Estados Unidos 

Ellas mueven toneladas 

De Culiacán a modesto 

Les dicen Las Ladies Mafias 

 

El business ya está arreglado 

Los verdes ya nos llegaron 

Inviten a las cabronas 

Los Buitres ya están tocando 

Y que vivan las mujeres 

Que andan en el contrabando 
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19. 

Las Sicarias de Arranque 

 (Los Buitres, 2010) 

 

Ni las uñas ni las joyas 

Les impide usar pistolas 

Les gusta andar en blindadas 

Glamorosas y a la moda 

Por fuera son unas diosas 

Y por dentro pecadoras 

 

Ponen, imponen ejemplo 

Hay disciplina y talento 

Respetadas por los grandes 

De la mafia y el gobierno 

Y aquí el que se anda con juegos 

Lo arremangan luego luego 

 

Todo fríamente planeado 

Y siempre bien calculado 

Inteligencia y destreza 

En grupo atacan su presa 

Y lo de gracia en la frente 

Rematan con gran fineza 

 

Disfrutan de su trabajo 

A simple vista se nota 

No tienen remordimientos 

Son reinas pa’l escarmiento 

Torturan sin compasiones 

Sin tentarse corazones 

 

Son las Sicarias de Arranque 

Doncellas de la tortura 

Trozan y trozan traidores 

No conocen la ternura 

Quebrando con mucho estilo 

Cometen sus travesuras 

 

Luego de unos cuantos business 

Antro, vino y buen desmadre 

En el banco dinerales 

Efectivas en sus jales 

Homicidios con estilo 

Un ochocientos arranque 
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20. 

Hembra Moderna 

 (Vanessa García, 2010) 

 

Yo soy una hembra moderna 

A nada le tengo miedo 

La vivo de mil maneras 

Me he rifado mi pellejo 

Por acciones de peligro 

Yo me he ganado respeto 

 

Uso los cuernos de chivo 

Los porto y sé disparar 

Blindada traigo mi troca 

Nomas por seguridad 

Con mentalidad enferma 

Y rodarse traficar 

 

En los lugares de baile 

Con mis amigas me ven 

A la moda bien peinada 

Pasándomela muy bien 

Con las uñas arregladas 

Perfumada con Chanel 

 

Los hombres no me dominan 

Tampoco me hablan muy recio 

Yo tengo a los que yo quiero 

Y gozo de privilegios 

Y no me gusta que tengan 

Sus caritas de pendejos 

 

 

Esta hembra ya se despide 

Tal vez la puedan mirar 

En los antros de Las Vegas 

En Phoenix o en Culiacán 

Los Ángeles, California 

En Cancún o Mazatlán 
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21. 

Les Dicen Buchonas 

 (Vanessa García, 2011) 

 

Pa'todas las muchachonas  

Que ya andan bien alteradas 

Pa'que ya sé que andan al tiro 

Y que ya se contagiaron 

Que destapen las Buchanans  

Que esto apenas va empezando 

 

Muchos les dicen buchonas  

Pero ya les vale madre 

Piden que toquen corridos 

Cuando ellas van a los bailes 

Luego se meten al baño  

Es que ocupan maquillarse 

 

Del baño salen alegres  

Gritan: ‘Puro Culiacán  

Y arriba El M1 

El Mayo, Chapo Guzmán’ 

De veras estas dan miedo 

 Para sacarlas a bailar 

 

Siempre andan muy bien vestidas  

Con pura ropa de marca 

Con esas blusas de Hardy 

De Gucci y de Dolce Gabanna 

Con sus bolsas marcar Couch 

Y la cara lentes Prada 

 

En buenos carros pasean 

Algunas andan armadas  

Dicen por si algún cabrón  

Se quiere pasar la raya 

 Lo reventamos a tiro  

A veces muy sanguinarias 

 

Son mujeres decididas  

Que están dispuestas a todo 

Si las tratas bien son buenas  

Pues ha de seguir el rollo 

Se pistean y amanecen  

No las asusta el demonio 
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Del baño salen alegres  

Gritan: ‘Puro Culiacán  

Y arriba El M1 

 El Mayo, Chapo Guzmán’  

De veras estas dan miedo  

Para sacarlas a bailar 

 

22. 

Enferma y Atravesada 

 (Yesenia Jiménez, 2011) 

 

Enferma y atravesada 

Dicen que así me he quedado 

Porque me pone la sangre 

Como un revolucionario 

También me gusta el ambiente 

Y pistear y con mis amigos 

Tráiganse ya las cervezas y las botellas de vino 

 

Cuando escucho los corridos 

Y que empieza la parranda 

Y me altera todo el cuerpo 

Y me aviento mi Buchanans 

También me he hecho mis galones 

Para andar bien activada 

Aquel día que me muera no me voy a llevarme nada 

 

Vámanos por Culiacán 

Por todas las plebes  

Ganamos entradas 

La vamos a disfrutar 

Destapan botellas, cerveza y Buchanans 

Que se acabe la tristeza 

Que en el afterparty vamos a bailar 

Nos dicen hasta alteradas 

Por enfermas y atravesadas 

 

Las mujeres de mi clase 

Son chicas muy aventadas 

No nos gustan los rodeos 

Tampoco las vaciladas 

A los hombres los tratamos 

Con respeto y con cariño 

Que no se pasen de lanza  

¿Por qué?  

Por uno morimos 
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Cuando vestida de Gucci 

También de Dolce y Gabbana 

En los lugares de baile 

No cualquier güey me apantalla 

Manicomis y buenos carros 

Llevo palos arrancones 

Me encanta la adrenalina 

Y andar por los malecones 

 

Vámonos por Culiacán 

Por todas las plebes  

Ganamos entradas 

La vamos a disfrutar 

Destapan botellas, cerveza y Buchanans 

Que se acabe la tristeza 

Que en el afterparty vamos a bailar 

Nos dicen hasta alteradas 

Por enfermas y atravesadas 

 

23. 

Empachangados 

 (Vanessa García, 2011) 

 

En un carro deportivo 

Y un Escalade del año 

Pasando con mis amigos  

Y la vida disfrutando 

Soy una chica areventada 

Y a nadie le hago daño 

Me encantan los afterpartys 

Y pasarle cotorreando 

 

Me gusta mucho ese ambiente 

Y convivirla con la gente 

Platicar con los amores 

Y hacer cosas indecentes 

Tráiganse otro Buchanans 

Porque quiero seguir pisteando 

Porque aquí a todos mis compas 

Ya se les está bajando 

 

Que toque alegre la banda 

Puros corridos enfermos 

Que el cielo es para los santos 

Pa’nosotros el infierno 

Nos gusta vivir la vida 

 En contra al reglamento 

Si alguien que me lo impida 

Que vaya a rezar al templo 
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Platicando y platicando 

De volada pasa el tiempo 

Las cinco de la mañana 

Y una siesta ameneciendo 

Todos andamos contentos 

Lo que haremos acostarnos 

La fiesta que continúe 

Siga la banda tocando 

 

Se me cayeron las uñas 

Y eso ya ni me preocupa 

Me siento bien agigada 

No me han tumbado las copas 

Algunos ya están dormidos 

Y otros bien atravesados 

El sol ya no está salido 

Salimos empachangados 

 

Que toque alegre la banda 

Puros corridos enfermos 

Que el cielo es para los santos 

Pa’nosotros el infierno 

Nos gusta vivir la vida 

 En contra al reglamento 

Si alguien que me lo impida 

Que vaya a rezar al templo 

 

24. 

Esquizofrénico 

(Los Favoritos de Sinaloa, 2012) 

 

Enfocado en el ambiente  

Gozando todo se siente  

Mi gente todo al corriente  

Disfrutando bien consciente  

Ojeando toda la pista por si pasa algún pendiente  

 

Drogadicto así he sido  

Pero nunca presumido  

Comparto con mis amigos  

Solo los que he elegido  

Activo toda la vida arriba y precavido  

 

Esquizofrénico y bien ondeado  

Paranoico y enfierrado  

Marihuano me la paso  

Listo para los trancazos  
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Mi persona pronto cambia  

Cuando hay de amandilados  

 

Puro party pa’delante  

Pura morra de arranque  

Pues al 100 nos encontramos  

Y nos vamos al instante  

Traigo al ángel endemoniado  

Con la cara de un ángel  

 

Todo para de repente  

Algo pasa por mi mente  

Nos pelamos en caliente  

Nos forjamos otro veinte  

A las morras las dejamos  

Donde vamos sobran clientes  

 

Fumo todo el camino  

Ahogado hasta mi destino  

Humeados todos los vidrios  

El hoy ya he vivido  

Sigo en mi recorrido  

Escuchando mis corridos 

 

25. 

Cuernito Armani 

(El Komander, 2012) 

 

 
El K: Primero que nada quiero darles las gracias a todos ustedes por estar aquí, por su apoyo 

incondicional, y felicitarlos por el gran crecimiento de la compañía. Si se dan cuenta, hay muchos 

asientos vacíos ya que hay nada sencillo de permanecer en este negocio. 

Gracias a nuestro amigo Pablo, Colombia y México siguen más fuertes que nunca. 

 

Pablo: Ya sabes, parcero, es un placer hacer negocios contigo 

 

El K (subtitles provided): Sniper, California is difficult, but it is under control 

 

Sniper: You got it “S”, estamos al 100.  

 

El K: Thank you. Y mi gran amigo Fernando – sé que las cosas no han andado muy bien entre tú y yo 

últimamente, pero sin embargo aprecio la humildad con la que vienes a las juntas y sigues colaborando 

con nosotros 

 

Fernando: No te preocupes, ya sabes que somos muy buenos amigos tú y yo. 

 

El K: Y por último, les anuncio que me tomo un descanso y me voy para Culiacán. 

 

Te debo mi vida  

Cuernito de Armani rameado  

Salvaste mi vida a la hora de pelear  

Saliendo de un antro quisieron tumbarme  

Mi Cuernito Armani tuve que accionar 
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Reina creo que me vienen siguiendo, deténme el Buchanans les voy atorar  

Reina hermosa pásame mi cuerno, bríncale al volante y no mires pa'trás  

 

Cortaba cartuchos seguía rafageando macizo  

Montado en mi raptor no podía blanquear  

Me traiban cortito no podía rajarme  

Ya andaban emperrado tenía que matar  

Reina hermosa no estés tan nerviosa,  písale hasta el fondo nos van a alcanzar  

Nomás que se acomoden mis brazos, los hago pedazos se van a sentar  

 

Sabían que era bravo por eso querían venadearme424  

Presenciaba el miedo no puedo negar  

Plomazo y plomazo no quería aflojarles  

Mi suerte de perro volvió a relumbrar  

Una bala traspasó al piloto, les volteó la troca no pudo hacer más  

Lo confieso me sentí perdido me salió la yuca me pude fugar  

 

Te debo mi vida poderoso Armani rameado  

No te me rajaste a la hora de pelear  

Tengo la costumbre de andar ensillado  

La gente es corriente no puedo confiar  

Fue un regalo de un señor muy grande que es pieza importante allá en Culiacán  

Sigo firme y macizo a la empresa dedo en el gatillo listo pa'acciona

                                                           
424 En un ámbito urbano, “venadear” se utilizó de forma metafórica para decir que alguien está espiando o esperando 

a alguien, sobre todo para cobrar alguna deuda. En un contexto más actual, vinculado al sicariato y a las extorsiones, 

los medios de comunicación amarillistas han utilizado este término para señalar que un victimario esperó a una 

persona para matarla. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

al 100 committed to / "in with" / "give 110%" 

apantallar(se) to impress 

arremangar to get stuck into something / get one's hands dirty 

aventado/a party animal 

bajador thief (colloq.) 

Whiskey del 18/Buchanan’s 

Whiskey del 18 refers to any whiskey which has been 

aged for 18 years and the most popular whiskies 

associated with the M|A/narcocorrido and the drug trade 

are Buchanan's, Chivas and Macallan 

buchón/buchona 

According to Malcolm Beith (2010: 35), buchón was 

used originally as a derogatory term referring to 

gomeros: "Living in the Sierra, the buchones rarely ate 

salt, a hard-to-come-by commodity - hence buchón, 

which is a play on the pouch some birds have on their 

throats to store food. Today, the word has come to be 

associated simply with anyone who makes money 

illegally". 

caguama bottle of beer measuring 940ml (colloq.) 

compa comes from compañero/a; buddy/bro (colloq.) 

cooperas o cuello A threat: "cooperate or your neck will be cut" (colloq.) 

cotorrear to talk a lot/to gossip  (colloq.) 

cronik powerful and hallucinogenic mariguana (colloq.) 

cuerno de chivo AK47 Assault Rifle 

de arranque ready for action/not afriad to die/someone who "doesn't 

think twice"  

hacer panchos to cause havoc (colloq.) 

Hummer/Escalade 
luxury SUV vehicles usually bullet-proofed with tinted 

glass and regularly associated with drug traffickers 

kush mariguana buds (colloq.) 

lavada Money laundering 

malandra/malandrín 

usually refers to an arrogant person who is most likely 

involved in illicit activities or delinquent behaviour 

(colloq.) 

mañoso a person who has extensive skills and knowledge in the 

drug trade 

pasar de lanza to go too far/"bite off more than one can chew" 

pistear partying & drinking (colloq.) 

La plaza Specific geographical area of cartel operation  

plebada 
"guys"/group of youths - is also sometimes used in a 

derogatory sense in Sinaloa (colloq.) 

polvo cocaine (colloq.) 

sicario/a hit-man/hit-woman 

venadearse 

In the drug trafficking world, this term refers to the hit-

man/woman as they lie in wait in order to collect a debt 

/wait to kill somebody who owes a debt (colloq.) 
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